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ANNUAL REPORT.

The Board of Education is charged with certain specific

duties and with a general d^t3^ It has the supervision of the

Normal Schools ; it employs agents who visit the several

towns, and who, under the direction of the Secretary of the

Board, hold Teachers' Institutes; it advises regarding the sev-

eral charitable educational institutions which receive State aid
;

it nominates the recipients of State scholarships ; it reports

upon such communications as it may receive from the governor

or the legislature ; and it occupies itself with whatever ia

likely to promote the best interests of education in the Com-
monwealth. In making its Forty-ninth Annual Eeport it

desires to state, briefly, what it has done under these several

heads, and to draw a few inferences from its observation and

experience.

Normal Schools.

. The special reports of the visitors of the several Normal
Schools furnish particular information of the work of those

schools during the past year. Upon one point only has the

Board deemed it necessary to take general action. An exami-

nation disclosed considerable inequality in penmanship, and an

apparent neglect of systematic instruction. The principals

were accordingly advised to emphasize this part of the educa-

tional course, and to take such measures as would secure

better results in the future. A good effect has already

appeared in certain quarters, and it is expected that the

teachers in the several Normal Schools, to whom this branch

of education is assigned, will qualify themselves for instruc-

tion, when it shall appear that they are deficient.
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Action has also been taken by the Board, in pursuance of an

act of the legislature (chap. 330, Acts of 1885), for the erec-

tion of a building for the Normal Art School. Plans have been

drawn with reference to the occupation of the land granted by

the Commonwealth for this purpose ; they have been approved

by the governor and council, and it is expected that the coming

year will see the building completed. The Board recognizes

with pleasure the existence of a public sentiment of confidence

in the school, which makes this action possible.

The housing and better equipment of the Normal Art School

is in accordance with the settled policy of the Commonwealth,

to maintain the efficiency of all the Normal Schools. These

schools are in a healthy condition, and they are carrying for-

ward their work with a strict regard for wise economy.

Each is growing with a natural expansion as the demands of

the schools for well-educated teachers increase. In one

instance, however, this growth has been so considerable that

the time has come, in the judgment of the Board, when it

must be seriously considered in what way the needs of the

school for further accommodation should be met. The Normal

School at Framingham has outgrown its limits, and its present

prosperity gives it an honorable claim upon the attention of the

Commonwealth.

The development of this school under the conduct of Miss

Hyde not only confirms the frequent saying that the teacher

makes the school, but illustrates the general policy of the

Board of Education. While the Board provides for a uniform

system, it also desires to secure the greatest possible freedom

within the system, and it values the personal element above

every other. The spirit which moves the principal and assist-

ants will be that which controls the pupils. The Board, there-

fore, conceives that its most important function is to place the

Normal Schools in charge of men and women who are not only

well- trained for the work of teaching teachers, but who bring

to their task a high ideal and a spirit of devotion ; who set the

doing of excellent work above the wages received for the work,

and who forget themselves.

When one forgets one's self in this world, it belongs to

others to remember such an one, and the Board recognizes

with gratitude the fidelity and patient continuance with which
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one and another teacher in the Normal Schools has served the

State. Without being governed by any statute in the matter,

it holds firmly to the principle that a teacher's tenure of office,

whether formally renewed or not, should be for good behavior

under watchful and generous supervision.

State Agents.

There is little doubt that the establishment of the Normal

Art School in a building especially designed for it will add to

the efficiency of the school, and increase the attention paid to

drawing in our school course. The graduates of the school are

in immediate demand as teachers, and the steady use of the

standard of excellence is compelling the schools throughout the

State to secure competent instruction. The Board has taken

the step, during the past year, of enrolling among its regular

agents, the instructor in the Normal Art School who has here-

tofore been employed in systematic visitation of towns. His

work does not materially differ from that which he performed

before he was added to the number of agents, but the Board

desired distinctly to recognize the importance of this branch of

education, and to take the work of organization under its

immediate charge.

The other general agents have continued their work of

personal examination, and in connection with the Secretary of

the Board, have held their customary Teachers' Institutes.

They have reported regularly upon the condition of the schools,

and their reports have engaged the earnest attention of the

Board, from the disclosure which they make of the state of

. learning in parts of the Commonwealth which suffer from the

evils attendant on isolation and absence ot concentrated effort.

The following extract from one of these reports will illustrate

this point :
—

" In my work this fall I find poorer buildings, more poorly supplied,

smaller schools, cheaper and poorer teachers, and looser and less

competent supervision.* It is impossible to picture to one who has

not seen them some of these schools, so nearly worthless are they.

The little money that is spent on them and the time of the children

* The comparison is made with the schools of another section of the State, and not

with the previous condition of the schools under consideration.
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are both wasted. I have found but one normal graduate in these

towns, and nearly half of the teachers have had only a common school

education in the towns where the}' are teaching. Nearly half also

were teaching their first term in the schools in which I found them.

The schools are visited by the committee but once or twice during the

term, and they are rarely examined. If the pupils are in their seats

and quiet ; if they read without much stumbling, and seem to have

learned their lessons fairly well, the committee are satisfied. Few of

them are competent to apply any tests of the thoroughness of the

work. Nearly all the children learn to read b}' spelling out the words.

The onl}' employment of the little ones is fingering the primer. The

older ones studj^ all lessons from the books, and all recitations are

conducted by question and answer. In some towns there is not a

globe or a map in a school-room, and the blackboards are scant}' and

poor. "We can only reflect that the teachers could not use more if

they were supplied. Almost without exception the buildings are

destitute of the means of ventilation. After visiting the schools I

have spent a half-da}^ with the teachers and committee in suggesting

improvements. The criticisms and suggestions are everywhere well

received. If I, or some one else, could visit again in a month, and

repeat the visits frequently, some good would be accomplished. In

the present condition I see little to hope for."

Such a state of things as this report indicates calls for serious

attention. It is very evident that the Board has not the power,

through its agents, to effect rapid or permanent improvement

in such cases. It can do scarcely more than awaken interest

and make suggestion. Nor is it desirable that the work of

raising the standard of education, in any given community,

should be committed directly to the Board. There is no prin-

ciple of our educational system more jealously to be guarded

than that of local control and supervision, and it is the towns,

and towns alone, that can properly be intrusted with the educa-

tion of their children.

1 he palpable obstacle to improvement is in the poverty and

isolation of the smaller towns. The cities and large towns

have found it necessary to establish the system of superintend-

ency, and results have shown the wisdom of this course. In

the judgment of the Board, no one measure is more impera-

tively demanded, in the growth of the educational system of the

Commonwealth, than the extension of the principle of superin-

tendency to the smaller towns and villages. It is not to be
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expected nor desired that these places should each be provided

with a separate superintendent, but it is entirely possible that

several neishborino; towns and villaofes should combine to main-

tain a superintendent, whose duties would be substantially the

same as those of one placed over an equal number of schools

contained within a single large town.

Such an extension of the principle of superintendency would

have a marked effect upon the entire educational system of the

State. It would call into service those teachers and normal

graduates who show a special aptitude for pedagogy, and would

bring together, in various forms of association, men and women

of both theoretical and practical knowledge of the art of teach-

ing. It would, moreover, greatly stimulate the intellectual

life of the remoter districts, and do steadily and methodically

much of the work which can now be done only spasmodically

by agents and teachers' institutes.

The time is ripe for such a movement. The country districts

invite it ; only their poverty stands in the way. If, in the

judgment of the legislature, it should be deemed expedient to

lay such an additional tax for educational purposes as was

proposed at the last session, it is the opinion of the Board of

Education that the first application of the money thus obtained

should be toward the support of superintendents chosen by the

smaller towns, acting upon some simple plan of combination.

Charitable Institutions.

As an intermediary between the government of the Common-
wealth and the several charitable institutions, the Board has

visited, through its committees, the schools which receive aid

in one form or another from the State. It has considered the

applications for State scholarships, and has endeavored to deter-

mine each case by reference to scholarship, character and cir-

cumstances. It has, also, patiently, and with great care,

examined into the condition of every institution, not now
receiving State aid, which has made application for the admis-

sion of pupils at the expense of the State.

Nautical School.

A respected citizen of the Commonwealth, long identified

with maritime and commercial interests. Captain R. B. Forbes

of Milton, has recommended the establishment of a nautical
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school in the Port of Boston, for the training of youth in the

practice of navigation and seamanship. By an act of Congress,

passed in 1874, the Secretary of the Navy is empowered, on

the application of the governors of certain States, named in the

act, to provide a suitable vessel of the navy, with her apparel,

charts, books and instruments, for the use of any nautical school

at each or any of several ports, of which Boston is one, and to

detail officers of the navy as managers and instructors. It is

especially provided that no youth convicted of crime, or any of

physical incapacity, shall be placed in such schools.

Under this act, the school-ship St. Mary's was accepted by

the State of New York and placed under the control of the

Board of Education of the city and county of New York, aided

by the Chamber of Commerce of the city of New York. This

school has been in active operation for the past ten years, and

the results, so far as the training of pupils is concerned, have

been satisfactory to the Board of Education.

At the time when the St. Mary's Nautical School was estab-

lished, the Commonwealth of Massachusetts had just abandoned

the experiment by which for twelve years a nautical school had

been carried on upon the school-ships, Massachusetts and

George M. Barnard. This experiment had not been wholly a

failure ; a large number of seamen had been trained, and the

school-ship had especially served a purpose as a training school

for the navy during the war for the Union. Nevertheless, it

was not considered expedient to continue the maintenance of

the school, on the ground partly of expense, and partly of the

class of boys under instruction.

The school-ship of Massachusetts was established as a reform

school. Its pupils were those only who had been convicted

of some offence against the law. At first the boys sent to it

were young offenders, but gradually the age was advanced, and

more hardened cases were committed, to the increase of the

difficulty of management. It is the general agreement that

the experiment broke down under this severe test. Boys were

sent to the school who had no aptitude for the sea, and whose

characters impelled them to escape the discipline of the school-

ship whenever they found opportunity. Masters of merchant

vessels had no inclination to burden themselves with a dis-

tinctly penal class of seamen.
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It is the opinion of the Board, that the success of the St.

Mary's and the partial failure of the Massachusetts school-ships,

alike point to the desirability of establishing a nautical school in

the Commonwealth ; that the present steady increase of the

coastwise trade indicates that such a school would supply an

important demand ; that in the present condition of the

merchant service, the opportunities for education granted to

such boys as have an aptitude for the sea are inadequate and

unsuitable. At the same time it is the opinion of the Board,

that while the act of Congress, referred to above, permits such

a school to be provided at less expense to the Commonwealth,

the training provided under the act would be less applicable to

the needs of the merchant service, than similar training at

the hands of men familiar by experience with that service.

The question of the precise method which is most desirable

for the conduct of such a school, is one which might properly

be referred to citizens of the Commonwealth, whose vocation

and experience especially qualify them to have an opinion in

the matter ; but the Board regards the whole subject of the

establishment of a nautical school, one which may well receive

the attention of a Commonwealth that has the sea for a next

neighbor, and hangs the sign of the wealth of the sea in its

hall of legislation.

GEORGE D. ROBINSON, ex officio.

OLIVER AMES, ex officio.

HORACE E. SCUDDER.
ADMIRAL P. STONE.
ABBY W. MAY.
MILTON B. WHITNEY.
FRANCIS A. WALKER.
EDWARD D. CARRIGAN.
ELIJAH B. STODDARD.
ALONZO A. MINER.
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STATE IS^OKMAL SCHOOL, BRIDGEWATER.

Albert G. Boyden, A. M., Principal.

The power to make a normal school something different from

a high school or a college, resides so much in the constant,

familiar use of a clearly understood principle of pedagogy,

that too much weight can scarcely be attached to the personal

management of such a school. It is a matter for sincere con-

gratulation that the school at Bridgewater has been so long

under the direction of its vigorous principal. The twenty-fifth

anniversary of Mr. Boyden's election to the head mastership was

celebrated in Bridgewater at the annual commencement in July.

Past members of the school, former teachers under Mr. Boyden,

and many friends of education met to offer the principal their

warm congratulation, and to bear testimony to the fidelity with

which he had so long administered the important trust com-

mitted to him.

The best evidence of his work is in the present prosperous

condition of the school, and in the infrequency of changes in

the teaching force. At the beginning of the year, in September,

1884, Mr. Frank F. Murdock, a graduate from the four years'

course in the class of February, 1879, and principal of the

Morse Grammar School in Somerville, was appointed to succeed

Mr. Cyrus A. Cole. Miss Edith Leonard continued to supply

during the year the place of Miss Mary H. Leonard, who was

unable to return to her duties. No other change has occurred

among the teachers during the past year.

The most considerable advance, has been in the increased fa-

cilities for work in the teaching and study of the natural sciences.

More comprehensive analyses of the subject have been made

;
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sets of working specimens have been provided for each member
of the class ; more extended means for microscopic study and

illustration have been secured ; so that each student engages in

direct objective study and teaching in these branches. A
society called the Bridgewater Science Club has been formed,

composed of members of the upper classes, graduates, and

teachers in the school, whose object is to promote the study of

natural science, and to provide for this school a representative

collection of the minerals, plants and animals of south-eastern

Massachusetts. Large additions to the cabinets have been made

by the summer excursions of this club.

Both the formal and informal training in the natural sciences

thus secured promises to be of great value to the pupils in the

school, and through them to the children whom they will

ultimately have under their charge. Valuable as the mental

discipline is, which is induced by the study of scientific classi-

fication and of the more recondite processes of nature, it is of

great importance that the teachers of our country schools should

have that familiar acquaintance with nature which will enable

them to be guides and interpreters to the opening minds of

children. If the young teacher who has explored the country

about Bridgewater and has studied the objects there found, ac-

quires both the power of seeing and the power of making others

see, it is reasonable to hope that when placed in charge of boys

and girls in any place, this teacher will quicken observation,

excite study and train those faculties of observation and analysis

which often lie dormant until close and well-directed contact

with nature calls them into activity.

The statistics for the year ending Aug. 31, 1885, are as fol-

lows :
—

Terms Began Sept. 3, 1884,
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The whole number of students who have been members of

the school is 3,073 ; 979 young men, and 2,094 young women
;

1,879 of whom— 620 young men and 1,259 young women—
have received certificates or diplomas upon the honorable com-

pletion of the course of studies. Seventy-seven students —
47 young men, 30 young women— have graduated from the

four years' course, which was established in 1870. Sixty-one

per cent, of all admitted have graduated.

The average age of those admitted during the year was 18

years 8 months ; men, 20 years ; women, 18 years 4 months.

Of the 92 admitted, 50 came from high schools; 17 from

academies and private schools ; 17 from grammar schools ; 5

from ungraded schools ; 2 from Normal Schools ; 1 from college.

The occupations of the parents of those admitted were

given as follows: Mechanics, 25; farmers, 17; merchants

and traders, 12; physicians, 4; manufacturers, 3; teachers,

2 ; clergyman, 1 ; in the United States service, 2 ; miscel-

laneous, 26 ; total, 92.

Of the members of the school for this year, Plymouth County

sent 58 ; Middlesex, 32 ; Norfolk, 30 ; Bristol, 21 ; Barnstable,

14 ; Suffolk, 5 ; Essex, 3 ; Worcester, 2 ; Dukes, 2 ; Hampshire,

1 ; the State of New Hampshire, 13 ; Maine, 4; Vermont, 3 ;

Rhode Island, 2 ; District of Columbia, 2 ; New York and New
Jersey, each 1 ; Nova Scotia, 2 ; Province of Quebec, 2. Totals :

Massachusetts, ten counties, 168 ; other States and countries,

29.

The number of pa.st graduates in attendance during the year

has been 4 ; of college graduates on the special course, 1 ; of

undergraduates pursuing the four years course, 49,—young

men, 21, young women, 28 ; of students pursuing the inter-

mediate course, more than the two years course and less than

the four years, 12

Forty-three of the graduates of this year have engaged in

teaching and are distributed in ungraded, primary, intermediate,

grammar and high schools. Four of the last class for good

reasons have been temporarily detained at home, but they will

soon engage in teaching.

We desire to call especial attention to the steady increase in

the number of those who give more than two years to the Nor-

mal training. It illustrates two facts, that the demand for
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thoroughly trained teachers grows with the growth in impor-

tance and dignity of the teaching profession, and that the

colleges do not completely supply the demand for teachers in

the higher grades. It may be that our New England colleges

will some day make provision for the needs of those who desire

to study carefully the philosophy of teaching ; they do not at

present, and in consequence persons who might otherwise elect

a colleire course, are driven to take a Normal School course

instead, or they add a partial one to their completed college

work. Other causes no doubt are at work, but this cause is a

prominent one. It is not desirable that the Normal School, in

New England at least, should attempt to do the work of a

college, and it is not intended to push the Normal School in

that direction, but so long as the college does not admit into

its plans the specific training of teachers, it is inevitable that

the Normal School should be compelled in part to share with

colleges their regular work also.

The experience of the principal for a quarter of a century

entitles his review of the progress of the school during that

period to great weight, and it is gratifying to hear the testimony

which he renders with moderation of language.

"A review "he says, "of the last twenty-five years afibrds

gratifying evidence of the effect of Normal training in this part

of the State in the better qualifications of those now admitted

to the school. There is still much room for improvement in

this direction. The work in many of the schools is still seri-

ously defective, nor do all those who propose to fit themselves

for teaching come from the first grade of scholarship. Not-

withstanding these facts, while the school has more than twice

the number of pupils it had twenty-five years ago, and the

average age of those admitted remains about the same, a much

larger proportion of the students now come from high schools

with a wider knowledge of subjects and are able to do a better

quality of work in the Normal School. The standard both for

admission and graduation, has been advanced as fast as public

sentiment would justify."

The new year has opened with more students than have ever

been in attendance at one time before, making it necessary to

purchase new desks and seats for the school- room and for the

class-rooms. New furniture is very much needed in class-
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rooms, one, four and five, and a new hard-pine floor in

rooms four, five, eight and nine. Tables and chairs should

be in these rooms instead of settees, that written exercises,

which are an essential part of the class-work, may be taken

at any time. Classes must now pass to the hall for all the written

exercises, often at great inconvenience to other work going on

in the hall. Rooms four and five are so poorly lighted that in

the cloudy and short afternoons of the winter, the class cannot

proceed with their work without the aid of gas light, and piping

and fixtures are required for these rooms.

In our report last year, we called attention to the growing

need of the school for provision to meet the wants of the

students in the way of healthful exercise and physical culture.

In our judgment the time has come when the State should

make the necessary provision. It owns one and three-eighths

acres of land so fully occupied by the school building and the

boarding-hall, with their approaches, as to leave no room what-

ever for any playground for the students, of whom there are at

present 185, with nine teachers. It is evident that such a family

of young people, the larger number of whom make their home

in the boarding house, needs to be provided with suitable means

for taking that proper daily physical exercise which is essential

to good health, and without which there cannot be profitable

mental work. Under existing conditions, in unpleasant weather

and in the colder months, which make up the greater part of the

school year, when the students are necessarily much within

doors, the health of the students, good order in the boarding

hall, and the Avhole work of the school suffers much detriment

from the want of regular physical exercise and training. The

training and military drill, now given under most unfavorable

conditions, may be made a valuable part of the school-work, if

suitable facilities are griven*O'

H. E. SCUDDER,
FRANCIS A. WALKER,

Visitors.
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STATE :N^0KMAL SCHOOL, FRAMmOHAM.

Miss Ellen Hype, Principal.

The statistics for the year 1884-85, are as follows :
—

Number of pupils admitted,—

*

•

September, 1884, 38

February, 1885, 15

Total for the year, 53

Number admitted who are graduates of high schools,—
In September, 1884, 25

In February, 1885, 7

Total, . . . . . . . ... . . 32

Number who had taught before admission,

—

In September, 1884, tl

In February, 1885, 3

Total, . 14

Average age of those admitted,—
In September, 1884, 19 years 9 months.

In February, 1885, . ... . . . 18 " 2

Whole number in school during the year, 116

Number of graduates,—
January, 1885, 10

July, 1885, 20

Total, 30

Residence of pupils, —
Maine, .... 5

New Hampshire, .8
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Residence of pupils (continued) ,-

Vermont, .

Rhode Island, .

Connecticut,

New York,

New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, .

Florida,

Michigan, .

Massachusetts, .

Middlesex Co.,

Worcester Co.,

Norfolk Co., .

Bristol Co.,

Plymouth Co.,

Essex Co.,

Hampden Co.,

Suffolk Co., .

Total, . - .

47

20

11

3

2

2

1

1

1

1

3

5

3

1

1

1

87

116

Occupation of parents, —
Farmers, .

Merchants,

Mechanics,

Manufacturers,

Clergymen,

Teachers, .

Lawyers, .

Doctors,

Postmasters,

Laborers, .

Gardeners,

Brokers,

Clerks,

Unclassified,

Total, .

30

20

28

4

4

. 3

4

1

2

2

1

2

4

6

116

During the year we have had five valuable lectures from

Prof. Wm. P. Atkinson on Government ; and one from each of

the following gentlemen : Mr. W. I. Marshall, on The Arid

Eegion of the West ; Mr. C. W. Carter, on Teaching Draw-

ing ; Mr. George E. Hartwell, on Electric Lighting ; Mr. G. H.

Martin, on Our Aryan Ancestors ; Mr. J. W. Dickinson, on

Legislative Procedure ; and Mr. Booker T. Washington, on

the Work of the Tuskegee Normal School for colored teachers.
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We have also received several valuable gifts. From Mrs.

Judge Lowell, a fine portrait of her father, George B. Emer-

soD ; from Mrs. Horace Mann, a life-size bust of her husband
;

and froiji a friend, a second tenuis set, which has contributed

much to the health and happiness of the scholars.

The school has made three excursions ; one at the beo-inning

of the year, to the Teachers' Institute at Sherborn ; in the

spring, to the Middlesex County Teachers' Meeting at Lowell

;

and in June, by the kind invitation of the superintendent, Mrs.

Johnson, an afternoon was spent in the Reformatory Prison at

Sherborn.

The last legislature gave us a special appropriation for fire-

escapes, of $850.

This has been exDended as follows :
—

1.

For iron balconies, $295 00

4 fire escapes, 211 80

Harden hand grenades, 33 50

Hatchets and elastic bands, 9 90

$550 20

Leaving a balance unexpended, 299 80

$850 00

We believe that the inmates of the boarding-houses are now
safe as regards danger from fire. They have had sufficient

practice in the use of the escapes, to become quite familiar with

them ; and the main house can be cleared in two minutes. The

hand-grenades are in place on every floor in the cellar of

the boarding-house, in the Haven house, and in the cellar and

laboratory at the school-house.

Both boarding-house and school-house have needed a good

many small repairs. They are now in better condition than

usual. The grounds require a considerable outlay each j'ear.

During the past year, the grove of fine young pines on our

northern boundary has been thinned. This work must be con-

tinued next year.

The health of the school was excellent during the year, with

the exception of an epidemic of measles, which went through

both the Normal and the practice-schools, with, however, no se-

rious results. Miss Pratt was the last victim, and was absent
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from school during the last six weeks of the year. Miss Mary
L. P. Shattuck took Miss Pratt's classes, in her absence.

The spirit of- the school is in every respect all that we could

ask. It is but a matter of course that all, — pupils as well as

teachers, — should do their best to promote the object for which

the school exists ; and harmony and right feeling prevail, to an

extent not often reached, we believe, in any school. It is but

simple justice to all that we should bear this unqualified testi-

mony.

The only change in teachers was made at the end of the year,

when Misses Kittredge and Burnham resigned, and Miss Mary
L. Bridgman was appointed. Miss Kittredge and Miss Burn-

ham had both done excellent work, and we regretted their loss ;

but neither was able to combine French with the other subjects

required. This Miss Bridgman is able to do, and she brings to

her work the experience of some years as a successful teacher.

The boarding-department is in excellent condition. The

house is in good repair, well furnished and well managed, and

as home-like as it is possible for such a house to be.

The practice-school is overflowing, as it has been for some

years, and continues to do the best sort of work, both for its

pupils and for the Normal School scholars who teach in it. A
large proportion of the children are from Framingham ; but

there are representatives of several other towns, sent on ac-

count of the superior advantages offered by the school. If we
had more room we should have many more scholars, as we have

long been obliged to refuse applicants. From time to time,

children have come from Marlborough, Milford, Sudbury,

Southborough, Natick and Wayland. This we count of great

worth, as it spreads a knowledge through the towns thus rep-

resented of the good work done by thoroughly-trained teach-

ers. It is obviously a positive step toward increasing in all

such towns the demand for better teaching. Massachusetts

can ask nothing better for her people and her schools than just

this demand. It is her accepted duty to meet it in such a way
as to continually increase it. It is for this very purpose that

she long ago established her Normal Schools, and steadily main-

tains and cherishes them, year by year.

From this favorable report of the condition of the school, we
turn to speak of its great need of increased accommodations.
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For several years it has steadily grown in numbers ; and the

last class was the largest that has been admitted in thirty years..

Nor is this increase at the expense of quality. On the con-

trary, there is an equal improvement in the character and fit-

ness of the pupils ; an increasing proportion of young women
whose antecedents have been such as make them receptive of the

best influences, and able to do good work. The demand for

our graduates,— as for all Normal graduates, — is increasing ;

and the high schools and academies are encouraging their pupils

to come to us more than ever before. To meet this gratifying

condition of things, it is our intention to ask a special appro-

priation from the Legislature. We shall do this in the confi-

dence that the oldest Normal School in America justifies such

aid ; that it will bear any test of examination that may be

applied to it, and that to the valued associations and ripened

experience that age has given, it adds the vigor of youth, and

the promise of continued growth in all good things.

ABBY W. MAY,
A. A. MINER,

Visitors.
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STATE NOEMAL SCHOOL, SALEM.

Daniel B. Hagak, Ph. D., Principal.

The Normal School at Salem has closed another year of very

successful work. In all departments and classes the results

have been highly satisfactory, and especially so when we con-

sider the crowded curriculum and the limited time for study,

observation and training. Favored, however, with the continu-

ance of the management which has promoted the school to the

foremost rank in the country, and sustained by a zealous, effi-

cient and faithful corps of teachers, it is but natural that th6

attendance at Salem is increasing and the service gratifying to

the visitors, to parents and to the public.

The most happy relations exist between teachers and pupils.

Economic in the administration of his trust, and at all times

watchful for the welfare of the individual and the school, Mr.

Hagar maintains well the policy of the State in the advancement

of its teachers to the highest possible professional status.

While the principal and his assistants may be able to do the

increased Work occasioned by over-crowded classes and the

recent demand of the Board for more attention in the Normal
Schools to the department of writing, it is evident that the

services of an additional teacher will soon be required, for which

an increase of the appropriation may be found necessary. In

accordance with the general order of the Board requiring a

higher standard of examinations in penmanship in the several

schools, Salem has given more time than formerly to this

subject, especially in blackboard work. The principles are

taught to the Juniors who, when Seniors, will be required to

give evidence in practice of their proficiency in movement,
muscular and combined, shading and spacing. Throughout the
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course all possible time will be given to blackboard work, the

pupils in turn being required to teach from the board the method

of general criticism and class concert movement. In the analy-

sis of the elements of the small-letter principles, the end sought

is uniformity and legibility, while, in practice with pen and

crayon, both rapidity and command of movements are expected.

The advance in this department we have no doubt will be fully

appreciated by all interested in the most thorough professional

preparation in the common school work.

Lectures have been given during the year, before the school,

by the following gentlemen : Hon. C. C. Coffin on History of

the United States, Dr. Beardsley on Physiology, Mr. George

Hartwell on Electricity as a Motive Power, Mr. C. M. Carter

on Teaching Vocal Music, Rev. B. F. McDanlel on Geology,

Rev. Dr. S. E. Lane on Elocution, Dr. A. Spencer on Elocution.

The statistics of the school are as follows :
—

1. The whole number of pupils belonging to the school dur-

ing the year was 259.

Of this number, Essex County sent 132; Middlesex, 63;

Suffolk, 11; Norfolk and Plymouth, 4 each; Worcester, 3;

Barnstable, 2 ; and Bristol and Hampden, 1 each. The State

of Maine sent 12; New Hampshire, 18; Vermont, 4; Rhode

Island, 1; Connecticut, 1; Georgia, 1; and Illinois, 1.

The number present during the term which closed Jan. 20,

1885, was 211; the number present during the term which

closed June 30, 1885, was 195.

The whole number of pupils that have been members of the

school since its opening in September, 1854, is 2,973.

2. The number graduated from the regular course, Jan. 20,

1885, was 28; the number graduated from the same course,

June 30, 1885, was 25 ; and from the advanced course, 2.

- The whole number of graduates of the school (60 classes) is

1,435.

3. The number that entered the school, Sept. 2, 1884, was

64 ; the number that entered Feb. 10, 1885, was 44.

4. The average age of the class admitted Sept. 2, 1884,

was 17.73 years; of the class admitted Feb. 10, 1885, 19.29

years.

Of the 64 pupils admitted to this school in September, 1884,

46 came from high schools (29 graduates, 17 undergraduates).
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8 from grammar schools ; 4 from district schools ; 4 from sisters'

schools ; and 2 from academies.

Of the 44 pupils admitted in February, 1885, 1 came from a

normal school ; 24 from high schools (11 graduates, 13 ungrad-

uates) ; 5 from grammar schools ; 4 from district schools ; 3

from academies ; 2 from privnte schools ; 2 from sisters' schools ;

1 from a college ; 1 from a seminary ; and 1 from a training

school.

5. The fathers of the pupils admitted during the year are

by occupations as follows :— farmers, 25 ; mechanics, 22 ; man-

ufacturers, 16 ; traders, 15 ; agents, 6 ; miscellaneous, 24.

6. The number that received aid from the Bowditch Fund

during the first term was 25 ; during the second term, 27. The

number of different pupils thus aided was 37.

The number that received aid from the State during the first

term was 29 ; during the second term, 29. The number of

different pupils thus aided was 43.

7. Of the class admitted in September, 1884, 9 had taught

school ; of the class admitted in February, 1885, 9 had taught.

8. The number of pupils connected with each of the classes

during the first term of the year was as follows :— special

students, 2; Advanced Class, 8; Class A (Senior), 34; Class

B, 48 ; Class C, 48 ; Class D, 71.

The number during the second term :— special students, 2 ;

Advanced Class, 7; Class A, 33; Class B, 44; Class C, 58;

Class D, 51.

9. Of the 108 pupils admitted during the year, Lynn sent

9; Lowell, 8; Salem, 7; Gloucester, 6 ; Peabody, 4; Arling-

ton, Beverly, Boston, Lynnfield Centre, 3 each; Cambridge,

Essex, Littleton, Medford, North Reading, Reading, Somer-

ville, Swampscott,andTopsfield, 2 each; Allston,Andover, Bed-

ford, Chelsea, Danvers, Everett, Fall River, Georgetown,

Hamilton, Hingham, Ipswich, Lawrence, Maiden, Marblehead,

Marshfield, Melrose, Nahant, Newton, Phillipston, Province-

town, Rowley, Salisbury, Scituate, Wenham, West Newbury,

Wilbraham, and Winchester, 1 each. The State of Maine sent

7 ; New Hampshire, 5 ; Vermont, 2 ; Georgia, 1 ; and Illinois, 1.

10. During the year 41 books were added to the genet al

library, 20 by purchase and 21 by gift.
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The text-book library was increased by the purchase of 119

books.

From the foregoing statistics it is evident that the influente of

this school is not only generously recognized by the district

which it immediately serves, but throughout the Common-
wealth, and while we appreciate its enviable record and great

work of the past we can bespeak for it continued prosperity

and a sfreater future.&'

E. C. CARRIGAN.
FRANCIS A. WALKER.
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STATE JS^OKMAL iSCHOOL, WESTFIELD.

Joseph G. Scott, Principal.

The work of this school during the past year has been

eminently satisfactory.

The whole number of pupifs in the school during the year

has been somewhat larger than during the preceding one ; and,

as a whole, they have been diligent, earnest and devoted to

their work.

Most of the classes have been large ; some large enough to

compel divisions.

The corps of teachers remained unchanged during the school

year; and all, without exception, have labored earnestly and

faithfully, and with increased usefulness, to further the high

ends for the accomplishment of which Normal Schools exist.

Not a single untoward incident, worthy of note, has marred

the harmonious life of the school during the year.

Mrs. Foster has acceptably served as matron of the boarding-

hall during the year, and food of excellent quality has been

furnished, with the comforts of a home life, to pupils and

teachers, at a price much less than board of equal excellence

could possibly have been obtained in private families.

We were unable to secure a desirable night watchman for

the boarding-house during the school year, but we have now
secured a careful and faithful man, who entered upon his ser-

vice; at the beginning of the present year. The house has been

further guarded against fire by a good supply of hand grenades,

paid for out of the balance of the sum allowed for a night

watchman.
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During the vacation at the close of the school year, Miss

Kniel, one of the teachers, was prostrated by a fever, and was

unable to take her place at the beginning of the present year

;

but she has now (Nov. 3, 1885) so far recovered as to resume

her duties in the school. During the absence of Miss Kniel,

Mrs. Staebner, formerly Miss Emerson, taught her classes with

acceptance.

With one or possibly two exceptions, all of the graduates

of the past year are teaching in the Commonwealth. From
one no report has been received, and from one other we have

no certain information, but she is probably engaged in

teaching.

It is impossible to speak with entire confidence of their suc-

cess, yet we believe all those who are teaching are doing satis-

factory work. No failures have been reported.

The almost universal testimony of those familiar with the

work of the graduates of this school is that they " understand

their business," that " they do not take time to learn," that

" they do not go to seed," but that *' they constantly grow in

enthusiasm and in power." The constantly increasing demand

for its graduates as teachers is the best tribute to the high

excellence of the work of this school.

Addresses have been given during the year as follows :
—

By Rev. A. D. Mayo, on " The Country Schools of Massa-

chusetts;" by Prof. A. L. Perry, on "The TariflF;" by Prof.

Bernard Bigsby, on " Arnold and Rugby ;
" by Dr. J. H. Vin-

cent, on "The Chatauquan Idea;" and by C. C. Coffin, Esq.,

on "The Philosophy of American History."

Brief addresses on various matters pertaining to the teach-

er's work have been given by the Secretary of the Board of

Education ; by Miss Abby W. May, a member of said Board ;

by J. C. Greenough, President of the Agricultural College at

Amherst; and by Geo. A. Walton, A.M., an agent of the

Board of Education.

The statistics for the year are appended.
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II.

No. of counties in Massachusetts represented by pupils,

of States represented by pupils, ....
of families represented by pupils,

of towns and cities represented by pupils, .

7

11

152

65

Number of Piqnls from each County in Massaclmseits represented by

Pupils.

Berkshire, 18

Essex, '
. . 1

Franklin, 10

Hampden, 81

Hampshire, 17

Middlesex, 1

Worcester, 7

135Total,

Number of Pupils fror)i each State rej^resentcd by Pupils.

Connecticut,

Georgia,

Massachusetts,

New Hampshire,

New Jersey,

New York,

Virginia,

West Virginia,

Vermont,

England,

South America,

Total,

Bookkeepers, .

Clergymen, .

Farmers,

Laborers,

Machinists, .

Manufacturers,

Mechanics,

Merchants,

Physicians,

Miscellaneous,

Total,

Occupations of Parents of Enterers.

M. B. WHITNEY,

3

1

185

2

2

2

1

1

6

1

1

155

2

I

24

2

2

2

11

9

2

10

65

A. P. STONE,
Visitors.
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STATE JSTORMAL SCHOOL, WORCESTER.

E. Harlow Russell, Principal.

This school has had a prosperous year. Good health has

prevailed, earnest and effective work has been done, and the

long-continued harmony among teachers and scholars has been

unbroken.

Especially noticeable and worthy of mention is the enthusi-

asm, devotion, and what may be called professional spirit, shown

by the graduating classes.

Every thesis read on graduation day dealt with some educa-

tional topic, and it was easy to see that every graduate was

ready and eager for work.

Nor is this a mere passing glow of youthful feeling ; the sta-

tistics herewith and heretofore published prove that it has the

force to carry these graduates into the schools of the Common-
wealth and sustain them there. Indeed, this purpose takes

possession of the pupils very soon after they enter the school.

It is in the air of the place. Students speedily learn that they

are not here to be made teachers of, but are only to be helped

to make themselves teachers, and they accept their share of the

responsibility and set about their work with cheerful ardor. In

the carrying out of this principle, there has grown up a practice

which your visitors look upon with much favor, namely, that of

granting to undergraduates who desire it, temporary leave of

absence to engage in actual teaching for longer or shorter peri-

ods, thus interrupting their course of study for a time, to resume

and finish it afterwards, with the added advantage which such

experience never fails to bring. Of the last graduating class,

fully one-half had taught schools of their own before asking for
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their diplomas, and there are at present not fewer than seven-

teen pupils absent on leave and engaged in teacliing. It may
be added that the demand for these undergraduate teachers has

been at times greater than the school could supply.

The visitors are always pleased to find in this school a re-

markable absence of dull routine. While the prescribed work

of the course appears to be steadily going forward, there is usu-

ally, in addition to this, some special emphasis, some experi-

ment in a new direction, which gives fresh interest and anima-

tion to the school, and manifests in teachers and students alike,

an alert and progressive spirit. During the past year, for exam-

ple, there has been a noteworthy effort to enlarge and improve

in a practical way the study of psychology, by making the sys-

tematic objective study of children a prominent part of the work

of the more advanced classes. Pupils are first m;ide acquainted

with the objects and methods of such study, and are then en-

couraged to make independent personal observation of chil-

dren,— their nature and instincts, their plays and games, their

ideas and modes of thought and feeling, their habits, aptitudes,

acquirements, etc., — and to record the results upon blanks

prepared for the purpose. Several hundred such records have

already been made, and the experiment is gathering interest

and precision day by day.

This undertaking has already attracted the attention and re-

ceived the approval of several prominent educators, among
whom may be mentioned Dr. Stanley Hall.

The advantages of the study and the method are easily seen,

especially the two following points : first, that it helps to form a

habit of original scientific investigation ; and secondly, that it

tends to bring those who are to become teachers into intelligent

sj-mpathy with children.

Mr. James S. Whitman of Boston, a graduate of Oxford

University, has rendered valuable service this year on the

^teaching staff, as instructor in English and History.

It is much to be regretted that the school grounds, which

possess so many natural advantages, should continue to suffer

for lack of a suitable enclosure.

The small appropriation made two years ago for a fence has

indeed enabled a good beginning to be made, but the work
cannot be completed without an increased allowance of money.
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The heating apparatus, which has been in constant use for

twelve years, is now iu need of substantial repairs, estimates

for which will be duly laid before the legislature.

There is also pressing necessity for the means of properly

arranging and preserving the valuable collection of illustrative

specimens in Natural History (especially in the departments of

botany, zoology, and mineralogy), which is now kept, not with-

out inconvenience and damage, in closets and boxes. A plan

and estimates for an adequate cabinet of moderate size and

cost will be presented herewith, and the necessary appropria-

tion asked for.

In compliance with an order from the Board of Education,

special attention has been paid, during the year, to penman-

ship, and with satisfactory results.

In addition to the work of the resident teachers, instruction

of much interest and value has been given by lectures, as fol-

lows :
—

Anniversary Address, *' Athens in the Age of Pericles," by

Professor Albert Harkness, LL. D,, of Brown University;

"Tropical Vegetation," by Capt. V. P. Parkhurst, of East

Templeton ; "The Schools of Germany," by Principal Homer
T. Fuller, Ph. D., of the Worcester Free Institute ; "Drawing

in the Public Schools," by Professor Chas. M. Carter, of the

Normal Art School; "A Few Great Pictures," by Wm. T.

Harris, LL. D., of Concord; "Victor Hugo," by Geo. Make-

peace Towle, Esq., of Boston; "Teaching Penmanship," by

Geo. H. Shattuck, Esq., of New York; "Our Aryan Ances-

tors," by Geo. H. Martin, Esq., of Bridgewater; "The Study

of Children," by Miss Sara E. Wiltse, of Boston.

The usual statistics for the year 1885 are hereto subjoined :
—

1. Number of pupils belonging to the school : —
Young men, 4

Young women, 19 i

Total, . 198

2. Number in entering classes : —
In February, , 28

September, * 36

Total, ......... 64
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3. Average age of pupils admitted :
—

In February, . .

September, ....
4. Of the pupils admitted, there were :

-

From Worcester County,

Franklin County, .

Middlesex County,

Connecticut, .

Colorado,

Pennsylvania,

19 years.
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10 Additions to the library : —
Textbooks, 81 volumes.
Reference books, 97 44

Total,
. 178 i(

11. Number of volumes now in the library :

Textbooks, 3,738 volumes.
Reference books, ...... 1 973 «

Total 5711 ^
c4

F. B. STODDARD,
A. P. STONP],

Nov. 5, 1885.
^'''^'''''-
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STATE HOEMAL ART SCHOOL.

George H. Bartlett, Principal.

The visitors of the Normal Art School submit their Twelfth

Annual Report.

The appropriation for the year 1885 was $16,210, of which

$4,600 was for rent and taxes. The expenditures to the end of

November have been $14,958.13, which, after meeting the ex-

penses for December, will leave a balance of $322.92 in the

treasury. .

The number of pupils in the school for the year 1884-5 was

139 : young men, 25 ; young women, 114.

Of these, 67 resided in Suffolk County ; 33 in Middlesex ; 8

in Essex ; 6 in Plymouth ; 5 in Norfolk ; 5 in Worcester ; 6 in

Bristol ; 3 in Hampden ; 2 in Franklin ; 1 in Saco, Me. ; 1 in

Joliet, 111. ; 1 in Winona, Minn., and 1 in Fargo, Dak.

The occupations of their parents were given as follows

:

farmers, 10 ; merchants, 9 ; carpenters, 5 ; tailors, 3 ; lawyers,

3 ; engineers, 3 ; grocers, 3 ; teachers, 3 ; jewellers, 2 ; cler-

gymen, 2 ; stonecutters, 2 ; painters, 2 ; manufacturers, 3 ;

mechanics, 2 ; retired from business, 2 ; fifty-five other occu-

pations, 1 each; parents deceased, or occupation not given,

30; total, 139.

The average age of the pupils at the time of admission was

20 years.

The distribution of the members of the school in the several

classes was as follows :
—

Class A, 59

Class B, 41

Class C, 7

Class D, 9

Prepai'atory Class . 23

Total 139
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Certificates of required attainments in the several classes

were given as follows :
—

Certificate A, 40

B, . .13
C, . . 3

D, . 6

Diploma, A and C, 3

A, B and D, . . . . . . . 6

A, B, C and D, . . . . . . . 1

Total, . 72

During the year ending September, 1885, students of the

school have been appointed to teach drawing in the following

places :
—

North Adams, 1

Boston, 10

Kingston, Can., 3

Baltimore, Md., . , 1

Lowell, 1

Quincy, . 2

Maiden, 2

Lawrence, 1

Nashua, N. H., 1

New Orleans, La., . 1

Chicago, 111., 1

Joliet, 111., .1
Winona, Minn., 1

Another place, . 1

Total, 27

The annual orraduatinoc exercises of the school were held on

June 23, in the

Boston Art Club Gallery,

which was kindly proffered for the occasion. The work of the

year was displayed upon the walls, in the order of the classes,

showing its systematic development from the beginning to the

end of the four years' course. The original designs, which

were of an entirely practical character, constituted an especial

feature of the exhibit. The whole was most warmly com-

mended by competent judges.

Among the exercises of the occasion were lessons in teach-

ing, practically illustrated. Sometimes the lessons and illus-

trations were given by the same pupils. Thus, Miss Jennie N.
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Prince and Miss Ciaarlotte A. Kendall, of Class A, taught a

group of primary school children in the presence of the audi-

ence I Miss Fannie C. Mcintosh and Miss Alice M. Fifield, also

of Class A, gave lessons in historic ornament ; methods of

working in oil and water colors were treated by Mr. Henry T.

Bailey and Miss Fannie H. Smith, and illustrated by Mr. Mac-

Neil, and Misses Calrow, Cleaves, Dutton, Emmins and Spaul-

ding, all of Class B ; lessons in perspective and shadows were

given by Messrs. Judkius and Bancroft of Class C ; and a

paper on design in the round by Miss Emma W. Kaan, was

illustrated by Messrs. Sweeny and Skinner, and Misses Lewis,

Munsell and Vance, all of Class D. These exercises awakened

the most eager interest on the part of the entire audience, and

gave ample proof of the fidelity of both teachers and pupils.

At the close of the exercises, remarks warmlv con2;ratula-

tory of the work of the school were made by Senator Marden

of Lowell, Representatives Smith of Worcester and Stevens ot

Lowell, and among others Mr. Walworth of Walworth Manu-

facturing Company.

The plan of normal instruction and practice projected a year

ago is systematically pursued, and is proving very satisfactory.

The bringing of the pupils before the whole school, by previous

appointment, furnishing opportunity for ample preparation of

the lessons to be given, develops confidence and self-reliance,

and gives them a ready command of whatever knowledge and

skill they may have attained.

The wisdom which originally established the school is justi-

fying itself more and more year by year. It meets a pressing

public necessity. The rudimentary instruction of the schools

previous to the introduction of drawing prepared the young

for honorable careers in many a noble pathway. That instruc-

tion put them en rapport with the wisdom of the ages. Their

introduction to books enabled them to consult the experience

of the good men who had preceded them.

The reader with books at his command may become the peer

of the greatest and best. The broad ways of literature are

ever green fields for the scholar's roaming. The instrumen-

talities of literature make accessible to him, not only the vast

populations of his own time, but generations that have not yet

risen to the light.
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But these rudiments of an education must be supplemented

whatever may be one's calling in life. To literary pursuits

they are an introduction in kind ; to most other pursuits there

must be an abrupt turning away from the school elements, not

to a field where they are useless (for they are useful every-

where) , but to a disjoined and separate field, involving other

elements, and calling for an altogether diflferent kind of instruc-

tion. From A B C to literature is a development; but from

A B C to carpentry is a new departure.

The introduction of industrial drawing into the public

schools furnishes those elements of an education which bear

a relation to the constructive and manufacturing arts, similar

to the relation which the ordinary curriculum of the schools

bears to literary and untechnical pursuits. The Normal Art

School was established to make possible in the public schools

adequate instruction in drawing. The school is fulfilling the

ends for which it was created.

The Principal, by his attainments and large experience in

the staple work of the school, by his genial administration, his

appreciation of the faithful labors of his corps of instructors^

and by his sympathy with the pupils in their efforts is securing

highly satisfactory results.

Such has been the growing appreciation of the work of the

school that there is no longer any question of its continuance.

Not only do the estimates for its annual support take their

place in the budget of educational appropriations and pass

unchallenged ; but our legislature at the last session made an

appropriation of $S5,000 for the erection of a suitable build-

ing for its future accommodation. Most admirable plans have

been prepared by Messrs. Hartwell and Richardson, and

approved by the Governor and Council. The piling and foun-

dations have been put under contract and the work is now in

progress. It is probable that the entire building will be under

contract before January. We hope to have it completed by

the opening of the school year 1886-7.

A. A. MINER.
ABBY W. MAY.
FRANCIS A. WALKER.
H. E. SCUDDER.

Boston, Dec. 3, 1885.
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SECRETARY'S REPORT.

To the Board of Education.

I respectfully present herewith the Forty-Ninth Annual

Report of the Secretary.

Summary of Statistics for 1884-85.

Number of cities and towns : Cities, 23 ; towns, 324.

All have made the annual returns required by law.

Number of public schools, 6,447

Increase for the year, 89

Number of persons in the State between the ages of 5 and 15,

May 1, 1884, 343,810

Increase for the year, 7,615

Number of pupils of all ages in all the public schools during

the year, 339,714

Decrease for the year, 2,298

Average membership of pupils in all the public schools during

the year, 282,154

Increase for the year, 4,913

Average attendance in all the public schools during the year, 253,955

Increase for the yeai', 5,787

Per cent, of attendance based upon the average membership, .90

Number of children under 5 years of age attending the public

schools, . , 1,465

Decrease, 52

Number of persons over 15 years of age attending the public

schools 25,498

Increase for the year, 730

Number of persons employed as teachers in the public schools

during the year : men, 1,061; women, 8,460; total, . . 9,521

Number of teachers required by the public schools, . . 8,177

Number of teachers who have attended Normal Schools, . 2,866

Increase for the year, 122

Number of teachers who have graduated from Normal Schools, 2,392

Increase for the year, ...... 152

Average wages of male teachers per month in public schools, $120 72

Increase, $12 70
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Average wages of female teachers per month in public schools, $43 85

Decrease, $0.33

Aggregate of months all the public schools have been kept

during the school year, . . . . ' . . . . 59,230-12

Average number of months the public schools have been kept

for the entii-e year, 9-4

Number of high schools, 224:

Number of teachers, 644

Number of pupils in high schools, 20,489

Amount of salaries paid to principals of high schools, . . f255.828 25

Evening schools : Number, 142 ; kept in 38 cities and towns.

Number of teachers, 621; whole number of pujjils, 15,422;

men, 12,104; women, 3,318; average, 8,447; number of

evenings, 5,251 ; expense, 90,124

Amount raised by taxation for support of public schools, in-

cluding only wages of teachers, fuel, care of fires and t-chool-

rooms 14,675.882 44

Increase for the year, .... ^151,511 41

Expense of supervision of the public schools, .... 193,216 34

Salaries of superintendents, included in the above, ,

Expense of preparing and printing school report, .

Expense of sundries,— books, stationery, globes, maps, etc.,

Amount expended in 1884-5 for new school-houses,

Amount expended for alterations and permanent improve

ments in school-houses,

Amount expended for ordinary repairs, . . . .

Amount of voluntary contributions to public schools,

Amount of local school funds, the income of v/hich can be

appropriated only for the support of schools and academies, 1,994,786 15

Income of local funds appropriated to schools and academies, 104,575 02

Income of funds appropriated for public schools at the option

of the town, as surplus revenue, tax on dogs, etc., . . 91,446 66

Income of State school fund paid to cities and towns in aid of

public schools for the school year 1884-5, .... 67,972 77

Of this amount, there was appropriated for apparatus and

books of reference, 8,322 91

Aggregate returned as expended upon public schools alone,

exclusive of repairing and erecting school-houses, . . 5,631,581 62

Of the above, to each child in the State between 5 and 15

years of age, 16 38

Including in the aggregate above the expense of repairing and

erecting school-houses, the sum is

To each child in the State between the ages of 5 and 15 years,

Percentage ofvaluation of 1884 approj)riated for public schools,

including only wages of teachers, fuel, care of fires and

school-rooms,

Percentage of valuation of 1884 appropriated for public

schools, including all the items in the last aggregate above,

139,613 88

12,288 72

588,760 38

822,028 62

882,873 00

183,943 76

2,017 41

7,020,430 00
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Nnmber of academies, ........ 69

Whole number of students for the year, 9.34:6

Amount of tuition paid, |471,246 03

Number of private schools, 364
Whole number attending for the year, 25,626

Estimated amount of tuition, $375,005 87

Analysis of the Returns.

The returns made by the cities and towns of the State show-

that the public schools retain the place which they have always

held in the esteem of the people, and grow with the growth of

the State in population and wealth.

An increase of 7,615 in the number of persons in the State

between 5 and 15 years of age was provided for by establish-

ing 89 new schools.

The increase in the average membership of the schools was

4,913. The ratio of the average membership to the whole

number of children of school age shows a slight diminution

from year to year. For 18dO-l it was .828; for 1881-2 it

was .825; for 1883-4, .824; for 1884-5, .820. This diminu-

tion corresponds to a steady decrease in the number of very

young children enrolled in the schools, and probably is due to

a more enlightened public sentiment as to the proper age at

which school life should begin. It is a question whether the

organization and methods of the public schools are adapted to

children below the age of six years. If children attend at an

earlier age than that, the school must be either a nursery or a

kindergarten.

While the average membership has increased 4,913, the

average attendance has increased 5,787, raising the ratio of

attendance to 90 per cent. An examination of the returns

from individual towns shows that the attendance ranges from

80 per cent, to 98 per cent. If the same effort were made in all

the towns which is now made in many of them, the waste in-

volved in irregular attendance might be considerably reduced.

The number of teachers required by the schools was 8,179.

The number actually employed during the year was 9,521.

This shows that in a large number of schools the teachers are

frequently changed. In some of the counties, an average of

25 per cent, to 40 per cent, of the schools have more than one

teacher during the year. If the teachers in the country towns
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were elected for the year instead of for the term, as is now the

practice, the change would conduce to permanence, the office

of teaching would be more honored and the schools saved from

loss.

The number of graduates from Normal Schools employed

as teachers has increased 152. This bears so large a ratio

to the whole number of persons graduated by the Normal

Schools during the year as to indicate that nearly all these

persons enter at once upon teaching, and that a large propor-

tion of them continue in the work.

The growth in the evening schools is noteworthy. The

number of schools increased from 125 to 142 ; the number of

pupils from 13,251 to 15,422 ; and the average attendance from

6,975 to 8,447. They were kept an average of 37 evenings

each. Tliere is still a large opportunity, in the manufacturing

towns and cities, to supplement in this way the ordinary work

of the public schools. A slight decrease in the number of

high schools reported, from 228 to 224, is due rather to a

change in namef than to any actual change in the character of

the schools. The confidence of the people in these schools

nowhere shows any signs of weakening. On the contrary, the

number and elegance of the new buildings recently erected for

their use shows that they continue to have a generous support.

The aggregate returned as expended upon the public schools,

exclusive of erecting and repairing buildings, was $5,631,584.62.

This was an average to each child in the State between the

ages of 5 and 15 years, of $16.38, an increase of $0.98.

Including the expense of erecting and repairing school build-

ings, the aggregate expenditure was $7,020,430, an average to

each child of $20.42, an increase of $1.08.

A considerable part of this increase resulted from the

operation of the new text-book law, which required the

towns and cities to provide text-books and supplies without

expense to the pupils. This law became operative in August,

1884, so that but a part of the annual expense appears in these

returns.

The whole amount expended upon the public schools during

the year 1884-5, was about four mills upon each dollar of tax-

able property in the Commonwealth.
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Accuracy of the Returns.

Committees are urged to give especial care to the prepara-

tion of the school returns required by law. It is self-evident

that the value of statistics depends on their accuracy. These

returns form the only basis upon which to found a just estimate

of the progress which the State is making in its provision for

popular education, and they should be as exact as possible.

The instructions printed on the school-registers and on the

blanks furnished to the committee are believed to be specific

enough for all purposes. If persons whose business it is to

fill out these blanks are in doubt as to the meaning of any

question, additional information will gladly be given by the

Secretary of the Board of Education.

The items under the title " Cost of Schools " should be classi-

fied with especial care, as the relative rank of the towns in the

counties and in the State is made to depend upon it, and mis-

takes in the returns might do an injustice to many towns.

The committees should see that the law requiring the regis-

ters to be " properly " kept is complied with by all the teach-

ers, in order that the statistics concerning enrolment and

attendance should represent the facts.

The number of teachers required in the schools is not neces-

sarily the same as the whole number employed during the year.

TJie first item is the number necessary to give to each school

one teacher and such assistants as the or2:anization calls for.

If no changes in the corps of teachers occurs during the

year this number will also be the whole number of diflerent

teachers employed. But if changes occur during the year, so

that difierent persons are employed in the same school in suc-

cessive terms, the returns should show this fact.

Special, Institutions.

In addition to the amount paid for public schools, Massachu-

setts expended in 1885 ;—
For the deaf and dumb, . . . $32,C70 41

blind, 30,000 00

feeble-minded, . . . . . . . . 11,18S 41

cMldren of Primary School at Monson, . . . 53,446 56

boys at tbe Lyman School for Boys at Westborough, 29,314 21

girls at State Industi'ial School, Lancaster, . . . 217,04192
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^
Deaf-Mutes and Blind.

The deaf-mutes depending upon the State for their education

have been cared for, as in previous years, in the American

Asylum at Hartford, the Clarke Institution at Northampton,

and the Horace Mann School in Boston. The blind children

have been supported at the Perkins Institution in South

Boston.

American Asylum.

While all the institutions for the education of deaf-mutes

have the same aim, — to prepare their pupils to take their

places in society as intelligent and useful and happy members,
— they differ in the means used to bring about this end. The

American Asylum and the Clarke Institution are boarding

schools. The Horace Mann School is a day school. The

Horace Mann and the Clarke Institution are alike in iijuoring

sign-language and working to bring their students into com-

munication with their fellow-beings through articulate speech.

The American Asylum, while making some concessions to the

friends of articulate speech, retains the sign-language as the

chief means of communication for congenital mutes. The

most important facts which the principal of this school has to

report for the year are the preparation of two elementary

books adapted to the instruction of de;if-mutes, and the intro-

duction of the type-writer as an aid in making the student

familiar with printed language.

Clarke Institution.

The eighteenth annual report shows this institution to be in

a flourishing condition and carrying on its beneficent -work

with the earnestness and wisdom which have characterized its

management from its inception.

The number of pupils enrolled during the year was 95.

The largest number present at any one time was 93, and the

smallest 90; boys 47, girls 46. There were in the Primary

Department 54, and in the Grammar Department 39 ; boarders

90, day-pupils 3. Seventy-five were from Massachusetts, four

from Vermont, two each from Connecticut, New Hampshire,

New York, Ohio and Missouri, and one each from Indiana,

Iowa, Utah and Canada.
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The school expenses proper have been, for the year,

$26,655.88. The finances are in a satisfactory condition.

The fund is not only unimpaired, but the present market

value of the securities exceeds their original cost even mare

than last year. The income from the fund, during the year,

has been $16,925.42. The debt has been paid, and a reduction

in charges, both to the State and to individual patrons, is con-

templated at the meeting of the Corporators in March next.

There seem to be special reasons for giving to these children

the discipline of manual industry and some technical knowledge

gained by practice. It promises to make it easier for them to

gain a foothold in society after leaving school and more read-

ily to take up the work of self-support. At Northampton

seventeen of the older boys have been instructed in carpentry

and cabinet work, and more and better results have been

achieved than during any previous year. A small building has

been framed, erected and covered, almost entirely by these

pupils, and work has been done in ash and black walnut furni-

ture which would be creditable to the average mechanic.

The older girls have assisted in light housework and been

instructed in sewing.

A large part of the report is given to the advocacy of a

different policy for the State in providing for its deaf and blind

children. This argument is presented in full as follows :—

" Our Commowealth has always occupied an advanced position in

educational matters, and her appropriations for the unfortunate are

liberal. But her provision for the education of the deaf and the blind

is attended with a discrimination and with conditions, which seem

hardly just, and hardly iu keeping with the spirit of her public school

system. That system is based upon the idea that ignorance jeopard-

izes the well-being of the community, and that self-protection requires

the State to give, at least, an elementary education to all. Hence it

imposes the burden not upon parentage, but upon propert}'. It asks

no parent whether he or she is able to pay tuition or appreciates edu-

cation, but says imperatively, send your child to school ; if you possess

nothing, it will cost you nothing, not even an humiliating avowal of

poverty ; tax-paj^ers, whether having children or not, are to defray

the expense. A large proportion of the children of this State receive

their schooling at no other cost to their parents than a poll tax, and a

multitude without even this small tribute. Yet neither the parents

nor the children are considered the recipients of charity. The prop-
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erty owner bears the burden. He is taxed municipally, but under

State law, to build, equip, repair, and heat school-houses ; to pay the

salaries of teachers and superintendents ; to furnish free text-books to

rich and poor alike ; to carry to school such pupils as live remote

from the school-house, if so his municipalit}' votes ; to maintain schools

for drawing and evening schools ; and to give to any who may desire

it, a gratuitous preparation for any College in the country for either

sex. He is taxed by the State directly, to pay the cost of educating

indigent defective children, board included ; to erect, equip, and main-

tain six Normal School establishments, one for Art included, and to

furnish free tuition and free text-books to all the pupils, as well as

pecuniar}' aid to those who need ; to erect, equip, and keep in service-

able condition the State Agricultural College buildings, and to pay

$10,000 a 3'ear to maintain^free scholarships therein, as well as some

$2,000 a year for the same purpose in the Worcester Free Institute.

" If this tax-payer happens to have a child of four senses instead of

five, all that has been exacted from him for educational purposes

avails him nothing. He must personally pa3% not merely for the board,

but for ever^'^ item in the cost of its education, undiminished even by

that pittance from the School Fund which is appropriated for every

child of five senses.

" Deaf and blind children are counted in to draw ' school money ' for

their respective towns, but counted out in its distribution.

" If this tax-payer is the owner of onl}'" an humble estate, and does

not feel quite equal to his exceptional burden, he must take the atti-

tude of a mendicant ; declare in prescribed form his inability to edu-

cate his own child ; get his veracity officially certified ; and then ask

the State to do, what it does for three hundred and forty thousand

children without the asking, give his child free schooling ! He can

escape from the burden or the humiliation only by letting his child

grow up in ignorance, which no State law forbids. If he cannot pay

the cost at an Institution, of course he cannot hire a competent private

teacher, even if one is attainable, for that is still more expensive.

" The requisite qualifications on the part of parents and relatives to

instruct deaf-mutes are too rare to have significance in this con-

nection.

'•• Similar discrimination and conditions are in force, we believe, in

the other New England States, as well as in New York and Penn-

sylvania. These States, with Massachusetts, earl}' made some provi-

sion for the education of the defective classes. They did it at a time

when ideas with respect to general education were less developed than

at present ; when it was not 3'et a postulate that all the children of

the State have a claim on the State for the means of education ; when

the deaf and the blind were too few in number to be supposed a signif.
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icant element in society ; when the prejudice against the mental capac-

ity of the speechless was not altogether dispelled ; in short, when

the education of the defective classes was considered a matter of

humanit}^ and charitj^, rather than of State obligation or State policy.

It is natural that this early provision should long retain some of its

original features, from the mere force of precedent and usage.

" But in States organized more Recently, and since broader views on

the subject have gained currency, no such discrimination is made nor

conditions imposed. All property' is taxed for the education of all,

and the possession of four senses instead of five makes no difference

in the application of the proceeds.

" The Deaf-Mute Institution of Illinois numbers more pupils and

teachers than any other like institution in the world
;
yet we have been

assured by an official of that State, well known to philanthropists

throughout the country, that no discrimination between rich and poor

would there be tolerated ; that profl'ered paj-ment for his child by tbe

wealthiest tax-paj^er would not be received, and that the same rule

prevailed, as he believed, in all the Western and North-western

States. We have not official information from all these States, but

we know the same law prevails in Minnesota, Iowa, and Nebraska,

and we have the declared belief of the Principals of their several

deaf-mute institutions that such is the fact universally in the great

North-west.

"In Kentucky, tuition, which is generally about one-third of the

whole cost, is free to rich and poor alike, and only board, within

the limit of $140 a 3'ear, must be paid by the parent if able. In

Marjland the school tax is fixed and levied by the State, the rate

being thus everywhere the same, and the proceeds are applied accord-

ing to exigencies. In this way the education of the defective classes

is provided for without invidious discrimination, and the wealthier

portions of the State are made to contribute to the educational facili-

ties of the poorer portions. No such disparity of burdens or of

benefits is possible as exists under our own system of compulsory,

municipal, school taxation, whereby the rate in one part of the Com-
monwealth is less than two mills on the dollar, while in another part,

with shorter school terms, lower salaries and of course inferior teachers,

the rate is three times two mills.

" In the comparatively poor British province of Nova Scotia, every

deaf child between eight and eighteen years of age is unconditionally

admitted and educated at the Halifax Institution, at public expense.

No man is first taxed to educate everybody's children but his own,

including the defective, and then left to bear his burden unaided, nor

is any parent humiliated by a required confession of poverty as a

condition of educational help.
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. "It would seem much to be desired that our Commonwealth, con-

fessedly a pioneer in the past, in matters of education and philan-

thropy, should put herself on a level with other States more advanced

in this particular. Statistics show that she makes but a pitiful saving

to her treasury by the existing discrimination and conditions. Dur-

ing the past five j'ears, beginning with 1879-80, Massachusetts pupils

in the Clarke Institution averaged 71 per year. Only during the

second of these years and half of the last year, was an}- pupil paid for

by a parent, and then onl}' a single one. During the same five j'ears,

Massachusetts pupils in the Hartford Institution averaged 6Q per

year. During the first year only was a single pupil paid for, and

then not by a parent, but by fiiends, whether from compulsion of

law, family pride, or charity, does not appear.

"During the same period, Massachusetts pupils in the Horace

Mann School at Boston averaged 74-| per year. This is a school

for day pupils onlj-, and the charge for tuition is $100 annually. No
part}" other than the State has paid this charge for any of these pupils

during a,nj of these years, with a single exception during the last

3'ear. The authority for these statements is the Principals of the

Clarke and Hartford Institutions and the Auditing Clerk of the school

officials at Boston.

" It thus appears that the State has saved by the existing discrim-

ination, during the last five years, $300 at the Northampton, possibl}*

$175 at the Hartford, and $100 at the Boston, Schools for the Deaf,

an aggregate of $575, and an average of $115 per yeav, a little more

than half the cost per year to the State of a single pupil in our Insti-

tution. Of how many deaf children the education has been prevented,

or injuriously delaj'ed by this discrimination, we have no statistics.

Probably it had somewhat to do with the fact that 100 deaf persons

in Massachusetts between five j^ears and twenty y'^ears of age, with

name and residence, were reported in the national census of 1880 as

not being and never having been at school.

" It is hardlj" to be supposed that pecuniary inability characterizes

the parents of the deaf so almost universally as the foregoing statistics

would imply. The probability is that the disposition of a few well-to-

do parents to declare their inability, and the readiness of town and

city officials to endorse such declarations, are quickened by the felt

unfairness of the existing law. However this ma}' be, certain it is

that the abolition of the present discrimination and conditions would

add no serious burden to the Commonwealth, while it would give con-

gruity to her educational legislation ; would place her in this respect,

as she already is in others, in the front rank of liberal States ; would

take away from ignorant and selfish parents all pretext for the deten-

tion of deaf and blind children from school, and thus encourage and
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facilitate the education of two most unfortunate classes. Deaf-mutes

are, we believe, the only unfortunate class for which the Common-
wealth has never had to make any outlay in brick and mortar, and

the yearly cost of whose instruction is greatly lessened to the State

by the national endowment of the Hartford Institution, the private

endowment of the Clarke Institution, and the partial support of the

Horace Mann School b}' the city of Boston.

'" If it be objected that to make the schooling of all deaf-mutes free

is to pa}' for their board, and thus do better by them than is done by

hearing children, the reply is :

'" First, that somewhat more than one-third of the deaf pupils of

Massachusetts are now sent to the Boston School, and are subject to

charge for tuition onl}^

" Secondly, the cost of tuition at the Clarke and Hartford Institu-

tions cannot be less than at the Boston School, which is considered

reasonable at $100 per year for each pupil. Yet the entire charge at

each of the two Institutions is, or speedily will be, but $175 per year,

leaving but $75 to be set 'down to the account of board ; the balance

of the cost being defrayed by their endowments.

"Thirdly, the State brings schooling to the doors of hearing chil-

dren, and if any live at a very inconvenient distance, it authorizes the

daily transportation of rich and poor alike at public expense, because

it costs less to bring the children to the school than to bring the school

to the children. By parity of reason, tax-pajdng parents of the

deaf are entitled to the benefit of the same principle. It costs less to

board their children at an Institution than would their daily transpor-

tation to school, or their education in their own town.

"Fourthly, parental solicitude and yearnings, especiall}' on the part

of the mother, are generally in proportion to the depth of a child's mis-

fortune. The more unfortunate the child, especially if young, the

harder to relinquish its custody and care to strangers at a distance.

No parent worthy of the name would part company with such a child

for the pitiful equivalent of its board. When such parting is consented

to, it is a concession to the economy of the State in its professed pol-

icy of giving free schooling to all its children.

" Fifthly, many a New England youth, for the purpose of attending

school, pays for board in some family' b}^ personal service out of school

hours and on non-school days. Of all such equivalent for board,

those parents of the deaf are deprived whose children at a serviceable

age are sent to a distant Institution. Payment for the board of such

children at the Institution is only a quid pro quo for the loss of that

society and service which the parents of hearing children enjoy by

reason of having the school brought to their own doors.

" A former Secretary of the Massachusetts Board of Education,
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Hon. Joseph White, in Ms report for 1875-6, says : ' I cannot refrain

from the renewed expression of the opinion which I have long enter-

tained, that is not creditable to us, nor quite consistent with our

boasted theory that a good education is the birthright of every child

in the Commonwealth, and therefore ' our schools are perfectly free,

while the blind and the deaf-mute, the ones most needing aid, can only

receive it on the plea of poverty Nor can any State, whose social

and civil institutions are founded on, and are the natural outgrowth

of, intelligence and virtue, afford to permit anj^ class of her citizens,

even though small in numbers or crippled b}^ misfortune, to be shut

out for any reason from those privileges of public instruction which

are the source of both intelligence and virtue.'

"

Horace Mann School.

The sixteenth year of the Horace Maun School began on

Sept. 8, 1884, with seventy-five pupils, two of whom had just

entered. Of the eighty-two members reported in the June

previous, one from a distant State was unable to return ; one

was placed under private instruction ; one was sent to the Clarke

Institution at Northampton ; one who had been in the school

nearly two years was needed in her home ; and five left to go to

work.

During the school year 1884-5, twelve new pupils were

admitted, two former pupils were readmitted, and five were dis-

charged. Of the latter number, one was transferred to the

American Asylum at Hartford, because of the death of his

mother, and four went to work.

At the close of the year in June, 1885, there were eighty-

one pupils belonging to the school,— forty boys and forty-one

girls. Fifty of this number belonged in Boston ; twenty-seven

came from towns in the vicinity ; one was from Connecticut,

and one from New Hampshire. All, except the two from other

States, lived in their homes.

By an act of the legislature, approved April 29, 1885, the

Commonwealth has generously granted to the city of Boston

the perpetual right to use a valuable lot of land on the south-

erly side of Newbury Street, a short distance easterly from

Exeter Street, for the purpose of erecting and maintaining

thereon a school building for the use of the Horace Mann
School. The lot is seventy-five feet in width, and one hundred

and twelve feet in depth, and. adjoins the estate of the Hollis
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Street Cburch. The grant is made upon the condition that the

city shall, within three years from the date of the passage of

the act, erect upon the lot a school building suitable for the use

of this school, and thereafter maintain the school as at present.

The land is well adapted for the purpose, and it is earnestly

hoped by the committee that the city council will soon make
provision for erecting upon it the new school building which has

long been so urgently needed.

The work of the school during the last year was, in many
respects, very satisfactory. Every added year of experience

brings greater ability on the part of the principal to direct the

instruction, and greater skill on the part of the teachers to carry

out the working plans in the various classes.

The plan of instruction in sewing and in manual training, as

given in the previous report, was continued last year. Boys

from this school shared instruction in the use of tools with boys

from other public schools, and the teacher of the class states

that their interest and progress equalled that of the boys who
are not deaf.

Opportunities for this industrial training have been given

three years only ; but reports are received already of its useful-

ness to pupils who, having left school, are engaged in various

occupations.

Miss Manella G. White presented her resignation on Febru-

ary 11, after more than ten years of devoted service. Her
heart was in her work, and she was the personal friend of all

her pupils. She was succeeded by Miss Caroline T. Keith, a

young teacher of much promise, but whose failing health soon

obliged her to resign. We grieve to add that her death occurred

in May. Miss Eleanor Le F. Morrison succeeded her, and, after

acceptable service as temporary teacher, was appointed, June

22.

Statistics of Beneficiaries.

Clarke Instilution.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1885, . . . .72
" admitted during the year, . 11
" discharged during the year,....... 12
" in the institution Jan. 1, 1886, 71
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Horace Mann School.

Kumber of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1885, .... 77
" admitted during tlie year, 8
" discharged during the year, 13

" in the institution Jan. 1, 1886, 72

American Asylum.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Jan. 1, 1885, .... 62
" admitted during the year, . 6

" discharged during the year, 11
" in the institution Jan. 1, 1886, . . . . . .57

Whole number of beneficiaries in all the institutions Jan. 1, 1886, . 200

Amount expended for their Instruction during the Year.

Paid Clarke Institution.

72 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Jan. 1, 1885, $3,423 79

72 beneficiaries for quarter commencing April 1, 1885, 3,566 50

72 beneficiaries for quarter commencing July 1, 1885, 8,5-46 50

68 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Oct. 1, 1885, 3,333 GO

-$13,869 79

Faid Horace Mann School.

70 beneficiaries from Feb. 1, 1885, to July 1, 1885, . $3,462 86

72 beneficiaries from July 1, 1885, to Feb. 1, 1886, . 3,671 09

7,133 95

Paid Avierican Asylum,

62 beneficiaries for quarter commencing Dec. 1, 1884, $2,712 50

63 beneficiaries for quarter commencing March 1, 1885, 2,756 25

63 beneficiaries for quarter commencing June 1, 1885, 2,756 25

57 beneficiaries for quai'ter commencing Sept. 1, 1885, 2,493 75

Clothing furnished beneficiaries for the year ending

July 1, 1885 347 92

11,066 67

Aggregate amount expended during the year, . . . $32,070 41

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the

Blind.

This institution is a seat of learning for children and youth,

and not an asylum or retreat for adult and helpless persons.

It constitutes an integral and inseparable part of the school
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system of Massachusetts, and it was upon this ground that it

was placed by law under the supervision of this Board. Its

claim upon the Commonwealth for aid and support rests upon

the fact that it is the duty of the State to provide the means

of instruction for its sightless as well as for its seeing children

to the extent of their capacities.

By supplementary legislation, obtained last year, the rela-

tions of this Board to the institution have been clearly defined

and made closer, and all suitable applicants for admission are

recommended to the Governor by the Secretary.

Object-teaching has always been one of the main features in

the methods of instruction employed in this institution, and it

has been pursued with earnestness and the highest degree of

efficiency. During the past year a step forward has been taken

in this direction, and many of the younger pupils have been

trained, not only in the usual careful handling and examina-

tion of educational objects of all kinds, but have also learned

to make articles or models of various shapes and forms out of

clay and other pliable materials. This innovation is the out-

come of the manual dexterity and of the ideas of shape and

form developed in the kindergarten classes.

The movement for the establishment of a separate kinder-

garten and primary school for little blind children between the

ages of five and nine years has made satisfactory progress, and

promises to be crowned with complete success. An eligible

estate has been purchased in Roxbury, at a cost of $30,000,

and the work for the erection of a new building large enough

to accommodate from thirty-five to forty persons is already

begun. The infant institution will be organized next autumn,

and will open its doors to as many pupils as its means will

allow. No application has so far been made to the State for

aid, and we understand, that the managers and promoters of

this beneficent enterprise are striving to enlist the interest of

all philanthropic and benevolent citizens in its behalf, and to

place it on a sound financial basis, by means of voluntary gifts

and contributions from the community at large.

According to a report presented to this Board, the financial

status of the institution may be summarized as follows :
—
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Beceipts.

Cash in tlie treasury Oct. 1, 1884,.... $799 19

Annual appropriation from the State of Massachu-

setts, 30,000 00

Income from all other sources, . . • . . 32,391 08

Legacies and donations, . . . . . 1,622 70

164,812 97

Disbursements.

Maintenance, instruction and superintendence, . f42,205 91

Repairs, real estate and other investments, . . 11,163 74

All other expenses, 9,432 30

Cash in the hands of the treasurer, . . . 2,011 02

,812 97

The total number of blind persons connected with the insti-

tution in all its departments on the 4th of November, was 178.

Of these, 157 are in the school proper, and 21 in the workshop

for adults.

The first class includes 144 boys and girls enrolled as pupils,

10 teachers and employes, and 3 domestics.

The second class comprises 16 men and 5 women employed

in the industrial department for adults.

Number of Massachusetts beneficiaries Nov. 4, 1885, . . . .74
" of adults belonging to Massachusetts, . ... 29

" of blind persons belonging to other States, .... 75

Total, • .... 178

The corps of instructors consists of a director, eight literary

teachers, ten music teachers with three music readers, one tun-

ing master with one assistant, and two instructors in handi-

craft with four assistants.

The trustees mak

work of the school

:

The trustees make the following statements concerning the

"The school— the main object of the institution — has shown

better work and finer fruits than ever before, — and this Is saying

much. In its whole morale and spirit, in its methods and achieve-

ments, it has continued in the line of steady and consistent progress.

It would seem that, b}'' long and earnest seeking and experiment, the

secret of true method has at last been found here, and needs only to
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be applied as faithfully as it has been of late years to ensure the true

reward. It consists in careful adaptation of the schooling to the indi-

vidual bent, capacity, wants, temperament, etc. , of each single pupil

;

in broad field and variety of topics ; in studies, conversations, exer-

cises that enlarge the mind, engage the heart, build up the character,

and inspire unselfish motives, with the love of knowledge, while they

bring the blind practically more and more upon a level with the see-

ing.

The following extracts, taken from the 54th annual report of

the director to the trustees, give an idea of the work of the

school, its progress, and its system of instruction and training :
—

" The year just closed has been very prosperous and successful in

every respect. Good order and earnest endeavor have been its prin-

cipal characteristics. Thorough work has been accomplished in each

of the departments of the institution, and an excellent degree of prog-

ress has been attained in all.

" The number of applicants for admission is steadily increasing;

but our facilities for the accommodation of new pupils, especially in

the girls' department, are very inadequate. In fact, they have reached

their utmost limit.

"The branches embraced in the literary department have been

carefully taught and faithfully learned. The study and practice of

music have continued to form an important part in the curriculum of

our school. Training in the handicrafts has been as valuable an

adjunct in our course of instruction as ever ; and the exercises both

in the gymnasuim and the playground have been carried on with regu-

larity and with beneficent effects to the health and strength of the

participants.

'• Thanks to the ingenuity and patient endeavor of some of our

teachers, a new element of vital importance has been introduced, and

thus a decided step forward has been taken. Several classes of the

younger children have been led not only to handle tangible objects of

various kinds, as our pupils have always been taught to do, examining

them carefully and ascertaining their qualities and characteristics,—
but to make them. The impetus in this direction was chieflj' given by

the adoption of the kindergarten system, and the fruits of this system in

its adaptation to the development of other studies, are clearly mani-

fest in the geographical, botanical, zoological, and anatomical models,

which are prepared by those of our scholars who have been trained

under the influence of Froebel's methods. These models show con-

clusively, that plastic clay and other pliable materials, used discrimi-
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natingly as a means of illustration, and most especially as an incentive

to creative thought, will prove more valuable and potent in the in-

struction of the blind than a great portion of the rubbish which is

treasured in many a text-book.

" Music has continued to be taught here, both in theory as a science

and in practice as an art, in a thorough manner, worthy of its real dig-

nity and true value, and has been studied not merely as an accom-

plishment, or with a view to its usefulness as a profitable profes-

sion solely, but as a means of intellectual culture, aesthetic refinement

and moral development.

" The art of tuning pianofortes is one of the most lucrative employ-

ments pursued by our graduates at the present time, and the depart-

ment devoted to its study has continued to receive all the attention

which its practical value and useful purposes merit.

''The contract for tuning and keeping in good repair the piano-

fortes used in the public schools of Boston has again been renewed for

another 3'ear on the same terms as the last. This is the ninth time

that the work of our tuners has received so emphatic an approval and

high recommendation from the committee on supplies of the school

board, and we are most grateful to its members for it.

"The importance of manual labor as the best means for the moral

perfection and prosperity of the individual has been duly recognized

in this institution from the date of its foundation, and instruction in

handicraft has been combined organically with the whole scheme

of education, and has been made to support and coalesce with all the

other studies and occupations pursued in the school.

" The importance of physical culture has been fully recognized in

our school, and the roots of our system of education are planted in

the gymnasium, where a series of well chosen and beneficial exercises,

consisting of calisthenics, military" drill, swinging, vaulting, marching,

climbing, and the like, has been regularly pursued under the direction

of experienced and competent teachers. With but few exceptions,

designated by our medical inspector for good aad sufficient cause, the

pupils of both sexes have devoted four hours per week to ph3'sical

culture by means of gymnastics. The results of this training, blended

with the effects of the exercise which they are required to take at in-

tervals on the piazzas, the gallery, and in their daily walks, are very

conspicuous in the development of bodil}' strength and elasticity, the

power of endurance, the grace of carriage, the symmetry' in growth,

the vivacit}' in movement, and the suavity in manners of the majority

of the participants."
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Income of the Massachusetts School Fund.

Cash on hand January 1, 1885, $73,808 84

Net income for 1885, . . . 134,136 87

$207,945 71

Paid cities and towns in 1885, . . . $67,972 77

Paid educational expenses in 1885, . . . 67,061 47

Paid accrued interest on securities bought, . 13 94

135,048 18

Cash on hand December 31, 1885, $72,897 63

From which there is to be paid to cities and towns-

one-half of income for 1885, . . . $67,061 46

And return to the fund, 5,836 07

$72,897 53

The Massachusetts School Fund amounted January 1, 1885,

to $2,710,241 30

Amount offund December 31, 1885, 2,710,24130

In the management of the public schools, the towns derive

their instructions and their authority mainly from the State.

The school authorities, therefore, find it necessary to make

themselves familiar with the Public Statutes relating to schools.

Ignorance of the law sometimes becomes the occasion of un-

authorized acts both on the part of the towns, and of their

agents appointed to organize and conduct the schools.

In this way the schools may sufier from unlawful inter-

ference or from neglect. As a fact, however, the towns of the

Commonwealth take so much interest in popular education,

that they not only obej' the laws relating to the public schools,

but they almost universally do much more than the laws re-

quire. Many of the rights and powers of school officers and

teachers are not directly defined in the provisions of the Stat-

utes, but are determined by judicial decisions. Some help

may therefore be afi'orded to those who have charge of the

schools by simple explanations in some cases, and in others by

reference to the decisions of the courts.

School Age.

Section 1 of chap. 44 of the Public Statutes requires every

town to maintain a sufficient number of schools for the instruc-

tion of all the children who may legally attend school therein.
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There is no legal school age established by the Statutes.

The age between five and fifteen has no significance except as a

partial basis for the distribution of the income of the school

fund. Children between the ages of eight and fourteen years

are proper subjects of the compulsory laws. But there is no

law of the State forbiddinor a child euterino^ school before he is

eight years of age, or from continuing in it after he is fourteen.

The period from seven to fifteen includes the time in which

children wandering about the streets and growing up in igno-

rance and not subject to any proper parental control, may be

classed with truants ; but neither the law reojulatino^ the dis-

tribution of the public money nor the general compulsory law,

nor the law relating to truants, establishes a school age which

limits the right of the children in their attendance upon the

public schools. Section 21 of chap. 44 of the Public Statutes

provides that the school committee shall have general charge

and superintendence of all the public schools. The supreme

court has decided that the power of general superintendence,

includes the power to organize the schools, to determine their

number in a town, the qualifications of those who are to be ad-

mitted to them, the age at which they may enter, and to which

they may continue. The power of general superintendence

has been declared to include also the power to classify the

pupils, and to distribute them in the schools as the committee

may think best adapted to their welfare and progress. [5 Cush.

207.

As the compulsory law requires the attendance of all chil-

dren between the ao'es of eio^ht and fourteen, atid of truants be-

tween seven and fifteen, the school committees have no right

to make rules interfering with these requirements. With these

exceptions they may regulate the attendance of the children in

so far as age is concerned.

Sufficient Number of Schools.

The number of schools a town should maintain depends on

three conditions :
—

Ist. On its geographical extent and structure.

2d. On the number of its school children.

3d. On their distribution over the town.

The distance which children may be required to walk to and
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from the school-house, depends on their age and strength, on

the character of the roads over which they are compelled to

pass, and on the state of the weather. Taking the school chil-

dren as they are, and the conditions of travel as they are in our

Massachusetts towns, it does not seem wise to require young

children to walk farther than one mile, nor any children to loalk

farther than two miles to reach the school to which they have

been assigned. For ail longer distances convenient transporta-

tion should be provided, if necessary at public expense.

If this is not done some children in attending school will suffer

from fatigue and exposure, and their attendance will be incom-

plete and irregular. If we turn our attention to the number of

children that should be committed to the care and instruction of

one teacher, and by this standard determine how many schools

shall be kept, we shall find that experience favors limiting the

primary schools to thirty or thirty-five pupils, and the higher

grades to forty or fifty. Primary pupils derive most of their

knowledge and training from direct teaching, and not much
from independent study. Older pupils can control themselves.

They require simply to be directed in their work. The one re-

quires individual attention, the other may be taught in classes.

For these reasons our primary schools should never be so large

as to render individual instruction, regular, and in sufficient

amount impossible. In thickly settled communities the school

authorities have it in their power to organize the schools with

reference to proper numbers. The tendency in such cases is to

collect too many under one teacher. In smaller communities

the school boards should exercise their best judgments in obey-

ing the law requiring a sufficient number of schools, so that

there may not be too many nor too few schools for economy
or for progress in learning.

Attendance.

It is the imperative duty of the school committees to bring

all the children, over which they have a legal control, into

school, at least during the time required by law, and for as

much longer time as the possibilities of attendance will permit.

The reasons for this are clear in the minds of every intelligent

citizen. The private individual must be educated that he may
take his place in life. The member of society must ba made
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intelligent, that he may be able to control himself and prevent

himself from becoming a public burden, and an enemy to good

order. There is no place for ignorance in a free State. The
day laborer must be able to" direct his muscular movements

with skill, or he will be compelled to give up his place to one

who can add to his physical power the element of intelligence.

Business men are now offering the highest rewards to those

who know how to direct the forces of nature to the most pro-

ductive results. The people are demanding a form of educa-

tion derived from a knowledge of the nature and wants of man,

and that every child shall receive the advantaores of such an

education. The school boards of the towns should keep on

their record books the name of every member of their whole

school population. This record should be compared with the

enrolments on the school registers, and the two lists of names

should agree. Teachers, school officers, parents, and the whole

body of citizens should unite their efforts to secure an attend-

ance upon the school whose records shall agree with the enrol-

ment, and the number of children which should be in school.

[Sect. 16, chap. 44, Public Statutes.]

I desire to call special attention to the great importance of

securing a regular attendance of all the children upon the pub-

lic schools. Let every town in this Commonwealth offer to

every one of its children the means of acquiring a good educa-

tion, and then let the people unite with the school authorities

in directing every child of school age to the most earnest use

of the means, remembering that ignorance is barbarism itself.

Every good citizen should be alarmed whenever he finds a

youth in his community growing up in ignorance. No child

should be absent from his class in school except for good

reasons. Good reasons are limited to those providential inter-

ferences over which parents and guardians have no control. If

the child is in need of better clothes, and his parents are unable

to furnish them, let them be supplied at the public expense.

If the parents are in want, let the want be relieved at the public

expense, if necessary, and not by child labor, performed at the

expense of his public school instruction. No thoughtful parent

will plan his affairs in the house, in the shop, or on the farm, so

as to require his child to break up into fragments the short term

of his school life. If the parent is not thoughtful, the school
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authorities and the community in which he lives should be

thoughtful for him. It should be settled as a basis of all

action, that the children must be in school. If parents are too

poor to send their children to school, they must receive aid

from the community or the town. If they refuse or neglect to

send them, they must be compelled by the application of the

benevolent provisions of the statutes of the Commonwealth.

The child must not be deprived of the objects of his natural

rights. The parent is the natural guardian of these rights,

but if he does not recognize the obligations arising from his

parental relations, the State must interfere and offer its pro-

tection as a substitute.

This leads me to call attention to the compulsory laws relat-

ing to attendance.

Sect. 1, chap. 47, provides that every child between the

ages of eight and fourteen years shall attend some public day

school in the city or town in which he resides, at least twenty

weeks in the year. For every neglect of such duty the person

offending shall forfeit to the use of the public schools of such

city or town a sum not exceeding twenty dollars. The truant

officers and the school committees of the several cities and

towns shall vigilantly inquire into all cases of neglect of the

duty prescribed in this section and ascertain the reasons, if

any, therefor; and such truant officers, or any one of them,

shall, when so directed by the school committee, prosecute, in

the name of the city or town, any person liable to the penalty

provided for in the section already referred to.

This is our general compulsory law. It had its origin in the

ancient law of 1642, passed on the 14th day of June of that

year, and which ordered that the chosen men for managing the

prudentials of every town shall have a vigilant eye over their

neighbors, to see that none of them shall suffer so mujch bar-

barism as to neglect the education of their children and appren-

tices. This law was enforced by a threatened penalty of

twenty shillings for such neglect.

Employment or Children.

The laws relating to the 'employment of children in manu-

facturing and mercantile establishments should be understood

by every citizen of the Commonwealth.
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Sect, 1, chap. 48, provides that no child under ten years of

age shall be employed at all in any manufacturing, mechanical

or mercantile establishment in this Commonwealth.

No child under twelve shall be so employed during the days

in which the public schools are in session in the city or town

in which he resides. Any parent or guardian who violates

this provision of the law shall forfeit for each offence not less

than twenty nor more than fifty dollars.

No child under fourteen years of age shall be so employed

except during the vacations of the public schools, unless during

the year next preceding such employment he has attended for

twenty weeks some public school, or some private school ap-

proved by the school committee. Nor shall such employment

continue, unless such child in each and every year has attended

school as provided ; and no child shall be so employed who
does not present a certificate made by or under the direction of

said school committee, of his compliance with the requirements

of the law.

Every owner, superintendent or overseer of any manufactur-

ing, mechanical or mercantile establishment, is required to

keep on file a certificate of the age and place of birth of every

child under sixteen years of age employed therein. If the

child is under fourteen years of age, the certificate- must state

the amount of his school attendance during the year next pre-

ceding such employment. The certificate must be signed by a

member of the school committee, or some one authorized by him.

The employment of children contrary to these laws may be

punished by a forfeit on the part of both the overseer and par-

ent of not less than twenty nor more than fifty dollars, for the

use of the public schools.

Every child under fourteen years of age, who cannot read

and write, must attend school not only twenty weeks of the

year, but the entire time during which the schools are iu

session.

Truants.

In closing what I have to say concerning the attendance of

the children upon the schools, I desire to direct attention

again to a class of persons found in every town in greater or

less numbers, and for whom our common public schools make
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no adequate provision. I refer to children between the ages

of seven and fifteen years, who may be found wandering about

in the streets or public places, having no lawful occupation or

business, and are called truants.

Sect. 10, chap. 48 of the Public Statutes, requires every

town to make afl needful provisions and arrangements concern-

ing habitual truants and children between the ages of seven

and fifteen years, who are out of school, idle and not subject to

parental control.

Suitable places are to be provided for the confinement, disci-

pline and instruction of truant children. A suitable place is a

good home, where the children may live as members of a well-

regulated family; a convenient schoolroom, where they may

be taught in a thorough manner the branches of learning

enumerated in the statutes; a shop and a few acres of land,

where they may be trained in some of the industrial occupa-

tions of life ; so that when they graduate from the school j they

will become intelligent, self-supporting citizens in the communi-

ties where they may chance to make their future homes.

To prevent the establil^hment and support of such an institu-

tion from becoming burdensome to the individual towns, sect.

14, chap. 48 of the Public Statutes, provides for the establish-

ment of county truant schools. If three or more towns in any

county so petition, the county commissioners shall establish

truant schools at the expense of the county, at convenient

places therein. If county truant schools should be established

and maintained by the counties of the State, the towns of the

county could send their truant children to these schools at a

small expense, and the truant laws could be easily obeyed.

No town has a legal right to its share of the income of the

school fund unless it complies with the laws relating to truancy.

It is therefore policy for the towns to petition the commission-

ers to provide suitable truant schools. Hampden County has

provided such a school, and it is accomplishing good results.

It has diminished the amount of truancy in the county, and has

furnished to its pupils as good quality of instruction as that

given in the public schools. It do^ not appear from the

returns that the towns have all complied with the spirit of the

truant laws.
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Truant Officers.

Sect. 11 of chap. 48 provides for the appointment by the

school committees of two or more truant officers, who, acting

as agents of the committee are authorized to execute the com-

pultjory laws relating to attendance. Their 'conduct is regu-

latt^d by a code of by-laws which must be adopted by the towns

and approved by the courts. It is the duty of the truant offi-

cers to visit the establishments employing children, once in

every school term, and as often as the school committee may
direct, and inquire into the situation of the children employed

therein, and ascertain whether the provisions of the law are

duly observed, and report all violations to the school com-

mittees.

School Teachers.

Since the abolition of the school district system, the school

committees are required to select and contract with the teachers

of the public schools. As the schools are what the teachers

make them to be, the importance of the act of selecting them

cannot be overestimated.

Before public school teachers can be legally employed and

placed over the schools, they must furnish full and satisfactory

evidence of possessing a good moral character ; of being quali-

fied to teach the branches of learning enumerated in the stat-

utes, and of having the capacity to exercise a wise control over

their pupils. The evidence of these things is to be furnished

in the results of a personal examination of the teachers, con-

ducted by the school committee.

" Every teacher of a public school shall, before he opens such

school, obtain from the school committee a certificate in duplicate of

his qualifications to teach. One of these certificates he is to keep

for his own use, the other he is to deposit with the selectmen of the

town before an}^ payment can be legally made to such teacher on ac-

count of his services."— [Sect. 29, chap. 44, Public Statutes.

It has been decided^that a town treasurer is personally lia-

ble to the town for the sum he pays to a teacher who has not

received from the school committee certificates as the law

directs. It is doubtful whether a teacher without a certificate
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from the town committee has authority in the schoolroom,

either to teach or to control.

Authority of the Teacher.

In Massachusetts, school committees have the general charge

and superintendence of all the public schools. — [Sect. 21,

chap. 44, Public Statutes.

School teachers, therefore, derive their authority from the

committees, and must act under their general direction. With

this limitation teachers have authority to enforce obedience

to all reasonable rules which the committees have established,

and to all reasonable rules of their own, which the committees

have authorized them to make. What is a reasonable rule

must be determined by legal authority.

The supreme court of Iowa has made the following defini-

tion :

—

" Anj" rule of the school, not subversive of the rights of the chil-

dren or parents, or in conflict with humanity and the precepts of

divine law, and which tends to advance the object of the law in estab-

lishing public schools, must be reasonable and proper."

Attendance,

In accordance with this definition it fhas been decided that

rules may be made and enforced requiring a punctual and con-

stant attendance upon the schools. Tardiness and absence

seriously affect the habits and progress, not only of the indi-

vidual pupils who are irregular in their attendance, but they

injure the whole school. The repetition of an act has a ten-

dency to create a disposition to continue to perform it. If

pupils at school are allowed to form the habit of being tardy in

the performance of their school duties, they will surely experi-

ence the disastrous eflfects of it in all the relations of their

active lives. It is generally true that the lessons of the term

hold an important relation to one another, so that if one is lost

the connection of the whole is broken. A punctual attendance

is necessary, therefore, that a pupil may pursue his studies

with interest and profit to himself, and without a disturbance

of the progress of his classes. For these reasons it is clearly

proper that plain and imperative rules should be made forbid-
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ding irregularity of attendance, except for causes which neither

pupils nor their guardians can control.— [Sect. 16, chap. 44,

Public Statutes.

Stiidies.

The branches of learning required to be taught and studied

in all the grades of schools below the high school, are enumer-

ated in sect. 1, chap. 44, Public Statutes. The branches here

named must be taught, but the order in which they shall be

introduced may be determined by the committee. — [Sect. 33,

chap. 44, Public Statutes.

A variety of exercises with other names may be introduced

with the approval of the committee. If these exercises are so

closely related to the studies enumerated as to be included in

them, both alike may be required. Language lessons and

written composition may be included in reading and grammar.

Lessons on natural objects may be included in language les-

sons, elementary geography, arithmetic and physiology.

The privileges of secondary instruction are offered to all

children living in towns where high schools are maintained, but

they are not compelled to accept the offer.

Provision must be made in these schools for teachins; the

topics named in sects. 2 and 3, chap. 44, Public Statutes. Com-
mittees have authority to arrange high school courses of study

as well as the courses of lower grades. Thoy may determine

what shall be the qualifications for admission to the high

schools, and they may require pupils to complete a prescribed

course of study, made within the limits of the statutes, before

receiving a certificate of graduation. It would seem to be rea-

sonable that all pupils who hold diplomas certifying that they

have passed satisfactorily over the branches of study required

to be pursued in all the lower schools, should be admitted to

the high schools without further limitations.

The studies enumerated in sect. 1, chap. 44, are compulsory

upon all children of school age, and must be taken in the order

prescribed by the school committee.— [5 Cush., 207.

Limit of Authority in Time and Place.

There can be no doubt that the teacher has authority over his

pupils during school hours and on the school grounds. If the

acts done out of schoolhouses reach in their influence within the
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schoolroom during school hours, and are detrimental to good

order and the best interests of the pupils, it is evident that such

acts may be forbidden. "There can be no reasonable doubt

that the supervision and control of the master over the scholar

extend from the time he leaves home to go to school till he re-

turns home from school." The teacher should take care that

his pupils on their way to and from the school do not quarrel,

or fall into bad company, or disturb the property of others, or

behave in any way in an improper manner. The statutes re-

quire that the pupils shall be taught to behave well in all

places and at all times.— [32 Vt., 114; Public Statutes, sect.

1, chap. 44.

Text-Books and SuprLiES.

Sect. 33, chap. 44, requires the school committees to direct

what books shall be used in the public schools, and chap. 103,

Acts of 1884, provides that books and all school supplies shall

be purchased by the committee, at the expense of the towns.

The advantages of the free text-book system are :

1. Economy in time and money. Under the present system,

the schools may be supplied, on the first day of the term, with

all the necessary means of study. This prevents the long de-

lays that were formerly experienced in organizing the classes,

and enables the teacher to make a better classification of his

school. Experience has proved that the expense of books and

supplies, by the new method of purchase, is reduced nearly

one-half.

2. The new system furnishes a good occasion for training

the children to take good care of those things not their own,

but which they are allowed to use.

3. It has, v,?ithout doubt, increased the attendance upon

the schools more than ten per cent.

4. The public schools of the State are now literally free

schools, offering to all, on the same free terms, the advantages

of a good education.

The labor of purchasing and distributing the books and

arranging plans for a proper care of them will be much less,

after the system has been once introduced. Before the Act of

1884 was passed, sixteen towns in the Commonwealth had

voluntarily adopted the free text-book system. In all cases of

fair trial, the most satisfactory results have been produced.
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The few objections that have been made to the free system

are

:

1. It prevents the children from owning the books they use,

and from preserving them for the future.

2. It cultivates a spirit of dependence.

3. Contagious diseases may be communicated by second-

hand books.

4. Why not furnish board and clothes as well as books ?

5. It requires the expenditure of a large amount of time in

purchasing and distributing the books and supplies among the

schools.

These are the objections usually made.

The use of the free text-book system does not prevent a

pupil from becoming the owner of the books he studies, nor if

that were possible, of preserving them. This may be done

even at less expense than under the old system.

Experience, however, has proved that school-books are gen-

erally worn out by the use to which they are subjected in the

schoolroom, and that future reference is more profitably made

to new books, representing the latest phase of human thought

on the subjects of which they treat. Old school-books are

interesting relics. They are even useful as occasions for reviv-

ing old associations ; but they are not always safe guides in

the acquisition of new knowledge. School-books should be

bought for present use, as they will be quite surely out of

date when the future arrives.

If the statement that the free text-book system takes away

the manly feeling of independence, which should be strong in

every mind, has any force, it presents an argument against the

whole system of free schools. Why is not the manly spirit

corrupted by furnishing free teachers, and free sehooihouses,

and free apparatus to be used as the means of teaching? On
what principle may we furnish everything else free with good

results, but cannot furnish free books without harm? As a

fact, neither are the schools nor the means of study free to the

people in any absolute sense.

The expense of supporting them is borne by those for whose

benefit they were established. This is done by a general tax

levied in such a manner that the burden of support is made to

rest equally on all. With this understanding the people accept
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their free school privileges uot as a charity, but as a gift pre-

sented by themselves.

Free text-books have been used for many years in some of

the towns in our own State, and in some of the cities and towns

of almost every other State in the Union. No complaint has

hitherto been made that these books are the media through

which disease is actually communicated.

The sanitary objections to the use of second-hand school-

books may be more reasonably urged against the use of books

drawn from our circulating libraries, and handled by persons

exposed to all the conditions of social life, or against paper

money, that by its associations may become the media of many

kinds of exchange.

It should not be forgotten that the legislature has passed

stringent laws regulating the attendance of children who are

suffering with contagious diseases, or who have been exposed

to them ; and that the free text-books are all committed to the

care of the teachers of the schools.

[Chap. 198, Acts of 1885.]

" The school committees shall not allow any pupil to attend the pub-

lic schools while any member of the household to which such pupil

belongs is sick of small-pox, diphtheria, or scarlet fever, or during a

period of two weeks after the death, recovery or removal of such sick

person. Anj' pupil coming from such household shall be required to

present, to the teacher of the school the pupil desires to attend, a

certificate, from the attending physician or board of health, of facts

necessarj' to entitle him to admission in accordance with the above

regulations."

The Iowa State Board of Health sent out the following circu-

lar letter to about four hundred physicians residing in Iowa and

other States :

—

" The State Board of Health is desirous of obtaining sufficient mate-

rial for the issuance of a report on the communication of contagious

diseases by means of second-hand school-books. Will you have the

kindness to send in the enclosed envelope all the facts bearing on this

subject, occurring in your own practice or that of others known to

you."

In response about two hundred and fifty opinions were re-

ceived from physicians in different parts of the United States,
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who, however much they may disagree upon other subjects,

were unanimous in this, that there is no doubt that diseases

may be communicated by this means, but they know of none

nor have they heard of one.

"The only approach to anj'thing of value comes from a physician

in Michigan, who relates a case of scarlet fever communicated hy

means of a novel which was read b}' a J'oung ladj' convalescent from

scarlatina, and which was afterward loaned to another. From tbe

best information I can obtain, I am stronglj^ inclined to the opinion

that of all methods by which disease is communicated, that by second-

hand school-books is the least to be expected. Upon the approach of

ph3'sical disorder the books of study, which are usuall}' tasks, and at

best require considerable mental effort, are the first to be thrown

aside, and the last to be resumed in convalescence.

" If any reading at all is resorted to, it is generally such as will

amuse.— light literature, everywhere to be found, — and not books the

use of which means labor."—[H. H. Clark, Member of Iowa State

Board of Health.

The objection suggested in the question, " Why not furnish

clothes as well as books?" has little significance when we con-

sider that the State by its compulsory laws creates the legal

necessity of purchasing books, while the necessity for clothes

would exist if there were no schools to attend. Clothes should

be furnished at public expense whenever this is necessary to

attendance.

The advantages of the free text-book system are so many
and so important, that a considerable expenditure of time and

labor may well be made. Experience and a proper division of

labor will lesisen both, until a thorough application of the sys-

tem will not be considered a burden.

Methods of Teaching.

Under their general power of superintendence, the school

committees have sole power to determine the method of teach-

ing to be practised in the public schools.

The statutes require certain branches of study to be taught,

but in every instance the mode of teaching is left with the

school boards.
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Instruction in Pliysiology and Hygiene.

[Chap. 332, Acts of 1885.]

'' Sect. 1. Physiolog}^ and hygiene, which, in both divisions of the

subject, shall include special instruction as to the effects of alcoholic

drinks, stimulants and narcotics on the human system, shall be taught

as a regular branch of study to all pupils, in all schools, supported

wholly or in part by public money, except special schools main-

tained solely for instruction in particular branches, such as drawing,

mechanics, art, and like studies. All acts or parts of acts relating

to the qualifications of teachers in the public schools shall apply to

the branch of study prescribed in this act."

Physiology is that knowledge which has for its object the

structure and functions of the organs of animals and plants.

Human Physiology is limited to the organs of the human body.

Hygiene is a knowledge of health and disease of the organg

of a body.

Alcohol is the intoxicating principle of fermented liquors.

Stimulants are substances which produce an unnatural in-

crease of vital activity.

Narcotics are substances which have a tendency to paralyze

the nerves and produce stupor and sleep.

By the term " regular branch," is meant one that is included

in the list of those required by law to be taught. Formerly

physiology and hygiene were optional studies. By the Act of

1885 they were introduced among the required branches.

" All pupils in all schools," are all pupils in the primary, iu-

termediate, grammar and high schools of our system. The law

requires physiology and hygiene to be taught to all pupils in

all schools with special reference to the effects of the above

named substances on the human system. The only intelligent,

successful teaching must be by the oral objective method.

Order of General Topics relating to Alcohol, etc.

a. Origin,
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Corporal Punishment.

" The school codes of the United States are generally silent

in regard to the right of teachers to inflict corporal punish-

ment ; but there are numerous judicial decisions in favor of this

right."

By English and American law, a parent may correct his

child in a reasonable manner, and the teacher is in loco paren-

tis.— \_l Blackstone, 453; 2 Kent, 205; 27 Maine, 280; 32

Vermont, 114, 123; 4 Gray, 37.

1. To justify the infliction of corporal punishment there

must be sufficient cause.

2. It must be administered in a proper manner and to a

moderate degree.

3. It must be done without malice on the part of the

teacher, and with the sole object of preserving good order in

the school.

It has been considered in the past, by good authority, that

a sufficient cause for applying this form of punishment may be

found in an obstinate and persistent refusal by the pupil to

obey the reasonable rules of the school.

That when all other influences fail to move the will to choose

a proper conformity to the requiremeuts of good order in

school— then, according to the judgment of some, corporal

punishment may be introduced as a last resort.

If corporal punishment is used, it must be with the most

careful reference to a strict propriety. In no case, should it

ever be applied to any part of the head or to any other part of

the body easily injured. No instrument should be kept on

hand, specially designed to be used as the means of punish-

ment. It should be in no way adapted to suggest ideas of

cruelty or to arouse the passions. In its selection, great care

should be taken that no exhibition be made of bad taste or

poor judgment, or want of a refined spirit. Severity in pun-

ishment should be avoided. It should not be forgotten, that

the good moral eff"ect of physical punishment is not due to the

amount of it, so much as to the good sense and regard for jus-

tice exhibited in its application. The law will protect the

child from all excesses of punishment.

The Prussian law provides that no punishment shall be
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administered beyond the bounds of moderate parental disci-

pline.

"A teacher, in the exercise of the power of corporal punishment,

must not make such power a pretext for cruelty and oppression ; but

the cause must be sufficient, the instrument suitable, and the manner

and extent of the correction, the part of the person to which it is

applied, and the temper in which it is inflicted, should be distinguished

with the liindness, prudence and propriety which become the station."

— [4 Gray, 36.

This form of punishment may be so applied as to furnish an

expression of anger and malice, or of affection and a strong

desire to promote a personal good.

Modern civilization is opposed to more than a very limited

use of corporal punishment in the schools. It is rather in

favor of appealing to higher principles of action than those

found in the animal desires. There is a general admission,

however, that it is not wise for the authorities to pass orders

forbidding its use, as such action misht encourage disorder

and relieve the disorderly from any apprehension of suffering

the penalty of their misconduct. The good sense and humanity

of the teachers of the public schools, guided by a knowledge

of public sentiment and the known will of the school com-

mittee, may be trusted to prevent the use of improper forms

of inflicting punishments or of bestowing rewards. If cor-

poral punishment is ever to be inflicted, it should be limited in

its application to the young, who are deriving most of their

impressions through the senses.

Among the principles of action that render the young sub-

jects of control, are a desire for an expected good or an aver-

sion for an expected evil. Physical rewards they consider to

be a good, and physical punishments an evil. For these

reasons they are inclined to choose the one and reject the other.

Hopes and fears enter largely into the motives which are the

occasions of youthful activity. But after a time the hope of

reward would depart if the reward itself should always be

withheld; and the fear of punishment would cease to exist, if

punishment was never known to be an object of personal expe-

rience. When this takes place the controlling hopes and fears

must be reproduced in the mind by the sensible presence of
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their objects, or the possibility of government would be lost.

In this is to be found the necessity and philosophy of rewards

and punishments, if there is any necessity and philosophy con-

nected with them.

If physical punishments are restricted to their proper appli-

cations, the amount of them required would be too small to

occasion any ideas of severity or impropriety. A teacher who

finds it necessary to use corporal punishment to any appre-

ciable extent, gives evidence of a want of ability to control.

A correct method of teaching, a knowledge of the true

springs of human action, a good judgment, a conscientious re-

gard for justice and a strong will, on the part of the teacher,

will generally produce on the part of the pupil enthusiasm in

study and a desire to act from a sense of duty, the highest prin-

ciple of action.

No form of school government will produce good results if

it is administered in a bad spirit, or in an improper manner, or

to an unreasonable extent. It is expected that the teachers of

our Commonwealth will be able to regulate the conduct of their

pupils at all times, by the use of the nobler principles of action

found in a love of that which is for their good on the whole, or

in a sense of duty.

Expulsion.

'\The right to attend school is not absolute, but is condi-

tional upon compliance with the reasonable rules and regula-

tions of the school."— [48 Vt., 473.

"The school committee has authority, not subject to revis-

ion if exercised in good faith, to exclude a pupil from a public

school for misconduct which injures its discipline and manage-

ment."—[105 Mass., 475.

The teacher can suspend, but it is reserved for the committee

to expel. Expulsion is frequently made a substitute for cor-

poral punishment, and is sometimes the only alternative.

The objections to excluding unruly children from the advan-

tages of school discipline are ; 1st. These persons especially

need the reforming influences of a good education. 2d. To

exclude such children from school and thus deprive them of all

proper training, would introduce into society an element which

will be likely to prove a burden to its treasury and a source of
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corruption to its morals. It is a last resort, and should be era-

ployed only when the pupil is beyond control by all ordinary-

means, or when his bad example endangers the good morals of

his companions.

The necessity of expelling from the public schools those that

cannot bo controlled in them, proves the necessity of adding to

our school system institutions especially adapted to reform the

morals as well as to communicate knowledge. The well-beino^

of every community requires it to provide with great care for

all those young persons not subject to the ordinary means of

control. Whenever a pupil who has been expelled from school

gives evidence of reformation, or of a willingness to submit to

the proper authorities, he should be readmitted, and encouraged

to the most earnest eilbrt in trying to retrieve what has been

lost.

Registers.

Sect. 3, chap. 41 of Public Statutes provides that "the

Board of Education shall prescribe the form of registers to be

kept in the schools, and the form of the blanks and inquiries

for the returns to be made by school committees." Sect. 6,

chap. 46, requires the school committee to cause the school

registers to be faithfully kept in all the public schools.

The registers furnish the data from which the blank forms

of inquiry are to be filled up. These blank forms are to be re-

turned to the Secretary of the Board of Education, to be used

by him in making up the statistical tables of his annual report.

It is most important that these statistics be as accurate as

possible, for upon them is based our school legislation, and

our knowledge of the state and progress of our public school

affairs.

No apportionment or distribution of the income of the school

fund shall be made to any city or town which has not made
the returns required by sections six and eight of chapter forty-

six, or does not make them accurately and within the time

specified in section eleven of the same chapter ; and the town

or city shall in addition thereto forfeit not less than one hun-

dred nor more than two hundred dollars.
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Penalty for Disturbing Schools.

The Public Statutes have made most ample provision for

protection of public schools, school-books, and schoolhouses.

Whoever wilfully interrupts or disturbs a school, or other

assembly of people met for a lawful purpose, shall be punished

by imprisonment in the jail not exceeding thirty days, or by fine

not exceeding fifty dollars.— [Public Statutes, sect. 23, chap.

207.

Penalty for Defacing Schoolhouses.

Whoever wilfully and maliciously or wantonly and without

cause destroys, defaces, mars or injures a schoolhouse, church

or other building erected or used for purposes of education or

religious instruction, or for the general diffusion of knowledge,

or an outbuilding, fence, well or appurtenance of such school-

house, church or other building, or furniture, apparatus or

other property belonging to or connected with such school-

house, church or other building, shall be punished by fine not

exceeding five hundred dollars, or by imprisonment in the jail

not exceeding one year.— [Public Statutes, sect. 78, chap.

203.

Superintendents .

The superintendents of the public schools of the Common-
wealth are agents of the school committees, and are subject to

their direction and control. As these agents are supposed to

be skilled in educational affairs, and are able to give their whole

time and talents to the performance of the duties of their oflSce,

the committees will do well to allow them to nominate the

teachers of the schools, to arrange the course of studies to be

taught, to select the text-books to be used, to direct what

methods of teaching shall be practised, and what shall be the

basis of classification in the various grades of instruction. All

these acts of the superintendents will, of course, be subject to

the approval of the school committee. It should not be forgot-

ten by both superintendents and committees that school teach-

ers are skilled agents, and on that account should have a large

liberty in the management of their schools. For the well-being

of the schools, both superintendents of schools and teachers, if

doing good service, should be retained permanently in oflice.
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About sixty towns of the Commonwealth are provided with

public school superintendents. The schools of the remaining

two hundred and eighty-seven towns are under the supervision

of school committees. For the reason that the schools of a

country are good as their superintendence is intelligent and thor-

ough, and poor as their superintendence is aimless and acciden-

tal, it seems desirable, and even necessary, that some provision

should be made for extending special and efficient superintend-

ence over every public school in the State.

The cities and large towns have already supplied themselves

with special superintendence. A thorough examination of their

schools will show the great advantages of a wise direction.

These towns have better schoolhouses, better teachers, a larger

aver.'ige attendance of pupils, and a higher order of school

exercises For these reasons the schools are popular with the

people, and they are willing to make sacrifices to support them.

The schools in many of the other towns are not improving. In

some cases the schoolhouses are not fit places for the teachers

and the children to live in during the school hours of the day.

The teachers are sometimes selected from the graduates of

the ungraded district schools of the town, having no prepara-

tion for their work, except a very limited and imperfect knowl-

edge of the common English branches of learning, and a sort

of inherited instinct that inclines them to do for their pupils

what has been done for them. These teachers have generally

strong minds and good hearts, but they have no adequate prepa-

ration for an intelligent performance of the high duties devolv-

ing upon those who have charge of public instruction. The
schools of these towns are generally conducted without a plan.

The courses ofstudy are not always arranged with reference to the

acquisition of useful knowledge, or the development of the

mind. The class exercises consist for the most part of ques-

tions and answers relating to that found in the text-books, and

often to nothing else. The means of teaching are either want-

ing or are little used. The children are in some towns very

irregular in their attendance, and leave school altogether as soon

as the compulsory laws of the State will let them go, and the

people, estimating their schools for what they appear to be

worth, give to them a hesitating and inadequate support. Sect.

44, chap. 44, Public Statutes, provides for the arrangement of the
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small towns in districts, for the purpose of employing a super-

intendent of public schools therein. If the provisions of this

section were accepted, the small towns could secure for them-

selves a quality of superintendence equal to that provided by the

cities. The experiment has been tried, and in all cases it has

proved eminently successful.

The burden of supporting the public schools falls heavily on

some parts of the Commonwealth. Where there is a scattered

population and a small amount of taxable property, the people

cannot give to their schools a proper support. They are unable

to raise a sufficient amount of funds for the construction of good

schoolhouses, or for supplying their schools with good teach-

ers, or for placing over them an efficient superintendence. The

State requires public schools to be maintained for public as well

as private utility. In all cases where the distribution of wealth

and population renders the support of good public schools a

heavy burden, if not an impossibility, the State should give all

needed assistance.

The present high civilization of the Commonwealth cannot be

maintained unless the advantages of a good education are made

universal. It seems now to be necessary for the State to make

an appropriation of money to be distributed among the smaller

towns to aid them in providing for their schools qualified teach-

ers and adequate superintendence.

Eelation of the Kindergarten to the Primary School.

The mind by its activity is the cause of its own development.

The nature of the activity will determine the nature of the de-

velopment. As every mental act leaves its impression on the

mind that acts, it is highly important that the infant mind be

set off aright in the first exertion of its active power. It seems

necessary that even the plays of children should be so directed

that the formation of good habits will be promoted, and of bad

habits prevented. This suggests the establishment of institu-

tions that have for their object a training more elementary than

that given in our primary schools.

In determining the relations which the kindergarten should

hold to the public primary school, it is necessary at first to

make plain what states of mind the child must possess that he

may enter with facility upon his primary course of instruction.
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On entering school the primary pupil is directed at once to his

language lessons. The ability to use language implies a knowl-

edge of that which it expresses, and of the signs by which ex-

pression is made. Language may be used to affirm names and

qualities and relations of objects of thought.

The first work, then, of the children in the primary schools is

with objects and their names. Facility and accuracy, in the

performance of such mental exercises, are acquired by practice.

The kindergarten, with its occupations and gifts, brings its

members in constant contact with the objects of their ideas and

with the signs by which they are known. In this way facility

in observing and in using language will be produced before the

children come to their special tasks in the primary school. In

connection with the facility, a fondness for handling objects

will be cultivated, which is a most important condition of true

progress.

Secondly, occasions may be presented for distinct ideas by

leading the child to set the qualities of objects apart from one

another, by analysis, for more special examination. A prepara-

tion for this work is made by exercises with the qualities of

bodies. The kindergarten, with its objective methods, brings

form, color, size, number, etc., into the presence of the chil-

dren and encourages them to become familiar with their ap-

pearances, and skilful in arranging them in new combinations.

The observation of individual objects of thought as wholes,

and the analysis of them for a knowledge of their properties,

are the elementary steps that must precede the consciousness

of comprehensive ideas. At the first the child has no facility

in the use of his faculties, nor has he any tendency to use them

in an orderly way. By use, both facility and habits will be ac-

quired and the nature of the facility and the character of the

habits will be determined by the kind of use which produced

them. For these reasons it plainly appears that the first ac-

tivity which the child exerts, although spontaneous in its origin,

must be rightly directed, in so far at least as may be done by

turning his attention to proper objects, and such as constitute

the elements of all scientific classification. The playful occu-

pations of the young children in the kindergarten have a ten-

dency to produce a symmetrical development and to occasion
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those simple ideas of things, which ideas are to be the elements

of all future knowledge.

It is of the highest importance to the child that his faculties

do not become dwarfed at the first, by being deprived of proper

mental food. The development of every human mind is self-

development produced by self-activity, but the activity is modi-

fied by the nature and relations of its objects.

If the work done for the young child in the infancy of his

life is well done, he may be introduced into the primary school

with a love for knowledge, with many clear and distinct ideas,

and with that which is of the highest importance to the young

primary pupil, some power of self-control.

On entering the primary school the pupil is to be put to the

use of his senses. Objects of knowledge are to be brought into

his presence, as the occasion of ideas, and his mind is to be

trained to form from them true judgments of the objects them-

selves. There is a culture, then, which should precede and

prepare the children for their primary school work. It may
be introduced through those influences that simply direct the

children in their plays. Locke says that all the plays of chil-

dren should be directed towards good habits, or else they will

introduce bad ones.

I believe experience has proved that the development oc-

casioned by a course of kindergarten exercises prepares the

children to enter with facility upon that course of elementary

instruction which it is within the province of primary schools

to conduct. It would be well if the spirit of the kindergarten

were introduced into all primary education. Here, too, the

teacher should study the nature of the child, acquaint himself

thoroughly with the great ends school life should be adapted

to produce, and teach with constant reference to the true prin-

ciples of teaching.

It would be well if the kindergarten could be made a uni-

versal institution. Every child, either at home or in an or-

ganized class, should from his early years be directed in his

spontaneous activity. The direction should have reference to a

harmonious development. If the child can be started off from

the first in the race of life, in a way that will co-operate with

nature in producing natural results upon himself, no after
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labor need be spent in preparing him to begin his public school

work.

There are many obstacles in the way :

1st. Many communities are already overburdened with school

expenses, and they think they cannot contend with more.

2d. The system of public schools already established takes^

up the child at five or six years of age and carries him on

through all the grades of elementary and scientific study, till

he graduates from the high school, and there seems to be no

place for the kindergarten in the system.

3d. The successful kindergarten educator must be most thor-

oughly equipped for the duties of her office. In addition to

the best inherited qualities she must have acquired a good

knowledge of the philosophy of education, and be furnished

with a successful experience.

4th. Many believe that the child should run loose for some

years ; that no more restraint should be put upon his conduct

than is necessary to preserve his existence and prevent him

from disturbing other existences that may chance to fall in his

way.

It is to be hoped that a higher civilization will find a way to

remove these obstacles, and that the children will begin their

intellectual and moral lives under the influences most favorable

to a true development.

If the children come up to the primary school through the

kindergarten, they will be prepared to take hold of primary

school work with great facility and real enthusiasm. Through-

out their kindergarten course their active powers have been

brought into constant use. The experiences they have acquired

by actually handling the objects of their study have given

them both the strength and love for investigation. Their social

natures, unfolded under the guidance of good models and wise

directors, have been trained also to act in harmony with the

conditions of a proper social life.

The spirit of the kindergarten should be continued in the

primary school. This observation directs our attention to the

method of teaching to be employed. There are two methods :

one attempts to bring the objects of study before the pupil's

mind through the medium of books, or of explanations, or of

lectures; the other brings the objects themselves, and trusts to
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no other occasions, as the original source of ideas. The first

method is a thorough violation of the spirit of the kindergarten

and of all principles of science teaching ; the other is in full

harmony with both. The truth of these statements may be

made to appear. The kindergarten aims to cultivate self-

activity. This it does by inviting the children to use their

senses in examining the unknown objects within their reach.

It everywhere recognizes first-hand experience as the true basis

of knowledge, and makes it an end to train the children to a

good method of activity rather than to attempt to pour into

their minds a large amount of information. In this way the

discipline of the kindergarten prepares the faculties for inde-

pendent work in stud}^ and in executing the afiairs of practical

life. True elementary science teaching always presents the

phenomena of nature themselves and never allows a text-book

to come between the learner and the facts he should be allowed

to observe. It may be well to inquire at this point what may

be accomplished by the use of books.

1st. We may find in them expressions of ideas which other

minds have before formed.

2d. They may direct us in our studies.

3d. Books may lead our minds to reproduce knowledge that

has before been the object of our consciousness.

In the first case, the ideas excited in the mind of the reader

will correspond to those of the writer, only so far as the reader

has been conscious of similar ideas before, and has become ac-

quainted with the language by which they are expressed. It

should be observed that when we read we are led to recall or

reproduce some mental states we have had before, and by an

act of imagination to modify these states, so as to conform to

those which we suppose the author is describing. In this way

we try to understand what the writer thinks of the objects of

his thoughts, though as a fact we may not after all know what

is true of the objects themselves. This truth is illustrated in

the old grammars. The authors say that the grammatical sub-

ject of a proposition is that of which something is said. The

learner commits this definition to memory and fancies he un-

derstands its meaning. He is satisfied with his information so

long as he confines his study to the book, but if he by chance

turns his attention to the proposition he will find that while the
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statement or definition may express the truth concerning the

writer's ideas of the subject, it may not express a particle of

truth concerning the subject itself. This example illustrates the

results of all teaching that attempts to present objects of thought

of any kind by the use of books only. Unless the learner is

sometimes brought in actual contact with the objects of study

his knowledge will be a " delusion," and utterly without value

in all future scientific classification. All men of scientific habits

understand this, and they have no respect for that teaching

which confines itself to- books. Besides, it should be under-

stood by every intelligent teacher that books do not develop

scientific habits or furnish occasions for the scientific training

of the faculties. To accomplish these results the child must

be put to investigating for himself. It is of little consequence

to him what other minds have acquired, only so far as their

knowledge and their example may guide him directly to that

form of activity which is best adapted to produce in him good

habits and right training. The teacher should never forget

that his success is to be measured by the kind and amount of

labor he can lead his pupils to perform for themselves. A
proper question to be put to the graduate, as he leaves school

for real life, is not, how much do you know, but what have you

become, or what can you do ; and he should be able to say

that he can control himself, and do anything that the duties of

life require him to perform.

As the children advance in their courses of study they may

be led to hold the same relations to reference and text-books

that they have before sustained to their teachers. After the

pupil has gained a considerable amount of elementary knowl-

edge the book may direct him to the objects of his investiga-

tion, and direct him in the study of their parts and qualities

and relations. In scientific study, the book used may suggest

what past knowledge of individual objects the student should

reproduce,— objects which he has once examined and now de-

sires to classify ; but in all cases in which language may be

used it should not be trusted to take the place of the objects

of knowledge, nor should the investigation made by one mind

relieve another from making a similar investigation, in so far as

school work is concerned.

Knowledge once obtained from true sources, and by a right
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method, may be recorded in books, and the records, not the

knowledge, may be preserved in these books. By that law of

association that binds together signs and things signified, the

records, which are the signs, will enable the mind that has be-

fore been conscious of the knowledge, the thing signified, to

reproduce that knowledge. But the records are sealed to

those who come to them as the original source of knowledge.

The method of teaching practised so generally in the schools,

and advocated still by a few who bear the marks of having

been brought up on books, creates the habit of mistaking words

for things. This method is the true object of a reform. Where
the spirit of the kindergarten prevails in the elementary schools

the reform will take place. We shall then see what the friends

of a rational method of teaching have long labored to bring

into existence, the use of the real objects of knowledge in all

departments of study, and the free exercise of the active

powers of the children in acquiring the knowledge. The em-

ployment of such means and methods will furnish the occasion

of that strong and symmetrical development of the faculties,

which the present methods of teaching and study are not

adapted to produce. This reform in our schools has already

commenced. It is true that it is not yet anywhere more than

partially introduced. Where it exists at all it is for the most

part without a definite and comprehensive plan. The educa-

tors of the country would do well to determine intelligently

what must be done that the schools may accomplish that which

the people have a right to expect of them, and then make such

changes in school methods as may be required. The reform

that would follow might not involve any radical change in

topics of study or in school exercises. It would simply re-

quire the teachers to put the proper objects of study in an

orderly manner into the hands of their pupils, and direct them

in a free exercise of their own faculties in all their processes

of learning. We should then see our barren schoolrooms

adorned with the proper means of teaching, such as natural

objects, illustrative apparatus, maps and charts, and books for

reading and reference.

The teachers would be found standing before their classes

using these means of teaching according to the plan arranged

in their well-made-out topics. These objects would be brought
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into the presence of the pupils and they would derive their

knowledge through a personal experience. Such exercises

train the mind to observe and to reflect. They furnish facts

and the true materials for scientific study. The act of com-

mitting to memory the language of rules and general prin-

ciples, without individual investigation and analysis, — that

style of teaching which addresses itself to the passive powers

only, — will be abandoned, when the simple philosophy of the

kindergarten pervades our whole system of public instruction.

An intelligent study of teaching, with reference to its great

ends, will magnify the importance of introducing a system of

development which shall precede all primary school work. We
need a system that will direct the child, from the first, in a

way that will prevent him from sinking into inactivity or from

forming depraved habits ; a system which will occasion the ac-

tivity necessary to produce good character, a thirst for knowl-

edge, and facility in the use of all the faculties.

It is not yet a plain case how the kindergarten may be in-

cluded in a system of public schools, — some of the arguments

in favor of such an arrangement have been given. The thing

can be partially accomplished by allowing our primary schools

to pursue kindergarten methods for a period of time before en-

tering upon what is now considered to be elementary training.

Another way is to combine kindergarten instruction with reg-

ular primary school work. In this case the children would

enter school at an earlier age than they do under the present

organization.

The methods of the kindergarten are not in harmony with

the methods practised in the schools as now conducted, so ihat

the children in passing from one to the other would be dis-

turbed at the change and unprepared to accommodate them-

selves to it.

A successful kindergarten teacher must be fitted by nature

and training for the peculiar service she is to render. She
must have a strong mind and a good heart as the basis of her

accomplishments. She must understand the philosophy of

education and be skilled in the application of its principles to

the infant mind. There are not many such teachers known to

the profession. The number, however, is increasing, and the

demand for their services is increasing also. If the State is not
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quite ready to incorporate the kindergarten as an element in

its system of public schools, the home is a good place for kin-

dergarten instruction to be given. Here, subject to the pure

influences of a wise parental love, the young child should be

started ofi" in his human life free from unnatural restraints and

unhappy associations, stimulated by good examples and a con-

sciousness of the harmony existing between the faculties of his

mind and the objects of their activity.

Course of Studies for the Public Schools.

1. Elementary Course.

The elementary schools of the Commonwealth are the differ-

ent grades below the high school. The kindergarten does not

yet form a part of our system of schools. It is of the highest

importance that the elementary and high schools should have

such courses of instruction provided for them, as will supply

the best occasions for knowledge and development.

The following courses of study are presented to be used by

the school committees and superintendents of the State, as

guides in preparing courses for their own schools. It will be

observed that a course of kindergarten instruction will prepare

the young pupil to enter with facility upon primary studies.

Plan of Instruction for Elementary Schools.

[Prepared by Supt. E. H. Davis.]

Gkade I. (First Half Year)

Reading. —Vocabalary of two to three hundred words taught to be

read at sight in easy combinations, from script representations.

Appliances. — Objects, cra3'ou, blackboard, pointer.

Spelling.— Oral, as soon as the children learn to recognize script

representations in reading.

(Second Half Year.)

Reading.— Any approved First Reader, short sentences, first half

of five to ten different books.

Spelling.— Oral and written, chiefly words from the reading

lessons.

(First Year.)

Language. — Oral most prominent. Talks about objects,— pic-

tures; the human body, animals, familiar plants; the senses, size,
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place, form, color ; and whatever the ingenuity of the teacher may
suggest. Encourage original expressions and do not expect to cor-

rect every mistake at first ; rarely while a child is talking. Little

should be undertaken in written language beyond cop^'ing easy sen-

tences from the blackboard or slips, or writing them from dictation.

Correct errors in the use of language spoken or written, as opportu-

nity affords, in ever}'^ grade.

Arithmetic. — Numbers from one to ten inclusive, and the different

combinations of addition, subtraction, multiplication and division, of

which each maj^ be composed.

Appliances.— Table and objects used as aids. The problems should

deal chiefly with concrete numbers— answers not g;reater than ten, —
the object being to cultivate the power of reasoning.

Incidentally.— General exercises with simple abstract numbers, the

operations occasionally expressed on the blackboard and slates.

Simple concrete illustrations of fractions.

Roman numerals.

Pupils encouraged to originate concrete problems for the class, no

one being allowed to put a question unless he knows the right an-

swer.

Gkade II. (Second Year.)

Reading.— Second half of the First Readers used in the first grade,

and the first half of an equal number of Second Readers.

Spelling.— Oral and written, words from the reading and language

lessons. Written spelling of the more difficult words, in blank books,

the books to be kept for reviews. Dictation of words itf sentences

daily.

Language. — Oral and written, both being of equal importance.

Use the same general material as in the first grade. Teachers should

relate interesting stories and require them to be reproduced by the

pupils, orally and in writing. Stories from the reading lessons

treated in the same way. A free, intelligent exercise of the imagi-

nation in talking about pictures. Use of capitals, question mark,

period, and a large amount of dictated exercises. Recitations, mem-
orizing of selections of poetry found in the reading books.

Simplest form of letter-writing.

Arithmetic.— Numbers to twenty inclusive and the various com-

binations which may enter into the development of each.

A great variety and amount of concrete problems.

Practical measurements with the gill, pint, quart, gallon
;
quart,

two-quart, half-peck, peck, half-bushel ; inch, foot, yard, rod ; ounce

and pound,— having the measures in hand.

Incidentally.— The four operations with simple abstract numbers,

menially, and with crayon and pencil. Written arithmetic ; using

small numbers, and no multiplier or divisor larger than six.
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Simple concrete illustrations of fractions.

Roman numerals.

Original concrete problems by pupils.

Gra.de III. (Third Year.)

Reading. — Second Readers completed and one easy Third Reader.

Spelling. — Same as second grade. Words dictated in sentences,

daily.

Language. — Material of preceding grades enlarged ; object to

familiarize with whatever is likely to occasion mistakes. Stories

from the reading lesson enlarged upon by a free use of the imagina-

tion. Hyphen, apostrophe, words alike in sound but of different

orthography, paragraphing, recitation, declamation, memorizing selec-

tions of poetry from the Readers, letter-writing, dictation.

Arithmetic. — Numbers to fifty inclusive.

A great variety and amount of concrete problems.

Practical use of dry, liquid, linear, and avoirdupois measures, —
measures in the hand— with practical problems from the same.

Incidentally. — Digits expressed in columns on the blackboard,

added orall3^ Written arithmetic in the four operations, using no

multiplier or divisor larger than twelve. Deal with small numbers

until accuracy and rapidity are acquired.

Simple concrete illustrations of fractions.

Roman numerals.

Original concrete problems by pupils.

Grade IV. (Fourth Year.)

Reading. — Any approved Third Reader, as many books as possi-

ble. General exercises in phonic analysis.

Spelling. — Same as preceding grade.

Incidentally. —A spelling book may be used, as supplementary to

constant practice with difficult words at the time of their occurrence.

Language, — Same as preceding grade.

Arithmetic. — Concrete mental problems most prominent.

Written arithmetic in the four operations, no multipler or divisor

exceeding two figures.

Addition and subtraction of integers with decimals, — two places.

United States money.

Simple concrete illustrations of fractions.

Incidentally. — Addition of integers expressed in columns on the

blackboard, rapid combinations of simple numbers with answers at

sight.

Original concrete problems by pupils.
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Geography. — 1. A childlike conception of the earth— as a great

ball, with a surface of land and water ; surrounded by air ; lighted

by the sun, and with two motions.

2. a. Observation lessons on natural features.

b. The different forms of land and water, shown by means of

moulding board, pictures and blackboard drawings.

c. Preparation for and introduction of maps ; review of primary

school lessons on position, distance, direction, points of compass,

with representations on a scale ; study of a map of the vicinity drawn

on the blackboard ; study of a map of the town ; maps of natural

features, drawn from moulded forms.

3. General study from globe and maps.

a. The hemispheres, — continents, grand divisions, oceans, and

large islands ; their relative position and size.

b. The grand divisions, position and climate (hot, cold, temper-

ate) ; form, outline, surroundings
;
principal mountains, rivers, lakes

;

the most important countries, productions, people, cities ; interesting

facts and associations.

Grade V. (Fifth Year.)

Reading. — An elementary history of the United States, an}'' suit-

able geographical reader and suitable classics from familiar authors.

Any approved Third Reader, to be used for driU exercises only.

Phonic analj^sis.

Pupils are expected to have acquired, at this stage, sufficient under-

standing and fluency to read good literature. This they may do with

a, full assurance of good results.

Spelling.— The same as fourth grade.

Language.— Continuation of the work of the third grade.

Let the teacher read selections from interesting subjects,— several

pages at a time, — pupils reproduce. Stories may be read in silence

and reproduced by the pupils.

Encourage the relation of anecdotes and stories which the pupils

have obtained by their own research, requiring them to be told in

good English and with good effect, afterwards reproduced in writing

by the class. Oral descriptions of various objects of foreign and

domestic commerce,— with the object in hand,— as suggested by the

geographj' lessons (information ma}^ be gained by consulting the En-

cyclopaedia) ; how various articles are manufactured ; the general

news of the day that may be of historic value ; abstracts from any of

the lessons.

Dictation of various exercises, frequently, to show the right use of

punctuation, contracted words, etc. ; sjmonyms
;
paragraphing ; let-

ter-writing ; business forms ; telegrams ; declamation ; recitation

;
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memorizing of poetry which occurs in the reading lessons, and other

selections, once a week ; original composition.

Note.— Give definite instructions and assistance in all original composition, such as

selecting subject, outline, topics, matter, etc.

Akithmetic.— Mental arithmetic, introducing the text-book.

Written arithmetic ia the four operations.

Elementary practice in common and decimal fractions, factors, and

percentage.

Incidentally. — Digits expressed in columns on the blackboard

;

rapid combinations of simple numbers with answers at sight.

Original concrete problems by pupils.

Geography. — Simple studies of the imjjortant countries of each

grand division, position of the countr}' in the grand division ; its

natural features, climate, productions ; its people— their occupations,

governments, manners and customs ; its noted localities, cities, etc.

Moulding board and map-drawing to be used as aids in the study.

Memory-maps are not required.

Our own state and country to be studied first. More or less time

to be given to the stud}^ of the different sections of our country, and

to other countries, according to their relative importance.

Grade VI. (Sixth Year.)

Reading. — An elementary history of the United »States (different

text-book from the one used in the fifth grade) ; anj' suitable classics.

An approved Fourth Reader for drill exercises only.

Spelling. — Same as fourth grade.

Language.— Same as fifth grade.

Incidentally. — The formation of the plural ; the principal parts of

speech distinguished and words classified in accordance therewith

;

subject and predicate.

Arithmetic,— Same as fifth grade.

Geography.— North America, special attention given to the United

States.

The text-book should be completed in two 3'ears, not in detail or in

course, but essential facts only.

Some simple scheme in the study of the difierent countries should

be prescribed. The following, among several, might be selected :
—

Scheme.

I. In what zone ; climate ; boundaries ; capes ; bays
;

gulfs ; seas

;

islands
;
peninsulas.

IT. Surface; mountains; plains; rivers; valleys.

III. Productions ; animals (wild and domestic) ; vegetables ; minerals.

IV. Drainage ; rivers and lakes.

V. Cities.
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VI. Business ; agi'iculture ; manufactures ; commerce ; mining, etc.

VII. Read with classes the geography of countries as given in their text-

book, or in supplementary books.

VIII. Religion and government.

IX. Draw memory-maps of the countries once a week.

X. Learn interesting facts about the countries studied by reading books

of travels, adventures, etc.

Interesting facts— numbered X. in the scheme— should be promi-

nently interwoven with each recitation.

Place the scheme — printed on stiff card— in the hands of the pu-

pils, and assign lessons to cover each point before undertaking to fol-

low it in recitation.

Grade VII. (Seventh Yeab.)

Reading. — A history of the United States (different text-book

from that used in either of the two preceding grades) ; any suitable

classics. Any approved Fourth Reader for drill exercises only.

Spelling. — Same as fourth grade.

Language. — Continuation of the work of fifth grade.

Incidentally.— 1 . The simple sentence.

a. The subject and predicate.

2. a. The noun and verb, with special reference to their use in sen-

tences as subject and predicate.

b. The personal pronoun as a subject.

3. a. The definite and indefinite article.

6. The adjective and adverb as modifiers, — 1st, words ; 2d,

phrases.

4. Nouns, pronouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs, with special

reference to changes in form to express grammatical properties.

5. Punctuation of simple sentences.

Arithmetic. — Mental arithmetic ; reduction ; mensuration of sur-

faces and solids.

Incidentally. — Common and decimal fractions, and percentage.

Digits expressed in columns on blackboard, rapid combinations.

Original concrete problems by pupils.

Geography.— South America, Europe, Asia, Africa and Australia,

treated according to the general scheme in the sixth grade.

Grade VIII. (Eighth Year.)

Reading.— An^^ suitable classics and an}^ approved Fifth Reader

for drill exercises only.

Spelling.— Same as fourth grade.

Language. — Continuation of the work of fifth grade.

Incidentally. — Compound and complex sentences. 1. Compound
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and complex sentences formed from simple sentences. Example r

" I saw the boy." " The boy was skating" (simple). " I saw the

boy and he was skating" (compound). "I saw the boy who waa

skating " (complex)

.

2. Conjunctions (co-ordinate and correlative).

3. Study of phrases with special reference to the use of the prepo-

sition.

4. Study of clauses with special reference to the use of relative

pronouns and subordinate conjunctions (include conjunctive adverbs).

5. Substantive phrases and clauses.

6. Interrogative and adjective pronouns.

7. Study of the verb.

a. Regular, irregular, transitive and intransitive.

b. Principal parts.

c. Auxiliaries (moods and tenses).

Note.— Conjugations not required.

8. Participles and infinitives, their uses in sentences.

9. Anal^'sis, — to include subject, phrases and clauses.

10. Classification of parts of speech, as independent, limiting, and

connecting.

Arithmetic. — Mental arithmetic ; longitude and time
;
percentage

and its application to profit and loss, commission, insurance, taxes,

interest (simple and compound) . Omit difficult, puzzling problems.

History. — Any approved text-book, treated topically and com-

pleted in one year.

Physiology. — Taught by the object and oral method. An ele-

mentary text-book, which can be completed in one year, may be

used.

Grade IX. (Ninth Year.)

Reading. — A book on English history, Scott's Lady of the Lake

and any suitable classics. Any approved Fifth Reader for drill exer-

cises only.

Spelling.— Same as fourth grade.

Language. — Continuation of the work of the fifth grade. Busi-

ness letters, commercial forms, telegrams, common roots and prefixes.

Incidentally. — Principles of syntax, and grammar as outlined in

the seventh and eighth grades.

Arithmetic. — Mental arithmetic. Such reviews as are most

needed.

Incidentally. — Proportion, square and cube root, mensuration.

Geography. — Physical, political and commercial (one half year).

Special attention given to commercial geograph}'-, where commerce

goes, b}^ what conveyances and routes, over what obstacles, and to
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get what ; where it goes and where it does not go, and why ; the

leading railway thoroughfares of the United States, and principal lines

of commerce of the world.

Bookkeeping. — Single entry, one half year.

Writing.

Taught during the first year or first three years, as directed, with

slate and pencil. As this gives little aid in the use of the pen, it is

better to begin the second year with a tracing-book for pen and ink.

(The only use for the tracing-book is the better opportunity it afibrds

for fixing the habit of holding the pen correctly-.) Particular atten-

tion should be directed to this matter at the outset and maintained

throughout.

One copy book and one blank book each year. Dictation and

memory exercises to be written in the blank books.

Drawing.

Slates to be used during the first two years, copy and exercise

books each year subsequently.

Gyjinastics.

Appropriate exercises each session throughout the course, observ-

ing to ventilate the rooms at the same time.

Singing.

To be taught and daily practised throughout the course.

Morals and Manners.

Systematic instruction throughout the course.

Miscellaneous Exercises for Observation Lessons.

During first four years develop the idea of—
Color: — Hues, tints, and shades of color; harmony and contrast

of color.

Form :— Plane and solid geometric figures.

Place : — On, over ; under, above ; before, behind ; right, left ; etc.

Size : — Large, small
;
great, little ; long, short ; larger, largest,

etc.

Botany : — Flower, leaf, stem, root, bud, fruit, seed, different kinds

of leaves, parts and shapes of flowers, etc.
,
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Insects : —
Nature: — Sky, clouds, rain, snow, sun, moon, stars, ground,

rocks, water, air, wind, dew, frost, hill, brook, stream, etc. Familiar

animals and tlieir habits, on laud and in the water. The human

body, senses, etc.

Methods.

In all instruction, strive to stimulate natural impulse by investing

each subject with attractions in order to make it real. The mere

presentation of facts is not teaching, which consists rather in show-

ing the way for their discovery. Therefore, so far as possible, set

the pupils to Aperimenting, furnishing the proper conditions and re-

quiring independent conclusions and statements. It is the first duty

to secure confidence, then make every stage of advancement clear

and avoid every process which maj^ repress natural activity ; better

to endure annoyance and imperfection for a time.

Reading. — This subject is paramount in importance during at

least the first four years, and the habits formed in its early instruc-

tion have much influence upon subsequent progress.

Though there can be but one true method there are various processes

of teaching reading, the pursuit of any one of which by the intuitive,

energetic teacher is likely to lead to success, but the majority of teach-

ers will advance their pupils more rapidly if they teach the fall sen-

tence, at the outset, directing their attention to the cultivation of the

sense of sight rather than that of sound.

The letters of the alphabet are meaningless in the first stages, sin-

gle words have little more significance, while the complete sentence

is at once intelligible, easy to teach, and aids materiall}" in breaking

up hesitancy. When first admitted to school, at five j^ears of age,

the child has acquired an extensive vocabulary" which he is able to use

in full sentences in oral expression, and it is important that he learn

to express the same from their appropriate representations in as brief

time as possible.

The following method has proved successful, in respect both to the

time required for development and to naturalness in teaching :
—

Select some twenty or twentj-five words which can be easily repre-

sented by objects held in the hand. By means of these secure the

attention and gain the confidence of the pupils, then draw out volun-

tary expressions, but always in good, full sentences. Teach in this

way the uses of all the personal pronouns and a few simple verbs and

adjectives. The object is to make the children talk. As soon as

they acquire the confidence to talk with ease and fiuenc}^ and to ask

questions,— in a few da^'s, a week, or with some in two weeks,—
write their expressions on the blackboard, in script. Make the sen-
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tences, at first, as simple as possible, using "1 have " or " I see

"

with each of the words represented by objects. The characters will

not be recognized at first, but the process is intelligible and, by con-

stant repetition for two or three weeks, two exercises each day, the

children will recognize the characters and learn to read. From this

step onward the way is easy and full of interest. Add new words

each day— not too rapidly— until the end of twenty weeks, when it

will be observed that from two to three hundred words have been

learned so that they can be read at sight in any easy combination.

It will also be noticed that there is no hesitation and that expression

becomes as natural as in conversation. ".

The following arrangement of vocabulary will show the relative

number of words which can be taught each month :

First and Second Months.

Object words (represented and taught by means of objects or toys) :

Doll, mat, dog, hen, cup, mug, ball, top, jug, cat, fan, egg, nest, bell, nut,

bojf, bird, cow, horse, axe, apple, pitcher, basket, donkey.

Have, see, has, is, put, can, will, run, bite.

A, an, the, red, fat, big, little, pretty.

I, it, my, me, you.

Yes, no, not, in.

Third Month.

Man, boy, girl, lamb, fox, tail, fur, feathers, wool, eye, ear, nose, mouth,

head, hair, face, hand, feet, kitten, squirrel, chicken, rabbit.

Do, did, was, are, may, fly, lay, play, hit, like, spin, eat, smell, hear, wash,

comb, jump, catch.

He, she, we, our, this, that.

One, two, three, four, five, good, bad, new, old, white, black, gray, right,

left, bushy.

Hei'e, there, where, fast, very, too, now, ever, and, on, of, to, for, with.

Fourth Month.

Tree, leaves, grass, hay, fish, boat, water, book, slate, desk, chair, floor,

pencil, school, teacher, lady, gentleman, papa, mamma, flower, garden, day,

night, bed, morning, evening, Christmas, Santa Glaus, present,

Be, saw, grow, get, make, row, swim, read, write, go, say, thank, please,

love, buy, give, gave, should, bring.

Six, seven, eight, nine, ten, green, yellow, brown, large, small, dark

bright, polite.

Us, your, his, her, him, they, their.

Yes sir, yes ma'am, no sir, no ma'am, why, when, well, at, up, 0, if, al-

ways.

Teach sentences inculcating habits of politeness, as : "I say 'yes sir' to

a gentleman," " I say 'yes ma'am' to a lady," " When I go to bed I say
' good night,' " " When I get up I say ' good morning,' " " I always say
' thank you ' and ' if you please,' " etc., etc.
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Fifth Month.

Brother, sister, baby, house, barn, home, yard, street, summer, winter,

snow, ice, pond, hill, sled, sleigh, skates, mittens, hood, fire, stove, wood,

coal, sun, moon, star, sky, rain, wheel, wagon, clock, time, o'clock.

Feel, try, help, let, live, slide, coast, ride, wear, shines, laugh, fall, fell,

could, burn, tick.

Warm, cold, pleasant, round, hard, soft, sick, happy, beautiful, young,

kind, cross, clear, blue, glad, great, long, some, any.

Who, whose, those, these, what.

By, down, into, out, over, much, how.

Add fifteen easy proper names wherever desired, in any month.

Notes. ^— Use the plural forms of the foregoing words, and change declarative to in-

terrogative sentences.

Reviews are to be made by combining the new words with those already learned.

These reviews should be continued till all the words ai-e easily and fluently read at

sight.

It is believed that three hundred words are as many as can be learned with profit in

twenty weeks. It is quite important that the list sliould be uniform, and the words

adapted to the comprehension of the children ; otherwise it matters little what words

are taught, or whether or not the words are of eas3' orthography, it having little to do

with learning to read at sight.

As soon as the pupils begin to recognize the sentences by their

representations they will follow with close attention the process of

writing, pronouncing each word as soon as it is written^ if allowed

— and manifesting enthusiastic eagerness to read it when completed
;

this enthusiasm should be encouraged and never repressed. They

will also very soon manifest a disposition to anal3'ze the sentences,

having intuitivelj' discovered that they are not only composed of

words but the words of letters. By intuition, also, the letters are

learned, and this is the proper time to direct attention to them by the

introduction of oral spelling, and assuming that they are understood.

They should be taught in their regular order on the slate, subse-

quently.

It is not ea=*y to hold the attention of large classes at one time in

recitation, and progress will be more rapid in proportion as the num-

ber is diminished. Let the school be divided into small groups— not

exceeding ten pupils in each— and graded according to abilit}^, the

lowest receiving the largest share of instruction. In other exercises,

the groups may be enlarged according to the circumstances, but the

same principle holds true in everj^ recitation as regards small classes.

While shortening the duration of the exercises, it serves to quicken

mental operations and tends to economy in many wa^'S.

It is a good plan for each group, while reciting, to stand in some

convenient place on the floor, to gather about the teacher while she

is seated to talk about objects, at the blackboard as she writes the

sentences, or on a line when reading from books. If a pupil under-
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takes to read before grasping the full thought, he should not be al-

lowed to proceed, but some one should be called on who is read}'.

The constant use of the pointer while reading will prevent all attempt

to begin before the sense is understood.

Do not read for pupils to imitate, if it can be avoided, as it destroys

self-dependence and the natural expression of childh )od, which it is so

desirable to retain, nor call upon them in turn. Let them first mani-

fest their readiness by raising the hand. In this way the exercise

becomes very animated, nor will it be difficult to elicit just the right

expression desired. The same plan should apply to the subsequent

reading from books. Let no exercise exceed fifteen minutes.

The Pkinted Page.— If twenty weeks are spent in learning to read

fluentlv at sight from the blackboard,— during which time about fifty

per cent, of the pupils will acquire three hundred words, others two

hundred,— much greater progress will be made in books. The transi-

tion from script to the printed page is the work of but one or two

lessons. Whenever a word is not recognized. write it in script on the

blackboard.

Neither skill nor natural expression are acquired b}^ the stud^^ of

a few pieces, but are rather the result of extensive reading in easy

matter. The common reading book is graded too abruptly and should

be read neither in course nor fully ; short sentences only are suitable

for the first year, that the thought may be easily comprehended and

precede utterance. Ten different books of like grading are none too

many, and small groups of ten pupils render the expense but little

more than to supply one book to each member of the school..

Let the lessons be read but once or twice, and the books be allowed

in the hands during recitation only ; this holds the attention more

closely and awakens livelier interest than when the}" are read in ad-

vance ; but when the books have been completed the}' may be used

with good eff"ect by the pupils at their desks or in the home. As
soon as a group is called for recitation require each period or para-

graph to be read in silence — sufficient time being allowed for this

purpose— and call upon no one to read orally until he is ready, which

will be signified b}' raising the hand ; yet, give all a chance to read

during the exercise. Write all new and difficult words on the black-

board before commencing the lesson, and when one word is written

cover it immediately with a book, calling upon some one to spell it

orall}' ; before erased call for original sentences, which may also show

their right use. This is one of the best methods of teaching spelling
;

requires but five minutes, leaving ten for reading. Aim to have ever}?^

pupil understand the use and orthography of all the words, but waste

no time upon such as are already familiar. Let the pupils read short

paragraphs or sentences, frequently looking from or closing the book,
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and now and then request one to read the whole lesson, occasionally

looking from the page.

If a pupil fails to do acceptable work, or shows a tendency to hesi-

tate, place him in the next lower group, with easier reading, or require

him to use again the blackboard and pointer. Whenever a lesson is

too difficult omit it until later. Omit likewise all poetry, at first,

save to memorize one selection each week.

Do not accept any reading, at least do not pass it by, until the

expression is just what is desired. Emphasis and accent, exagger-

ated expression, is better than monotonous reading.

Publishers have, as yet, offered no books that are better adapted to

young children than the graded readers of common use, but an exten-

sive variety is desirable for selecting a proper amount of suitable

reading, the choice of which requires considerable caution. Beyond

the fourth grade it is neither economical nor wise to depend much
upon the reader. The relation of the school to the library is develop-

ing a field for usefulness too long neglected.

Spelling. — Neither rule nor the spelling-book can define the task

of the teacher in this studj^ The line of work is the cultivation of

sight, with exercises both oral and written. The first duty is to di-

rect attention to the form of every unusual word at the time of its

occurrence, in whatever lesson. The habits acquired by early instruc-

tion in reading may aid materially in this direction and should never

be entirely abandoned. Constant practice will lead to instantaneous

recognition of the orthography of words which years' study of iso-

lated words will not produce. Oral spelling should be practised on

all occasions, and a list of troublesome words kept before pupils until

they become familiar. The list should be kept in blank books by the

teacher and made up from experience. Require the pupils to write in

blank books such words as most need their attention. As supple-

mentarj' to this use the speller, not in course, but selecting according

to need and teaching a few of the most common rules for spelling.

Let this exercise follow and accompany every reading lesson, asso-

ciating the words with their uses, but waste no time upon words that

are well understood.

Declamation and Recitation. — These exercises should be com-

menced early and continued throughout. Never leave the pupil to

make his own selections nor allow indifferent recital. Choose but

four to six pupils each week and bestow the necessary drill to make

the exercise both entertaining to the school and profitable to the indi-

vidual. Prose is preferable to poetry, as a rule, and if the selection

])e too long let a part be learned at each recital until the whole is

memorized. A single selection recited with good effect about once

in ten weeks by the same pupil, is far more profitable than the more

frequent exercise without due preparation.
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General Suggestions.

Keep the school busil}' engaged while any portion is reciting. Lit-

tle children are restless, impulsive, and should not be required to sit

still. The}' may be kept from mischief by various means, such as

slate exercises, toys, books, splints, pictures, square blocks of board

with holes for pegs, etc., etc. A school is in disorder only when still-

ness cannot be secured at command, when there is too much noise

from whispering or talking without permission. Render such assist-

ance only as will lead to individual discovery. Avoid much talking,

ask but few questions. Conduct recitations without a text-book in

hand, except when absolutely necessar}'. Avoid routine ; make the

recitation alive, interesting. Teach pupils to do with all their might

whatever they undertake and let no time be wasted. Prepare before-

hand with careful thought each day's exercises. Remember that the

earl}' formation of the habit of well doing will greatly enhance all sub-

sequent acquirement, while the opposite habit will abide with even

greater tenacit}' and rob instruction of half its value.

A Course of Studies for High Schools.

[Prepared by Feank A. Hill, Principal of High School, Chelsea^

The diverse conditions of the 224 high schools of the State

render it impossible to construct a single course of studies that

shall be adapted to them all.

Indeed, the essence of a good education is so subtle and in-

definable a thing, it involves so much of power and balance

and culture, it may spare so much of mere information, that no

one has a right to say that there is but one curriculum that is

always and everywhere the best.

It is the policy of the State to determine what the general

character of the high schools shall be, and to permit a large

measure of freedom in the details of organization.

The statutes recoo-nize two grades of hio^h schools. In the

lower o-rade, the master " shall o-ive instruction in o;eneral his-^

tory, book-keeping, surveying, geometry, natural philosophy,

chemistry, botany, the civil polity of this Commonwealth and

of the United States, and the Latin language." These sub-

jects are " in addition to the branches of learning before men-

tioned," namely, " orthography, reading, writing, English

grammar, geography, arithmetic, drawing, the history of the
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United States, and good behavior; " also, when the " school

committee deem it expedient," "algebra, vocal music, agri-

culture, sewing, physiology and liygiene," which may be taught

" by lectures or otherwise."

In the higher grade, " the teacher or teachers . . . shall,

in addition to the branches of instruction before required, be

competent to give instruction in the Greek and French lan-

guages, astronomy, geology, rhetoric, logic, intellectual and

moral science, and political economy." Recent legislation has

made physiology and hygiene, particularly in their relation to

stimulants and narcotics, compulsory.

It seems to be understood that instruction ma}^ be legally

claimed in any branch in which the statutes require teachers to

give or to be competent to give it. Since, however, the de-

mand for instruction in some topics (Greek, for example) may
not exist ; since the statutes do not require each pupil to take

all the subjects which they require the schools to offer ; since,

moreover, the simple omission of a statute subject from a

course of studies may silence any claim that might otherwise

have been made for instruction in it ; since the absence of a

claim to instruction in an omitted topic may often be construed

to mean the non-existence of that claim,— there frequentl}'' re-

sults, in practice, by the side of an honorable endeavor to real-

ize the general spirit of the law, a laxity, which may be more

seeminof than real, in conformim^ to its details.

In the interpretation of statutes, principles like the following

seem to be generally accepted :

1. If a subject is treated reasonably well in one grade, it

may be omitted in another. Thus, if book-keeping be taught

in the grammar school, it may be omitted in the high.

2. Subjects may be taught with text-books or orally, at the

discretion of school boards.

3. Subjects may be taught if not mentioned expressly in the

statutes, provided they are fairly included in subjects required.

4. It is proper, therefore, to introduce the study of min-

erals, plants and animals into schools below the high, in order

to train the observing faculties, to furnish materials for thought

and language, to aid instruction in other branches, and to pave

the way for that scientific instruction which it is the duty of

the high school to begin.
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Before arranofinsr the details of a course of studies some diffi-

culties and problems should be considered, some outlines of

policy indicated.

Length of the Course. — Experience has fixed upon four

years as a suitable period. It is sometimes urged in favor of

a shorter time, as well as of subordinating the course somewhat

to the younger and larger classes, that the majority of pupils

leave school before the expiration of three years, if not of

two.

It is true that the number of graduates from the high school

averages about twenty-five per cent, of those who enter, rising

sometimes to thirty per cent., rarely to forty.

It is a mistake to assume that this falling off is much more

serious in the high school than elsewhere. In this aspect of

diminishing numbers the educational system is a pyramid,

whose slope is more conspicuous in the isolated high school

at the apex than in the more numerous grades below. Com-

pulsory education modifies the slope a little near the base.

The fact of this shrinkage, so necessary, so universal, so easily

explained, should not be used to the prejudice of a generous

allowance of time or of a logical distribution of subjects for

those who can o-q through the schools.

It should not be forgotten that a four years' course practi-

cally includes a three years' course, a two years' course, and a

one year's course. Indeed, the minimum course is usually

completed by from eighty to ninety per cent, of the pupils ad-

mitted.

Nmnher of Studies per Day.— The average pupil in a mixed

high school should not carry more than three subjects per day.

Experience seems to have settled upon this number. But pu-

pils fitting for college are often compelled to carry four to meet

the demands made upon them.

So many topics are pressed upon the high school for atten-

tion, it is so hopeless a task to provide adequately for them all

on a three-study basis, that the temptation is very strong to

admit them by means of options or of a four-study curriculum

or of both.

Many thoughtful persons lament what seems to them a multi-

plicity of studies even in a three-study programme. An in-
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crease from three studies to four involves a heavy increase in

the number of classes, in the number of individual recitations

and exercises, and in the friction incident to the working of a

more complex system, to saj^ nothing of the loss in soundness

and efficiency of instruction. If it is sought to meet the evils

inevitable to such expansion by providing more teachers, more

room, more equipments, the question of increased expense be-

comes a very serious one. And even if such expense should

be incurred, the removal of evils that beset the teacher would

leave those that burden the pupil in full force.

Experienced teachers are compelled to admit that when they

take special pains to be helpful and stimulating in one line of

work, and so succeed in eliciting excellent reponses from their

pupils, they are forced to spare themselves in other lines. The

same limitation holds true of pupils.

The evils of multiplicity, so generally deplored, are due

largely to public opinion. However modest and proper many
of the demands of the public may seem, when separately taken,

their ajrgresate is overwhelming^ and discouraojinof. It is to

the lasting credit of the schools that their possibilities are so

highly rated ; it will be to their lasting injury if school author-

ities permit the expansion of programmes to outstrip the ex-

pansion of the growing mind.

Options. — These are expensive every way. They increase

the number of subjects for the teacher ; they add to the

number of classes ; in large schools they often force an

awkward division of classes. Often no weightier consideration

is given them than that of the immature and ignorant pupil

;

sometimes they are the refuge of shirks. In a few cases they

would be a boon. To deny thera would be a hardship to the

pupil and his parents ; to grant them, a hardship to the rest of

the school, unless, indeed, the granting should be accompanied

by a corresponding increase in teaching facilities.

It is not the options themselves that are intrinsically bad.

There are conditions that justify a few. It is rather the intel-

lectual sinfulness, so very common, of granting options but not

providing for them, that merits condemnation. Far better no

options than options that reduce efficiencj^

There are two important classes of options granted in high

schools, — one due to the relation which these schools hold to
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the colleges, the other due to their endeavor to satisfy the

demands of the anti-classical party. The general course of

studies pursued by the great majority of pupils does not fully

please either of these parties. It is not classical enoui^h for

the former ; it is too classical for the latter. The colleges,

although they have responded fairly to the scientific demands

of the age, are conservative. They require both Latin and

Greek of candidates for admission. That general course,

therefore, which contains Latin but not Greek, fails to fit

pupils at all points for the college examinations. Hence the

offer of a choice between Greek and some of the general-course

topics, usually the sciences. The omitted sciences are taken

in college, so that there is no ultimate loss.

Thus, in numerous high schools there exists what is known

as the college preparatory course. This, for economy's sake,

is made to coincide at all possible points with the general

course.

The extreme opponents of classical learning, going beyond

the views of those able scientists who simply desire that their

favorite learning shall stand squarely by the side of the classics

in the higher education, that neither shall crowd the other

into obscure nooks of the curriculum, object to Latin in the

high school.

The law is so explicit, however, in its requirement of in-

struction in Latin, so overwhelming a sentiment of cultured

people is behind the law, so many pupils seek that instruction,

that there is hardly a high school in the State that foils to offer

it. A line of substitutes for Latin is, however, frequently pro-

vided, yielding another course of study, commonly named,

from its dominant topics, the English course. This, like the

college course, is made to coincide, so far as practicable, with

the general. The nice adjustment and balance of the sciences

and the classics in that general course which, in its grander

features, is nearly uniform throughout the larger high schools,

proves acceptable to the majority of pupils.

So far as I have observed the workings of the side courses,

I have been impressed with their difference in tone. Natu-

rally, more definiteness of purpose, more ambition, more
character, more inherited scholarly taste is found in the college

course ; its subjects are more exacting ; its spur to effort
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sharper. It is a pathway rich in associations, hallowed by
tradition, leading to an honorable goal. Its influence, when it

is ably managed, is elevating to a school. Mr. Martin, in his

report to the Board of Education last year on " High Schools,"

says that " probably more students refuse Latin because they

think it is hard than for any other reason." This accounts, in

part at least, for a certain inferiority of tone that too com-

monly pervades the students in an English course.

When the English course is reduced to two years, and made

what is called a " business " course, as has been done in twelve

high schools, various reasons unite to make it " nearly value-

less for the true purposes of high school instruction," however

serviceable it may be for one of a thousand lines of employ-

ment.

Options properly belong to years of maturity, to institutions

of means. In most high schools more interests are sacrificed

by granting them than are saved by denying them. The sac-

rifice, as has been said, is not due so much to the fact of

options as to the inadequate provision too commonly made for

them. It is a painful sight to see a small school tottering

under an elaborate programme that needs twice the existing

force to carry it decently. Programmes are easy to make, hard

to execute. The better they look on paper, the harder it is to

realize them in practice. It is not wise, therefore, for com-

mittees to depart from a single course of study, unless, first,

these departures are imperatively demanded, under conditions

that committees do not control ; and unless, second, there is

adequate provision for them when made.

Let there be, then, no line of substitutes for Latin in any

school whose efficiency would be reduced by such an expan-

sion. Indeed, when one reflects that this language is required

by all colleges ; that it is required or recommended by all med-

ical, legal, theological, and high technical schools; that it is

successfully required of all in many high schools ; that it is

chosen by the majority in schools that make it optional ; that

the law requires every high school to ofler it ; that most of the

objections to the .language belong rather to vicious methods of

teaching it, to an avoidable squandering of time upon it, to the

antagonism which is falsely supposed to exist between it and

science, or to the personal experiences of those who have
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lacked the power or the inclination to master it and gather its

fruits ; when one further reflects that the relation of Latin to

English, to the vocabulary of science, to the Romance tongues,

to the culture of the past and the present, is such that there is

no likelihood that the higher institutions will abate their re-

quirements or their recommendations of this language, or that

the public will ask them to do so, he cannot but regret the real

or imagined necessity that makes it optional in schools that can

aiford the money expense of the enlarged programme.

Mr. Martin observes that, " after noting closely the mental

operations of more than ten thousand students in our high

schools in a great variety of subjects," he is convinced that

" nothing else can fill the place of Latin in high school work."

It is a matter for further regret that when experience has

fixed upon a general course, admirable in its judicious blending

of classical and scientific topics, such a course does not connect

with the college fully ; that no one of the thousands that annu-

ally graduate from this general course is permitted, if late-

maturins: thoug^ht inclines him towards college, to cross its

threshold without additional expenditure of time and money.

There stands, however, the hard fact that no average mind

can fairly meet the demands of the old training and the new

in the same course of study, and that further mutual conces-

S'lons are needed to brins: the collesfe and the hisi'h school into

closer union, so that the former may become accessible to the

youth of the State and the latter more successful in concentra-

tion of energy, to the strengthening of both and the advance-

ment of the cause of liberal education.

My personal conviction is that a closer union is possible

without detriment to the cause of Greek learning, althouo;h the

quantity of Greek preparation assigned to fitting schools might

need to be reduced. Thus, if, with the requirement of Latin

from all, it should become possible to meet some minimum
requisition in Greek with one year's study, — this to be given

during the last year of the course, when work tells better, —
most of the difficulties due to options in the less ably sup-

ported schools would be obviated. The bifurcation of such

high schools would be postponed until the last year. The

chasm between the lower o^rade school and the collefje would

still exist, but it would be narrowed, and more schools would,
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doubtless, seek to bridge it. It is certain that a single course

of study, with but one option the last year, would mean greater

concentration and efficiency for a large number of schools.

So long as options are demanded, I know of none for which

stronger reasons exist than for the Greek.

In behalf of an extended Greek course, in schools that can

afford it, may be cited the testimony of the thirty-six profess-

ors in the Berlin University, who, after ten years' experience

in receiving pupils from the Realschule as well as from the

Gymnasium, unanimously reported that the classical training

of the latter furnished a better preparation for the work of the

University than the mixed classical and scientific training of

the former.

The Gymnasium graduates, they say, are not simply the

most successful students in the classics, but they excel just

where one, without experience, might suppose they would fail

to equal the Realschule graduates ; namely, in physics, chemis-

try, astronomy, and such branches.

Their report may mean that, in the nature of the case,

classical training is superior to scientific ; or it may signify,

merely, that scientific training is in its infancy, and cannot, at

present, show so good a record as the classics.

In view of this remarkable unanimity of testimony, I cannot

but admit the wisdom of a certain conservatism on the Greek

question,— at least, until the problem of securing as thorough

trainins: in the sciences as in the classics is nearer solution.

If it be objected to the course of study outlined in this paper,

that it has too decided a classical leaning, it is fair, perhaps, to

set over against this criticism the fact that the course proposed

corresponds in its main features to that of the German Real-

schule, whose curriculum, containing, as it does, Latin, the

sciences, mathematics, history and literature, but omitting

Greek, the Berlin professors, science teachers and all, condemn

as having too decided an anti-classical leaning,— at least, for

university purposes.

The Aims of the High School.— It should not be forgotten

that a high school is a high school ; it should prove worthy of

its name. It professes to introduce the pupil more fully to

the world of nature, of science, of language, of history, of

mind, to give a deeper training, a broader outlook, than in the
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o^rades below. It is the place for what are sometimes called

the luxuries of education, but what are really the rudiments of

some of its important branches.

So, while it is a foir argument for pursuing certain branches,

that they are destined to be useful from probable business

stand-points, it is by no means the only argument for them,

and may be far from the strongest one. There is a manhood

stand-point, as well as a business one, from which values should

be studied. There is a mental wealth as well as a material.

High school branches may be roughly classed as information

studies and discipline studies : by which it is simply meant

that in some studies the discipline value is dominant ; in others,

the information value. Indeed, it is often a mere question of

method, whether a given subject belongs to the one class or the

other.

It is the concurrent testimony of thinkers that power is the

srreat aim of training. The sciences and the classics have no

controversy here as to the transcendent importance of training

the young to observe accurately, to infer correctly, to think

independently and ably, to express the product of thought with

propriety and vigor.

To develop this power requires time and deliberation. Just

as a record in cell and tissue by dint of innumerable construc-

tive and destructive processes underlies every habit of body,

so in habits of brain and mind the same marvellous law seems

to hold. In this great natural fact lies the fundamental reason

for that concentration and definiteness of aim with which in-

flated programmes so sadly conflict.

It is, perhaps, unfortunate that discipline and information

are so often contrasted with each other in speech. There is a

misleading suggestion in this antithesis. The fact is that dis-

cipline does not exclude information. On the contrary, its

invaluable service is to determine, as it were, the axes upon

which information shall crystallize ; to secure that underlying

unity, that symmetry that admits additions on any side and

mav coexist with endless outward variation. There is no

education without information, but there is a vast deal of

information floating about where there is no education worthy

of the name.

The following outline is designed to be simple and flexible.
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If there are to be two or three courses, let this be the back-

bone of the system. Let the others run parallel to this,

connect with this, depend upon this ; but let this course answer

wherever proposed expansions of it cannot be ably supported.

The details of this outline come from experience, from

observation of the experience of others, from deference to the

statutes, and from an endeavor to harmonize views that fre-

quently conflict. The plan provides, therefore, for history,

literature, mathematics, science, and the classics. It presup-

poses an adequate teaching force, so that there shall be a margin

for that unwritten course of study whose details are so baffling

to the makers of programmes, but whose high requirements

the loyal teacher is earnest to meet.

The number of exercises per week, namely, fifteen, is based

on the presumption that the school has five sessions, single or

double, in that time.

First Year.

Department.
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3. The topics and the character of the instructioa in drawing will

depend upon the proficiency of the lower grades. A more elaborate course

in drawing is desirable in schools that can grant and pay for options that

make it feasible.

Second Year.

Department.
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this year, with recitations in school when possible. It should also care-

fully review the outlines of Grecian and Roman history, already studied,

using larger works for collateral reading. At the close of this year the

faithful student of good capacity should be able to pass his preliminary

examinations (adopting the Harvard requisitions as a guide) in eight

topics; namely, the two Latin minima, arithmetic, algebra, geometrj',

physics, history of Greece and Rome, and French. If he has studied Greek

two years instead of one, he would add two Gi'eek minima to the foregoing

list, but postpone physics until his final examinations.

Fourth Year.

Department.
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Compositions. — In some schools compositions are regularly-

prepared on subjects selected either by the pupils or the teach-

ers ; they are then criticized by the teachers, and read by the

pupils in the presence of the school. It is a better plan, doubt-

less, if it be systematically followed up, to rely on the regular

work of the school for composition practice. Let the pupil

reproduce in writing matter furnished by the teacher, expand

abstracts, elaborate notes taken, write out reports of experi-

ments performed or work done by himself or the teacher. Let

him write out his real thoughts on such live topics within his

range as are constantly arising in well-conducted recitations.

Written translations of languages studied, to be criticized from

the stand-point of good English, are valuable. Illustrated com-

positions on science topics frequently prove exceedingly stimu-

lating.

Recitations and Declamations. — In many schools these are

given regularly from the platform. Most of these exercises are

dreary and of questionable value, although in every school

there are pupils of dramatic power to relieve the general dul-

ness. If this method is adopted, the selection of subjects should

be controlled somewhat, individual rehearsals should be pro-

vided for, and the time and enthusiasm of a competent teacher

freely given to the work. Such conditions, however, are hard

to meet. If met, there are good results.

The benefits of recitations and declamations may be secured

more easily and naturally in practice in presenting matter

orally, in a sustained way, and in one's own language ; in com-

mitting to memory and reciting worthy passages from th«

authors read ; and in reading aloud, particularly in the history

and literature classes.

To lead pupils to throw their souls into such work requires

judicious management, involving the application of two or three

fundamental principles too commonly ignored, of which I will

speak under another head.

Gymiiastics. — Let there be brief breathing and vocal exer-

cises, arm, chest, and other simple movements, from time to

time.

Gymnasia and military drill, with special instructors, are

permitted by statute under certain conditions.

Miscellaneous Instruction, — If neither pupil nor teacher has
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been overburdened, let a few minutes be set apart each day for

such important matters as the curriculum does not expressly

mention. Let a principle of arithmetic, for example, be pre-

sented each day, the pupils performing one or two illustrative

examples of a simple sort, and in a month or two a great deal

will be revived.

Again, let a receipt be written one day, a note the next, a

check the next ; let indorsements and negotiability be treated

on successive days, and in three or four weeks these forms will

be saved from that oblivion to which lack of practice so often

consigns them.

Or, again, let there be a month of dictation and correction,

with occasional repetition of dictated sentences. Keep the

work of a day very brief. Aim for one or two definite things

in each exercise.

And so in other lines of review.

Morals. — Particularly is it the duty of the teacher, under

this head and at all appropriate times, by timely use of the

lives and teachings of others, as well as by precept, example

and government, to endeavor to realize the aims of the founders

of our public schools, as impressively given in the statutes.

For an excellent elaboration of these aims, see the fort^^-eighth

annual report of the secietary of the Board of Education.

This scheme makes no pretension to being an- ideal one. Its

leading features are in harmony with the statutes and with the

results of experience in numerous high schools. The position

of some of its subjects may be questioned. Thus physiology

is often placed first instead of last in the high school. If

studied as an observation and information branch in the gram-

mar school, as now by law required, it should come after

physics and chemistry in the high, in order that fiicts already

learned may be scientifically undei'stood. When not studied

in the lower grades it is naturally placed earlier in the high

school as an information study. So, too, with botany. It has

been placed after chemistry, on the theory that its forms have

been studied in the lower grades, and that vegetable physiology,

which presupposes chemistry, should receive attention in the
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high school, as well as development, aiorphology and classifi-

cation. Otherwise it should come earlier, that pupils not pre-

viously trained to observe siiall not postpone too long that

invaluable practice.

A course with the numerous subjects proposed cannot re-

ceive fair treatment, unless, first, considerable elementary obser-

varion work is done in the lower grades ; and unless, second,

stringent limitations are observed in the hio-her. If there are

but two or three teachers, the numerous subjects are likely to

make too heavy drafts upon them for the needed mastery and

daily preparation. Hence the necessity, in many schools, for

eliminating geology, political economy, astronomy, and other

advanced branches, or some of them.

If there are no college pupils, the Latin course may be

abridged in its number of exercises, thus increasing the time

for other and more crowded subjects.

If an English option for Latin must be given, it may be

possible to confine it to one year, by requiring all who may
attend two years or more to take Latin, while permitting one-

year pupils to substitute for Latin the science of the class

above. In a small school this would cause no increase in the

number of classes to recite.

Physical geography is not included, because, although inter-

esting, some of its matter belongs to geography in the lower

grades, while much else may be distributed among the sciences

already provided for.

Book keeping is not included, because, so far as it is meant

for the professional book keeper, there is no sound justification

for its introduction, while the elements that are of universal

service should be taught in the lower schools.

Both physical geography and book-keeping may, however,

be put into an English course, if such a course be demanded.

A statement of subjects, however sensible, is far from being

the chief need of a school. Ot more importance than the

scheme is a sound method for its details, and transcending both

scheme and details is the competent teacher. A good teacher

can save a poor programme, while there is no programme,

however promising, that can save itself at the hands of a

bungler.

Latin and Greek. — The order of topics under Liitin is usu-
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ally the following: Elementary lessons for the first year;

Cpesar, the second year; Virgil, the third 3'ear; Cicero's Ora-

tions, the fourth year. Under Greek the following is a common
order : Elementary lessons for the second year ; Xenophon's

Anabasis, the third year ; Homer's Iliad, and sometimes Her-

odotus, the last year.

The best teachinsf of the hisfh schools, accordino; to Mr.

Martin's report, is done in the classics.

Inasmuch as high schools attempt to combine, in the principal

curriculum, the classics and the sciences, a most rigid economy

should be practised in instruction. There should be no squan-

dering of energy by the wayside.

Principles like the following, positive and negative, should

be heeded ; or, if not fully accepted, they should be examined

for such germs of truth as they may contain :

1. In elementary w^ork let there be as little of the grammar

and as much of practice as possible. Forms and principles

must, however, be conquered.

2. Get principles into concrete shapes. Let them be

applied as soon as learned. It is well enough to know that

a verb of persuading takes the dative. It is far better for

the pupil to give the Latin at once for such sentences as /
persuade the king, he persuades the king, we persuade him,

and so on, until a knowledge of the principle is derived from

its use. Then ring, orally and rapidly, the changes on some

Latin sentence that embodies the principle, the pupils translat-

ing into English.

3. Do not keep the pupil reciting rules or parsing when his

translation reveals that he knows. Grammar should be

studied as a means to an end ; when the end is attained, waste

no time on the means.

4. Shun exceptional forms and usages. The grammar

should contain them ; let the pupil grapple with them when

Ms need of them becomes apparent.

5. While Latin conversation is neither practicable nor

desirable to any great extent, valuable hints about some

details of teaching may be obtained from conversational

methods employed by skilful teachers of the modern lan-

guages.

6. See that the pupil's vocabulary is constantly growing.
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Let the English derivatives of Latin words be called for

frequently. Let the pupil avoid going to grammar and lexi-

con on slight incentives. Train him to see that a word may
be a dictionary to itself; that the context may be all luminous

when the word itself is dark.

7. Do not hesitate to work with a class occasionally in

preparing a lesson. Make the class do most of the work,

however. The teacher's true relation to the brain-work of

his pupils is that of a guide, not of a substitute.

8. Always insist upon translations into English idiom. If

a literal or verbal rendering is wanted, to test the pupil's

knowledge, call specially for it. If skilful teaching is done

here, then here is done some'! of the best Eng-lish lana;uao;e

work in the course.

9. The main object in studying Greek and Latin is to be

able to read them intelligently and elegantly. This great

object includes all other objects. Digressions into geography,

history, grammar, and the like, may be made, to illumine the

text, but they should be limited to such illumination.

10. Frequently appoint persons to read reviews at length,

in their best language and style. A page of Ctesar may be

read in three minutes ; a hundred lines of Virgil, in five.

11. Let it not be forgotten that power to read a text

intelligently may exist— nay, in most mature persons that

have been well trained in their youth it actually does exist—
side by side with a deep forgetfulness or an original ignorance

of numerous side matters of that text. The power to translate

a word at sight is easily reconciled with the lack of power to

give its possible variations. On the other hand, there may be

considerable technical knowledge, of a fragmentary character,

without the power to utilize it in simple sentences. The art

of wise rejection should be studiously cultivated.

History. — The statutes require instruction in general his-

tory. The subject is vast ; the time limited. The difficulty is

that such history can be little more than cyclopedic in its

character. Facts are so bare, so lightly touched ; there is so

little chance for warmth and color, that the subject, if not

skilfully handled, sinks into dulness and wearisomeness. Rec-

itations of the text on the one hand, or desultory questions,

with their too-often monosyllabic answers, on the other, are of
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questionable value, although it is understood that a live teacher

can quicken these or any other doubtful methods.

In surveying the world's history, the process should be

something like that of the tourist who takes in the country he

visits— if he takes it in at all — while swiftly passing through

it. Now and then he pauses at an attractive spot for closer

study.

Let lessons, then, of considerable length be assigned for

thouofhtful readino;. Such readins' is an art, in which instruc-

tion should be given. Rely on reports of the class to insure

the fact of reading. The dangers of such a method are obvi-

ous ; but the formal recitation of text is full of dangers as

great, if not greater. The object, so far, is the general survey

and the general impression. The extent, closeness and value

of such a survey depend mainly upon the conscientiousness and

grasp of the pupil.

Now, within the limits of the recitation let the topical method

be adopted. This method has for its object to bring out in

stronger relief the more important features of history, and to

give the pupil some definite and extended work to do in bring-

ing them out. Let the pupil receive his topic some time in

advance, a week or more. If Egypt is the general subject,

let the pupil take " The Valley of the Nile," " The Pyramids,"

" The Egypt of To-day," " A Visit to the Egyptian Eoom of

the Art Museum" (Boston), and so on. Material may be

found in the text-book, the school or public library, and

sometimes in the home library. The pupil should be the

teacher for the time, doing his best to instruct the class. He
should be encouraged to care for the matter and the style.

If the teacher can get any work from his class, he can

get this. In a large class the pupil's turn will come less fre-

quently, but he will have more time for preparation. A funda-

mental truth in all teaching is, that the pupil's interest in his

own work is more likely to be permanent; in that of another,

transient. The pupil reading or listening is imbibing, receiv-

ing impressions, advancing in a way that is real, although it is

usually unsatisfactory to an examhier. The pupil investigat-

ing, preixiring, studying, with a definite aim, for a definite

time and a definite hearing, is doing a higher order of work,

that it is utterly hopeless to get from a class as a whole in con-
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nection with every lesson that may be assigned. He works

more in the spirit of the true teacher.

It need not be said that a system should underlie the topical

method. The topic for a lesson might be, for instance,

" What the Greeks excelled in doing," the several branches

of it to be assigned to as many pupils. Here is an opportunity

for the teacher to make clear the elements of a good talk ; that

is, to give sound instruction in English under conditions that

favor an immediate application of the instructions given.

Maps, books of reference, photographs, works on the aims

and methods of history teaching, and time are essential to fair

results.

Mathematics. — It is better to bes^in als^ebra with concrete

cases, like simple problems whose solution involves equations

with one unknown quantity. The pupil usually does such

work with zest. The power of algebra is thus revealed to him,

so that when he comes to the inevitable abstractions, and is

taught that mastery of them will greatly extend that power, he

will work with grreater confidence and intelliofence.

The ends to be gained in algebra are so obvious, the proc-

esses so definite and precise, the tests of success so easily and

perfectly applied, that the causes of failure are to be sought,

not in confusion of views about the study itself, as might easily

happen in the case of history or literature, but rather in the

difficulty of appreciating and adapting one's self to the slow,

immature and erratic reasoning processes of the growing mind.

Cases of marked inaptitude in pupils are not infrequent.

In geometry the following suggestions are offered to the

teacher :

1. Let him lead the pupil to clear conceptions of space and

portions of space, surfaces, lines and points. The forming of

right conceptions may be aided by blocks, blackboard work
and the like, but the pupil should be able to hold such concep-

tions geometrically ; that is, apart from models and diagrams.

2. Let him try to impress upon the pupil the forceful, the

invincible character of a sound demonstration. It is a fortress

that cannot be taken. Let a written demonstration be posted

occasionally, and the class challenged to find a flaw.

3. Let him encourage original work. A text-book whose
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demonstrated work is rigidly limited, but whose suggestions

of original work are numerous and rich, is the ideal book.

The management of such work in large classes is perplexing.

If it is passed in by the pupils in great quantity, the teacher is

over-burdened by the work of examination. It is idle to assign

two or three propositions to be originally worked out by all.

Real investigation does not lend itself happily to such evenness

of assignment ; it certainly refuses to yield evenness of results.

It is important in such work to keep all busy, to let all be dis-

coverers, to give all an opportunity to report discoveries.

One or two suggestive expedients may be helpful. Let the

teacher, for instance, assign a new proposition, and put a dia-

gram (a large and good one) on the board to show clearly what

is to be proved. Let him ask those who see the proof to stand

and remain standing. One or two may respond at the outset.

Then let the teacher ask suggestive questions, pausing after

each to give the mind time for working, the pupils answering

mentally and rising as rapidly as they see through to the

required proof.

After a little practice, it is surprising to note how many will

discover a proof, especially when stimulated by one or two

well-put queries. Of course, the pupil may sometimes mistake

for a demonstration something that is not one. The teacher

may pause, therefore, to get the argument into shape, or he

may, to keep up the interest and activity of the class, pass

rapidly from case to case.

Again, the teacher may present a diagram, inform the class

that an important truth about it awaits discovery, and start

them in quest of it. Let all possible principles and facts

about the diagram be presented, in the hope that the one

sought for may be found at last. The class will get it ulti-

mately, or failing, will have done valuable thinking in reviews

and explorations. A significant question might save a failure.

4. The language of geometry is exact, free from superflu-

ous matter, logical, direct. It is, in these respects, admirable

English, whatever of sentiment it may lack. Let the teacher

at times secure concentration upon this ideal ; namely, the giv-

ing of a demonstration smoothly, without repetition or hesita-

tion, grammatically, with right choice of words, and accurately.

Working to attain such an ideal is excellent practice. It is of
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double value, for it involves drill in English as well as in

geometry. There are ways enough to rule out mere memory

or rote work, so that the finished exercise shall come from

mastery and self-possession. Not many can attain such an

ideal, but it is worth something to show its existence and to

lift the class towards it.

5. At times stress should be placed on the neat, orderly

and accurate writing of demonstrations. Here, too, is a good

chance to do some telling English work. Indeed, there are

many points in which English and geometry have a common

interest; stress placed on each of these branches helps the

other.

6. It is needless to say that diagrams should be freely

varied ; that designating letters should be changed often and

sometimes dropped ; that mere memory methods should be dis-

countenanced ; that principles should be generously applied ;

that the power to do original work is a high test of success ;

and that the teacher should not try for too many desirable

things at once.

It would be well if a month or two near the close of the

geometry year could be spared for enough of trigonometry to

reveal its nature and suggest its possibilities.

An extended course in trigonometry and surveying would

be a good subject for an optional English course.

jScience. — It is important in all science teaching that the

teacher bring his pupils face to face wiih objects themselves

and whatever forces they may exhibit, that the observing

powers be exercised, that the reflective faculties be quickened,

and that the results attained be expressed orally, in writing,

pictorially, or by models, as may seem wise.

Among some of the objects of scientific study are (1) the

attainment of some facts at first hand rather than at second

;

(2) the apprehension of principles, without which facts are of

inferior worth; (3) a conception of what it is really to in-

vestigate ; and (4) a genuine insight into the underlying order

and harmony of the countless facts and phenomena of nature.

The laboratory method, which requires pupils to experiment

for themselves at desks or tables, is more feasible for chemistry

than for physics. There are fewer pupils to deal with ; a larger
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numljer can work together ; the equipment is less expensive.

The method requires that but few pupils, fifteen or twenty at

the utmost, and a smaller number for physics, shall work at

the same time ; that the working period for a section shall be of

generous length ; and that the teacher shall have little or noth-

ing else than the sciences to teach.

If there is no laboratory, let the teacher, or some pupil pre-

viously appointed, perform the experiments. The class should

describe what is done, observe, and infer the principle. Pains

should be taken to correct errors, and to secure conciseness and

brevity of expression, before the record is entered in the note-

book.

Occasionally the topic is such that each pupil can equip him-

self with the simple apparatus required. Thus a laboratory is

extemporized.

It should be impressed upon the pupil that the world is a

great laboratory, that it is full of phenomena and experiments,

that neither observation nor inference can exhaust it. It would

be marked success in the teacher to get his pupils scientifically

interested in what is doinsr there.

If the pupil has been trained, by a sound method, to go

honestly, patiently, thoroughly to the bottom of a few topics,

he may be permitted to touch others lightly or not at all.

Let the teacher aim for such a method rather than to amass

and present mere facts or to cover the ground of a text-book.

In the course of the science instruction it is a wise plan to

get once or twice a year from the pupil extended written work

upon some topic assigned. Let him be encouraged to investi-

gate, to make drawings, to arrange, to write out in his best

style, so that his report shall be (as it were) a monograph.

With judicious assignment of topics in the line of the pupil's

taste or power, excellent results may be obtained from many,

particularly if the teacher has work on hand to show as models

of what he wants, and will take pains to give suggestions freely,

keeping up all the while a steady pressure for a high order of

attainment.

Botany offers the finest opportunity in the course for direct

study of nature. There is hardly an important principle of the

science that cannot be learned from plants themselves. Hints

like the following merit attention :
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1. Let note-books be kept for observations, at least, in the

earlier part of the instruction. Drawings should be made of

objects studied.

2. Work from specimens themselves, the pupils reporting

discoveries and the teacher furnishing botanical terms as needed.

If the specimen presents an important fact or illustrates an

important principle, set the class in quest of it. It will not

hurt them to spend an entire recitation in the search. Agassiz

did not hesitate to let the pupil work for days in hunting down

a truth obvious enough after discovery.

3. It is better to know a few plants thoroughly than many

imperfectly. Knowing the name of a plant is not knowledge

of the plant itself.

4. Secure from each pupil a monograph on some botanical

subject. Give time for preparation. Point the way.

5. If individual herbaria are not required, start a school

herbarium, and get the pupils to contribute. The flora of a

neighborhood may be conquered in a few years.

6. Be sure that underlying principles are seen, — the leaf

in the petal, the branch in the thorn, the cell in the tissue, the

bond in the species. The diversity of nature is obvious enough

to the casual observer ; the unity of nature demands study and

insight. Training that does not reveal the latter can hardly be

called scientific.

In physiology the processes of digestion, circulation, res-

piration and nutrition should be studied in the light of

chemistry. It should not be necessary to pause long on the

general structure of the body, the more obvious functions, the

leading hygienic laws. These are grammar-school subjects.

If mental philosophy is not studied as a separate pursuit, it

would be legitimate to present a few of its foundation principles

about attention, sensation, perception, memory, automatic and

volitional activity, the laws of habit, etc., in connection with

the study of the nervous system.

Here, too, belongs temperance instruction, unless the im-

portance of the subject makes it desirable to give it orally to

the entire school at appropriate intervals.

Neither astronomy nor geology can be mastered in three

months, or in thirty. The names of these sciences are, per-
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haps, too grand for the elemeatary conceptions that the average

pupil can easily gain in the limited time devoted to each.

Under astronomy, study thoroughly the general relations of

the earth and its movements to the sun, moon, planets, and

stars ; the phenomena of day, twilight, night, the seasons,

celestial scenery, and such changes in them as are due to chang-

ing positions of the observer upon the earth's surface ; the

methods of computing time, determining latitude and longitude
;

one or two problems, to suggest how celestial distances are

computed, and the like. There is much information that merits,

in a three months' course, hardly more than reading. Let the

school deal chiefly with what costs work to understand.

In geology, attempt little more than an elementary study of

the making of pebbles, sand, clay and soils ; the forming of

conglomerates, sandstones, slates, limestones and coal ; the

creation of hills, mountains, valleys and continents ; the action

of water and air upon the earth ; volcanoes, earthquakes, and

other movements of the earth's crust ; the more common min-

erals and rocks ; the grander types of animals ; the nature and

teaching of fossils. There is avast realm of details that cannot

be entered.

Government. — Among the different methods of studying the

constitution of the United States, the following is commended
for trial :

—
Let the class be, for instance, a federal convention, duly as-

sembled to consider the revision of the Constitution. Let the

teacher preside, with the understanding that he is to give in-

struction at any time to help on the business. As teacher^

then, he may do what a presiding officer is not expected to do.

Let the proceedings conform to parliamentary usages ; let the

clauses of the Constitution b.3 debated, amended, referred,

adopted, postponed, or otherwise dealt with ; and let records

be kept of what is done.

Work should be specially assigned at first ; in time the ele-

ment of spontaneity will appear. A reference library would

be freely used by the pupils for this work. Acquaintance w^ith

the Constitution, knowledge of parliamentary law, and practice

in public speaking are promoted by the successful execution of

this plan.
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Tn this connection many could be led to read, with apprecia-

tion, an English classic like Webster's great reply to Hayne.

English.— It is easy enough to suggest rhetoric, composi-

tion work and literature for the course ; to mention for study

Irving, Scott and others ; to name even the selections them-

selves most fitting to read. The real course may be very un-

certain after all. It merits a deeper and wiser treatment than

is possible here. A few suggestions only.

The power to use one's own language lucidly, vigorously,

elegantly, ranks among the highest the mind can possess. It

is part gift and part training. It is part beyond the reach of

the schools and part within it. So interwoven are thought and

feeling with language that only a logical mind can use it cor-

rectly, a wise one truly, an imaginative one vividly, an earnest

one feelingly, a well-balanced one harmoniously.

The over-burdened may find consolation, if they are not

teaching English directly, in the fact that they are doing it

indirectly in proportion to the grasp, insight and appreciation

their pupils show in whatever they study. Still, something

should be done directly for English and so rhetoric is placed

first, or, if that name be too formidable, let it be language les-

sons. Not that rhetoric can make a good writer, for it cannot.

It simply points out the more obvious merits of good English,

the more obvious faults of bad ; it furnishes, moreover, the

language of criticism for subsequent use. The pupil may get

valuable ideas of the excellences and defects of lansuarje loner

before he can hope to acquire the former or banish the latter in

his practice. Let points be brought out sharply. Don't push

illustrative details too far. Insist, for example, that the pupil

shall know what redundancy is, the objection to it, and be able

to detect it in simple cases, but waive all intricacies, perplexi-

ties, and most of the variations possible under this head. Youth
is the time for outlines, frame-works, fundamentals. Have
faith in the development of germs. Get speedily to the work
of reading literature critically, and of writing.

In formal composition work there are serious difficulties. It

is important that each pupil's work should be criticised, cor-

rected by himself, re-examined and so on, until it is in good

shape. On the other hand, there is no work so time-consuming,

brain-wearying and cruel to a teacher with numerous pupils
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and subjects as this. Let substitutes be found at all hazards.

If, after the separate features of fair writing have been studied,

it is still important (as it is) to lift the punctuation, capitaliza-

tion, paragraphing, spelling and the like, aim for such things

in dictation exercises which pupils can correct under direction.

A systematic plan of having topics written at the board for

class criticism would prove valuable. Let the main work of

the teacher be done in advance of the writing, in stimulating

thought, in suggesting material, in securing analyses, etc. Be-

ware of the abstract and the vast in selecting subjects. They

belong to a later stage. The admirable opportunities for com-

position work in connection with other studies have been men-

tioned. A single carefully-thought-out and extended exercise

under each topic of the course, addeJ to the direct composi-

tion work of the youngest class, would give ample practice.

In literature there is much diversity of method. There are

strong reasons (1) for reading but few authors; (2) for tak-

ing complete productions ; (3) for shunning compendiums

;

(4) for not attempting a history of literature
; (5) for begin-

ning with the later writers, American first and English next

;

(6) for avoiding burdensome impositions upon the pupils.

A good book is a good friend, and the influence sought is

that of good companionship. It is a work of art ; it will

bear study and react on the student.

It should be the aim of the various methods to keep the

companionship intimate and friendly, to reveal something of

the art. Among the devices for attaining the ultimate aim are :

(1) searching questions on the thought and language; (2) the

recitation of fine extracts
; (3 ) the assignment of topics for

special investigation, such as the more striking similes of a

chapter, the quotable thoughts, the Saxon or L;itin style, the

character of the descriptions, reasons for liking or disliking

certain personages, how character is brought out, the more ob-

vious properties of style, illustrations of such properties from

the text, paraphrases of certain passages, invention of situa-

tions to which quotations miy be aptly applied, how diflforent

authors express the same thought, etc., etc. ; and (4) en-

deavors to show the unity, completeness, originality, spon-

taneity, etc., that characterize high excellence.

These are suggestive of other devices. If they keep the
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pupil close to the author and busy with him, they have a com-

mon motive beneath, however unrelated upon the surface.

This common motive of communion with choice writers will

forbid, as a rule, exercises that take the pupil far from them.

A real enjoyment of an author, a real appreciation of worth,

— these are aims high enough, often too high, for a high school.

If the enjoyment exists without the critical power to analyze

its sources, it is not a matter for very serious regret.

A scientific analysis of a full course in literature gives a

scheme too grand for a secondary school. The development

of literature, the relations and classifications of its various

branches,— these are for maturity, the specialist, the philoso-

pher.

Conclusion. — It seems to follow from this survey, although

it has been restricted to mere hints for the elaboration of a

course of study, that the real value of a plan lies not so much

in the names aud arrangement of subjects as in the essence of

the teaching.

In schools with but one or two teachers it is simply impossi-

ble to cover every subject as well as a barely tolerable analysis

of it would seem to require. Mr. Martin, in his report to the

Board of Education on the high schools of the State, says, in

substance, that he knows of no more trying position in the

whole educational field than that of the principal of a high

school, for he must know three, four or five languages, as many

branches of mathematics, nine natural sciences, to say nothing

of history, literature, government, elocution, music, and draw-

ing ; in fact he is expected to be a whole college faculty in

one person.

While, therefore, a full course has been outlined in this pa-

per, it is preposterous, from the stand-point of good teaching,

to suppose that one or two teachers only can do it justice.

The more numerous the teachers, the better the division of

labor ; the more rigid the limitations, the more feasible the

course becomes.

It is better, therefore, with a small teaching force to reduce

the number of sciences, to waive some of the higher-grade

subjects, to practise the closest economy in the separate sub-

jects and to beware of options. It becomes school boards in

such cases to take special pains, while reducing demands for
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quantity, to increase efficiency by providing libraries, cabinets,

maps, models, apparatus, as well as buildings and teachers.

Remaeks.

Thie topics enumerated in these courses of studies should be

presented to the pupils in the public schools by a true method

of teaching. A knowledge of the method may be obtained by

a careful study of the mind and of the laws which control its

activity. Skill in teaching may be acquired by a consistent

practice directed by a knowledge of the right method.

Public school teachers will not be able to satisfy an intel-

ligent public sentiment concerning what the schools should

accomplish, unless they have a good understanding of the

philosophy and art of teaching. The best teachers in our

Commonwealth are generally the most industrious students.

Constant study is necessary for the cultivation of the school

spirit and for true progress.

It is recommended that the teachers arrange for themselves a

course of reading with reference to a knowledge of the human

mind, the principles of teaching, the methods of teaching, the

history of education, and of the work of eminent educators.

Subjects.

Psychology,

Course of Reading.

Books.

< Outline Study of Man,

^ Outlines of Psychology,

( Lectures on the Science and

Principles of Teaching, . <;

Methods of Teaching,

History of Education,

Art of Teaching,

j Life and Educational Works

^^ of Comenius, .

/ Lectures on Teaching,

\ Educational Reformers,

f History of Pedagogy, .

\ Educational Theories, .

Authors.

Hopkins.

Sully.

Jos. Payne.

Laurie.

Fitch.

Quick.

Hailmann.

Browning.

Agents.

The agents of the Board have been constantly at work dur-

ing the year in visiting the schools of the smaller towns of the

Commonwealth and in conducting Teachers' Institutes. Theii

monthly reports to the Board of Education have shown the

nature and amount of service they have rendered. The follow-

ing are types of these reports :
—
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ABSTRACT OF REPORT OF G. A. WALTON.

September and Octobeb, 1885.

To the Board of Education.

I shall in this report state the work for September and October.

Towns visited : Blackstone, Washington, Alford, Becket, Richmond,

Huntington, Chesterfield, Goshen, Northbridge, Westhampton, Ux-
bridge and Mendon, — the last named to hold an institute. I was

present at the examination of candidates for admission to the Fram-

ingham Normal School. The number of schools examined, 78
;
public

meetings held, of teachers, 10 ; of people, 10.

School houses : Blackstone, none poor ; Washington, one poor,

rest good ; Alford, all very poor ; Becket, average fair ; Richmond,

two good, rest poor ; Huntington, fair ; Chesterfield, one new, one

wretched, rest fair; Goshen, three good, one poor; Northbridge,

uniformly good; Uxbridge, mostly good; Westbampton, one good,

rest poor to fair.

Blackstone and Northbridge furnish teachers with all the apparatus

they will use. The schools in most of the towns are scantily sup-

plied.

I was pleased to find in several of these towns a marked improve-

ment where I had noted failures in previous visits ; for example, all

the primary schools of Blackstone had been supplied with slates and

pencils, and the pupils were industrious with language and number
work. Northbridge schools had made progress in penmanship and

language work generally. In the former of these towns the outbuild-

ings showed better treatment.

The attendance upon many of the schools is poor ; at Washington

some parents complain of the great distance the children have to

travel, two miles in some instances, to reach school. The towns of

Alford, Westhampton and Goshen have not truant officers, as required

by law ; no person, suitable and willing to serve, could be found in

the last named town. In most of the towns there are children whose

schooling is neglected for want of vigilant oversight of the school

committees.

There is a lack of teaching in the schools, a lack of drill and

training ; there is too much work which is useless, and some which

must tend actually to stultify the pupils. Misses Snow and Smith,

one an early, the other a recent graduate of the Westfield Normal
School, are doing excellent service in the schools of Becket. They
teach by the topical method. Miss Snow is doing much in this town

to elevate the standard of teaching.
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In readirg, the practice is general of giving too little time to read-

ing in First, Second and Third Readers, and too large a proportion

to readers of the higher grades. The wa}- out of this bad practice is

to introduce supplementary reading of the lower grades. There is a

tendenc}^ to make this change in the towns. A corresponding im-

provement is seen in manj^ schools in the language work ; the writ-

ing of sentences is taking the place of grammar formerly studied by

young pupils.

There is a wide range of wages paid to teachers in the towns

A'i sited, these going as low as four dollars in some instances, and as

high as ten dollars in others in schools of similar grade ; and gener-

all}' the higher priced teachers are the cheaper.

The school appropriations are persistently forced down in some

towns, while in others they are truly liberal.

There are frequent changes of teachers in the schools that pay low

wao-es, and general!}' the teachers in this class of schools are without

professional training or experience. A superintendent who is a prac-

tical teacher would be of very great service to these schools. Indeed,

the committees everywhere profess to feel their incompetency to prop-

erly superintend the teaching of the schools ; and especially, after

seeing the results of the simple tests which I apply, do they admit

the need of a practical educator to advise in the many duties de-

volving upon them. Both committees and teachers welcome compe-

tent superintendents. I hope the time is at hand when such aid will

everywhere be aflforded the committees.

Respectfully submitted,

Geo. a. Walton, Agetit.

West Newton, Oct. 30, 1885.

EEPORT OF GEO. H. MARTIN.

October, 1885.

To the Board of Education :
—

During the month of October I have continued the inspection work

begun in September, visiting for this purpose five towns. Four even-

ino- meetings were held, three of which were addressed by the secre-

tary of the Board.

In three of the towns I have held afternoon conferences with the

teachers and committees.

All of these towns are rural communities with ungraded schools,

widely scattered. The teachers are untrained, and are following, in

the main, the traditional methods. The primer is the first and the
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only instrument in the hands of the youngest children. In a few

schools I note a tendency to introduce written language work earlier

than was formerly done.

I have found no supplementary^ reading in use, but young children

calling words quite glibly in advanced reading books. The absence

of thought in the reading is only equalled by that in some city schools

where the so-called phonic method is largely' used with the eaily in-

troduction of diacritic marks.

I find scarcely any objective teaching. No means for it are fur-

nished by the school officers, and no call for means is made by the

teachers.

A feeble beginning has been made in the teaching of physiolog}'.

Both teachers and committees are much in the dark as to means and

methods. There is no teaching of drawing in any of these schools.

These defects are due more to ignorance than to indifference, and
criticisms and suggestions are welcomed. The committee generally

admit the need of more efficient supervision than they can give.

The}^ would be glad to have more frequent visits from the State

agents than thej^ now receive.

In addition to the inspection work, I have during the month at-

tended the meetings of four educational associations, — those of Bris-

tol and Worcester counties, at each of which I read a paper ; the

meeting of the New England superintendents, and the conference

between the i-epresemtatives of the colleges and of the preparatory

schools.

The latter meeting was made interesting by the frank expression

of mutual dissatisfaction ; the preparatory schools complaining of the

college requirements, and the colleges criticising severely the work
done in the fitting schools, declaring it to be characterized by a lack

of " thoughtful thoroughness."

The significant reply was made, that as the colleges had trained the

preparatory teachers, the responsibility for defective work was on the

higher institutions. Both the criticism and the reply sustain the opin-

ions expressed in my last annual report.

I have also during the month taught in institutes at Mendon and
Edgartown. Both were well attended, and much interest was shown
in the work. Indeed, I think there has never been" a time when the

teachers were so eager to learn of better methods, or so ready to adopt

them.

EespectfuUy submitted,

Geo. H. Martin, Agent
^ Bridgewatee, Nov. 1, 1885.
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MONTHLY REPORT OF JOHN T. PRINCE.

To the Board of Education :

During the past month I have visited the schools and held meetings

both day and evening in six towns, as follows : . . .

It will be seen from the inclosed detailed report of the condition of

the schools, school buildings, apparatus, etc., that some difference

exists in these towns in respect to the condition of the schools, and to

the facilities for carrying them on. In three of the towns the build-

ings are poor, and the appliances of nearly all of the schools such as

to make good work difficult, if not impossible. In some of the schools

of these towns no apparatus was seen, not even an outline map, and

the blackboards were both small and unfit for use. In the aver-

ao-e wages of all the teachers is five dollars a week, two teachers re-

ceiving only three and one-half dollars a week. The salaries paid in

the other towns are higher ; but in all three towns whose schools are so

poor, the salaries are so low that the committed are compelled to select

the teachers from those who have received only a district school edu-

cation. Under such circumstances it can hardly be wondered at that

there is no improvement in the schools, and that teachers have little

idea of teaching, beyond setting tasks from books to be memorized

and recited verbatim by the pupils. The examinations in these towns

showed that, with the exception of a few naturally bright children

who would learn without schools or teachers, the older pupils of the

schools could not read well at sight a piece in the Second Reader

which they had not seen before, and could not perform problems in-

volved in an ordinarj^ errand at the grocery store.

In the other towns visited, while some of the faults mentioned were

found, the schools on the whole were better, and the buildings and

apparatus were in a much better condition.

The cause of this difference of condition lies. I believe, not so much

in the difference of desire for or appreciation of good schools, as in

the difference of abilit}' to raise money for the schools. Take for

instance the town of which I have just visited, and whose condi-

tion is not unlike that of scores of our country towns. It has a very

scattered population, whose wealth consists almost wholly of the not

over-fertile farms. There are over eighty miles of road in the town

to be kept in repair, and there is the interest of a war debt of twenty

thousand dollars to be paid. Although the school buildings were al-

most ready to fall to the ground, and the apparatus and teaching were

of the poorest kind, I had not the heart to advise an increased taxa-

tion for the schools when the rate of taxation already was twentj'-four

dollars on a thousand. Even with this burden, the people showed
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their interest in the schools during the past year by voting to build

two new school houses.

In view of the educational needs of the smaller towns, and the

.

difficulties of suppl3'ing them, would it not be well to urge upon

the legislature the advisability of giving additional assistance under

certain conditions? The plan of district supervision is heartily in-

dorsed by school committees everywhere, and if money could be

appropriated by the State for this object I have no doubt that it

would be of the greatest service, and that the improved condition of

the schools would be seen by all.

Respectfully submitted,

John T. Prince.

The agents of the Board are able to render valuable assist-

ance to those towns that have no school superintendents.

Much of the internal work of the schools will be left undone or

will be improperly done if skilled agents are not employed.

Among the duties of school boards is that of arranging the

topics of study. This requires learning and experience, as will

be seen when we turn our attention to the results that may be

attained by the use of topics well selected and properly ar-

ranged and taught.

1. One result will be found in the acquisition of the right

kind of knowledge.

2. The knowledge acquired will be arranged in the mind

in its right relations.

3. The acquisition of knowledge in this way is favorable to

the natural development of the mind.

4. A right method of teaching will bring the true objects

of knovvledge before the learner's mind, direct the study of

them, and at the same time leave the pupil to independent labor

in thinking and choosing.

The school committees need advice in selecting teachers and

text books, and assistance in training young teachers in their

places. They require help in keeping up the school spirit, and

in enlisting the sympathy of the people in the well-being of the

schools. The service which the agents are able to render shows

the necessity and value of permanent local superintendence.

Mr. Carter has spent his portion of time devoted to public

work, in guiding the teachers in their efforts to introduce draw-
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ing into the public schools. His labor has been attended with

good results, and seems to be fully appreciated both by school

committees and teacher;:. Drawing is the industrial element

that the State has introduced into its public school studies.

The pursuit of this branch of learning trains the perceptive

powers, the imagination, the judgment, and cultivates the taste.

It contributes to penmanship, and lays the foundation for the

constructive arts. On account of its educational value and the

facility with which it may be presented, it should be introduced

into all the schools of the Commonwealth. The success of Mr.

Carter's efforts the past year affords encouragement that at no

distant day instruction in drawing will be given in all the

schools.

Normal Schools.

The Normal Schools of the Commonwealth were established

for the professional training of teachers for the public schools.

The statistics of these schools, together with the reports of

the success of their graduates, proves them to be in a highly

prosperous condition.

Statistics.

For the Yeak.

Year began in September, fSSl, and closed in June, 1885.

Bridgewater,
Framiugham,
Salem, ....
Westfield, . . . .

Worcester, ....
Total, ....

Normal Art School, .

Number receiving certificates.

It should be the aim of the Normal Schools to teach the best

methods of teaching the branches of learning which the statutes

require to be taught in the public schools ; to direct the pupils

to the principles upon which the methods are founded, and to

present something of the history of education.
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In communicating a knowledge of the best methods, the pupil

teacher must be led to a careful review of the various subjects

that enter into a course of studies, to their logical arrangement

in the course, to a list of topics in accordance with which the

different subjects are to be presented in the public schools and

to a right method of teaching.

The principles of teaching are found in a knowledge of the

phenomena of the human mind. In the Normal School, the

mental phenomena which the human mind is capable of pro-

ducing should be made an object of intelligent study for the pur-

pose of finding in the laws that regulate them a philosophical

method of conducting all school exercises. It is the special

work of the Normal Schools to inquire into the principles of

teaching, and to acquire skill in their practical application.

Experience is necessary to the right understanding of general

principles. For this reason the history of education should be

made a prominent object of study in every training school for

teachers.

Such a history includes an account of educational institutions

and methods of instruction, covering the period which has

elapsed between ancient and modern times. It includes also

an account of the labors of those prominent educators that have

invented theories and established systems of education, in ac-

cordance with which the schools of different nations and times

have been organized and conducted. Under this division of

Normal School work the attention of the pupil teacher should

be directed to the history of popular education, as controlled

in the past by the laws of the State, by the rights of the family,

and by the decrees of the church.

The three general topics to be mastered in a training school

for public school teachers are : 1. A review of the branches

to be taught, for the purpose of organizing a system of instruc-

tion, and learning the best methods of teaching. 2. The prin-

ciples of teaching upon which methods are founded. 3. The
history of education.

From the nature of the work the Normal Schools were ap-

pointed to perform, it appears that their classes should be tilled

with intelligent persons having obtained already from the pre-

paratory schools a good academical education, and from nature

an earnest devotion to the objects of their chosen profession.
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It does not seem to be in accordance with the true spirit of

professional schools for teachers, that they should find it nec-

essary to teach their pupils the arts of spelling and penmanship

and reading, and of performing common arithmetical problems.

This is the work of the preparatory schools ; besides, the pres-

ent course of two years is too short a time for the accomplish-

ment of the twofold task of teaching the subjects enumerated

in our public school courses of instruction, and in teaching

the methods by which they should be presented to the chil-

dren.

It is an encouraging fact, however, that high schools are now

furnishing a larger proportion than formerly of the candidates

who apply for admission to the Normal Schools. With such

materials, these schools can limit themselves more fully to their

legitimate work.

Our Normal Schools have done a great work for the State.

They have furnished the source from which our solid improve-

ments in school teaching have been derived. They first directed

attention to the ends which school exercises should be adapted

to produce. They begun in the State that reform in teaching

which requires the use of the right occasions for ideas and for

the exercise of the faculties. They have made emphatic the

fact that human development is of more consequence than

knowledge.

Normal School graduates are now to be found in some of the

schools of almost every community in the State. Nearly one-

third of the teachers in our public schools have a professional

traininsf. The other two-thirds have been more or less affected

by good examples.

As the well-being of the schools requires that they be con-

ducted by those who have been trained in the philosophy of

education, or have had a successful experience in teaching, it

would be economy of the highest kind for the school authorities

of the towns to select, from the successful graduates of their

higher public schools, young persons who desire to become

teachers, and encourage them to complete their preparation for

teaching by a course of professional study in one of our Normal

Schools.
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Requisites for Admission to the Normal Schools.

The successful pursuit of pedagogical study requires a high

order of natural talent, and a good knowledge of the branches

of study pursued in the public schools. The examination of

candidates for admission to the Normal School should present

a good test of physical and mental power, of scholarship, of

common sense, and of moral character. If the candidate is

found wanting in these things, he should be dismissed for so

much time at least as will be required by him to prepare for

examination.

Requisites for Graduation.

A clear understanding of the ends which school life should

be adapted to secure.

A thorough knowledge of the public school studies.

A full comprehension of the principles of teaching.

A practical acquaintance with the best methods of conduct-

ing all school exercises.

That power of self control, without which one cannot control

others.

An intelligent enthusiasm, without which the highest success

in school teaching can never be attained.

Graduates of the colleges, who intend to teach, will find it for

their advantage to take a short course, if no more, in a Normal

School. Here they can make a review of their forgotten com-

mon school studies, and obtain hints which will direct them in

their future study and practice. By such a course they will be

more likely to find ready employment in good places.

Schools for Superintendents.

It will soon be the policy of the towns in the Commonwealth
to appoint superintendents over all their schools.

School superintendents, as well as school teachers, require a

preparation for their peculiar duties. They are expected to be

able to make out proper courses of studies, to choose the best

means of teaching, to introduce the best methods, to establish

a rational form of school government, to select the most ap-
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proved text-books, and to understand everything that pertains

to a well-conducted school.

There is now no special provision for such instruction as is

adapted to prepare superintendents of schools for the discharge

of the duties of their office. The cause of popular education

would be greatly promoted, if some one or more of our Massa-

chusetts colleges would establish a department for the special

training of school superintendents. If this cannot be done,

classes may be formed in our Normal Schools in which such

training may be given.

The establishment of this department of instruction will

elevate school superintendence into a distinct profession, and

call into the service of the common schools the best educational

talent we have in the country.

Teachers' Institutes.

Two kinds of institutes have been held during the year, —
one, as in other years, for the benefit of the teachers of a group

of adjoining towns, the other for the teachers of single towns.

Of the former, six have been held, at the following places :
—

Winchendon, attendance of teachers and committees,

Mendon,

New Salem,

Edgartown,

Northampton,

Hanson,

70

104

35

26

137

144

Exercises have been given at these meetings, as follows :
—

By J. W. Dickinson, on . . .

By Geo. A. Walton, on . . .

By John T. Prince, on . . .

By Geo. H. Martin, on . . .

By A. C. Boyden of Bridgewater, on

By Mrs. G. F. Guild of Marblehead, on

Principles of Teaching.

C Arithmetic.

< Penmanship.

(_ Reading.

{Language.

Programmes and Course

of Studies.

(Geography.
History.

Political Science.

{Arithmetic.

Physiological Effects of

Alcohol.

Primary Organization.

L-imary Teaching.

( Prii

[ Prii
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Beside the regular exercises of the day session, an evening

lecture has been given in connection with each institute. The

speakers have been the Secretary of the Board, on The School

System of Massachusetts; Mr. Geo. H. Martin, agent, on A
Practical Education ; Rev. A. D. Mayo, on Country Schools.

Both the day and evening meetings have been largely at-

tended by the citizens of the towns, and much interest has been

excited.

The meeting at Edgartown was especially gratifying both to

the conductors of the institute and to the friends of education

in Dukes County. For several years the lateness of the sea-

son at which the meetings have been held, bringing cold and

storms, has prevented the teachers of the island from gather-

ing in force. This year all things seemed to be favorable, and

the institute was attended by seventeen of the twenty-three

teachers of the county, and by nine of the fifteen committee-

men. Gay Head was the only town not represented.

It is hoped that the results of the meeting will be to awaken

a deeper interest among the people and to encourage the teach-

ers and school officers to continued eiforts to improve the

schools.

The second kind of institutes, to which most of the time

has been given, is an enlargement of the scope of the agency

work.

The agents of the Board, each by himself, or with the sec-

retary, visit individual towns, inspect all the schools in com-

pany with the local committee, afterward meet the teachers

and committees, and spend the whole or a part of a day in

conference concerning the condition and needs of the schools.

At these meetings criticisms are made on existing defects in

buildings, equipment and methods of work, plans are pro-

posed for remedying the evils, and illustrative exercises are

given upon methods of teaching.

In addition to this, in most of the towns, the people

are addressed in the evening by the secretary or agents, or

both.

This form of institutes has given general satisfaction, and the

committees and teachers everywhere speak of them as stimu-

lating and helpful.
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The following towns were selected at the beginning of the

year for this work :
—

Berkshire Co.— Alford, Becket, Clarksburg, Dalton, Florida,

Monterey, Mt. Washington, New Marlborough, Richmond, San-

disfleld, Savoy, Washington.

Franklin Co. — Bernardston, Buckland, Erving, Gill, Heath,

Leyden, Monroe, Rowe, Shutesbury, Sunderland, Warwick,

Wendell.

Hampden Co. — Agawam, Hampden, Holland, Montgomery, South-

wick, Wales.

Hampshire Co. — Chesterfield, Goshen, Greenwich, Huntington,

Pelham, Westhampton.

Worcester Co. — Ashburnham, Auburn, Berlin, Blackstone, Bol-

ton, Dana, Dudley, Gai'dner, Leicester, Mendon, New Braintree,

Northbridge, Oakham, Oxford, Paxton, Phillipston, Shrewsbury,

Southbridge, Sterling, Sturbridge, Sutton, Templeton, Uxbridge,

West Bojdstou.

Norfolk Co. — Dover, Medfield, Needham, Norfolk, Welleslej-,

Wrentham.

Middlesex Co. — Chelmsford, Dracut, Tj-ngsborough, Sherborn,

Stow.

Essex Co. — Amesbury, Andbver, Essex, Groveland, Hamilton,

Lj-nnfield, Methuen, Middleton, Newburyport, North Andover,

Peabody, Wenham, West Newbury.

Bristol Co. — Berkley, Freetown.

Plymouth Co. — Hanover, Kingston, Hull, Marshfield, Pembroke,

Pl3'mpton, South Scituate.

Suffolk Co. — Winthrop.

The agents began in September in the towns of Berkshire

County, and have been working eastward ; Mr. Prince taking

the northern towns, Mr. Martin the southern, and Mr. Wal-

ton the central.

Already numerous requests have been presented by towns

not on the above list to have similar work done for them.

These will, in time, all be reached.

Moral Education.

It should not be forgotten by the public school teachers of

the Commonwealth that human development is education. A
symmetrical development of the human mind includes a facility
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of judging correctly of the moral quality of human conduct,

and an inclination to do what is thought to be right.

The occasions that direct the attention of the children to the

right and wrong of their acts, are examples and precepts.

Young persons are affected by the examples of those who have

authority over them, and of those whom they are disposed to

imitate. More mature minds are influenced by examples, and

by a knowledge of general truths, which are the products of

their experience and their reason.

The relation which good examples hold to the moral training

of the young renders it necessary that parents and teachers

should be models of moral excellence.

The power of a virtuous life cannot be overestimated. It

convinces the reason more effectually than verbal arguments,

and it never fails to modify the character of other lives with

whom it may be associated.

General truths in an honest mind are necessary guides in

forming opinions concerning all general courses of conduct, and

they are none the less necessary in what are sometimes con-

sidered to be exceptional cases.

If one accepts the general truth, that deception is always

wrong, he will not be likely to confuse his mind by a reasoning

process to prove that under certain circumstances it may be

right.

If truth is admitted to be a first principle in morals, it will

follow that circumstances have nothing to do with it, in suspend-

ing or modifying its controlling power. After such admission,

the mind is simply to find the truth and accept, without hesita-

tation, the obligations arising from its perception.

Let all the virtues be nobly illustrated for the young by the

good examples of those in authority over them. Require these

examples to be imitated with the spirit of a true obedience to

rightful authority, until virtuous habits have been formed and

the time has come for directing attention to those moral princi-

ples which are the foundation of all right rules of moral conduct.

This is the natural and the simple method of presenting moral

instruction. It is the only method of successful teaching. If

it is skilfully employed, it will furnish the children with that

experience and those precepts which are the rational and safe

guides in the performance of the duties of life.
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I desire to call attention to the elementary course of studies

prepared by E. H. Davis, superintendent of the public schools

of Chelsea, and to the scientific course prepared by Frank A.

Hill, principal of the Chelsea High School. These courses

were prepared by special request, and, as they are the prod-

ucts of experience as well as of theory, they must be of great

service to school committees, superintendents of schools and

teachers.

In the Appendix will be found an instructive account of the

last year's experiences of the agents of the Board of Educa-

tion ; a discriminating paper on School Supervision, by Dr. A.

P. Marble, superintendent of the public schools of Worcester

;

some interesting returns relating to the practical working of

the Free Text-Book Law, and collected by William Connell,

superintendent of the public schools of Fall River ; and an able

paper by Dr. Larkin Dunton, principal of the Boston Normal

School, giving an account of his observations made in the

common schools of Germany.

These papers will be read with profit by all educators, and

by those interested in promoting the cause of popular edu-

cation.

JOHN W. DICKINSON.
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REPORT.

To the Board of Education

:

The chief part of my time during the year, has been occu-

pied in visiting schools, and in meetings of the teachers, com-

mittees and people of the towns visited. I have, as hereto-

fore, attended teachers' conventions and institutes, and have

made visits to all the State Normal and to other trainino-

schools.

With the limited number of teachers' institutes held dur-

ing the year, I have visited more schools and towns, and held

a larger number of meetings than for several years past. At
no previous time have my observations taken so wide a range.

My visits to the schools began in Essex County, were continued

in Middlesex, and, commencing again in the fall, embraced

towns in Berkshire, Hampshire and Worcester. Though made
quite largely to the schools of small towns, many visits were

also made to those of larger towns and cities. I have been

able to see most of the schools in the towns visited, so that I

have seen schools of all grades and many with no proper

grading.

In my visits I have usually been accompanied by commit-

tees and superintendents ; my daily notes contain a record of

the names of teachers, with their previous schooling, whether at

college, academy, normal, high or common school ; of the

length of time of teaching in their present location, also the

time they had previously taught ; of the number of pupils en-

rolled and present ; of the character and condition of the

house and room, whether properly lighted, heated and ventila-

ted, whether amply supplied with good blackboards and appa-

ratus. Note is also made of the condition of the out-buildinofs,

whether exposed or protected, clean or foul ; and in schools for

both sexes, whether one or two.
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I have studied the relations of teacher and pupils, to learn

whether the latter act in obedience to wise authority or conform

to arbitrary rules. I have observed the pupils' habits, whether

of industry or idleness; the modes of study and recitation ;

the teachers' methods of teaching, whether calculated to induce

patient observation, careful reflection, candid and independent

expression, or whether the pupil is blindly following a mechani-

cal round of exercises and merely committing and reciting words.

After witnessing some of the regular exercises, I have sub-

mitted written tests for points not revealed in the ordinary

work of the class. The results of my observations will be the

basis of this report, as they have been for suggestions at the

meetings of teachers, committees and people.

At these meetings I have very candidly stated the defects

with the excellences of the schools, and freely made sugges-

tions calculated in my judgment to secure for them a fair esti-

mate of their work and needs. The meetings of teachers and

committee have been fully attended, and in most instances those

of the people also. Many audiences have been gratifyingly

large. My criticisms have been kindly received by all.

Educational Progress.

A circular, prepared by a committee of the Massachusetts

Teachers' Association, propounding certain questions to super-

intendents and school committees for the purpose of ascertain-

ing what progress is making in education, was issued the

present year. The questions had reference chiefly to the grad-

incf of the schools, to courses of studies, and to the methods

in elementary reading, and composition. The replies, from the

school committees' point of view, so far as they go, represent

the schools and their methods as seen and reported from year

to year by the agents of the Board. Of 346 towns and cities

interrogated 140 responded,— 40 reporting no course of studies

and no grading ; one adding, what is known to be quite gener-

ally true, that the teachers go as they please, " hit or miss."

Not to anticipate the report of the committee above referred

to, but to introduce a few suggestions, not wholly new or origi-

nal, upon the need of more effective school supervision, I pro-

pose briefly to consider some of the evidences of educational
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progress, also some of the hindrauces to progress, which have

come under my observation during the past year.

Is there any real progress in education? Progress in educa-

tion implies more useful knowledge, and increased facility in

using the powers of the mind, as the result of better methods

of teaching and study. These ends the schools are designed

to reach. In a large class of towns, there are many conditions

unfavorable to educational progress. The vital question is, How
can these conditions be favorably modified? Among the means

necessary to good schools are, comfortable schoolhouses, eligibly

and conveniently located, properly furnished, and supplied with

the means for teaching ; a suitable number of well-disposed

pupils in regular attendance ; and teachers of good physical and

intellectual ability, and of high moral character, with profes-

sional training or successful experience, and tact for teaching
;

also, a public in hearty sympathy with the schools. To secure

most of these conditions is easily within the power of wealthy

and compact communities. They are beyond the reach of a

considerable number of the small towns.

Pkogeess in some Particulaes.

Yet even in this class of towns there is progress. If we
compare the schoolhouses with what they were at any former

period, we shall find that there has been a steady improvement.

Recent advance is seen in towns like Kichmond, Washington,

Becket, Chesterfield and Goshen, where one by one the old

houses are transformed, or replaced by new ones. With the

renovation is introduced the modern desk and seatinor. In

part this is to be credited to the abolition of the district sys-

tem, which has also facilitated the uniting of small schools.

With these changes has come better treatment of school

property. The new building, with its tasteful and comfortable

fittings, commands the respect of the pupils. I am sure much
greater care is taken to have schoolrooms ventilated by such

means as are provided. More rooms are rendered attractive by

simple decorations, by autumn leaves, pictures, colored cards,

and like devices.

It is a satisfaction to note some improvement in the build-

ings belonging to the schoolhouses. These are more frequently
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made the object of care by the teachers and committees, and

kept from outside trespassers by lock and key.

Progress is indicated by the better equipments for teaching

found in many schools. In some the history of progress can

be traced in the different pieces of blackboard which have suc-

cessively been placed in the school as demanded. Many rooms

are entirely surrounded by excellent blackboard surface. More

schools are supplied with globes and maps ; very many have

charts, numeral frame, blocks for teaching form, and a variety

of other means for illustration. In the towns of Becket and

Westhampton I found sets of expensive apparatus for teaching

fractions and mensuration ; in Northborough, seeds germinating,

for teaching the elements of botany. Two towns visited, Black-

stone and Northbridge, wisely pursue the policy of furnishing

the teachers with all the apparatus they will use.

In some high schools in these towns there are cabinets of

minerals and other specimens, while there is an annual outlay

for physical and chemical apparatus. The pupils and teachers

make pieces of simple apparatus for illustrative purposes, —

a

practice which cannot be too highly commended.

As a result of the free-text-book law, the pupils are better

supplied with slates, pencils, pens and paper ; books for sup-

plementary reading are being introduced into the schools ; and

in some a long-felt want is being met, the upper classes are

furnished with dictionaries, one for each pupil.

Attendance upon the schools in, some instances has evidently

been increased by reason of the free supply and use of text-

books. Eegularit}^ of attendance is stimulated, in many of the

towns, by the vigilance of the school committees, many of

whom publish in their reports the names of pupils that have

been neither absent nor tardy during the year or term. The

laws relating to truant children are more and more fully

enforced. And, in the factory villages especially, children

requiring certificates to work in the mills are quite regular in

their attendance during their twenty weeks' term.

Better provision is made for truant children. I have visited,

during the year, several institutions to which truants are sen-

tenced for short periods of time. The Industrial School at

Lawrence is one of these. It has accommodations for thirty

boys. The City of Lawrence furnishes about twelve, on an
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average, and a limited number is received from other places.

This institution, with its small farm, its industrial training, its

systematic instruction, its home with parental discipline, under

a board of devoted trustees, impressed me as the home of a

well-ordered and happy family. It is a sign and assurance of

progress, the philanthropic spirit which tenderly provides for

this unfortunate class of children. The Reform School at

Westborough, under the humane and rational management of

Superintendent Joseph A. Allen, by the neatness, industry and

decorum of its inmates, seemed more like a community of per-

sons acting .under self-imposed laws than like a reform school.

It is deeply to be regretted that Mr. Allen has resigned the

position of superintendent of this institution.

Great pains are taken, in many towns, to secure the best

teachers the committees can find, without regard to local or

Individual preference. There is a tendency to select trained

teachers, normal and others, wherever the means at command

will permit. The pay in many of the towns is fair. Commit-

tees are coming to realize that it requires ability and peculiar

tact to teach a primary era small district school. Accordingly,

I learned that in Marlborough extra wages are paid to induce

competent teachers to take schools in the outer districts.

Progress is most evident in the discipline of the schools, and

this is true of the schools of every class. A healthy stimulation

has taken the place of compulsion. Instead of the brutal appeal,

once so common, instead of that spirit of repression which

formerly brooded over the school, there exist friendly relations,

and the amenities of social life are observed between teacher

and pupils. Corporal punishment has become as unnecessary

as it is unpopular. At no time have the people taken a more

intelligent interest in the schools. Horace Mann once said, if

he wished to disperse a mob he would call an educational meet-

ing. At the present time, with proper notice, in most towns,

the people in fair numbers can be brought together to discuss

educational topics and matters pertaining to the schools.

The growth and increasing popularity of training schools for

teachers is an unmistakable sign of progress.

The Normal Schools were never before so full as at present,

and the demand for normally trained teachers is greater than

they can supply. These teachers find themselves less and less
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trammelled in practising tlie most advanced methods. Ttiough

but few of the teachers remain long in the towns that pay low

wages, the results of their training indirectly affect the schools

in these towns, through other teachers, who observe their

methods and catch their spirit.

The work of the several excellent training schools, estab-

lished in the cities and large towns, though less comprehen-

sive than that of the Normal Schools, is yet very effective, es-

pecially in fitting the otherwise untrained teachers to teach in

the elementary schools.

Though committees seldom go abroad in search of means for

improving the schools, suggestions for their improvement from

those entitled to consideration are readily accepted and adopted.

In a former visit to one of the larger towns, the use which the

primary schools could make of writing materials was brought

to the notice of the committee ; in my recent visit I found

every child well supplied with these, and in general making

good use of them. In a former visit to another town, the need

of more training in oral and written language in the first years,

was emphasized ; in my recent visit, the results of tests in this

kind of exercises were twenty to thirty per cent, better than

before. When I visited another large town in June, I urged

the necessity of greater vigilance in the care of the out-build-

ings ; returning in September to address the teachers and com-

mittee, my attention was called to these buildings,— a com-

plete renovation had taken place.

In my recent visits to certain towns I made a special point

of teaching the young children to read with expression, illus-

trating with the classes in the schools. As the committees de-

clared, the advantage of this and the necessity for it were

never before so forcibly brought to their minds. I shall be

surprised if, as the result of my simple illustrations, the schools

in these towns do not improve in this direction.

School committees are usually selected for the confidence

reposed in them by their fellow citizens and for their ability in

practical affairs. As a general thing the duties they are se-

lected to perform, they wisely distribute among themselves,

and these they conscientiously discharge. It is only in respect

to needs vital to the schools, for which many have not the

time or skill, and for which none are paid, that the school
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committee system fails. Of this I shall say something fur-

ther on.

The above are not the only particulars in which progress is

making. Slowly but steadily the schools are being graded,

classified, and provided with courses of studies. A course of

studies particularly to be commended is one prepared with

much care by Dr. Webber for the town of Millbury.

More attention is bestowed upon teaching, methods being

more generally adopted that are calculated to train the powers

of observation and imagination, and to present proper occa-

sions for all forms of mental activity. But what is already

stated will suffice to show that there is progress even where

the conditions are least favorable.

Some Hindrances to Peogress.

Under this head, I desire to give illustrations of obstacles to

progress, presented by some schools which I have visited

during the past year. It may serve to enforce the necessity

for the State's fostering care, and especially for providing a

more efficient form of supervision than that by school commit-

tees. These illustrations will be given under the topics, school-

houses, small schools, school furnishings and apparatus, at-

tendance, means of support, teachers, principles and methods

of teaching, and school committees.

Schoolhouses. — Turning to some of the small towns, we

find schools keeping in ill-contrived, dilapidated, untidy build-

ings. In such I have, during the past year, seen pupils sitting

upon narrow boards without support for the back, and with

feet dangling above the floor. The desks are placed against

the wall upon three sides of the room ; and whilst the older

pupils, facing these, are suflfering with the cold, the younger

pupils, surrounding the stove, are sweltering with the heat.

This is one type of several styles of old-fashioned schoolhouses

in which schools are still kept. Two of the three in one of the

small towns are of this pattern ; while the third, though more

recently built, fully matches them in its many signs of neglect.

In addressing the people I could not refrain from telling them

the town ought to be indicted for cruelty to her children.

I have seen, during the year, a number of schoolrooms whose

capacity affords less than one-half the air demanded for good
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health ; one gave but 84 cubic feet of air space per pupil

;

another, but 72 ; another, a recitation room, but 30 ; while health

demands 250 cubic feet of space per pupil.

Many of the rooms visited are poorly ventilated, and many,

too, imperfectly lighted. A prevailing fault consists in having

the light in front of the pupil. One room, in a house compara-

tively modern,. 28 feet by 30 feet, had, to 15 feet of floor space,

but one foot of window ; while the ratio of space for lighting

to the floor surface, should be as one to six or eight.

Among the questions discussed in town meetings, those relat-

ing to the abandonment of old schoolhouses, to the readjust-

ment of school districts, and to the formation of union schools

for contiguous towns, are most prominent. I was called to advise

about the location of a union school, where the towns interested

have been contending for more than two years ; and, while the

children get no relief, the contention still goes on.

Small Schools.—The great number of small schools kept in

many of the towns is a hindrance to educational progress. In

eight towns visited, upon the Hoosac and Berkshire Hills, the

average attendance to a school was but fifteen pupils. Of

course many of these schools must be too small to excite great

enthusiasm in pupils or teacher. Three schools visited had

severally three, two and three pupils belonging ; the first of

them had but one present the day of my visit ! The abolition

of the school is always attended with difiiculty. "It will

depreciate property in the neighborhood,"" involve transport-

ing children ;
' " numijers may increase" or " the school may

abolish itself." The house is there, so the little school is

retained. To keep down the expense, a cheap teacher is hired,

or the school term is shortened. Many schools are kept the

bare twenty-four weeks required by law.

One city visited divides its schools from the highest to the

lowest on the basis of sex. By this plan several conditions

which result impede educational progress.

FarnisMngs.—The furnishing of many schoolhouses is less

complete, and far less conducive to comfort, than that of the

well-to-do farmer's kitchen ; there is a single chair and a desk

for the teacher, but no chair fur the visitor ; no table, a bruised

and rusty stove with bricks in place of legs, and other furni-

ture to match, with not even a clock or thermometer.
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Want of apparatus is a characteristic of many schools ; no

blocks, no numeral frame, no globe, no maps, nothing of the

kind, did I find in full half the eighty schools last visited. Forty-

one were marked deficient in blackboards ; most boards were

short in quantity and of poor quality. Some were mere bits

of board, rough planed, and covered with paint and varnish.

Several new buildings have the boards badly located. A special

fault is, that none are placed on the front wall, their use for

teaching purposes being wholly overlooked. It is rare to find

a district school with any kind of reference books, if the una-

bridged dictionary be excepted. This serves the entire school

for purposes of pronunciation and definition, and would serve

equally well if the school were much larger, so little is it con-

sulted.

Attendance. — Among the above conditions are some that

tend to lessen the school time of the children, and to make
their attendance irregular. To these may be added the neglect

or indifference and sometimes the cupidity of parents. In

some towns no provision is made for enforcing the truant laws.

In several towns I have found one or two families of children

whose schooling is almost wholly neglected. And so the num-

ber of school children enrolled is fifteen or twenty per cent,

less than the number of school age in the town. And in many
schools, and in some entire towns, out of the pupils enrolled,

twenty to thirty per cent, are absent.

Means of Support.— In some of the small towns, the schools

are much restricted for the means of support. Sometimes the

lowest motives seem to prevail. For example, in several places

visited, I learned that, at every town-meeting where school ap-

propriations are to be made, citizens who vote liberally for all

material interests persistently strive to keep school appropria-

tions down, and this for the reason that they do not appreciate

an institution which appears not to afiect them personally. So

a few illiberal-minded persons often cause serious embarrass-

ment to the schools.

An act of the legislature of 1884, having for its object the

improvement of the schools of the small towns, made a new
distribution of a portion of the income of the school fund. In

some instances the tovns reduced their appropriations on ac-

count of the additional sum apportioned them by this act. So
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that instead of helping the schools, the money went to relieve

the tax-payers. This parsimonious and niggardly policy char-

acterizes some towns whose school tax could be doubled with-

out becoming, burdensome. They are among those that rank

lowest in the table of ratios of valuation raised for the support

of schools. Such parsimony is not often manifested in the large

towns and cities. Yet, in a city school, kept for primary chil-

dren, at the time of my visit, on a cold day in winter, only six

children were present out of twenty-three belonging, and these

with their teacher were gathered about a small salamander stove

in the corner of a room of capacity for fifty children. Such

a condition of things needs no comment.

There are towns, and their number is not insignificant, that

are relatively poor ; the population is scattered and decreasing
;

farms are abandoned or held by families that have to struggle

for existence. The number of schools in proportion to the

number of children is large ; the taxes for other purposes are

heavy. When these reach twenty or more dollars on a thou-

sand, it can hardly be expected that the school tax will much

exceed what the law requires. Such towns deserve sympathy,

and should have some relief.

Teachers. — Another obstacle to educational progress is the

great proportion of inexperienced and unprofessional teachers

employed. One-third to one-half— a majority in some towns

— have been teaching less than one year. A young person—
in many instances, one who has just completed the studies of the

district school— is employed to teach in his own or a neighbor-

ing district. The wages are too low— four or five dollars a

week— to command trained teachers. Here and there, among

the hill towns, there is a Normal graduate ; but many towns

have not one. High schools in the vicinity sometimes try, by

forming special teachers' classes, to give the necessary fit. But

I do not find that a novice in teaching, coming from the high

school, has much knowledge of the philosophy of his work, or

much skill in teaching elementary branches to young children.

With a large class of teachers the whole period of service is

very brief. They have time to make a few crude experiments

upon the children, and then they seek some more attractive or

lucrative position or employment. And this were well, if their

places could be better supplied.
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In visiting many schools which I had previously visited

within six or eight years, I saw few teachers that were teach-

ing in the same schools ; few, indeed, that I had ever met before.

In one town, five out of six were keeping their first term in their

several schools ; in another, all the teachers had been less than

a term in their present places. In an important village school,

I was told that, for a long period of time, the teacher has been

changed nearly every term.

Want of professional zeal is a serious fault, or rather short-

coming, in the class of teachers I am considering. They have

had no special training to excite their enthusiasm, and if they

had zeal it would be without knowledge. They do not read

books or periodicals pertaining to the theory and practice of

teaching. They do not attend teachers' conventions for instruc-

tion. Addressing a corps of fifteen to twenty teachers, just after

the meeting of the Massachusetts Teachers' Association, re-

cently held at Boston, alluding to some interesting exercises

presented, I found that no one of the teachers of this town,

not thirty miles distant, was present
; yet in that meeting were

presented carefully arranged exercises to illustrate the very

topics these teachers are daily teaching. There are, say, ten

thousand teachers in the State ; by estimate less than one thou-

sand in all attended this convention. It is fair to presume that

not more than one hundred and fifty came from thirty miles

away, and that the large proportion of those who came this dis-

tance were superintendents, classical and high school teachers,

heads of grammar schools, or persons drawn thither by social

relations. That so few of the teachers most needing the in-

struction availed themselves of the opportunity does not prom-
ise much for educational progress, so far as the body of the

teachers is concerned.

Studies, — One who sighs for the school of the *' three R's,"

need only remove to some of our school districts to enjoy its

full benefit. For it exists to-day as literally as it ever did.

Arithmetic, reading and writing, the latter in the most re-

stricted sense, engage the whole time of many a teacher.

The obstinacy Avith which the elementary schools resist the

introduction of teaching in the elements of natural science, is

almost as great as years ago, when Agassiz said, in substance,

that we could not have scientific men in this country, for the
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reason that the foundations for scientific research were not laid in

the elementary schools. These elements are especially adapted

to train the mind through the powers of observation, and so to

fit it to pursue all studies by a scientific method. It is be-

lieved that a judicious introduction of these studies would go

farther than anything else can, to train the pupil to the use

of his active powers, and so fit him for any study or occupa-

tion in practical life.

Principles and Methods of Teaching. — Some principles of

teaching are constantly violated by untrained teachers. Proper

objects are not presented to occasion ideas. Rules in arithmetic

are learned before any illustration of the process is seen. The

pupil begins geography by reading a book ; before he sees a

globe or has observed the natural features of his own village,

he begins to study a map. In this and other studies the pupil

learns to repeat the expressions of others, rather than to thiuk

and invent expressions for himself. He analyzes problems by

a formula; he seldom makes the problem, or gives it indepen-

dent solution. He is plied with questions ; he does not take a

topic and unfold it. In many of the schools little is done to

train the pupil to describe a natural object, or to arrange in

logical order the items of a letter or other writing. And the

power of fluent, systematic and accurate description is but

rarely cultivated.

If we take any one branch taught, — for example, reading,—
we shall find but little progress in methods of teaching. The

A, B, C method quite extensively prevails. The young child is

still required to spell out each word as he reads ; he stops at a

comma and counts one, at a period and counts four, and so on ;

he is directed to keep his voice up at one mark and let it fall

at another. He calls the words of piece after piece, through

the successive books of a prescribed series, till he knows them

by heart, and is thus soon in reading beyond his years. The

exercise becomes an irksome task and is performed in the most

senseless way. It would seem that the preliminary work is to

stupefy the child, and then to train him to read to the sense.

It is much as it was under the old heroic practice in medicine

:

first, the system was depleted ; then, at great disadvantage,

nature was allowed to begin her curative work. In the read-

ing the unnatural process is too often followed to the end.
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The teachers in the higher schools complain that the student

cannot study because he has not learned to read. The supple-

mentary reading sometimes attempted in these upper schools,

to make up for the deficiencies below, is, by reason of these

deficiencies, seldom a success.

I find no special exercises for training the vocal organs, and

for the correction of faults in reading and speaking quite prev-

alent both among children of foreign and of American parent-

age. To realize how little effective training is given to the

ear, an organ directly concerned with vocal culture, one has

only to note the various spellings of a simple word by children

who use the word orally, but have never before spelt it. A
want of purity of tone is common among the school children.

The training in this direction is wholly neglected ; and some-

times bad habits are induced by the constant demand made

upon the pupil to read and speak louder.

But it is not necessary to go further into the details of the

failures of the schools in the several branches. These have

been made suflSciently prominent in former reports by myself

and the other agents. It is enough to say that my observa-

tions the past year repeat the experience of former years. In

the teaching of all the branches, in the class of schools under

review, there are two general faults : first, a want of thorough-

ness in the fundamentals; and, second, a tendency to commit

and repeat words without comprehending the ideas they repre-

sent. And these are likely to continue, so long as the schools

are committed to teachers without training or experience, and

without intelligent and constant direction.

School Committees.— All educators are agreed that schools

without skilled teachers are about worthless ; they are equally

agreed that, without good superintendence, good teachers will

not be secured or retained and that poor ones will not be im-

proved ; hence, in all countries having a system of public

schools, two things are provided for at public expense, the

training of teachers and the employment of persons to direct

their work. The less training, the greater the need of skilful

supervision. With us the supervision of the schools devolves

upon school committees ; these are chosen for a term of three

years. The committees, like the teachers, are liable to hold

oflSce for short periods of time. Four out of six towns recently
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visited have changed their committees entirely within six years.

The majority is often changed in less time. With this change

is liable to come a change of policy ; the text-books change,

the course of studies undergoes modifications, the methods and

the studies change ; the former committee favored singing and

drawing, the present deem these to be ornamental branches ;

the former favored written, the present prefers oral spelling

;

one prescribes more mental the other more written arithmetic

;

one would have more oral teaching, another a strict adherence

to the text-book ; one gives language teaching the preference,

another relies upon the study of grammar to secure correct

speaking and writing. And it is possible that the umpire in

neither case is entitled to have an opinion.

Many committees rarely visit the schools, some never; they

go no farther than to attend to prudential affairs, and be present

at the stated meetings of the Board. The selection of one from

each school district, the custom in some towns, is worse, so far

as concerns the employment of teachers, than the system re-

cently abolished, which permitted prudential committees to

nominate the teachers. By the present plan the nomination is

equivalent to an election ; under the district system the nominee

was not sure of a single vote and was often rejected.

Yielding to the demand of the people, the policy of the com-

mittees is quite largely to employ home talent for teaching ; it

is generally cheaper, but what is saved is often at the expense

of the school. I find the appointment of teachers is frequently

made without previous examination. The opinion seems to

prevail that one who has passed over a prescribed course of

studies is fitted to teach them. I sometimes find the least ex-

perienced teachers in the town experimenting with a village

primary school, or practising upon a mixed school in an outer

district,— two kinds of schools erroneously thought to be least

important, or least difficult to teach.

The schools present some needs which most committees find

it difficult to supply. Among these are courses of studies and

direction in methods of teaching. But few of the towns have a

definite course of studies; many, indeed, no prescribed course

whatever, beyond a very generally understood outline of the

branches to be taught. Where a teacher is employed who has

not the ability to frame a proper course of studies or to arrange
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a suitable programme, the school lacks graclingi classes multiply,

and, almost inevitably, the school makes a profitless run to the

end of the term. When this is reached, the teacher retires, to

await a re-election, or perhaps to repeat his experience in an-

other place.

Referring again to the recent convention of the Massachu-

setts Teachers' Association, it may be assumed that out of the

two thousand persons, more or less, serving on school commit-

tees in this State, not twenty attended that convention. Few
ever attend such meetings, and, as I am told by teachers, some

discourage the attempt of teachers to practise in their schools

what they have learned in the school convention, because the}',

the committees, are not able to see its import.

These strictures are not made to disparage the office of

school committee, but to intimate that it is charged with du-

ties which are beyond its powers, and hence that little prog-

ress can be expected where the office is not supplemented by

some means to make up for its inherent deficiencies.

Where towns are thus restricted in the means for making

good schools, with poorly constructed schoolhouses, little

apparatus, irregular attendance, a partial and one-sided cur-

riculum of studies, methods which ignore important principles

of teaching, untrained, inexperienced and itinerant teachers,

and inadequate supervision, the inference is inevitable that

there can be but little progress. That under the circumstances

the schools do not retrograde is a wonder.

SUPEEINTENDENTS THE GeNEEAL NeED.

Aside from the improved discipline of the schools, it will

be noticed that the particulars in which progress is general, as

stated in the first part of this report, are largely upon the

material side. They are in the equipments for teaching rather

than in the teaching itself. Improvements in the methods of

teaching are mostly limited to individual schools, often to some
one branch of study in a single school, the work of a trained

and skilful teacher. Occasionally superior results are reached

in a particular branch by all the schools of a town ; these re-

sults can usually be traced to some member of the school com-

mittee who is, or has been, a practical teacher; one who is

somewhat permanent in his office, and who, bringing his skill
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in this, his favorite branch, to bear upon all the teachers of his

charge, succeeds in indoctrinating them with his methods and

in communicating his enthusiasm. What this one committee-

man does for this particular branch, for the schools of this one

town, is what needs to be done for all the branches taught and

for all the schools of every town. Towns may be found where

superior results are reached under the school committee system.

But with an approach to unanimity, school committees them-

selves admit their inability to direct teachers in the methods of

instruction ; they readily welcome to their aid the superinten-

dent of schools, whose special duty it is, and this is a good sign

of progress.

The replies to the committee of the Massachusetts Teachers'

Association which indicated progress, were largely from cities

and towns employing superintendents. These are generally

towns of dense and considerable populations. As population

concentrates, the school system becomes more complex. As
wealth accumulates it is made possible to employ specialists for

special departments and better teachers for all. With the com-

plexity and the means in hand, efficiency and economy every-

where dictate the employment of an expert to superintend.

The office of superintendent implies superior ability in or-

ganizing and directing the work of the schools. W^ith the

office everywhere comes better grading both of schools and

studies, better teaching and more skilful training. The most

noticeable result is seen in the elevation of tone given to the

schools as a whole, and especially to the lower classes and the

backward pupils. No one will claim that the superintendency

tends to make geniuses ; it may be fairly claimed for it that

it does tend greatly to elevate the mass of the children. Its

first work everywhere, has been to improve the primary in-

struction, its best to level up the lower portion of the school

and the class.

This it does through rational methods. Through objective

teaching and slate work it stimulates the powers of observation

and imitation ; through the consciousness of something done, it

stimulates the desire for power ; through the consciousness of

something learned, it stimulates the desire for knowledge ; by

a proper recognition of effort, it gives zest to the endeavor of

the humblest child. Under this system the schools begin to
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deal with realities ; less and less is the mind treated to abstrac-

tions. The mind is developed, instead of being crammed with

senseless symbols. The educating influence of the various

studies is kept in constant view. To this progressive work, in

the last twenty-five years, the superintendents of schools have

given an impulse whose value is beyond estimate. To this

source we are to look for even greater progress in the future.

Another has said that the great problem is to supply cheaply,

and in sufficient numbers, competent teachers. The Normal

and training schools are doing what they can to meet the de-

maud, but they do not go far enough nor fast enough. The

State expends, say $200, to fit a teacher at the Normal School,

and the money is well expended, for every one keeps a better

school than he would have done without the training, and most

pay the State a large dividend for the investment. But the

teacher will probably leave teaching in a few terms or years,

and an untrained teacher will take his place. Suppose, at the

same time that the Normal School graduated a teacher, it had

sent out a superintendent who had power to mould, inspire

and instruct a corps of teachers, in a few years we should

have, as the result, fifty skilled teachers keeping good schools.

It is everywhere true that good teachers are found where

there is the right kind of a superintendent. Where the means

at hand will not command, he makes them. Let this office be-

come universal, the number of good teachers is sure to in-

crease, and the schools will everywhere make progress.

The office must be made sufficiently remunerative to enable

a person to devote his whole time to the supervision of the

schools. It is necessary for the superintendent to be a good

teacher, at least theoretically. His office should be as free

from unnecessary changes as the agency of a mill, or as the

presidency of a college. His duties are to assist the committee

in all ways to improve the schools, — by keeping alive the

school spirit, reporting plans for school buildings, preparing

courses of studies, advising and assisting in the selection of

teachers and of text books, and especially by directing the

teachers in the methods of instruction. By his superiority,

and by virtue of his office, the superintendent is to be princi-

pal teacher of all the schools of his charge.
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Every city in this State, with two exceptions, employs a

superintendent of schools ; many of the large towns have adopt-

ed the plan ; sixty-five permanent superintendencies exist, and

in no instance, with a single exception, to my knowledge, has

the office ever been given up. The law authorizes the union of

towns for a supervisory district, or two or more towns may,

by concerted action of the school committees, elect the same

person to superintend, and apportion the time and pay of the

superintendent among the towns. Instances of this plan have

existed, and have proved very satisfactory. Canton and Wal-

pole are superintended by the same person ; so are Milton and

Quincy.

But how are the superintendents to be trained ? The answer

is, in the colleges, where chairs of pedagogy are maintained,

and especially in the Normal Schools. Some of the State

Normal Schools are well provided with all the means for train-

ing persons to superintend. Nor need the training be limited

to men. Here, as in other parts of the country, women pos-

sessing executive ability and literary acquirements could qualify

for doing effective work as superintendents. We have had

examples of successful women superintendents in our State, as

formerly in the town of Blandford and now in Dover, and of

the same character, at present, is one of the Boston super-

visors.

It is impossible, under present circumstances, to supply

every school with a good teacher. But there is no serious dif-

ficulty in the way of placing a well-trained superintendent in

every town in the State. With the ability which characterizes

the large class of our teachers as persons, under efficient super-

vision our schools will match the best in the world.

What seems a necessity, in order that uniform progress shall

be made throughout the schools of the State, is that the system

of superintendency shall be extended to all the towns. As
seen, the system is fully established in most of the cities and in

many large towns. Others, as fast as they are made aware

that their schools are not keeping pace with their neighbors',

will, one after another, adopt the plan. With these it is an

easy matter. The committee, wishing to be relieved of duties

they cannot perform, and convinced of the advantage of em-

ploying a skilled agent as their executive, ask authority of the
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town to appoint such an officer ; the town grants the request.

There then remains to the committee the duty of selecting and

fixing the salary, just as in the case of a teacher. But, in the

small towns of six, eight or ten schools, the case is different

;

the initiative has to be taken by one or by several of the com-

mittees of a group of towns ; concerted action of the towns is

necessary ; one town may prevent the union. If the committees

secure the votes of all the towns, there may be difficulty in

uniting upon one suitable person to superintend ; the appor-

tionment and pay of the superintendent present another ob-

stacle ; and so, to the present time, few unions have been

effected.

While the plan of employing superintendents is generally

approved by school committees, here and there are found those

to whom the difficulties seem insurmountable. Some anticipate

difficulty in securing a suitable person to superintend ; some

are debarred by the additional cost to the town. Some do not

realize the defects of their schools, or the excellence of others

in comparison. The towns, and in many instances the com-

mittees, need to be aroused to the defects of the schools, and

to the necessity for greater eifort, and especially for greater

pecuniary sacrifice to keep them abreast of the times.

Possibl}'^, substantial aid to a certain class of towns, by the

State, would help them to overcome their inertia and avail

themselves of this important adjunct to the school committees.

It is not for me to suggest a method for bestowing such aid,

but, as I visit the schools from day to day and year by year, I

am more and more impressed with the necessity of some more
adequate means of supervision than at present generally exists,

or can be had in a large number of sparsely settled towns with-

out substantial aid from the State.

Eespectfully submitted.

GEOEGE A. WALTON.
Boston, Dec. 31, 1885.
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REPOET.

To the Board of Education

:

I have to report, for the third year of service as your agent,

the same division of labor as in other years, into institute

work and inspection.

I was occupied during the first four months of the school

year in teaching in the thirty-four institutes held under the di-

rection of the Board. The remaining time was spent chiejfly

in inspecting the schools of Barnstable and Dukes counties.

With a few exceptions all the schools were visited. At vari-

ous times, when these schools were not in session, I visited for

purposes of comparison about eighty city schools in Boston,

Lynn, Somerville, Maiden, Lowell, Taunton, Fall River and

Worcester.

In all the towns but one I met the teachers and committees,

and spent several hours in discussing the condition and needs

of the schools. During the year I have also visited all the

Normal Schools.

The school buildings in the two counties visited are respect-

able in external appearance, comfortably furnished, provided

with blackboards, and almost all supplied with maps, globes

and dictionaries. They have the defects in heating and ven-

tilation common to most of the school buildings of the State.

The schoolhouses, out-buildings and yards in many of the vil-

lages are exceptionally well cared for by the local committees.

A few towns suffer in these respects by comparison.

The school committees are giving to the schools a large

amount of faithful service, much more than they are paid for.

Attendance.

There are many indications that the schools are in a transi

tion state. They have put on the forms of the new system,

but traces of the old are everywhere apparent. The old sys-

tem was based on regularly intermitted school attendance for a
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long period, — winter schools until the pupils were twenty or

more years old. The new system is based on constant attend-

ance for a short period, — for eight or ten raonths in the year

until the children are fourteen or fifteen years old.

Now, with many of the pupils, the school period is not only

short but it is broken into by frequent absence. My notes

show that one-sixth of the pupils regi^stered were absent at the

time of my visit. Many do not attend the early autumn school

at all. Others are absent a day or two in a week, or a week
at a time. In the spring the irregularity is greater. One re-

sult is inequality of attainment. There are many boys from

twelve to fifteen years of age who are very ignorant. Under
the old system they would have continued in school for four or

five years, and might make up some of the deficiences. Now
they will find no companions of their own age, and will drop

out as soon as the law will allow. They are cut ofi" from the

advantages of the old system and do not receive the full bene-

fit of the new.

There is some danger that the culture of the children will be

subordinated to the culture of cranberries. Throughout the

cranberry districts the school year is arranged with reference

to the fruit season. In some places there is no fall term ; in

others the schools keep through August and the early part of

September, then are suspended until December. Others begin

about the first of November. On the edges of the district

some of the schools are nominally in session, but the children

are on the bogs.

It may be that the existing arrangements are the best that

can be made, but they certainly involve a loss of school privi-

leges. The autumn months are the best for study and they

cannot be abandoned without detriment. I look with some
apprehension at the extension of the cranberry district into the

southern part of Plymouth County, where the schools already

have more hindrances than they can contend with successfully.

Local Interference.

Another survival of the old district system is a tendency to

local interference in the school management. The smaller the

district, the more marked is this tendency. If the teacher is a

native of the district there are personal and family prejudices
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which hinder her success. If she is a stranger she is the chief

object of interest and attention; she is closely watched, " all

her faults observed, set in a note-book, learned and conned by

rote to cast into the teeth " of the school committee. There is

much unintelligent criticism of methods and injudicious talk in

the presence of the children. The authority and influence of

the teachers are undermined, and the only remedy is a change

of teachers.

This evil is undoubtedly diminishing, but I have found it

serious in many districts. It has always interfered with a

proper classification of the schools. Parents have dictated the

books which the children should use, and the pages from which

they should recite. " My child shall not be put back," has

been the dictum of the parents, and the teachers have yielded

for the sake of peace.

The free-text-book system will have a decided tendency to

check this evil. The distribution of books being in the hands

of the teacher, substitutions can more easily be made, and

classification can be based on attainment rather than on pages

covered. Better still, it will be easier to wean the pupils from

the exclusive study of text-books.

Primary Work.

Still further traces of the old ideas appear in the low estimate

put upon primary work throughout these counties. This is by

far the weakest part of the system. When the children were

likely to go to school until they were twenty-one, the first two

or three years seemed of little account, and not much was

attempted beyond the letters and to read in the primer.

In the mixed schools, and in most of the so-called primary

schools, I find the little ones idle most of the time. They are

called out to read in the morning and afternoon, and then left

to themselves. I have found hundreds of children from eight

to ten years of age who could not write.

There are a few young men on the committees who appreciate

the importance of primary work and are anxious to make im-

provement, but they have serious difficulties to contend with.

Chief among these is the scarcity of suitable teachers. The

pay— from five to seven dollars a week— will not command
trained teachers. The teachers are of two classes, — those
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who have taught so long in the old way that it has become a

second nature, and those who have recently graduated from the

high school, and have only the recollection of their own pri-

mary school life to guide them.

Most of these teachers have never seen a good primary school.

Nor can they see one easily. There is no fairly well equipped

primary school below Sandwich, unless, possibly, one in Hyan-

nis. There is scarcely one in which the spirit of the modern
primary methods exists at all. There is no thoroughly equip-

ped school below the one connected with the Normial School at

Bridgewater, and that is nearly one hundred miles from Prov-

incetown.

There are no counties in the State in which the teachers are

so isolated as in Barnstable and the islands. There is no other

in which there is not some city or large town, containing good

schools, to which the country teachers can go for help.

The committee cannot teach these teachers. They are not

themselves familiar with the details of the work, nor have they

the time. The State might help these counties in two ways

:

first, by employing permanently a skilful and enthusiastic man,

who could do for these teachers what the professional superin-

tendents are doing in the cities ; second, by maintaining at two

points on the Cape, and one on the Vineyard, a model primary

school, to which the teachers might resort to learn what good

teaching is.

One such school at Harwich, another at Sandwich, and one

at Cottage City or Vineyard Haven, would be powerful levers

in raising the standard of elementary work throughout this

part of the State.

Teachers.

Of the teachers whom I found at work, 30 per cent, had

taught less than one term in the schools in which I saw them

;

11 per cent, had taught less than one term in all ; 19 per cent,

had taught less than one year, and 42 per cent, less than three

years.

Twelve per cent, were graduates of normal schools ; 44 per

cent, had attended only high schools or private schools ; 29

per cent, had received only a common school education, and

14 per cent, were college students or graduates.
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Persons sufficiently acquainted with schools to interpret these

numbers will see that the waste which they imply is great.

In the most favorable circumstances a change of teachers in-

volves loss, but in schools wholly or partly ungraded, with no

definite course of study, and with little or no internal super-

vision, the detriment is serious. When nearly one-third of the

entire teachingr force of two counties is new to the schools in

which it is working, the outcome in scholarship and discipline

must be unsatisfactory.

One result which inspection reveals is unevenness of work,

resulting partly from frequent overlapping in the course of

study and partly from the alternation of good and poor teach-

ing. Teachers often find it impossible to learn just what the

attainments of the pupils are. So, to be sure, they "begin

back." Thus it happens that some parts of a subject have been

under study several times, while other parts have been con-

sidered but once.

I have sugrffested to the committees that time would be saved

by requiring each teacher to keep a record of the organization

of his or her school, which should show the class place of each

pupil for the term. At the end of the term an entry should be

made showing how far each class has progressed during the

term. If this were done, the work of each term would connect

immediately with that of the preceding one, whether the same

teacher or a new one were in charge.

It appears that more than two-fifths of the teachers have had

less than three years' experience. In weighing these ratios it

should be borne in mind that " experience " has its minimum

value in localities where the opportunities for self-improvement

are limited. Years of service may only result in confirming

bad habits.

When a large majority have received no education beyond

what their own towns furnish, have had no opportunities to see

better schools, have received no help from local supervision

beyond occasional criticism or suggestion, have attended, at

most, one educational meeting in two or three years, and have

read but little educational literature, the situation seems to me
to be a grave one.
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Absence or Standards and Tests.

The best teachers fail to accomplish all that they might, be-

cause of the absence of definite standards of attainment. Few
of the towns have any detailed course of study. The teachers

do not know what should be expected of children who have been

in school one year, or two years, or five years. Most of the

committees have not gone as far as that in their own thought.

So the teachers, having no definite point to reach, allow the

school to drift. This is true in all the mixed schools, and in

many of the semi-graded schools. Where no goal is set, the

running lacks spirit. The brighter pupils do less than they

might, and the dull ones do little or nothing.

One result of this is that teachers come unconsciously to gauge

the success of their work by what the best scholars can do.

Frequently teachers say to me : " lam sorry you came to-day,

for my best reader, or my best writer, is absent." Both teach-

ers and committees, having no absolute standard of attainment

to which all are to be brought, satisfy themselves if one or two

excel. From a pile of badly written copy-books they pick out

the one or two good ones to show the visitor. If, in my ex-

aminations, one pupil writes a sentence or solves a problem

correctly, while all the rest are faulty, the good one seems to

atone for a score of bad ones, and both teacher and committee

appear satisfied.

As there are no definite standards of work, so, in most of

these schools, there are no tests of the work. Neither teachers

nor committees bring themselves face to face with the facts as

to the actual progress made in the schools. Lessons are as-

signed and recited day after day. Committees visit once or

twice during the term and hear recitations. Sometimes they

question the pupils, often not at all. In many schools there

are no examinations, except the daily class recitations.

So it comes to pass that when an agent of the Board of Edu-

cation appears, and submits some tests which reveal the facts,

the teachers and committees are surprised and disappointed,

and hasten to find reasons for the failure in the diffidence of

the pupils, or the novelty of the exercise, or the absence of the

best scholars, and are reluctant to admit that the real cause is

the loose and aimless character of the work.
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The country schools might be greatly benefited if the Board

of Education would prepare for them a definite course of study,

coming within their possibilities, and adapted both to the mixed

and to the semi-graded schools.

If, in addition to this, some system of examination could be

devised, and put in operation, similar in principle to the Re-

gents' examination in New York, I believe the school author-

ities generally would welcome it as a help.

It has come to be an accepted principle that examinations

have a powerful influence in determining the scope and spirit of

the work done in any educational system. This being true, it

would seem possible for the Board to shape the teaching in the

schools to a much greater extent than it is now doing, and this

without at all affecting the autonomy of the towns.

Supervision.

Most of the evils to which I have alluded would cease to ex-

ist if there were adequate local supervision, skilled and con-

stant. The defects in the present system have been repeatedly

exposed in the reports of the agents of the Board. The work
of the committees in Barnstable and Dukes counties is as srood

as anywhere in the State, but it falls far short of what the

schools need, and it is not likely to be better. Several of the

towns employ men at small salaries who give a part of their

time to a general oversight of the schools. They are members
of the school committee, but are called superintendents. They
promote unity in the school work, and in other ways improve

its character. The results of this kind of superintendence ap-

pear in Sandwich, whose schools, as a whole, seem to me to be

the best in the county. They have been for some twelve

years in the care of one man as superintendent, Charles Dilling-

ham, Esq., under whose judicious management they have made
substantial and steady progress. Falmouth has employed a

professional superintendent for two years with gratifying re-

sults.

By a union of towns, three or four such men on the Cape and

one on the Vineyard could do much to improve the schools of

both counties. They should be young men, experienced teach-

ers, who, by study and observation, have made themselves
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familiar with the principles and methods of the best modern
school work, especially the elementary work. They should be

liberally paid, and heartily supported by the committees, whose

agents they would be.

The experience of another year as your agent only serves to

strengthen the opinion expressed in former reports, that only

by the adoption of some such system can the deterioration of

the country schools be checked.

Respectfully submitted,

GEO. H. MARTIN.
Bridge-watee, Jan. 1, 1886.
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KEPOET.

To the Board of Education :

The character of my work during the past year has not been

essentially different from that of the previous year, which was

given somewhat in detail in my last report. An inspection

and examination of all or nearly all the schools of a town were

followed by a half-day meeting for the teachers and school

committee and, where it was desired, an evening meeting for

the people. In my monthly reports to the Board I have given,

among other items, an estimate of the character of teaching

which I found in each of the schools visited. The estimate

was given as very good, good, fair, poor or very poor. In

the same way I gave an estimate of the condition of school

buildings, including the ventilation, size, heating and lighting

of the schoolrooms, furniture, apparatus, blackboards and out-

buildings. By reducing these estimates to numbers and mak-
ing an average of them, there is given a result, as shown in

the following table, which indicates in a general way my idea

of the average condition of the schools and schoolhouses in

thirty-three towns located in Berkshire, Franklin, Worcester,

and Middlesex counties. Thirteen other towns and cities were

visited, but they are not included in the following list because

a part only of the schools were inspected. Such an estimate

is valueless, so far as comparison with other places is con-

cerned, so different are the standards of different inspectors.

It will also give little idea of the real condition of things un-

less the standard by which I made the estimate is known.

When absolutely no faults were observed in any particular,

the object of inspection was marked " very good." When
there were seen few faults, and those not of a serious nature.
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the mark was " good." When the faults were more serious,

and yet there was some merit observed, "fair" was given.

The marks "poor" and "very poor" were given when the

faults were serious and there were few or no redeeming points

of excellence.

Table I.
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Condition as Follows;
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Table II. — Ventilation.
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pieces of apparatus only, such as a globe and numeral frame.

These rooms were marked "poor." The rooms which were

considered fairly supplied with apparatus had, in addition to

what has been mentioned, a few other things used for illustra-

tion, provided frequently by the teachers and pupils. I marked

the apparatus of those rooms " good" and " very good," which

had all, or nearly all, of the means of teaching and illustrating

the various subjects required to be taught, and which were well

supplied with means of keeping the little ones busily and profit-

ably employed at their seats. With this explanation the fol-

lowing table may be of some interest in showing how well the

schools which I visited are supplied with apparatus.

Table III. — Apparatus.

TOWN.
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" One of the most urgent needs of your schools, in our view, is ap-

paratus, maps, charts, etc., to aid in the instruction of the scholars,

especially the younger members of the schools, who are able to com-

prehend but little of their text-books, but whose eyes are sharp and

wits keen to learn quickly from a teacher who has the knack of giving

practical illustration to the ideas she wishes to convey. We are al-

lowed to use one-fourth of the annual income from the State fund for

the purchase of such aids, but cannot do so from the fact that all the

available appropriations are needed to run the schools long enough so

the town ma}^ not be cut off from their share of the State's fund. Our

farmers might as well furnish the men they employ with rusty hoes

and dull sc^^thes, expecting to receive full value for their outlay, as to

look for first-class results with the use of ordinary text-books only, as

aids to the teachers in their work."

Eeally, however, the fault lies not directly with the people or

committee. The law of supply and demand explains this, as it

does some other questions. When there are, in the schools^

teachers who see the importance of using apparatus in teaching,

and who know how to use it, there will be little difficulty in

obtaining what is needed. The people, as a rule, are not slow

to see and to correct any waste of money when their attention

is called to it, as it would be by teachers thoroughly qualified

for their profession. Such teachers do not always depend upon

a great outlay from the public treasury to provide needed ap-

paratus, but make it themselves, or have their pupils make it,

at small expense. The very best apparatus, especially for ele-

mentary science teaching, is often that which is made or col-

lected by the children themselves. As a rule, it may be said,

that a school which has been taught by a gSod teacher for

any length of time is well supplied with the means of teaching,

and that the putting of apparatus into the hands of poor teach-

ers is of little use, because the necessity of using it is not ap-

preciated, and the methods of teaching are not known by them.

Teaching and Teachers.

In considering my estimate (in Table I.) of teaching which

I found in the schools, it should be remembered that the record

there given is only of the country schools. It should also be

understood that the standard by which I judged the work of

teachers was very high. The " good " or " very good " teacher

I regarded as one who has a well-defined purpose in all that he
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attempts to do ; one who not only leads his pupils to acquire

useful knowledge, but helps to cultivate in them those powers

of mind which will enable them to do well whatever they are

called upon to do. Applying this standard of measurement to

the everyday work of the untrained and undirected teacher, we

see very little teaching which can be called good. It cannot

be so called, when pupils are allowed to read without thought

or expression, to do problems in a thoughtless and mechanical

way, and to memorize what they do not understand. It can-

not be so called, when the recitation is conducted in such a way

as to permit the pupils to do the least possible thinking and

talking, and to give little or no attention to what others are re-

citing. It cannot be so called, when the teacher tells what the

pupils should ascertain for themselves, and when pupils are

forming habits of idleness by not having enough work, or by

having the wrong kind of work to do. It cannot be so called,

when the main object of the teacher is to keep "order," so

called, and to hear some detached and disconnected facts which

the pupils have learned from books. And yet some or all of

these faults are seen in most of our country schools to-day.

We congratulate ourselves upon the excellence and improved

condition of our schools, and perhaps there is some cause of

congratulation when we compare our schools with those of

some other places, or with those of our own State fifty years

ago ; but it is a fair question to consider whether the schools

can be performing the greatest service, or can be improving to

a great extent, as long as the teachers' preparation for their

work is limited to the education which they get in the same

schools they are called upon to teach, or even in poorly taught

academies.

What I have said thus far applies mainly to the schools of

small towns, or towns which have no superintendent of schools.

The schools of our cities and large towns are in a far better

condition in many ways. Their superiority is seen in the at-

tainments of the pupils, in the habits of industry and applica-

cation which are formed, and in those methods of teaching

which aid in developing the active powers of the pupils and

lead them to work in an orderly way. There are some natural

advantages in education which the country boy or girl has over

the city-bred child. How to retain these advantages, and at
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the same time gain the advantages of better school training, is

a question which we should carefully consider. Better teachers

and better supervision are needed to make better the schools

of these smaller towns. But there are serious difficulties in

the way of getting either one or the other of these means of

improvement. In the first place more than half of the towns

which I have visited during the past year are unable to raise

more money for schools without a somewhat burdensome tax.

It is true that a want of proper care on the part of committees

in selecting teachers sometimes places teachers in the schools

who would not be found there if the selection was based upon
merit alone ; but generally it may be said that better teachers

cannot be obtained unless better salaries are paid. What kind

of professional skill can be expected for five or six dollars a

week, with the chance of working only six or seven months in

the year ? I am convinced from careful observation of the con-

dition and needs of these smaller places, that assistance from

the State, or elsewhere, must be had before great improvement

can be made either in teaching or in supervision. The assist-

ance which is already given by the State is most gratefully re-

ceived, and in most cases wisely applied ; but it does not make
up the loss which many sparsely settled towns have sustained in

decreased valuation and population. The taxes in many places

are greater than formerly, and although the number of pupils

is less than it was, the number of schools often remains the

same, owing to the former large extent of school districts.

The relief which such towns need is that which can be given

by the State without oppressing any one with a burdensome

tax. Conditions of assistance could be so made that no lack

of local interest and efibrt in behalf of the schools would be

felt. Indeed, the assistance could be given in such a way as to

increase rather than diminish the interest of the people in the

schools, and thus lead them to raise money by local taxation

more willingly than before. In what way may this assistance

be best given ? My own impression is that the funds which are

given by the State should not be* put into the treasury of the

assisted towns unconditionally, for the general benefit of the

schools. Such a course misrht make the towns feel that their

obligation to raise money was made correspondingly less, and

the consequence would be that the schools would not be im-
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proved. There have come under my observation two or three

instances of decreased appropriation for schools as a consequence

of the increase of the State school-fund which was made last

year. It would be far better, in my opinion, to give assistance

in the direction of better supervision. If there Avere placed

over these country schools persons qualified in every way to

direct the education of children, there would be far better

teachers employed than there are at present. The work of

even the present class of teachers, who are generally intelligent

and faithful, would be much more effective if it had the guid-

ance and direction of a skilled superintendent. The services

of such an agent could be gained by the plan of district super-

vision so long advocated by the present Secretary of the Board.

Duties or Superintendents.

What I said in my last report, upon the duties of school

superintendents, has called out the criticism that the functions

there' outlined are not in many cases performed, by reason of

the fact that under the present law superintendents are, in all

respects, " under the direction and control" of the school com-

mittee. The assertion is made that superintendents are not free

to carry out their ideas and are not permitted to perform the

duties which really belong to them. It is certainly true that

there are some superintendents who are thus hampered, and

the question is often raised whether the duties of these officials

should not be more definitely fixed by law, or whether some of

the duties now enjoined upon school committees should not be

given to the superintendents. One superintendent informs me
that he has little or nothing to do with the selection of teach-

ers. Each member of the school committee has two or more
schools under his special charge and takes upon himself the

duty of selecting the teachers of these schools. In a majority

of cases in that town the selection is made from the towns- peo-

ple, with little reference to qualification. The time of another

superintendent is almost wholly given to clerical and other

work which could as well be done by a boy. These may l)e

extreme cases, but they illustrate the possible dangers of our

present system, which allows the work of a superintendent to

be determined and directed solely by the school committee.
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Free Text Books.

Although there is some opposition to the new text book law,

particularly in country towns, it meets with very general favor

throughout the State. Where the law is properly interpreted

and enforced, as it is in most places, the books are ready for

use on the first day of school— a state of things quite in con-

trast to the former condition of many schools during the first

few days of every new term. In addition to economy of time

there is economy of money. Many books which, if owned by
• the town, would be in use two or three years, are cast aside

at the end of a year when they are owned by private indi-

viduals. A third advantage of the new law is seen in a better

school attendance. In not a few of the manufacturing towns

this advantage is felt very perceptibly. In one town the super-

intendent informed me that in the high school and in the higher

classes of the grammar school there had been within a few

months an increased attendance of at least ten per cent., and

that he could attribute the increase to no other cause than to

the free furnishing of text books and supplies. Another advan-

tage of the law— perhaps a minor one— is the increased facili-

ties which school committees have of providing needed charts,

books of reference and supplementary reading. In the smaller

towns especially, I have seen a change for the better in this

respect— due somewhat perhaps to the closer contact in which

committees are brought to publishers and supply agents.

I have found objection on the part of some committees to

that part of the law which relates to supplies. In some cases

the pupils were required, in opposition to the law, to get their

own supplies, and in other places the free supply of pencils,

paper, etc., was very meagre. On the whole, however, the

entire law is very generally obeyed both in its letter and spirit.

Over-pressure.

The question of over-pressure in the schools has attracted not

a little attention of late, and although it cannot be finally set-

tled without a minute and extended inquiry into the causes of

ill-health, it may not be amiss for me to give in a general way
the results of my observation. In the country schools with
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which I am acquainted, no signs of over-work are manifest. I

do not remember a single instance of ill-health in the country

which was supposed by anybody to be caused by over-work in

school. Indeed, my observation has led me to believe that there

is too little rather than too much work in many of these schools.

The danger of over-work, I believe, exists mainly, if not

wholly, in graded schools, where large numbers are taught to-

gether, where there is greater competition than in ungraded

schools, and where the work of each pupil cannot be so easily

adjusted to his capacity and needs. And what are the facts in

these schools ? I am prepared to agree with a recent London
School Board Report so far as to say that in some of our graded

schools there are pupils who are over-worked. The number
in any school is, I believe, small who are stimulated beyond

their strength and the schools are few in which such extreme

stimulation is encouraged. When, with a large class of chil-

dren whose minds are naturally quick and active, the teacher re-

sorts to the daily marking of recitations, to the giving of. extra

credits for extra work done, to ranking, and to holding up the

danger of non-promotion before the pupils ; and when, added to

those extra inducements to work, there are given by committees

and superintendents examinations for promotion at regular in-

tervals, it would be very strange if there were not some pupils

so weak and so susceptible as to be encouraged to work beyond

their strength. There is another occasion of over-work which I

have found in a few schools, and that is the spending of nearly all

of the school time in recitation and putting off study to extra

time at home. When a school of forty or more pupils belong

to the same class, and are not separated into divisions for reci-

tation and study, there is a temptation to spend the greater

part of the time in recitation which few teachers can resist ; and

if tasks are given, they have to be learned out of school or not

at all. Pupils of grammar schools are known to feel obliged to

study two or three hours daily from this cause at a time when
they should be sleeping, or exercising in the open air. Fre-

quently, however, it is not so much over-work as over-worry

that most affects the health of the child, — that worry which

may not always be traced to any fault of system of teacher, but

which, it must be admitted, is too often induced by encourag-

ing wrong motives to study.
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In making up the verdict we must not forget that others be-

sides the teacher may be responsible for over-work and over-

worry. Tlie parents and pupils themselves are quite as often

to blame as are the teachers. An unwillingness on the part of

pupils to review work imperfectly done, and a desire on the

part of parents to have their children get into a higher class, or

to graduate, frequently cause pupils to cram for examinations

and to work unduly at a time when the body is least able to

bear the extra strain. Again, children are frequently required

to take extra lessons in music or some other study at home,

thus depriving them of needed exercise and recreation, or ex-

hausting nervous energy which is needed for their regular

school work.

It will be observed that in this charge against parents, I do

not speak of those causes of ill-health which really have noth-

ing to do with over-work, but which are oftentimes forgotten

when a school boy or girl breaks down. I allude to the eating

of improper and unwholesome food, to irregularity of eating

and sleeping, to attendance upon parties and other places of

amusement late at night, to smoking and to the indulgence of

other habits which tend to unduly excite the nervous system.

For very obvious reasons these causes of disease are not

brought prominently forward by the attending physician, who
doubtless thinks it safer and more flattering to his patrons to

say that the child has broken down from hard study, rather

than from excesses which are somewhat discreditable. While

parents are clearly to blame for endangering health in the ways

indicated, it may be a question whether the work required to

be done in school should not be regulated accordingly ; whether,

in designating the studies to be taken, and in assigning lessons,

there should not be taken into consideration all the circumstan-

ces of the pupil's life which can be conveniently ascertained,

even though those circumstances are most unfavorable to school

work and are brought about mainly through the ignorange or

folly of parents. Of course there is a limit to such an adjust-

ment of work in school, but with proper caution and a good

understanding with the parents there need be little danger of

advantage being taken by an indolent child ; nor need the

school be affected when it is understood to be a sign of weak-

ness rather than of favor to any particular pupil to lessen his
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work. Not iinfrequently there are found other causes of ill-

health than those which I have mentioned ; such, for instance,

as poor ventilation, over-heating of the schoolroom, draughts of

cold air and the like ; not to speak of the annual public exhibi-

tion, with the possible nervous excitement attending it. All

of these things are mentioned, not because they belong directly

to the question of over-work, but because it is well, in consider-

ing the question, to keep in mind all possible causes of ill-health,

that no one cause may be unduly emphasized.

I cannot close this report without referring to the hearty co-

operation of teachers and school officers in my work of inspec-

tion during the year. My criticisms and suggestions were in

almost every place most gratefully received, and such a spirit

was manifested as not only to make my visits pleasant, but to

give assurance of the great interest which the people have in

the public schools.

Respectfully submitted,

JOHN T. PEINCE.
Jan. 1, 1886.
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REPORT.

lo the Board of Education :

In addition to my work in the Normal Art School, and in

visiting towns and cities, I have during the past year given one

address at each of the Normal schools, my aim being to har-

monize the instruction of these schools, and, as far as possible,

to give to all the work under direction of the State Board of

Education the same general character. These special addresses

were received with favor, and a general desire was expressed

that others misht follow.

It seems advisable to suggest that the advancement of draw-

ing in the public schools might be promoted if some plan were

devised by which the teachers of drawing in the Normal schools

would work more in concert.

At the State Normal Art School marked advance has been

made in preparing pupils to take charge of drawing in the pub-

lic schools. In addition to attending special lectures on this

subject pupils are required to give teaching exercises in all de-

partments. Visits have been made to schools and exhibitions

to see work in progress and in completion. Furthermore, pu-

pils have been required to prepare sheets containing fifty or

sixty illustrations suitable for teaching exercises. If it were

possible to have students serve an apprenticeship in the actual

teaching of children they would be much better fitted for their

work. The changes which have been made in the course of

study have resulted in a change of sentiment in regard to

teaching exercises. When these were connected with but one

department of the school they were looked upon with disfavor,

but now the change has been so complete that students of the

advanced classes return to Class H. to receive further instruc-

tion.
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Attempts have beea made to bring together the teachers

trained at the Art School and other drawinar teachers in the

State. Only by doing this can the best results be obtained.

Many towns within easy reach of Boston have been urged to

secure for a day or two per week those who are still at the Art

School. Such work would benefit the towns and enable pupils

to prolong their studies.

Great improvements have taken place during the past few

years in methods of teaching industrial drawing. Until re-

cently drawing was regarded as simply copying the printed

examples found in a set of drawing-books. Interest in objec-

tive methods of teaching has had its effect on drawing as well

as on other studies. It was seen that the printed examples

were the result of other people's observation ; that pupils were

copying them blindly, often with but little knowledge of under-

lying principles. The drawings represented many impossibili-

ties. In perspective drawing, for instance, vanishing lines, etc.,

were made with little reference to their proper relation ; but

now all this is changed where drawing is properly presented.

The whole subject is now regarded as based on the study of

Form. The manner in which this has been developed, in con-

nection with my State work, is illustrated in the accompanying

Outline of an Eight Years' Course of Instruction. It has been

found best to arrange the work under three heads : 1st. Ob-

servation, including all that pertains to knowledge of form.

2d. Expression. 3d. Invention or Design, including all new
arrangement of form.

The first of these divisions is of the greatest importance, for

without a clear understanding of the forms presented, work of

the second and third divisions would be imperfect. It is sup-

posed that a skilful teacher is capable of presenting any object

of thought so that it may be understood. If teachers can lead

pupils to gain clear ideas of form, they are likely to become

skilful teachers of drawing, even though they have little train-

ing of hand or eye. Pupils, by repeated attempts in express-

ing a well understood idea of form, will become skilful in the

use of hand and eye ; but no amount of manual skill on the

part of the teacher will compensate for lack of power to pre-

sent the idea to be expressed. Expression of thought exer-

cises hand and eye by three means, varying in order and used
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singly or combined: they are Gonstruction (making forms),

Drawing and Language.

Construction is first employed in the primary school as a

means of expressing a knowledge of objects as wholes. When
the parts of those objects are represented, drawing is the means

of expression. Language is the poorest means of expression in

this connection, but may often be combined advantageously

with drawing or construction.

Thus taught, pupils find it as easy to represent the square

face of a cube as to copy the printed square of the book. Flat

copying is not given up entirely, but most exercises are from

objects.

The first exercises in construction require pupils to make from

working drawings, out of paper or card board, simple forms like

the cube, triangular prism, etc. Other exercises make use of

thin wood in making from drawings models of useful objects,

such as a match-box, footstool, scholars' companion, etc. Other

materials may be introduced when practicable. Some of these

exercises are, of course, particularly adapted to boys, but many
of them have been done by girls. All constructed work is volun-

tary and done at home, with the exception of some simple objects

made of paper. The drawings are made in school as a class

exercise, except where pupils ambitiously attempt more difficult

objects than those proposed by the teacher. As far as this

method has been developed teachers have only been asked to be

responsible for the drawings. The tendency of this work must

be obvious. Especially is it suggestive of an easy method of

introducing manual exercises, making them an outgrowth of the

industrial drawinor. Children ever desirous of makinoj or con-

structing have their efibrts directed in an educational channel.

The three means of expression, — construction, drawing and

language, — oflfer an excellent mental training, aside from in-

creased skilfulness in the use of hands and eyes. For neither

of these means will give accurate results unless it is the result

of systematic thought. To make, draw or describe, necessi-

tates a certain orderly procedure resulting from an orderly

habit of thought, good judgment, ideas of right and wrong,

etc., qualities which cannot be too highly valued as elements

of a successful life. We have not space to more than hint at

the important outgrowth which may be expected from this new
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departure. Although it has not been completely developed, it

has been welcomed by many educators as a valuable means of

incorporating ideas of manual training with public school

work.

All that relates to new arrangements of form is put under

the heading, Invention or Design^ expression being through

construction, drawing and language. This department is ar-

ranged in the belief that some pnnciple,— as symmetry, propor-

tion, etc.,— must lie at the basis of each exercise, and that each

demands materials for suggestion. The subject thus taught is in

harmony with the way the subject is practically approached by

professional designers. As an output of this work, pupils

may be led to apply this knowledge both to construction and

ornamentation. Thus, a design has been made to fill a certain

space. The motive has been taken from plant form. Trans-

ferring the design to some material it may be worked out as the

ornamentation of a lamp mat, a pin cushion, or a tidy. This

has often induced girls to make their first attempt at needle-

work. Where sewing is taught, drawing should be used as a

means of accurately planning the work.

The peculiar exercises of this department, and the incidental

study of plant form and historic ornament are important as

being the basis of many exercises which will cultivate the taste.

Discussions of the elements of beauty, as observed in the

pupils' surroundings at home and at school, have given rise to

illustrated written exercises, in which pupils have discussed

" Beauty in common objects."

All such exercises tend to cultivate discrimination in matters

of taste, increased interest in one's surroundings, and to develop

lasting ideas of the good, true and beautiful.

A large exhibition, showing the result of the method de-

scribed, was held last June in Quincy. Unlike industrial ex-

hibits previously held, every object was accompanied by the

drawing from which it was made. This logical and educational

way of making object work the outgrowth of industrial draw-

ing attracted considerable attention when shown in Quincy, and

afterwards in connection with the National Educational Associ-

tion at Saratoga, and subsequently at the meeting of the Massa-

chusetts Teachers' Association.
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The annexed plan will show to teachers the prominent
features of each year's work and show how to combine the
manual exercises. Towns that have introduced drawing have
already taken a step in the direction of industrial training.

An easy way of taking another step is suggested. Let all

teachers attempt something in this direction. Under skilful

direction the enthusiasm sure to be awakened will lead to desi-

rable results.

EesiDcctfuUy submitted,

CHAS. M. CARTER.
Jan. 30, 1886,
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INDUSTEIAL DRAWIKG.

OUTLINE OF AN EIGHT YEARS' COURSE OF INSTRUCTION FOR
PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS, USED AT THE MASSA-

CHUSETTS NORMAL ART SCHOOL, AND IN STATE WORK
UNDER DIRECTION OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION.

NOTES.

Industrial Drawing as herein presented is regarded by many educa-

tors as the foundation of industrial training.

It gives skill in the use of hand and e3-e, good habits of thought,

and appreciation of the beautiful.

Drawing and designing are here combined with the construction of

objects.

Where workshop instruction is introduced the drawings and con-

structed work may be of practical examples referring to courses in

manual training. This plan shows how the natural tendency of chil-

dren to occupy themselves in making objects at home, can be made

fruitful b}" intelligent direction.

The plan is arranged so that it maj^ be incorporated with courses of

study prepared b}" school committees.

It may be used either with or without text-books. Using it as a

basis teachers can determine whether to omit, or add to the exercises

of the book.

All work may refer to the following or their combinations :
—

1. Working Drawings.

2. Perspective Drawings.

3. Invention or Design.

4. Constructed Objects.
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OUTLmE OF EACH YEAK.

Ideas of form come from Observation, thej^ lead to Expression, and

may be combined into new forms b}^ Invention or Design.

FIRST YEAR.

Ten minutes daily; using slates and hlackhoard.

Observation of the forms of objects in each j'ear, by eye and hand.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Drawing, and Language.

General Form of Objects. Sphere, Cube, Cylinder, Square,

Prism, Triangular Prism. Teach objectively as wholes. Construct

each of clay. Observation and expression further developed by

moulding simple objects based on them ; as an orange, dice, stick of

cand}', etc. From the objects first used teach the common qualities

of form, viz. : Surface, plane and curved; Line, and Point.

Commence teaching and representing the details of these qualities

from models and objects.

I. Points: Position, — Centre, Above, Below, Right, Left.

II. Lines: Direction,— Straight, Curved ; Portion,— Vertical,

Horizontal, Oblique ; Relation, — Parallel, Perpendicular, Inclined;

Color,— Light, Dark. Dividing into halves and fourths.

III. Angles: Right, Acute, Obtuse.

Objects and figures containing the above should be drawn.

INVENTION.

Optional. If taught, to be similar to that of the second primary

vear.

SECOND YEAR.

Fifteen minutes daily ; using slates, paper, and blackboard.

Review work of the first primary 3'ear, including moulding.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Drawing, and Language.

From the following models : Triangular Prism, Square Prism, Pyra-

mids, etc., teach: —
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IV. Triangle: Right-Angled, Isosceles, Equilateral.

V. Square : Diagonals, Diameters.

VI. Oblong.

Judging, Measuring, Dividing, and Ruling Distances.

Draw Single Freehand. Working Views of models, objects, and

ornament illustrating the above plane figures. Construct them of

cla}^ paper, wood, etc.

Substitute paper for the slate during the last half of the year.

INVENTION.

Principles. S3'mmetry, Repetition, and Alternation.

Materials. Sticks, colored paper, Triangles, Squares, etc.

Teach pupils to arrange the materials so as to express the principles.

Subsequently replace the materials by lines. Tracing around units

allowed.

The materials may also be used to represent various objects, as

house, ship, etc. Teach the names of colors represented by the sticks

and papers, and cultivate a taste for beautiful combinations.

Combine at times, in the same lesson, form, drawing, invention,

color, arithmetic, language, etc.

THIRD YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a week; using paper and blackboard.

The first exercises review the work of previous grades, in order that

special attention may be given to the proper use of paper and pencil.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Drawing, and Language.

From Models and Objects teach :
—

VII. Circle : Semi-circle, Quadrant, Circumference, Diameter,

Radius.

VIII. Ellipse: Long Diameter, Short Diameter, Foci.

IX. Oval.

Draw Single Freehand Working Views of models, objects, and

ornament illustrating the above plane figures. Construct them from

drawings, using wood, paper, etc. Compare the beauty of curvature

illustrated by different forms.

INVENTION AND DESIGN.

Principles. Symmetry, Repetition and Alternation.

Materials. Colored Paper geometric forms both simple and varied.
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When pupils create the variations of units the arrangements are called

designs.

Ruling allowed. In all grades teachers should be familiar with the

principles of growth, contrast, repose, etc.

FOURTH YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a week; using paper and blackboard.

Review the Circle, Ellipse and Oval.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Drawing^ and Language.

From Models and Objects teach :
—

X. Compotind. Curves. Reversed. Curves.
XI. Hexagon.
XII. Pentagon.
XIII. Octagon.
XIV. Spiral.

Draw Single Freehand Working Views of models, objects, and

ornament illustrating the above plane figures. Construct the plane

figures, and objects based on them, of paper, wood, etc.

DESIGN.

Principles. Symmetry, Repetition, and Alternation.

Materials. Conventionalized Leaves, Flowers, and Buds.

Ruling allowed.

In all work strive for beauty of form.

FIFTH YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a zveek; using paper and blackboard.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Dratving, and Language.

From Models and Objects teach and draw :
—

Freehand Working Views, single and combined, illustrating Plans

and Elevations. Construct the models of paper, first making simple

developments. These models will be useful in teaching Freehand

Perspective.

Perspective Views, Freehand. The effects of foreshortening and

distance explained in connection with drawing spherical objects,

circles, cones, cylinders and objects based on them. Explain that in

a Working View the eye is supposed to be opposite each part of the
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view represented. In Perspective Drawing the eye remains in one

position.
DESIGN.

Principles. Symmetry, Repetition, and Alternation.

Making arrangements on given main lines introduced.

Materials. Conventionalized Plant Form. Use ruler and tracing

paper.

Designs maybe applied to objects, as pen-wipers, book-marks, etc.,

constructed by pupils. In this and the following years have pupils

take " main lines" from good examples and clothe them with different

material. Cultivate taste by comparing examples of good and bad

design.'o^

SIXTH YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a week; using paper and blackboard.

EXPKESSIOH",

Employing Construction, Draioing, and Language.

From Models and Objects teach and draw :
—

Working Views, Freehand and Instrumental, single and combined.

Two views given to find a third. Marking dimensions. Simple sec-

tions. Construct simple objects from Working Views, especially

models nseful in Freehand Perspective.

Geometric ProTblems, and their applications.

Perspective Views, Freehand. The convergence of parallel lines.

Drawings made from the cube, oblong block, etc., and objects based

on them.
DESIGN.

Principles. Symmetry, Repetition, and Alternation.

Materials. Conventionahzed Plant Form.

Use Rulers, Compasses, Tracing Paper, and Geometric Problems.

Make more elaborate bisj^mmetrical arrangements, with and without

outlines. Exercises may be planned in which designs are applied to

objects constructed by pupils. Historic Ornament or Naturalistic

Views of Plant Form, occasionally. Use them as a means of culti-

vating taste.

SEVENTH YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a week; using paper and blackboard.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Drawing, and Language.

From Models and Objects teach and draw :
—
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Working Views. Freehand and Instrumented, single and com-

bined. Marking dimensions. Advanced developments. Simple in-

tersections. From measurement make full sized, and scale drawings

:

also encourage home construction from drawings of such objects as

Lamp Shades, Picture Frames, Footstools, etc.

Geometric Problems completed.

Perspective Views, Freehand. General Review. Prisms, Pyra-

mids, Plinths and objects based on them ; Groups, Tinting.

DESIGN.

Principles. S3'mmetry, Repetition, Alternation, and Balance.

Materials. Conventionalized Plant Form and Details of Historic

Ornament.

Use Instruments, Tracing Paper, and Geometric Problems. De-

signs may be applied to objects constructed b}^ children, such as Lamp
Mats, Pin Cushions, Match Boxes, etc.

Historic Ornanaent or Naturalistic Views of Plant Form, occa-

sionally.

In all exercises cultivate appreciation of the beautiful.

EIGHTH YEAR.

Thirty minutes three times a week; using paper.

EXPRESSION,

Employing Construction, Dratoing, and Language.

From Models and Objects teach and draw :
—

Working Drawings. Freehand and Instrumental. Instrumental

work to employ the T Square, Scale, Triangles, and Drawing Board.

Practical illustrations of drawing applied in industrial pursuits, Sec-

tions, Intersections, and Developments. Continue to encourage home

construction from drawings of useful objects ; such as Boxes, Bird

Houses, Tool Boxes, Brackets, Trays, etc.

Perspective Views, Freehand. Frames, Crosses, and objects

based on them. Leaning objects, Groups, Tinting.
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DESIGN, Optional.

Principles previousl}' studied combined with those of Applied

Design.

Materials. Conventionalized Plant Form, Historic Ornament,

Nature.

Design Wall Paper, Inkstand, Paper Weight, Hinge, etc. Occa-

sionally have objects designed that may be constructed by needle-

work, etc. Miscellaneous ornament ilhistrating the highest forms of

beauty.

Use Drawing freely each year in illustrating other studies.
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SCHOOL superyisio:n',

BY

ALBERT p. MAEBLE,

SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS, WORCESTER, MASS.





COMPLETE AND COMPETEN^T SCHOOL
SUPERYISIOJS^.

The subject of the present discussion is a broad one : and a

proper understanding of what may be said requires that every-

one who gives attention to it should himself make cettain modi-

fications in his own mind, to adapt it to his own locality and

circumstances. . . . The astronomer discovers a new aster-

oid and locates it by its latitude and longitude, or its right ascen-

sion and declination ; and his discovery is announced to the

world. If, now, another astronomer wishes to observe the

asteroid, on another continent, at another season of the year,

at a different hour, in a different latitude, he must know how

to make just the proper allowance for the change in the earth's

position, for the variation in latitude, for the motion of the

asteroid, for the rotation of the earth about its axis, and even

for the observation of light, before he can point his telescope

to the exact spot where the heavenly body is to be seen. In

like manner certain observations will be made concerning school

supervision in the latitude and longitude of Worcester. These

observations taken literally may not all apply to the longitude

of Boston or Pittsfield ; perhaps not exactly to Milford or

Fitchburg ; but with the proper modifications which the judicious

hearer will make, they may be profitable in any place not too

remote.

Education is something by far more comprehensive than

schools. It is acquired not alone in schools ; they aim at edu-

cation, but they do not secure the whole of education, only a

part of it. The school is a means to this end. And there are

schools and schools.

President Garfield is reported to have said that the very best

kind of a college is a log with a boy on one end and Mark
Hopkins for his teacher at the other end ; that is, the best
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possible training for a boy is intimate association witli a thor-

oughly trained and well-rounded man. And President Eliot

has said that a' good school consists simply of a first-rate

teacher. There is no doubt, I think, that the best possible

training for a child is the constant daily association with a

mature and highly cultivated man or woman, who should direct

his studies, stimulate his curiosity and interest, and then point

out the means for satisfying this awakened interest ; and who
should also direct the child's intercourse with other children

without their knowing it. Such a training, by one fully compe-

tent, and knowing also the value of self-reliance and self-help,

is perhaps the most complete kind of a school. It involves

its own superintendency. The trouble about furnishing that

kind of school is, that, numerous as are the candidates for the

position of teacher, there are not enough to supply the country ;

as a rule they do not approach the requisite standard ; and they

couldn't be paid ! Think of it : a thoroughly trained teacher

for each child ! The nearest practicable approach to this

ideally best kind of school is one in which three or four dozen

children together are in charge of such a teacher for a long

series of years, or until they are capable of entering upon a

course of independent study.

A school of this kind being independent, and having no re-

lation to other schools, would need no supervision. Here also

it is impossible to find teachers enough, or, if found, to sup-

port them, who are capable of conducting a class of children

from the beginning to the end of even the limited public school

curriculum. Think of that : a high-school master or at least

a grammar-school principal in charge of every individual school-

room in the town ! It would cost too much ; and even if we
had them, none but the men would, as a rule, be permanent.

Even such an ideal school as this would not cover the whole

field of education. There is another and a most important

factor, always present, and always to be taken account of,

namely : The parental discipline and control. It is the ignor-

ing of this essential factor which furnishes the excuse for cer-

tain enthusiastic and ill-advised reformers to criticise the public

schools, because the children are said to be lacking in a kind

of training which it is the duty of parents to provide, and

which our present common schools do not and should not
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undertake. I refer to teaching trades, and to all that deftness

which has, through long ages, been acquired by the race, and

which must be handed down from father to son and from

mother to daughter. How to keep house and how to do the

chores are learned unconsciously at home as we learned to

walk. The same is true of a wide field of knowledge of com-

mon things. Moral instruction also comes largely in this way.

Every teacher may be vastly superior to the average parent in

many of these little knacks ; and the teacher may make himself

useful, incidentally, in all these directions, in supplementing

the work of the home. Morally, also, he may occupy a higher

plane than some parents. He cannot, however, with profit

and success, assume all the teaching here referred to, for he

has not complete control of the children. And however much

good he may do, that will be a sorry day for the pupil when

he learns to distrust his parents, unless he has become capable

of self-direction. Defective as the parental discipline may be

in some unfortunate cases, it is probably better than leaving

children to themselves; and we assume, as teachers, a grave

responsibility when we undertake to relieve parents of the

burden of training their children in the important particulars

herein alluded to,— a responsibility which God and nature have

placed upon them. Teachers should seek to co-operate with

parents. They should be careful to do nothing to diminish

the child's respect for his parents,

I.

But the ideal schools referred to above are not possible, both

because the right kind of teachers cannot be found in sufficient

numbers, and because not enough money could be appropriated

to pay them, if found. A few children, as in an aristocracy,

might be educated in that way. Something like it has been

the custom in the great schools of England, where the aristoc-

racy has been educated. For the mass of children in a democ-

racy, a different scheme must prevail ; and the best attainable

education for all is undoubtedly better than the best education

for the few.

It is this attempt to provide a good education for all the chil-

dren of a community, and the impossibility of providing for
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all the ideally best, which necessitates school supervision. A
town may be able to find good teachers and pay for them, and

one best teacher to supervise the rest, when the town would

not be able to furnish one of the best teachers for every school,

— a teacher profoundly educated in all branches of study, ac-

quainted with the best modes of instruction, and familiar with

men and afiairs. Moreover, in the conduct of schools in the

cities and largest towns, it has been found by experience to be

most profitable to grade them. The schools then become mu-

tually related, so that one must supplement another. Even in

the smaller towns a more advanced school, a High School, is

required, both by law and by the necessities of the case, to

which all the others are tributary. The necessity for supervi-

sion then arises from the relation of schools to one another

;

and also, especially in the smaller towns, from the possibility

of employing at least one superior teacher who may greatly im-

prove all the others.

This necessity, under the conditions in which we find our-

selves, may be illustrated thus : a competent shoemaker without

assistance will make a first-rate boot. Population has increased

so that too large a proportion of shoemakers would be needed

to make the boots singly and by hand. They have to be made

wholesale, and in factories. It is found to be far more econom-

ical to divide the labor and leave a single part of the process

to be done by one set of men, and another part by a difierent

set of men. By this means a good product is secured at far

less cost. The highest skill for the entire process is not re-

quired in each individual workman ; and the highest skill is

secured in each individual part of the partial process. In such

a factory supervision is required in each department, and a

general superintendence of the whole becomes a necessity. As
another illustration : an eminent artist, unaided and alone, may
paint a picture. But the pictures of a great master cost thou-

sands of dollars. We cannot all afibrd such pictures, and there

are not artists enough to paint us each one. So we put up

with engravings and chromos. It is better to have good chro-

mos or engravings than to have poor paintings— mere daubs—
or no pictures. The wholesale manufacture of engravings and

chromos necessitates supervision. There is something analo-

gous to this in a system of public schools ; but, as in all para-
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bles, the analogy is not complete, and neither of these illustra-

tions should be pressed too far. Unlike the work of the artizan

and the artist, the training of the mind is a spiritual thing, and

not to be measured by any set rules or computed by weight or

size. And the best product is to be spiritually discerned.

II.

In a general way school supervision consists in a controlling

authority able to discern and to secure this spiritual product

;

the development, that is, of the highest type of manliness and

womanliness attainable under existing conditions, in all the

children of the town. It includes, then, the selection and ap-

pointment of teachers, the classification and organization of

schools, determining the course of study, directing as to meth-

ods of teaching and discipline, and judging of the results.

Incidentally, also, this supervision includes attention to the

material part, the houses, furniture, apparatus, books, etc.,

and to the finances ; for a wise economy of means is a part of

all good or great achievements.

The nature of school superintendence naturally divides itself

into two, and perhaps three, heads : — 1st. In the smaller

towns, with one or two dozen schools, each in a different neigh-

borhood, and taught by one teacher, with sometimes a central

school of higher rank. 2d. In the larger towns and smaller

cities, with large graded schools, having each a principal ; and

3d, perhaps, in the great cities, where a still more remote direc-

tive authority becomes necessary.

1st. It is commonly supposed that city schools furnish

advantages vastly superior to those of the country. In

some respects, no doubt, they do. They are gen-

erally kept for a longer term ; they generally are better

provided with houses, books, and apparatus ; their teachers are

more permanent and better paid— which means that many of

the best go to the cities ; in them the course of study is usually

more comprehensive, and the standard of scholarship, as tested

by mere knowledge, is generally higher. On the other hand,

in the country, the boy or girl goes to school as a relief from

home duties ; he has more leisure to think, and less excitement

to distract his attention : he is in intimate contact with nature
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and real things ; he finds it necessary in school to rely more

upon himself, and to stand as an individual, and not merely as

one in a class— he is a raediaaval warrior, and not a mere unit

of a modern army; though often, perhaps, traversing less

ground in the school curriculum, he comes to his study with a

freshness and an appetite which the city boy may have lost

from too much school ; and what he studies, if only he has good

instruction, he is more likely to reflect upon and to digest, than

if he were surrounded by the thousaud-and-one diversions of a

city. . . . And yet, whatever comparisons may be made
between city schools and country schools, the difterences are

unavoidable, and inherent in the conditions of each. Paved

streets are necessary in the city, and they are never so muddy
as a country road in spring ; but they are hard and noisy ; they

destroy wheels and horses' hoofs. Which ever you prefer, the

fact remains that we must pave city streets ; and we shall not

pave the country roads. Equally inevitable are the differ-

ences between city schools and country schools. Each should,

so far as possible, however, adopt the excellences of the other;

the city school by bringing into the schoolroom natural ob-

jects, and, in a thousand ways, the freshness of the country;

and the country, by adopting those improvements which have

been devised in the best city schools. I prefer to speed my
horse on a country road, provided it is smooth ; and I prefer to

educate my child in a country school, provided it is as good as
«

it may be.

The supervision needed in tlie country towns is concerned,

first of all, as elsewhere, in selecting the best teachers, and in

making them as permanent as possible. Time was when each

district of a town had its prudential committee or agent, and

each agent had his sister, or cousin, or aunt, who would teach

the school till the revolution of the seasons and of the political

wheel brought in another agent. Competent supervision by

the town, even the smallest town, gradually introduces a corps

of teachers trained more or less thoroughly, and then retains

them for a succession of terms. In case there are not more

than five or six months of school in each district, one compe-

tent teacher might teach alternate terms in two districts. la

these schools good supervision vastly improves the classification

of pupils. The great bane of ungraded schools,— that is, schools
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with pupils of all ages and every variety of attainments, — is a

multiplicity of classes. The fact is, in no good school do all

pupils stand alike for a term, however well they may have been

classified at first. The only way to keep them all together is to

create a sort of bed of Procrustes, stretching some and chop-

ping ofi" others, to the injury or the ruin of all. In the un-

graded school the classification is only a little less complete

than in the graded. No great harm will happen if the classifi-

cation is made less complete, and the number of classes fewer.

In St. Louis there used to be, I believe, sixteen or eighteen

grades, and promotions every six months. In Boston there are

eight or nine grades, and promotions yearly; the same work,

substantiallv, being done in both cities in the same number of

years. Quite likely the schools of Worcester might be arranged

in five grades, with promotions once in two years, without

absolute ruin ; and the schools of Euralville may have only

three or four classes, and still do excellent work.

Eural supervision, again, secures in all the schools of the town

a better method of teaching, uniform in all the schools, carrying

to each the excellences of all the others, and, if complete and

competent, suggesting the best to all. And finally,— for space

will not permit me to enter more into detail,— all the district

schools may be made to produce a degree of training so similar

in character and degree, that the town High School may equal the

best, instead of expending its energy in preparatory work and

thus destroying half its usefulness.

As it is, a bright country boy or girl, with nothing but the

district-school training, on entering the city schools at the age

of twelve or fourteen will usually, in a year or two, outstrip the

average pupil of his own age in those schools.

Given a complete and competent supervision of those

schools, and they furnish the best opportunity for good

children of ordinary ability. Taking all elements into the ac-

count, — the bad, the dull, and the lazy,— I am not so sure

that the average would be so high in these schools as in the

closely graded city schools.

To be complete this supervision should secure weekly visits

and conference with the teacher. It ought to be sufficiently

minute to make the acquaintance of every pupil individually,

and to note his progress from week to week. The spur to the
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teacher and the stimulus to the pupil's ambition from such out-

side inspection, and suggestion, and commendation, quickly

appears in improved work and delighted interest.

2d. In the larger towps and the smaller cities the work of

supervision includes all this and more. In such places, besides

the selection and appointment of teachers, fixing the course of

studies, organizing the schools, etc., there is the work of fre-

quent promotions from grade to grade, the constant introduction

of inconstant pupils, and new pupils, the crowding of schools

here and the thinning of them there, incident to a restless and

growing population, and the everlasting, though not always

successful, endeavor to keep within the appropriations, and to

provide new schoolhouses and new books and apparatus when

and where needed. Here, also, it becomes of vital importance

that the public be kept informed concerning the workings of

the school system, and that their interest in the schools should

be intelligent as well as warm ; for nothing appeals more

strongly to the hearts of the people than the welfare of their

children. Such supervision, in a city of moderate size, cannot

be exercised individually by any one or two men. Including,

as it does, a personal knowledge of the progress of all the pupils,

individually, beyond the acquaintance of the teacher, it must

be done largely by the principals of schools. And here the

work becomes of two sorts : first, professional ; and second,

general.

(a) Selection of teachers, appointing them to schools (for not

all teachers equally competent are equally fitted for a particu-

lar school), fixing the course of studies, examining and promot-

ing pupils, adopting new text-books,— all this is professional

;

and it should be in the hands, chiefly, of those who make a busi-

ness of education, or who have special fitness for directing the

internal affairs of schools.

(6) Building and caring for schoolhouses; supplying fuel,

ventilation and light; the finances, including salaries; public

sentiment respecting the schools ; keeping en rapport with the

public, for you can go no faster than the people follow,— they

are the fountain, far above which the stream cannot permanent-

ly rise, — all this is general.

In the details of the professional part of supervision, the

principal of a school has a personal knowledge of the individual
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pupil's progress by seeing him every week. He promotes the

pupil to a higher class whenever the interest of the pupil and

of the class demands it ; or he demotes him for the same reason.

He observes and reports the work or the neglect of the assis-

tant teachers; attends to the discipline of the school; and, in

short, he is concerned that the education of a child, in passing

along through his school, in the several grades and under nu-

merous teachers, is one consistent whole, and not a series of

hitches or jumps from grade to grade. He watches not only

the progress in study, but the more important development of

character and the acquisition of moral power ; that is, the real

education of the child. He superintends the examination of

classes. He reports the absence of truants, and exerts his

influence to prevent truancy ; he settles cases of discipline re-

ferred to him by teachers ; and he meets parents to hear their

complaints, and to confer with them about the progress of their

children. He has the care of the schoolhouse, sees that the

janitor attends to his duty, and reports the necessity for repairs

to house or furniture. So much for the details of work in an

individual school. For the general system, in the whole city,

another agency is required, whose work consists in examining

and appointing teachers, and examining their work in school,

and their execution of such rules as may be made for their

guidance, both directly and through the agency of principals

as shown above ; who distributes the pupils among the several

schools, and listens to appeals of teachers or pupils in cases or

discipline, or promotion in grade and the reverse ; who watches

the working of the school system, introduces new methods of

teaching or new subjects of study, and fixes the relative time

and attention to be devoted to them ; who directs the work ot

special teachers, as of music, or drawing, or writing ; who
strives to keep watch of educational progress and adopt im-

provements ; who equally watches and wards oif educational

charlatanism,— a work of greater diflBculty ; in short, who seeks

to adapt education to the time and place.

3d. A metropolitan system differs but little from that in the

smaller cities, except that it covers a wider field, and employs

more subordinate agencies in its supervision. The district of

a Boston principal is larger than an ordinary town ; and the
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whole city is assigned to half a dozen supervisors, each of whose

fields is as great as an ordinary city.

Such, in general, is school supervision. To point out in de-

tail all that it includes, is as impossible as to tell what it is to

keep a good school or to carry on a large factory ; to conduct

a retail store, or to manage a large army. Success in the work

requires ability to see and do what needs to be done. No two

places are alike ; and no two years in the same place bring up

the same questions for decision and action.

III.

The entire control of public schools has been placed by law

in the hands of the school committee. This body always con-

sists of three, or some multiple of three, members elected for a

term of three years ; one-third of whom are elected annually.

It is thus a conservative body, since its complexion can not be

changed in less than two years. It is a representative body in

this State, elected by the people. Within its sphere it has an

authority as absolute as any, under the laws. Its members are

personally liable if they do not provide schools at the expense

of the city or town, to the extent required by law, even if the

town refuses to make the necessary appropriations ; apd the

town is liable for the expense. They may hire rooms for the

schools, if the town refuses to provide them ; and they are the

judges of the necessity for more school accommodations. They

elect and fix the salaries of the teachers ; they may for cause

expel a pupil from school, or compel the attendance of a pupil

by the aid of truant officers whom they elect. They may choose

a superintendent who acts under their authority and whose sal-

ary they also fix. The whole corps of teachers, then, and the

superintendent, are both under the authority of the school

committee and are paid by them. In the State of Rhode

Island, the teachers and the superintendent are elected and con-

trolled, in a city, by the school committee, and paid by the

city council. They must then serve two masters ; one of whom
may cut ofi" their heads, and the other may starve them. It

has been said that one cannot serve two masters— God and

Mammon.
School supervision, then, is with us vested in the school
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committee. Their authority, in a growing number of instances
,

is in part delegated to a superintendent, and to the principal

teachers indirectly, as outlined above. The chief part so dele-

gated is professional, and relates to the internal conduct of the

schools. The general supervision, — that which relates to the

schoolhouses, the finances, the public, etc., — and some portion,

greater or less, of the professional part, is usually exercised by

sub-committees. The ordinary school committee is usually

composed of men and women each one of whom is best fitted

for a particular part of the work ; and quite generally, I think,

they organize themselves so that each can do the work for

which he is best fitted. One, for example, is well calculated to

look after the schoolhouse ; another, to care for the finances ;

another, to examine schools and teachers, and so on. I have

heard of Normal Schools in which the embryonic teachers were

given to understand that the average school committee is to be

tolerated as a necessary evil, — probably not familiar with the

best methods of teaching, and inclined to obstruct progress. I

have not foUnd it so in my experience. And if it be so in any

case, the fact remains that the committee should be presumed

to fairly represent the community ; and the wise teacher will

introduce a reform in teaching and school discipline no faster

than he can carry the community along with him ; and he will

begin by reforming the community and the committee.

Teaching is coming more and more to be a profession ; and

one who prepares himself for the work, and continues in it,

ought to be reasonably secure in his position, since it offers no

hope of large pecuniary rewards, and security is in itself a re-

ward. Through fear, perhaps, of the fickleness of committees,

a movement was started last winter to secure a law making the

tenure of teachers permanent. I signed a petition in favor of

that law ; but I was not disturbed by its failure, because prac-

tically the tenure is as secure now as it would be under the

proposed law. The power of removal would have remained

then as it does now. In our State nothing is permanent when

the public demand a change. Even the judges, appointed for

life, may be removed by abolishing the court ; and when the

committee remove a teacher against the will of the people, the

committee itself may also fail to be re-elected. The competent

teacher who can keep a good school will generally please the
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people. In fact, the ability to so please is a prime factor in

bis competency ; and such a teacher does not fail, once in a

thousand times, to please the committee also. If a committee

should become corrupt, and discharge a good teacher for the

sake of a personal favorite, then the community is also corrupt

if it does not reform the committee.

Committees are generally busy men, and they delegate a

good deal of authority to the superintendent, and then do their

duty by aiding him and watching him. This officer, then, be-

comes an important factor in school supervision. He ought to

be a man of thorough education ; an experienced teacher ; a

man with positive and definite opinions on all educational ques-

tions, yet not opinionated ; a man without crotchets, or hobbies,

or visionary theories ; able to appreciate the value of a theory

which he does not approve ; careful of the rights of both teach-

ers and pupils ; capable of defending his views with force and

earnestness, and equally capable of abandoning his position

when he finds it untenable; open to argument; full of tact

;

courteous ; honest and aboveboard ; ready to drop dead issues ;

forgiving; easy to be entreated
; patient; enduring all things,

believing all things, hoping all things ! There is no such man,

to be sure ; but the superintendent ought to approximate to

this standard.

With an enthusiastic love for children, and a zeal according

to knowledge, he is in a position to conciliate conflicting opin-

ions often ; and he may so bend all forces towards the one aim

— the improvement of the young— that his influence for good

upon the rising generation may be great.

As a rule, superintendents are teachers, promoted for their

excellent work. And in them the teachers find helpers and

friends, and the schools great profit

!

A chief excellence in a school superintendent, it seems to

me, is to discover superior teaching and spread it from school

to school. In this way the bad disappears.

Another is to have the teacher free, as far as possible, and

unhampered by every unnecessary restriction and regulation.

For, after all, the main business and profit of teaching rests

with the teacher ; and supervision is most useful in selecting

the best teachers, and then in helping and not hindering their

work.
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Finally, none of us— neither the public nor the committee,
neither superintendents nor teachers— should be impatient for
results. The most worthless plants often grow rankest. Flesh
and muscles receive quick nourishment, but nerve tissue and
the substance of the brain grow slowly. And far more mod-
erately are lasting improvements made upon human minds and
character.
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FKEE TEXT-BOOKS Al^D SUPPLIES.

Massachusetts from her earliest days has been noted for the

interest she has taken in the ediication of her youth. In 1642,

while a colony, she passed her first educational ordinance. By
this it became the duty of the selectmen of every town to see

that parents and guardians taught, by themselves or others,

their children and apprentices the rudiments of learning, under

a penalty of twenty shillings. By the above act instruction

was made general but not free. In 1647, an act was passed

which is the basis of our free public schools. By this, every

township of fifty householders was required to appoint a person

to teach all children that might be sent to him, to read and

write. The wages of such teacher were to be paid by the pa-

rents or guardians of the children sent, or by the inhabitants in

general. It was also ordered that every town of one hundred

families should maintain, in addition to its common school, a

grammar (now called High) school for the fitting of pupils to

enter the University.

Upon the foregoing basis, with such modifying enactments

as from time to time seemed necessary for the better promotion

, of education, Massachusetts has to-day, perhaps, the best system

of free public schools in the world.

Previous to 1873, children were required to provide such

text-books and stationery as they might need in their school-

work at their own expense. This fact prevented our schools

from being absolutely free ; and, in the case of poor parents who
could not supply the articles necessary, because of their poverty,

many children were deprived of school privileges, notwith-

standing attendance, by law, was compulsory.

In this year the legislature passed a law permitting cities and

towns to authorize their respective school committees to furnish
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text-books to all the children in the schools free of cost. Com-
paratively few towns availed themselves of the provisions of

this permissive act. Among those who did may be mentioned

Fall River, Lowell, Woburn, Watertown.

In March, 1884, the following law was passed :
—

Section 1. The school committee of every city and town shall

purchase at the expense of such city or town, text-books and other

school supplies used in the public schools ; and said text-books and

supplies shall be loaned to the pupils of said public schools free of

charge, subject to such rules and regulations as to care and custody

as the school committee maj- prescribe.

Sect. 2. Pupils supplied with text-books at the time of the pas-

sage of this act shall not be supplied with similar books by the com-

mittee until needed.

Sect. 3. This act shall take effect upon the first day of August,

1884.

The foreofoiug law is similar to that of 1873, the main differ-

ence being that the law of 1873 is permissive in its character,

while that of 1884 is compulsory.

From the passage of the act in March, 1884, to the day it

took effect in August, ample time was given for school officials

to make all necessary preparations for carrying its provisions

into effect. This time was utilized in obtaining information

from those places which took advantage of the permissive act

of 1873, respecting their method of purchasing, distributing

and keeping the account of the various articles supplied teach-

ers and pupils. It is believed that the law is now obeyed in

every town in the State, and that an honest effort is being made

to carry its requirements into practical operation.

But this, like all other laws, will be operative and of value

only so far as it is in harmony with the genius of our govern-

ment and enlightened public sentiment. A republican govern-

ment rests upon the intelligence and virtue of the people, and

Massachusetts, in order to promote these qualities in her citi-

zens, has by law made attendance at school compulsory. If

the State has the right to make attendance at school obligatory,

then does it not follow that she should furnish at public expense

the text-books and appliances necessary for the children to ac-

quire the branches of learning taught in her public schools?

On this basis the law is presumed to rest. This legislation
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being of recent date, information bearing on the topic will be

of general interest and value.

In December, 1885, a circular of inquiry was sent to the su-

perintendents or school committees of most of the cities and larger

towns in the State, for the purpose of ascertaining how the "free

text-book" law was working, and to get the sentiment of the

different places respecting its value. It contained the follow-

ing interrogatories :
—

1. How does the attendance in your schools, since the adoption of

the •' Free Text-book System," compare with the attendance previous-

ly secured under the old plan ?

2. Does the new way of furnishing text-books induce parents to

keep their chikiren in school longer than they did under the old plan?

3. What effect, if any, has this system on the attendance in j^our

High School?

4. Since the adoption of free text-books, what has the annual

cost been?

(a) The aggregate cost each year.

(b) The cost per capita on enrolment each year.

(c) The cost per capita on average attendance each 3'ear.

5. In how many instances, if any, in your city, has it been as-

certained beyond a reasonable doubt, by competent authority, that

contagious diseases have been communicated from one pupil to an-

other through the medium of free test-books ?.

G. What advantages, if any, has this new way of furnishing text-

books over the old way?

7. What disadvantages, if any, adhere to this new sj'stem which

did not adhere to the old one?

8. How is the system regarded generally (a) by the teachers (b)

by the pupils and (c) b}^ the parents?

Replies have been received from twenty-eight cities and

towns, giving the information sought, so far as sufficient data

were at hand upon which to base it, and make it valuable. The

cities and towns that responded are : — Adams, Blackstone,

Clinton, Chelsea, Cambridge, Fitchburg, Fall River, Glouces-

ter, Lawrence, Lynn, Milford, North Adams, Pittsfield, Som-

erville, Somerset, Woburn, Weymouth, Ashfield, Attleborough,

Brookliue, Dedham, Framingham, Leominster, Northampton,

Watertown, Westfield, Brockton and Haverhill,

The following extracts are inserted here for the purpose of
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giving the information which the circular called for. To the

fifth question, every place reports that free text-books have

never been known to be the medium by which contagious dis-

eases have been communicated from one pupil to another.

George B. Church of Ashfield says :
" The new system has

not been tried long enough to warrant a final judgment, but is

regarded with favor by school officers and others who are inter-

ested in school matters. The supplies are furnished promptly,

while, in the old way, scholars frequently had to wait a long

time for them. Without doubt, if submitted to vote, the new

way would continue." Cost per capita on enrolment : 1884,

$1.00 ; 1885, 84 cents. Cost per capita on average attendance ;

1884, $1.33; 1885, $1.11.

Superintendent W. P. Beckwith of Adams says: "I know

of several instances of children over fourteen years of age who

have continued in school on account of the new way of furnish-

ing text-books. Most of them are in the high school." In his

school report he says : " The most important event of the past

year has been a change, prescribed by an act passed by the

legislature of 1884, by which cities and towns are required to

furnish to the scholars in the public schools all necessary books

and supplies without cost to the pupil. This law went into

efiect at the beginning of the fall term. There were many ele-

ments of uncertainty, even of perplexity, involved in the

change. The principle had always seemed to me a sound one,

and I have seen nothing in the practical working of the plan to

change my views. The aggregate expense cannot fail to be

much less than when individuals made the purchases separately.

The average cost of the books is at least 35 per cent, less to

the town than it formerly was to the pupil, and the reduction

in the cost of supplies, such as paper, pens, pencils, etc., is

very much greater than that. Besides, the books are put into

the hands of all the pupils on the same day, and much time is

thus saved at the beginning of every term. Of course the

proper care of the books and other property makes some labor

for the teachers, but I think they have found it less than was

anticipated, and doubt if any of them would be willing to avoid

the labor of the new system by returning to the annoyances of

the old. The greater part of the extra work, such as marking

and distributing the books, falls upon the superintendent or the
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principals of buildings. Several teachers have mentioned to

me the g-reater care which the children seem to take of the

books than was formerly the case, and there is little doubt that

their feeling of responsibility may be made the means of teach-

ing them a useful lesson." He further says :
" A possibly inju-

rious effect of the system is that scholars leave the high school

without any books belonging to themselves, and are, perhaps,

therefore, less likely to regard the little collection, which such

graduates formerly had, as a nucleus of a larger collection. It

is also possible that it may increase the tendency to a feeling

of dependence on the part of the pupil, but I do not believe it.

The whole number of different scholars in our schools in a year,

now, cannot vary much from 1,700, — with an average mem-
bership of about 1,325, and an average attendance of about

1,250. To supply these with books and materials, an annual

expenditure of about $1,500 will be necessary."

Superintendent B. B. Russell of Brockton says that the

system saves time in the schools, because all the pupils are

promptly supplied with the articles they need ; that he knows

of no disadvantages, and that the law is regarded favorably by

teachers, pupils and parents.

Superintendent Scott of Blackstone says :
'

' All the pupils

are supplied promptly now, and at about two-thirds the ex-

pense of the old way to the parents."

Superintendent Crocker of Dedham says : "Books are now
promptly furnished pupils. Much less friction with parents

about supplying books. No disadvantages to the system worthy

of note. That teachers and parents regard the plan favor-

ably."

Superintendent O. B. Brace of Lynn says: "Attendance

has increased, — partly due to free text-books. Several par-

ents send or continue their children into the high school by the

new plan, increasing thereby the attendance to a large extent.

The cost per capita on enrolment is $1.63, and on the average

attendance $1.84. The system is favorably regarded by teach-

ers, pupils and parents, although teachers complain of the

extra trouble entailed by the system in ordering and in keep-

ing account of books, etc. Another disadvantage becomes ap-

parent, although it may be only fiction ; that is, that the books

are not as well made now as before, — more like Hodge's
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razors, ' made to sell,' — at least that has been our observa-

tion."

Superintendent T. H. Day of Pittsfield says :
" Our attend-

ance has increased steadily since the adoption of the free text-

book system, but I am unable to say to what extent the fact is

due to that system."

In reference to the high school he says: " The attendance

has greatly increased, but it is impossible to determine to what

extent this increase may be due to free text-books." The aver-

age annual cost per capita he reports to be about fifty cents.

" By the new system the cost is, of course, much less in the

aggregate, and a very common cause of complaint by parents

is removed. The system is regarded favorably by all."

Dr. F. A. Shurtleff of Somerset says that the advantages

are better attendance, less expense for books, better school

work, saving of time in organizing classes, and greater econ-

omy in the use of school supplies. The system is regarded

with favor by teachers, pupils, and a majority of the parents.

The cost per capita on enrolment is 75 cents, and on average

attendance 87 cents.

Superintendent George R. Dvvelley of Watertowu says

:

'
' It is now fully ten years since this town deliberately adopted

the ' free text-book system,' and it is not the new thing with

us that it is in many places. The pupils have all the books

needed, and they are supplied lohen needed. I should think

the system perfect if the town would give to each child leaving

the grammar schools, or the high school, the text-books used.

As reference books in later life and in later studies they would

put the child in better condition than he now is. The old

method had this advantage."

F. B. Richardson of Woburn says: "It gives me great

pleasure to respond to your circular of inquiry, for the reason

that the subject of ' free text-books ' has for a long period been

of great interest to us, and, as far as I am able to discover,

Woburn may claim the honor of being the first toAvn in the

State to avail itself of the permissive law of 1873, and issue

to pupils necessary supplies free of expense. We have a larger

per cent, of children whose parents are in indigent circum-

stances than any other town in the State ; and as far back as

1866 Mr. Thomas Emerson, then superintendent of schools
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here, claiming as authority Public Statutes, chap. 38, sects.

30, 31 and 32, recommended that the books furnished to pu-

pils unable to buy their own, should be owned by the town

and lent in successive classes. This practice became the estab-

lished custom, and was followed until September, 1873, when,

after a full discussion, the town voted to furnish all pupils

with free text-books and other necessary supplies, thus exceed-

ing the provisions of the statute passed by the legislature in

March, 1873, which referred only to text-books. In the su-

perintendent's annual report, published March, 1875, Mr.

Davis says :
' Having tried this plan one and a half years we

are prepared to speak with some assurance of its merits. We
can assert with truthfulness that it has worked for the good of

the schools unqualifiedly, and that we experience fcAver petty

annoyances on account of the purchase of new books.' Yet^

strange to say, the vote authorizing free text-books was re-

scinded the same year, and the town returned to the old way
of supplying them. In April, 1881, the town, again voted to

furnish text-books and other supplies free, and this practice

has continued from that time till the present."

*'More children of poor parents attend than before, and

they are kept longer in school on account of free books. The

advantages claimed are : every pupil has his books furnished

the first day of school ; he is compelled to habits of neatness in

using them ; and the plan secures uniformity of work, by having

uniform quality of paper, pens, and blank books."

"The cost per capita on enrolment for 1882, 1883, 1884

and 1885, was 85, 88, 57 and 91 cents, respectively; and the

cost per capita on the average attendance for the same years,

was $1.14, $1.11, 75 cents, and $1.33."

Superintendent S. A. Bent of Clinton says :
" Since the

adoption of the free-book system in this town, a difterence of

from five to ten per cent, is noticeable in increased attendance

in grades from eight to the high school inclusive. Cost per

capita on enrolment, $1.18 ; and on average attendance, $1.38.''

Superintendent E. H. Davis of Chelsea says: "In high

school the attendance is considerably larger than last year.

Cost per capita on enrolment, about one dollar."

F. S. Cutter, agent committee on supplies of Cambridge,
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says : " Attendance increased more than usual, and in the high

school a great gain.

" Cost per capita on enrolment, $1.29; cost per capita on

average attendance, $1.66. Stationery not included in above.''

" The advantages of the new way of supplying books are:

(1) Economy to the people. (2) School work begins more

promptly ; and (3) The children receive greater training in

habits of cleanliness and caring for books, owing to the system

in vogue in Cambridge of constant inspection by the teachers

and the agent.

" The disadvantages are : (1) Time is taken from teaching for

the work of distributing and caring for books and supplies,

and for keeping necessary accounts. (2) Under the former

system families, as well as the pupils themselves, derived cer-

tain advantages from owning text-books of practical value

;

especially was this the case in instances where the text-books

were about the only books of value the family possessed."

Superintendent M. L. llawley of Gloucester reports the

cost per capita on enrolment for 1884 and 1885 to be $1.40

and $1.19, respectively; on the average attendance for the

same years, $1.68 and $1.48. He claims advantages for the

new system, and says that it is regarded favorably by all.

In Framington, O. W. Collins reports the cost per capita on

enrolment to be $1.00 ; and on average attendance, $1.18.

He saj^s : " This system is liked by teachers and pupils, but

despised by committee and tax-payers. It has no advantages."

Superintendent W. T. Leonard of Milford reports cost per

capita on enrolment, first year, $3; second year, $1. On
average attendance, $3 + for first year; and for second, $1.

The system, he says, " is most thoroughly liked by all friends

of the public schools "

Superintendent J. L. Brewster of Lawrence cannot report

cost because of insufficient data. He says that the attendance

is better in higher grades, and he claims great advantages for

the new system. He says :
" I fear that one marked disadvan-

tage or evil will appear as the years go on; viz., the in-

creased feeling that everything must be supplied at the public

expense, that the parent has no responsibility for his own. The

system is favorably regarded by all, — teachers, pupils and

parents. I think the system has come ' to stay '
; that it will be
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stronger each year ; and that it logically belongs to the public

school system."

Superintendent J. Freeman Hall of Leominster reports cost

per capita on enrolment about $1, and on average attendance

about $1.50. He says: "The system has advantages and is

regarded with favor."

Superintendent G. C. Fisher of Weymouth reports cost per

capita on enrolment to be $1.20, and on average attendance,

$1.40. " The system," he says, "is regarded favorably all

round."

Superintendent J. G. Edgerly of Fitchburg replied as

follows :
—

"Free Text-Books and Supplies.

Expenditures for the year, . . . .^ . . . $4,121 62

Per Contra.

Sales of books and supplies, 122 55

Net expenditures, |3,999 07

" Of this amount it is estimated that the sura of $250 was ex-

pended for books and supplies for evening schools, leaving the

expenditures for day schools $3,749.07.

" The books and supplies furnished the evening schools are.

kept separate from those belonging to the day schools, book-

cases being provided for each school.

"The cost of books and supplies per pupil in day schools,

for the year, was $1.18 based on whole number registered, and

$1.62 based on average daily attendance.

"The amount received from sales ($122.55) includes the

money received for books and supplies lost or injured— for

which pupils are responsible— and also the amount received

from pupils who prefer to buy their books. The teachers col-

lect the money from pupils that lose or injure books and sup-

plies, and they also sell books or articles to pupils at cost.

The teachers pay the money so collected to the superintendent

and he to the city treasurer.

" An opinion prevailed to some extent, before the law went

into operation, that a great many parents would prefer to buy

books for their children, rather than allow them to use the
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books furnished at the expense of the city. That this opinion

i s not sustained, is evident from the fact that the cost of all the

books and supplies purchased by pupils in this city, from Dec.

1, 1884, to Dec. 1, 1885, is less than $75.

"In relation to the practical working of the law, the testi-

mony of several teachers is submitted :

" Principal Hultng of tbe High School :
—

The system of free test-books has been in practical use in this

school one year and four months. It has been found to have its ad-

vantages and disadvantages, the former so greatlj' predominating

that we should be unwilling to abandon the plan, even if the law

allowed such change, as, of course, it does not.

The great advantage lies in the fact that all school supplies are at

the control of the teacher, and no delays b}' reason of absence of

such helps need occur. If they do occur, it is because the teacher

has neglected to take time by the forelock.

The books appear to be used with as much care, certainly, as when
' the ownership was private. Indeed, since the teacher has some re-

sponsibility in the matter, more care is secured. For the 3'ear ending

Julj^ 3, 1885, the books issued numbered 1,673. Of these it was

found necessar}'' to re-bind 75 before using them again. The fault,

however, was plainly in the flims}^ character of the binding in the

case of 50 of these. In the other 25 there appeared to have been

some carelessness in handling, but very little was culpable. In-

stances of defacing are not numerous.

A great help in the care of books is insistence that they shall be

covered. Paper for this purpose is provided, and the pupils do the

work, after a little practice becoming ver}^ expert in the matter. The

covers not only protect the books from soiling, but save abrasions

and strengthen the binding. Upon them are written the names of the

pupils, and any other inscriptions that might find a place upon the

book proper.

How far the saving to the parents by this system has explained the

large increase in the size of the school (over 20 per cent.), cannot be

exactly determined. Since the increase is in the direction of the re-

maining for a longer time of the pupils alread}' in attendance, rather

than in that of an arrival of new pupils, it seems probable that its

effect is not very great, the general popularity of the school, and the

difficulty of obtaining lucrative employment in business, being more

efficient explanation of the increase.

We do not perceive any disadvantage arising from the lack of pei--

manent ownership on the part of pupils. It was, and is, possible for
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pupils so desiring to purchase their books and supplies. Last year

33 persons availed themselves of this privilege and bought 57 books
;

only one, however, bought all the books needed. Some of the

teachers encourage the making of private note books in certain

studies, which are illustrated with some care and are retained by the

pupils.

The chief disadvantage of the system is the additional labor im-

posed upon the teacher by it. This is considerable, in view of the

exacting demands of preparation for successful high-school work.

A system of order blanks and ledgers is in use, the result of which

is that, every book being numbered, at any time all books loaned to

an}' pupil can be ascertained, and also the whereabouts of any par-

ticular book. Furthermore, the number of pencils, blocks of paper,

and other supplies issued to any pupil can be learned. These details

seem to be needed as checks upon tendencies to wastefulness and

carelessness. In a school of 220 pupils the pursuance of this plan

involves intelligence, watchfulness, and much writing. Last year this

was assumed by our librarian alone, in order that one mind might

supervise the whole. The task was too great, however, and a wiser

one is now in use. The work of delivery is effected by three pupils
;

one of whom delivers books, another pencils, pens, etc., and the third

paper and blank books. The diligence and efficiency of these helpers

calls for the mention of their names; viz., Austin E. Carpenter,

"William Tucker and George F. Whittemore. In the work of writing

up the ledgers the lady assistants have rendered valuable service.

The whole is under the direction of the librarian. Thus the work is

distributed among seven persons and appears to bear heavily upon no

one. Doubtless future experience will develop other improvements

upon the original plan.

Rat Greene Huling, Principal.

E. Adams Hartvtell, Librarian.

" Principal Winch :
—

In replying to inquiries concerning the free text-book law, I will

say that the school has a larger membership, and a higher percentage

of attendance than before. The system also secures a better average

of daily work, as it removes the oft repeated excuse " no book."

Some one asks " What is its effect upon the pupils ?" My expe-

rience has been that it in no way lessens their regard for the privileges

afforded them ; but, on the contrary, some full}'- appreciate the advan-

tages ; while upon others the enforced carefulness and neatness will

doubtless become a lasting trait. On the whole the better care taken

of the books is everywhere noticeable.
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Finding the above the case, the results of the new statute must be

beneDcial.

Such gains and the removal of various perplexities more than

counterbalance the extra work entailed upon the teacher.

George Wikch,

Principal Day Street Grammar School.

" Principal Hastings :
—

Although this system of furnishing books has been in use but a

short time, the following advantages have been noted in my room

;

viz.

:

1. Increased membership.

2. Increased daily attendance.

3. The period of attending school is lengthened.

4. Better care is taken of the books.

5. Every pupil has the desired book at the given time.

6. The labor of tlie teacher is not increased perceptibly.

George H. Hastikgs,

High Street Grammar SchooV^

In Fall River, the free text-book system is regarded witli

great favor by all classes, and this has been the case ever since

its adoption in 1873. It has increased our attendance, espe-

cially in the upper grades ; and, in consequence of it, many

parents have been. enabled to keep their children in school

longer than they could have done under the old plan. Our

teachers like it, and say that the time occupied in distributing

and caring for the books and other supplies is very much less

than that they were obliged to waste in trying to get every

child supplied with the materials necessary for school work, in

the old way. They do not complain of the labor ; in fact, it

is not much when properly systematized. Having had an ex-

perience of twelve years in this work, if there are great disad-

vantao-es attendino- it, we should have discovered them before

this. The cost on enrolment for a series of ten years is 64

cents on the average ^er capita ; and on the average attendance

for same time, per year, $1.10.

Text-books should be purchased directly from publishers, at

their special wholesale prices, subject to the largest discount

known to the trade. Other supplies should be purchased in a
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similar manner,— from the manufacturer, if possible ; but when

not so, then as near to him as practicable, so as to avoid the

expense of handling the goods by middlemen. Cities and

towns should be able to purchase goods at bottom prices ; and,

if so procured, they can provide all the supplies necessary for

their respective schools at from one-third to one-half less than

it would cost the pupils if they bought them separately, at re-

tail. In the case of small country towns, this method may not

be practicable at all times ; yet, as a rule, it should be followed

when possible.

By this method, publishers can be held directly responsible

for the quality of their books, including the paper, typog-

raphy, illustrations and binding. Manufacturers of other sup-

plies will also feel the necessity of furnishing such articles, as

good in quality as represented, at a fair profit above cost.

By this arrangement, a more uniform quality of goods can be

secured, and the quality of a higher grade than would prob-

ably be furnished otherwise.

Having purchased the goods, the next step is to make proper

rules and regulations as to the care and custody of the same,

in the schools. This involves the necessity of keeping an

account by the school committee of the supplies furnished the

different teachers, or at least the different buildings, and an

account, also, by the teachers of those loaned the different

pupils.

The following are the rules and regulations in use in the

city of Fall River, and may serve as an illustration on this

point :
—

Principals of buildings shall order, in writing, the number of each

text-book and school-supply needed for the schools in their respective

buildings, from the superintendent, who shall thereupon furnish the

same and charge them to said teacher, in a book to be kept by him

for the purpose.

Principals shall be held accountable for all articles sent to their

respective buildings ; thej^ shall charge their subordinate teachers

with the supplies delivered each, and they in turn shall keep a strict

account of what they furnish each pupil. In case of loss or undue

injury, the}' shall require the article or book to be replaced at once.

Teachers shall label, or cause to be labelled, all text-books with

some appropriate inscription designating them as city property. They
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shall also cover, or cause to be covered, the boobs used in their respec-

tive schools.

They may allow their pupils, when necessary, to carry their books

home for study.

To deface or destroy any school property must be regarded as a

serious offence.

Teachers shall, at the close of eachterm, render an account to the

superintendent, of all the text-books on hand. In case of loss of

any article by their neglect, they shall be required to make it good.

The following is a copy of the label required to be pasted in

each book. In buildings containing several rooms, the books

are numbered so as to indicate the room to which they belong

and the pupil to whom they are loaned.

PEOPERTY OF THE CITY OF FALL RIVER.

This Book is loaned to pupil No. Soom. of

ScJiool,

ON THE FOLLOWING CONDITIONS:

1. It is to be carefully used and not marked or defaced.

2. It is not to be taken from the school-room without the consent of the

teacher.

3. If lost or injured it is to be paid for by the pupil using it.
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The following is a copy of a requisition in blank which prin-

cipals of buildings make on the superintendent for supplies at

the beginning and middle of each school year ;
—

Order No. Fall Eiver, Mass., 188

Slept, of Schools: Please send me for

School the following supplies,' being the whole amount

due the building for semester beginning 188 as per

schedule on cover. Average number of pupils belonging in primary

grade ; in intermediate
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This is printed in duplicate on the same page, and perforated

in the centre, so that one can be torn off, leaving the other as a

stub. The one that is torn off is sent to the superintendent and

serves as a voucher, the other remains in the book as a stiib^

and is checked when the goods are received by the principal.

Each subordinate teacher, in charge of a room, is furnished

with a similar book, similarly printed, for making requisitions

for supplies on their respective principals, at the beginning and

middle of each school year. The blanks, when filled out by

subordinate teachers, are sent to principals, and they serve

as vouchers for the goods delivered by him to each teacher,

who in turn checks on the stub the goods received as per order.

In a book provided for the purpose, each teacher now writes

the names of her pupils, and against each enters the articles

and books furnished each. This account can, in many schools,

be kept in the school register ; and to do so requires but little

writing, for the entries can be made against the names as there

recorded.

As a guide to teachers in making requisitions for text-books,

and other supplies, the following tariff has been prepared, and

is printed on the second page of the cover of their requisition

books, so as to be convenient for reference. The same tariff

would not meet the wants of every place, for the difference in

quantity of work required in schools of different towns would

cause a corresponding change in the articles on the list.

Schedule of Supplies, and Quantities of each, for one tear's use

IN the Public Schools of Fall River.

The following quantities of school supplies are considered to be

sufficient for one year's use in the respective grades for the number

of pupils indicated. Principals, in order to find the proper quantity

of each article, when ordering for their buildings, will base their cal-

culations on the average number of pupils belonging to. each grade.

Should the quantity thus found be insufficient to last a year, more will

be furnished if shown to be necessary.

Primary Grade.

3 Gross Crayons to each 100 pupils.

4 Slate Pencils to each pupil.

20 Slates to each 100 pupils.

1 Lead Pencil to each pupil in Third Reader.
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4 Quires Foolscap to each 100 pupils.

1 Ream Practice-Paper to each 100 pupils.

1 Writing Book to each pupil in Third Reader.

8 Blackboard Erasers to each 100 pupils.

Reading Books in this grade should last as follows : First Reader.

1 year; Second Reader, 2 years ; Third Reader, 2 J- years.

Intermediate Grade.

4 Gross Crayons to each 100 pupils.

4 Slate Pencils to each pupil.

20 Slates to each 100 pupils.

100 Lead Pencils to each 100 pupils.

4 Reams Foolscap to each 100 pupils.

2 Reams Practice-Paper to each 100 pupils.

4 Writing Books to each pupil.

15 Blackboard Erasers to each 100 pupils.

2 Drawing Books to each pupil.

2 Pass Books to each pupil.

4 Blotters to each pupil.

5 Quarts of Ink to each 100 pupils.

5 Gross Pens to each 100 pupils.
.

1 Rubber to each pupil.

20 Penholders to each 100 pupils.

Text-Books in this grade should last as follows : Arithmetics, 3

years ; Geographies, 2i years ; Sp'elling Books, 4 years ; Singing

Books, 6 3'ears ; Readers, 3 j-ears.

Grammar Grade.

6 Gross Crayons to each 100 pupils.

4 Slate Pencils to each pupil.

20 Slates to each 100 pupils.

1 Gross Lead Pencils to each 100 pupils.

6 Reams Foolscap to each 100 pupils.

2 Reams Practice-Paper to each 100 pupils.

2 Writing Books to each pupil.

20 Blackboard Erasers to each 100 pupils.

2 Drawing Books to each pupil.

4 Pass Books to each pupil.

4 Blotters to each pupil.

10 Quarts of Ink to each 100 pupils.

8 Gross Pens to each 100 pupils.

1 Rubber to each pupil.

20 Penholders to each 100 pupils.

1 Composition Book to each pupil.
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Text-Books in this grade should last as follows : Geographies,

Problem Books and Grammars, 3 years ; Histories and Arithmetics,

4 3'ears ; Spelling Books, Readers, Physiologies and Ray's Test

Examples, 5 years ; Sioging Books, 6 years.

Slate and Lead Pencils, Drawing and "Writing Books, Pens and

Rubbers, should be collected after each exercise in which they are

used, especially in the lower grades.

Principals will be held accountable for all the articles sent to their

respective buildings ; they shall charge their subordinate teachers

with the supplies delivered each, and they in turn shall keep a strict

account of what they furnish each pupil. ' Articles not placed on the

above list, principals will order as needed.

Pupils in the upper grades should be taught to cover their

own books in a neat and proper manner. Teachers should ap-

point committees to aid in the work of distributing, and in

keeping a proper account of all school supplies used in their

respective rooms. This makes a valuable experience in prac-

tical book-keeping of a simple character to many of the pupils.

The value of this law can hardly be overestimated, especially

in manufacturing centres, where illiteracy and poverty are so

common. It aids in promoting intelligence and virtue, by in-

creasing school attendance, and it lifts from the worthy poor a

burden hard for them to bear. It is one of the most progres-

sive steps the State has taken for the education of her youth.

It requires the rich and the poor to meet on the same plane, as

they sit side by side applying themselves to the tasks assigned

for the acquisition of knowledge and mental power. It removes

the last barrier to the entrance to her public schools, and gives

opportunity^ to the child of poverty, equal to that of the child

of affluence, to become one of her intelligent and virtuous citi-

zens. In a word, it opens her schools to every child within her

borders, whatever may be his nationality or social condition in

life, and makes them for him, not only in name but in every

essential quality, truly and absolutely free public schools.

WILLIAM CONNELL.
Fall River, January, 1886.
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METHODS OF TEACHmO IIST GERMAjS"
SCHOOLS.

The methods of teaching employed in any system of schools

can be perfectly understood only by seeing them in use. We*
can learn the principles on which they are based by reading

;

but after we have done with reading, our knowledge is wanting

in an important element. The manner of the teacher, his spirit

and bearing toward his pupils, the effect of the teaching as de-

termined by the ability and character of the children, the efiect

of national temperament and social customs upon both pupil and

teacher, — these and many other circumstances that largely

determine the effect of particular methods of teaching must be

learned, if at all, mainly by observation.

Now, as direct observation of German teaching is impossible

to-day, the next best thing is a verbal picture of some lessons as

they are actually given. I will, therefore, attempt to picture

two or three lessons in this way ; and, afterwards, to make a

partial analysis of the methods employed, and then to indicate

the conditions under which these methods have been devel-

oped-.

A Lesson in Arithmetic.

The first sketch shall be that of a lesson in Arithmetic, given

to a class of children about seven years old, who had been in

school eight months and a half. The school was in the city of

Munich, and was in charge of Herr Kudelsberger, one of the

most skilful practical schoolmasters that I met in Germany.

The lesson was given by a lady,— strong, vigorous, clear-

headed, earnest, and, withal, kind-hearted, and sympathetic

with her pupils.

In order to perceive the purpose of this lesson the more

clearly, divide the work of Arithmetic roughly into three

stages; 1. Developing the ideas of numbers and their rela-
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tions by means of objects ; 2. Familiarizing the pupils witb

the relations of abstract numbers,— drilling, memorizing ; and,

3. Applying arithmetical principles to the solution of practical

problems. This was a lesson given during the developing, or

objective stage.

The arrangement of the room was the same as one finds al-

most invariably in Germany. The teacher is on a side of the

room where there are no windows ; the pupils sit facing the

teacher, and the light enters only through windows at the left

of the pupils.

At the teacher's left, in the corner of the room, was a rechen-

maschine^ a w^ooden frame, four or five feet high and three or

four feet wide, with iron rods running across it, upon which

were wooden balls as large as apples. These were arranged in

groups of ten each, upon the rods, and could be easily moved
with a pointer.

At the teacher's right, in another corner,^ was a blackboard.

Upon this she had made some dots with white chalk, half or

three quarters of an inch in diameter, and arranged as follows :

at the top of the board, in a line running from left to right,

were nine groups of two dots each; below these, six groups of

three each ; then came four groups of four each, and one group

of two ; below these, three groups of five each, and one group

of three ; next, three groups of six each ; then, two groups of

seven each, and one group of four ; still below, two groups of

eight each, and one group of two ; and, lastly, were two groups

of nine balls each.

The teacher went to the numeral frame, moved out ten balls

on the upper rod and seven on the next rod, and, pointing to

the seven balls, asked, " How many balls are there?" A child

replies, "There are seven balls." The teacher, suiting her

action to the words, " If I put one ball with seven balls,

how many balls are there?" A child answers, "There are

eight balls." T. "Then 17 and 1 are how many?" Ch.

" 17 and 1 are 18."

T. Pointing to a row often balls, " What have we here?"

Ch. "There is a ten." T. "How many balls in a ten?"

The child could not tell, so the teacher moved part of the balls

away from the others, so that each division could be seen, and

the child at once answered, " There are 10 balls in a ten." T.
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" How many balls are there here?" pointing to the eight.

Ch. "There are 8 balls." T. "Then in 18 balls there are

how many tens, and how many units?" Ch. "In 18 balls

there are 1 ten and 8 units."

The teacher moves one ball away, and, pointing to the rest,

asks, "How many balls are here?" Ch. "There are 17

balls." T. " Now I put one with the 17; how many now?"
Ch. "There are now 18." T. "Then 17 and 1 are how
many?" Ch. " 17 and 1 are 18." T. " How many are 1

and 17?" .pointing first to 1 ball and then to the 17. Ch.

"1 and 17 are 18."

The teacher now moves 2 balls apart, and asks, " How many
balls are here?" pointing to the two. "How many here?"

pointing to those left. " How many here at the left. How
many here at the right? 2 from 18 leaves how many? 16 from

18 leaves how many?"
" If I leave eleven here, how many do I put away? Then

how many must I put with 11 to make 18 ? How many balls are

there here?" pointing to the ten? " How many here?" point-

ing to 1. "How many together?" pointing to 1 and 10.

" How many here ? " showing the 7. "And how many here

when I put the 7 with the 1 ? " " How many then are 11 and

7? 18 less 7 are how many?" moving back 7 balls from the

8 leaving 1. "18 less 11 are how many? Then how many
must I put with 11 to make 18? How many with 7 to make
18?"

T. "How many are 18 less 6?" The child called upon

could not answer, and the teacher continued, *' 8 less 6 ? Show
it on your fingers," pointing to the child, who hesitated. Here

the child began to cry. " Oh don't cry," says the teacher

cheerily, " that is the way the little children do, not the children

in school. That is right," added the teacher, as the little one

resumed its work. " Then how many are 18 less 6?"

T. "9 and 3 are how many? Reckon to 10 first. " Ch.

" 9 and one are 10 ; and 10 and 2 are 12 ; therefore 9 and 3 are

12. " T. " Reckon from 9 to 16. " Ch. " 9 and 1 are 10
;

and we must put 6 with 10 to make 16 ; so we must put 7 with

9 to make 16.
"

T. " 18 less how many is 9?" Ch. 18 less 8 is 10 ; 10 less

1 is 9 ; so 18 less 9 is 9."
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T. " 16 less how many is 9?" Ch. 16 less 6 is 10 ; and

10 less one is 9 ; so 16 less 7 is 9."

At this point the teacher sent one child with a pointer to the

large numeral frame, and went herself to the blackboard, upon

which the dots had been made in 2's, 3's, 4's, etc.

T. *'How many dots here?" pointing to the first 2 dots.

" How many here?" pointing to the next 2. " How many to-

gether? How many 2's? How many times can you take 2

from 4 ? How many 2's in 4 ?
"

T. How many here?" pointing to the next 2. " How
many in all?" showing the three 2's. " How many times can

1 take 2 from 6 ? How many 2's in 6 ? How many 2's here ?

Count them." Ch. «'One 2, two 2's, three 2's, four 2's."

T. " How many in all ? How many times can I take 2 from 8 ?

How many 2's in 8 ?
"

T. How many 2's here? How many times can I take 2

from 10? How many 2's in 10? In 12? In 14? In 16?

In 18?"

All this time the child at the frame moves out the numbers of

balls corresponding to the dots which the teacher shows on the

board.

The teacher continues. " How many times 2 in 18?" Ch.

"8 times 2." T. "Come here and show me. Take the

pointer and count." The child takes the pointer, and, pointing

to the dots in order, says, " Once 2 is 2, 2 times 2 are 4, 3

times 2 are 6, 4 times 2 are 8, 5 times 2 are 10, 6 times 2 are 12,

7 times 2 are 14, 8 times 2 are 16, 9 times 2 are 18." T. "Then
how many 2's in 18?" The child still hesitates. T. " Who
can state the question?" Ch. " How many times can we take

2 from 18 ? " T. Pointing to the first group of two dots as

though they were pushed away from the rest, while the child

at the numeral frame pushed back 2 balls. " How many times

have I taken 2 away? Now how many times have I taken 2

away," pointing to the next group of two balls ; and so on to

the end, while the child counted.

T. " Into how many parts is 18 divided, when I have taken

away 2 as many times as I can? Count them. Then 2 is what

part of 1 8 ? Why ? " Ch. " If a number is divided into 9 equal

parts one of those parts is one ninth of the number."

T, " Of what number is 2 the half ? Of what number is 2
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the third part? The fourth part? The fifth? The sixth?

The seventh? The eighth? The ninth? Tlien 2 is in 18 how

many times. ?

T. Pointino^ to the 3's. How many are 3 and 3 ? 3 and 6 ?

3 and 9? 3 and 12? 3 and 15? Howraany3's'have we there?"

pointing to two 3's. " How many 3's have we when we put 3

with 6 ? Then how many 3's in 9 ? How many 3's when we

put 3 with 9? Then how many 3's in 12? How many 3's

when we put 3 with 12? Then how many 3's in 15? How
many 3's have we when we put 3 with 15 ? Then how many
3's in 18?"

T. " How many are 5 times 3? How many are 5 times 3

and 2? I now add another point to the two. How many dots

here?" pointing to the group of 3's thus completed? "How
many times 3 have we now? What have you now learned?"

Ch. " We have learned that 18 is 6 times 3."

T. " Count by 3's." Ch. " Once 3 is 3, 2 times 3 are 6,

3 times 3 are 9, 4 times 3 are 12, 5 times 3 are 15, 6 times 3

are 18." T. " How many times can we take 3 from 18 ? Into

how many parts have we divided 18 now? Count them. One
of these parts is what part of 18? Then 3 is what part of 18 ?

When I take away one part, how many parts remain? Then 3

is in 18 how many times? How many times is 3 contained in

15? In 18? In 12? In 9? In 6? 2 in 18 how many times?"

Here the hour was past and the lesson immediately stopped.

During all the time that the teacher was at the blackboard, the

child at the numeral frame had been using the pointer, moving

the balls so as to show everything that the teacher had illustrated

with the dots. The lesson lasted a full hour, and the attention

of the class was well sustained to the end. It was one of the

most systematic lessons in arithmetic that I have ever heard.

The next day the class worked on the number eighteen an-

other full hour. The teacher first took the pupils over much
the same ground as in the lesson that I have just described

;

but varied her work by omitting the use of objects as soon as

the points had been illustrated once or twice, except when some

child failed to answer. The new ground gone over was the

division of 18 by 4 and by 5.
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A FiBST Lesson in Reading.

I will now attempt a description of the first lesson that I

hoard in a German school. It was a lesson in reading: in the

lowest grade of a common school, in the city of Berlin. The
children were six years old and had been in school one day, so

that, practically, I entered with the class. The school was in

charge of Rector Becker, an able and experienced principal in the

city ; but this particular lesson was given by a young lady, a

Miss Bonus. She was vivacious, energetic, and, as you will

see, able to do just what she attempted to do. She had been

busy the day before, writing names, pacifying the timid, etc.,

so that she had given the class only one lesson. This was an

ol)ject-lesson on the egg. The lesson which I am about to

describe, however, was the first in a series, the object of which

was to teach the children to read and wiite.

To understand the lesson, we must spend a moment in put-

ting ourselves at the point of view of a German teacher, in

the matter of learning to read. Reading, as he views it, may
be mechanical, intellectual, or aesthetic. In the first stage the

pupil calls the words in a manner more or less mechanical.

In reaching this stage, he is occupied but little with the thought

or the sentiment ; he is doing only what is necessary to enable

him to call the words. In the next stage of his progress he is

occupied mainly with the acquisition of the thought, and iu its

expression. In the third, or aesthetic stage, he is engaged

chiefly in mastering and practising the correct expression of

the thought and sentiment of the selection upon which he is

at work.

These three stages are reached in the order named,— the

mechanical, the intellectual and the aesthetic; and, conse-

quently, the teaching of reading must conform to this order.

These stages are divided, of course, by no fast lines; and,

therefore, the teaching at the different periods overlaps some-

what ; but yet the main effort of both teacher and pupil must

be exerted in the order named.

Furthermore, the first stage is reached by three distinct

steps, — learning sounds, learning signs of sounds, and associ-

ating si<rns and sounds so that the one will recall the other.
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The knowledge of sounds is partially acquired in the process of

learning to talk, before the child goes to school. He now needs

only to have the combinations analyzed for him, so as to bring into

distinct consciousness what is known vaguely in combination.

But the forms which are to stand as the signs of the sounds

are wholly unknown. These are to be mastered at the outset;

and the German teacher believes that this can best be done by

first giving the pupil a knowledge of the order and manner of

making the separate parts of which the forms or letters are

composed, and then requiring the pupil himself to make them.

Now, in this first lesson that I heard, which was also the

first lesson given to the pupils, the work was devoted to this

special point ; namely, to teaching the children to make a

form which, they were to learn subsequently, stands for a par-

ticular sound.

The teacher began by holding up an egg before the class,

and asking, "What is this?" The children reply, "An egg

(ein JEiJ." The teacher then told the children to take out their

slates and lay them softly on the desks, or benches, before

them. She then exercised them a minute, in some simple

motions that she had taught them the day before. These were :

" One," laying the hands flat upon the near front edge of the

desks; " two," putting the hands, in the same position, upon

the back edge of the desks; and " three," folding the hands

and laying them on the front edge of the desks.

By this means the children were all brought into order and

the attention fixed upon the teacher. " Now," said the teacher,

her face fairly radiant with sympathy and pleasure, " take your

pencils. So ; not so ;
" showing, with her own pencil, what to

do and what to avoid. The children imitated as well as they

could ; but not more than half a minute was spent upon this

instruction.

The teacher then took the egg again and asked, " What is

this?" The children reply, "An egg." "Now," said she,

we will write it. All look at me. Up," making a long, up-

ward, inclined stroke with the chalk, upon the blackboard.

" Now," said she, turning to the class, " move your arms

so," at the same time moving her own arm as though she were

making the stroke in the air. All the children imitated the
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teacher as well as they could, and, at the same time, she re

peated her former command, " Up."

She then turned to the board, and beginning at the top of

the stroke already made, drew another line downwards, thicker

than the first, and in a diiection less inclined to the horizon ;

and as she did this she gave the order, " Down." She then

turned to the children and repeated the motion in the air, and

also the command, " Down; " and then all the children made

the same motion, while the teacher repeated the order " Down."

Next, beginning on the right of the line last made, and

about one-third the distance from the top, she made an upward

stroke, inclined to the right, and extending to the height of the

second line, and at the same time said, " Little bridge." She

then turned to the class, repeated the motion in the air, and

again gave the command, " Little bridge," and the children

repeated the motion.

The teacher then began at the top of the line last drawn,

and drew a stroke downwards, parallel to the second line and

of the same length, saying at the same time, " Down." This

motion was repeated by the teacher as she faced the class, and

also the command given again; and the motion was imitated

by the children.

She then began at the bottom of the last line drawn and

made a light line inclined toward the right, parallel to the first

line drawn and equal to it, saying, " Up." This command

was repeated by the teacher, and the motion imitated in the air

by both teacher and children.

Then, beginning at the top of the last line, she drew a line

downwards, parallel to the first and third lines, and of the

same length, saying at the same time " Down." This command

was repeated by the teacher, and the motion imitated by both

teacher and children.

Finally, beginning at the bottom of the line last drawn, she

drew a line inclined upwards, parallel to the first line drawn,

and of the same length, saying at the time, " Up." This was

immediately followed by making a dot over the last downward

line, the teacher at the same time saying, " Point." She then

turned to the children and repeated her motions and directions
;

and the children imitated the motions with much force and
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considerable amusement, and especially the motion of making

the dot.

All eyes were now turned to the board, and the teacher

made the same lines in the same order ; and also described the

process line by line as she wrote. The description ran thus,

" Light upwards, heavy downwards, little bridge, heavy down-

wards, light upwards, heavy downwards, light upwards,' point ;

"

or, untranslated, " Leicht herauf, stark herunter, kleine

Briicke, stark herunter, leicht herauf, stark herunter, leicht

herauf, punkt."

Thus the word Ei {egg) was written. This writing and de-

scribing the process, line by line, was repeated several times.

Then came the repetition of the process in the air by the chil-

dren as the teacher directed, " Leicht herauf, stark herunter,

kleine Briicke, stark herunter, leicht herauf, stark herunter,

leicht herauf, punkt." The formula was then repeated by the

children while the teacher wrote in the air ; then while the

teacher wrote on the board ; then while they both wrote in the

air; the word " punkt" and the corresponding motion being

given by the children with great glee.

" Now," said the teacher, " you may write on your slates."

When the slates and pencils were all in order, the teacher said,

*' Now look at the board," and made the first line as before,

saying, " Light upward. Now write, Light upward." When
the children had written this upward stroke on their slates, the

teacher said, " L )ok," and wrote the second line, adding,

" Heavy downward, write, heavy downward."

Thus the alternate writing and describing by the teacher,

and directing by the teacher and writing by the pupils, went

on, line by line, to the end of the word ; and then the same

process was repeated in the same order, till the children had

made perhaps a dozen attempts under this minute direction.

" Now," said the teacher, " we have written egg ; and you

must each write a whole slateful in rows, thus," pointing to the

board. She then went down among the children to help those

who needed help, while the words rang out continuous and

clear, " Leicht herauf, stark herunter, kleine Briicke, stark

herunter, leicht herauf, stark herunter, leicht herauf, punkt."

As the teacher moved from child to child I heard the words,

Good, good, beautiful ;
" while the little eyes sparkled, and((
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the little faces beamed with delight. Once I heard the remark,

" No, not at the bottom ; there, kleine Briicke
; good, beauti-

ful." The teacher constantly assisted the children, now writing

for them, and now guiding the little hands ; but during all the

process, the old, " Leicht herauf," etc., was continually re-

peated.

At last, however, a child was found who could direct ; and

then came solemnly from the little throat the then familiar

words " Leicht herauf," etc. ; but the children all kept on

writing. Once only during this part of the lesson was the

class stopped long enough for the least rest, and then only to

look at the letters on the board and to receive additional in-

struction in regard to the beginning of the lines.

The purpose of the lesson was to fix in the minds of the

children the exact forms of the letters to be tauglit, and of the

motions required to produce them ; and at the same time to

associate with every line of the letters and with its correspond-

ing form a descriptive name ; so that, subsequently, the use of

these names would suggest to the pupils both forms and con-

structions.

The lesson lasted about three-quarters of an hour ; and what

struck me with force at the time was the fact that the children

worked so long within so narrow limits of variation without

signs of fatigue.

Now is there any doubt in your minds, any more than there

was in mine, that the teacher had a definite purpose and kept a

constant aim ; and that the reason of this was that she knew

what she wanted to do, the principles that were to govern her

teaching, and the exact methods by which she was to be

guided ?

But the teaching: of the word El did not end here. The

writing of this word was assigned for a home lesson ; and I had

the pleasure of seeing the results, which were in many cases

very fine. More than this, most of the reading hour the next

day was devoted to a review of the work of this lesson.

The result of all this was that the children knew how to

make two letters of the German alphabet.

The third lesson to this class, on this subject, dealt with the

word Hut (hat) in precisely the same way. The children then

knew how to write two words, Ei and Hut.
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It was not till the fourth lesson that the third stage of mechan-

ical reading was approached, namely, the associating of sounds

with their signs ; and the work at this lesson was confined to

the two words already learned. The lesson was managed as

follows :
—

The teacher wrote Ei {egg) on the board and asked :
*' Who

can read it?" The reply came from most of the class, " Ei."

The teacher then repeated the word very slowly, at the same

time pointing to the letters e and t in order, sometimes dwelling

on one element of the sound longer, and sometimes on the

other. This was imitated by the children, the teacher still

pointing to the letters on the board, and the children looking

at the letters.

The word hut was then shown and read in the same way.

The teacher then pronounced the word distinctly, but empha-

sized the sound of the t, and then asked :
" What is the last

sound?" The children replied by giving the sound of the t.

The letter t was then written apart and the teacher said, " This

sounds t" giving the sound. The word hut was then spoken

again by the teacher, the sound of u in German being much

prolonged. The teacher asked, " What sound comes before

t?" giving the sound of the t. The children replied, giving

the sound. The u was then written apart. The script u has a

circumflex accent. The teacher asked: " Why do boys wear

their caps?" *' Because it is cold." " So," said the teacher,

*'the u wears his cap and says u, u, u, because it is cold."

This little play upon the sound amused the children very much,

and when the teacher asked, " What does this sound," the chil-

dren gave the sound of u with a will.

The letter h was treated in the same way, the seeing and

sounding being repeated many times.

Both words were then erased, and all the letters were writ-

ten separately several times about the board. The teacher

then pointed to the letters one by one, and asked, "What
does this say ? and this ? and this ? " while the children gave

the sounds very slowly and distinctly many times. The sounds

were very much prolonged whenever they were capable of being

continued.

Child after child was called to the board and made to repeat

the sounds as she pointed to the letters.
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At a little sign of unrest among the children, the teacher

suddenly stopped her work and asked : " Who wishes to learn ?"

All the children put up their hands, with the forefingers raised

above, after the manner of many German schools. " Then,"

said the teacher, "all must look right here," pointing to the

board. " If any one does not wish to learn she may go home."

The teacher then called out two children, gave the pointer to

one, and asked the other :
" What shall she show you?" This

child then gave all the sounds of the letters on the board and

the other pointed out the letters. Then two more were called

out and exercised each other in the same way.

After this had continued some minutes, the teacher again

exercised the children in concert. During this concert work

the bell struck for luncheon recess. It was nine o'clock ; and

they had been in school two hours. Instantly the lesson

stopped, the children filed out, and the windows were thrown

open for fresh air.

The lesson had occupied nearly an hour. It was given with

energy and spirit. The repetitions both of seeing the letters,

and of hearing and making the sounds were almost infinite.

Could there be any doubt that the teacher was consciously

working to make associations between forms and sounds, so

that the sight of the forms would call up the appropriate

sounds ; or that she stuck to her purpose ; or that she made

good progress toward il?

Characteristics of German Methods.

I could give, with the same minuteness, scores of lessons in

religion, object teaching, reading, writing, spelling, grammar,

botany, singing; hand work and gymnastics, that I heard in

Prussia, Saxony, Bavaria and Switzerland ; but those already

described will illustrate many of the distinguishing characteris-

tics of German methods of teaching, and are, therefore, per-

haps, enough for this paper. I spent nearly three months in

the common schools of Germany, devoting myself every school

day to a study of the question :
" What do the Germans teach

in the common schools, and what are their methods of teach-

ing?" I may, therefore, read between the lines somewhat in

my account of the lessons just described. But I thiuk you
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will agree with me in most of the characteristics that I attribute

to them.

First of all was manifested great definiteness of purpose.

Every lesson was given as though it had special reference to

the entire education of the children. It was part of the gen-

eral plan for developing power, furnishing the mind with knowl-

edge and establishing correct habits of action and feeling.

Moreover, it was a part of the work to be done to give the

child a comprehensive view of the subject in hand and to estab-

lish the habit of logical thinking in this special subject. Its

relation to what had preceded it, and to what was to follow,

never seemed to be lost to sight. However man}'^ points were

accidentally introduced, all that was necessary for the logical

unfolding of the subject was reviewed, repeated, retained.

And then the lesson always had a special purpose. This par-

ticular thing was to be understood, facility in doing a definite

work was to be attained, a special habit of thinking was to be

formed. Hundreds and hundreds of times was I impressed

with the fact that a German teacher knew what he was trying

to do.

Another peculiarity of most of the lessons that I heard was

the tenacity with which the teacher held his class to the fiiatter

btfore them. There was no amusement, no relaxation, no

diversion, no rest ; but rather one continual pull, one prolonged

tug toward the end in view. The teacher rarely joked, the

children rarely laughed. No side issues were introduced to

make the children generally intelligent. It was enough if they

were intelligent on this thing that formed the subject matter of

the lesson. In the first lesson that I have described the pur-

pose was to teach concretely the relations of certain numbers

to the number eighteen ; and in the second to give the pupils the

power to write two letters of the German alphabet. And to this

special work the teacher devoted herself from the beginning of

the hour to the end. There were no diverting applications, no

by-play, no wandering. The aim of the lesson never seemed

to be lost sight of for a moment.

Another marked peculiarity of German teaching, as I heard

it, was the obvious effort of the teacher to make his pupils able

to do their work without the aid of others. The least teach-

ing, the least knowledge, must make the child independent.
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The old aphorism here found its practical application, — the

principal business of the teacher is to make himself useless to

his pupils.

This trait was specially observable in the teaching of arith-

metic. The teacher taught the addition and subtraction of

numbers to ten in such a way as to give the pupils the power
of learning the rest of addition by himself. Every number up

to and including ten was so taught that each part of the number
was the complement of the other part ; so that if one part was

suggested the other part was instantly thought of by the pupils.

But, beyond ten, the pupils first went through a conscious pro-

cess to obtain the result. Eight and nine were not, at the out-

set, thought of as seventeen. Eight suggested two as its com-

plement in ten, and two suggested seven as its complement in

nine ; so that eight and nine were added by resolving nine into

two parts, one of which would make ten when added to eight,

and the other of which was thought of as added to ten. I have

often heard the process stated by a pupil thus : " How many
are eight and nine?" " Eight and two are ten and the other

seven makes seventeen."

Of course the teaching of addition did not stop at this point

;

but A;dien the habit of viewing numbers in this Avay was estab-

lished, the pupil had the means of learning the rest of his ad-

dition without the aid of the teacher. He was henceforth an

independent worker. The same method of dealing with sub-

traction, multiplication and division was almost universally

followed. Suppose the question to be, How many are seven

times eight? If the pupil does not know, the next question

is: How many are six times eight? If this is forgotten the

question is. How many are five times eight? Then, how many

are forty and eight ? Six times eight? Forty- eight and eight?

And to this last question the pupil answers mentally, if not

aloud: "Forty-eight and two are fifty and six makes fifty-

six." Thus there is soon developed the power of recovering

independently any lost fact in multiplication. Henceforth the

pupil is to do his own thinking. Do you ask whether I think

this is a good method ? It certainly shifts the burden from the

teacher to the pupil ; and I think the principle of the develop-

ment of power by self-activity is correct.

Another example of teaching, so as to make the pupil able
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to do his work independently at the earliest practicable mo-

ment, was observable in the first lessons in teaching reading.

As soon as the children had learned to call a very few words at

sight— in some instances not more than two — they were care-

fully drilled in the analysis of both the written and the spoken

words ; and each letter was so associated with its proper sound

that whenever the children saw the letter the sound was in-

stantly recalled. They were then at once set to work reading

words composed of the letters whose sounds they had learned,

but combined in new forms. From this time on the children

were expected to call the new words without help, whf never

they were composed of letters whose sounds they had previ-

.

ously learned.

Again, there was a careful adaptation of the different stages

of instruction to the natural order in the exercise of the child's

mental faculties. This was well illustrated in the case of arith-

metic. Here concrete work always preceded abstract ; and in

the early stages of instruction the concrete work was carefully

graded into two distinct stages, the presentative and the repre-

sentative. Suppose the ideas of numbers were developed by

means of balls that could be moved and grouped upon wires,

the balls would be arranged in regularly recurring groups of

different colors. By this means the children were able to form

distinct images of the groups of balls after the observation had

ceased. The same careful provision for distinct representation

of numbers was made when the ideas of numbers were devel-

oped by means of number charts. On these charts were

printed black circles large enough to be seen by the class. In

the first stages of instruction these circles were always ar-

ranged in the same order, whenevpr the same number was to

be represented. Thus four would be so arranged as to form a

square, with two circles above the other two, and five would

be represented by means of four circles or dots, arranged in

the same way, with another in the middle. When these dots

had been studied enough to impress this arrangement upon the

minds of the children, the numbers would be recalled by re-

calling these dots in the order in which they had been seen. 1

have heard the following and similar dialogues a great many
times :

—
T. "How does four look?" Ch. "Two points above
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and two points below?" T. "How else?" Ch. "Two
points at the right and two points at the left." T. " How
does five look? " Ch. " Two points above, two points below

and one point in the middle." T. " How else." Ch. " Two
points at the right, two points at the left and one point in the

middle."

Here the order of instruction is first presentation, then rep-

resentation ; first the development of certain ideas of numbers

by means of objects, and then the recalling of these ideas by

means of stimulating the imagination to create the images of

the objects arranged in the same order.

Of course the next stage of instruction would deal with the

abstract ideas of numbers. The same careful adaptation of

the instruction to the mental powers of the children was every-

where observable.

Another marked trait of the teaching in Germany was the

logical questioning that generally prevailed. Among the Ger-

man teachers questioning is almost reduced to a fine art. Their

questions are specific. They go straight to the point. They

admit of no vagueness. They are not stated in general terms.

Then the answers are required to be equally definite. Too

much is as quickly criticised as too little ; a wrong order, as

an untruth. The pupil is required to follow the rule of the

lawyers, " to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but

the truth."
''

Suppose the teacher is questioning a class for the purpose of

developing a definition. His first question directs attention to

the generic quality of the thing to be defined. He next calls

for the name of the genus. The next question directs atten-

tion to the specific quality of what is to be defined. Then fol-

lows the name of the specific quality. Then comes a question

so framed as to indicate that the answer is to be the definition

required, but an inference from what the pupils have just

thought and said. Thus the pupils are taught to observe, to

compare, to discriminate, to reason, and to define, all at the

same time.

Closely connected with this is the orderly arrangement of

the difterent parts of a lesson. In the first place these parts

are rarely wanting in an hour's work with a class : 1st. The

restatement of the preceding lesson by the class; 2cl. The
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questioning of the class by the teacher for the purpose of

greater clearness and breadth of view ; 3d. The development

of the new lesson ; 4th. The restatement by the pupils of the

points developed by the teacher ; 5th. The assignment of

home work.

In the second place, there is a regular order in the develop-

ment of the new lesson. In the lesson in arithmetic that I de-

scribed, the number to be taught was the next in order after

those that the children had learned. The relation of 1 to 17 in

forming 18 was tirst considered; then the relations of 2, 3, 4,

etc., to 18 and the numbers below, were taken up in order;

and, more than this, the treatment of each number was similar to

that of the others.

I remember well how forcibly I was impressed with the

orderliness of the work in a lesson in botany in a sixth-year

class. Each child had been supplied by the city with one or

two specimens of the plants to be studied. The pupils exhib-

ited the books in which they had pressed specimens examined

in the class and others collected by themselves ; and then de-

scribed the plants studied at the last lesson.

This done, the new lesson began. The observation of the

plants was directed by the teacher at every point. This was

the order of the work: — 1. The name. 2. The home: a.

Where found ; b. Soil. 3. The root : a. Direction ofgrowth ; b.

Length; c. Form; d. Name. 4, The stem: a. Length; b. Sur-

face, — rough or smooth ; c. Shape, — round, oval, or square.

5. The leaves : a. Arrangement, — opposite, alternate, or irreg-

ular ;b. Form,— round, oval, etc.; c. Venation,— parallel-

veined, or net-veined; d. Edges,— notched, lobed, etc.; 6.

The flowers: a. Arrangement; b. Calyx, — simple or com-

pound, — lobes ; c. Corolla, — kind, number of lobes, shape,

color; d. Stamens,— how inserted, number, anthers, etc. ; e.

Pistils,— number, shape, etc. 7. Fruit: a. Form; b. Parts,

etc.

Immediately after the observation of each part of the plant,

one or more gf the children were required to describe what

they had seen ; and at the close of the lesson they were re-

quired to describe the whole plant, following the exact order

of the observation ; and tinally, as a home lesson, they were

required to prepare themselves to describe the plant the next
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day. I heard several lessons in the same school— the Royal

Augusta School in Berlin— and this order was always observed.

This restatement of the instruction by the pupil is an almost

universal practice. Every lesson is a language lesson ; and

the language lesson is given under these very favorable condi-

tions,— the pupils know something, and they know the order

in which it should be expressed. They are then called upon,

not merely to talk, but rather to tell known truth. They are

then not making sentences, but expressing thoughts.

The last quality of German teaching that I will mention is its

power to make the children work. At times the strain upon

the children seemed to me severe. This was especially the

case in the lower classes. It was not so much that the atten-

tion was held too closely, as that it was held too long upon the

same subject. As a rule, the pupils are required to study no

more at home than our children, and in some cases not so

much. But they are obliged to attend closely and think earn-

estly in school.

This is not all attributable to the teacher ; it comes partly

from the nationul spirit. Children in school are to be prepared

for citizenship ; and this preparation includes the ability to

apply one's self to whatever he is called to do. So it comes

about that the school, to a greater extent than with us, is a

place for training children to habits of close application. Hence

amusement, diversion, and mere pleasure find less room in

school there than here. But if children and parents both ex-

pect the schoolroom to be a place for hard work, it still requires

power in the teacher to cause it to be done.

German teachers, then, as I saw them, have a definite pur-

pose, for which they strive incessantly ; they labor to make

their pupils able to learn independently of teachers ; they adapt

their instruction to the mental ability of the pupils ; their de-

veloping questioning is logical ; their procedure in their

instruction generally, as well as in the separate lessons, is or-

derly ; they secure the reproductions by the pupils of what has

been taught ; and they develop their pupils by earnest work.

These are not the characteristics of a few teachers only, they

are generaltraits. They are more general than with us. Now,

do not misunderstand me. I went to Germany an American,

and I returned, if possible, more an American. I never felt so
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glad that I was born and reared in this land of freedom and

equality as I have for the last four months. Never before did

I so fully appreciate the inestimable privilege of making the

most of the powers that God has given me, untrammelled by

the fetters of birth and caste. The American teacher draws an

inspiration from the spirit of our free institutions that is a

vitalizing force in every lesson he gives. He is less a thing

and more a man because he breathes our air.

Science of Education.

But all this does not prove that we have nothing to learn

from the old world. In matters of education we have much to

learn. Germany has studied the subject longer than we. Her

educational literature is as old in centuries as ours in decades.

She has brought to bear upon the subject her profoundest phil-

osophy and her deepest research. For ages her wisest and

best men have devoted themselves to the discovery of the prin-

ciples that govern educational processes, to a clear formulating

of the same, and to the best methods of applying them to

practice. They have studied the child from the standpoint of

natural history, physiology, psychology and religion. They

have endeavored to discover the most favorable conditions of

food, air, light, heat, exercise and rest, for producing the best

human body ; and they have tried to learn how to create these

conditions.

They have studied the mind still more profoundly. With
patient thinking they have striven to ascertain the powers and

possibilities of the soul. They have inquired into the order of

the development of these powers, and the relation of their de-

velopment to the self-activities of the soul itself; as well as into

the kinds and relative amounts of these activities required to

produce the fullest and most harmonious development.

And with equal patience have they studied the means of

stimulating the various powers of the soul to healthy action.

So that they have examined the different subjects of study in

the common schools, not only with reference to the value of

the knowledge to be gained from them, but also with reference

to their educational values ; and by this means they have tried

to determine the extent to which each subject is entitled to be

studied. Moreover, they have expended an almost infinite
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amount of time and thought in analyzing the processes of learn-

ing each of these subjects. By these means have they sought

with philosophic exactness to adapt the successive stages of in-

struction in every branch of study in the common schools to

the successive stages of development and power in the unfold-

ing minds of the learners.

Nor hive they stopped here. They have attempted to as-

certain the best instrumentalities to employ, and the best meth-

ods of using these instrumentalities, in order to bring the minds

of the pupils into the proper relations with things, and the ex-

pression of thoughts, so as to secure for the pupils the largest

amount of valuable knowledge and training, with the least ex-

penditure of time and labor on the part of the pupils themselves,

and of the teachers. The mere comprehension of the amount

of work done in Germany, in the attempt to discover the best

methods of teaching the common branches of study, would be

almost overwhelming to the average American. Works on the

application of the principles of education to the practice of

teaching, elaborate guides for teachers in the conduct of all

branches of instruction, and extensive works on the historical

development of the methods of teaching particular subjects,

have been multiplied almost without number. And then the ex-

haustiveness of many of them is something marvellous. Only

think of a large octavo volume of four hundred and thirty pages,

in fine print, devoted to methods in the first steps in teaching

reading ! Then the invention of reading machines, and arith-

metic machines, arithmetical, botanical, zoological and linguis-

tic charts,— but there is no end to the list of what the Germans
have done to make the methods of teaching effective.

Now, is a nation that has the talent, the critical spirit, and

the patience to do all this, likely to allow a teacher to take

charge of the education of their children when he is in the con-

ditions of their ancestors hundreds ofyears ago ? Will men who
have known what educational progress costs, allow teachers to

become wise and proficient by repeating the trials, the experi-

ments, and the blunders of ages upon every class that comes

under their charge ? No, every teacher in Germany must prove

his fitness for his calling before he begins his practice. And a

part of this fitness is a knowledge of what the world has done

towards perfecting the theory and practice of teaching. Ilis
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professional education must include a pretty thorough knowl-

edge of the history and science of education, as well as a fa-

miliarity with the most approved methods of physical, intel-

lectual and moral training.

I was present at a portion of an examination of candidates

for teaching gymnastics. The examination consisted of four

parts : 1. The writing of a theme upon the subject by each

candidate ; and for this they were allowed three hours. 2. An
oral^examination in the principles and methods of teaching

gymnastics. 3. Teaching a set of physical exercises to a class

of children in presence of the examiners. 4. Performing a

large number of exercises at the dictation of the examiners. If

the examinations in all departments are as thorough as this was

there can be no doubt but that teachers know their business

fairly well before they begin teaching.

Now, in my judgment, those characteristics of German
teaching in which they are superior to our own,— and they

have superior characteristics, — arise solely from the deeper

insight of the Germans into the laws underlying the whole

process of education ; from their profounder knowledge of

educational science. It is taken for granted in Germany that

there is a science of education. I should as soon expect to

hear a German schoolmaster call in question the existence of a

science of mechanics, or of geometry, as to express a doubt in

regard to the reality or utility of a science of education ; or

to indicate any misgivings as to the value of a knowledge of

methods of teaching as determined by this science. Nor is

this view entertained by teachers alone ; it is held by all who
direct educational aflfairs. Accordingly, it would be considered

just as absurd to allow a man to become a teacher without a

knowledge of education, as it would to license him to be a

doctor when ignorant of medicine, or to be a lawyer if he

knew nothing of law.

And then this doctrine is wisely applied. Lawyers are

thought to be competent to pass upon the legal qualifications

of candidates for the law, and doctors are considered quite able

to examine in medicine ; and then these Germans are so per-

versely logical as to think that men learned in educational

science and practice are better fitted to decide upon the proper

qualifications of candidates for the high and sacred office of
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teaching, than are blacksmiths, or traders, or even lawyers

and doctors.

The result of all this is that the German teacher occupies a

high vantage ground when he enters his profession. He has

already been put in possession of the wisdom of the ages.

The experience of the past has been laid under contribution.

All the experiments, all the failures, all the successes, all the

trials of all the teachers that have preceded him are but so

many facts from which he has made those inductions which are

to light his path in the future. Thus he begins, theoretically,

and, in large part, practically, upon the most advanced posi-

tions occupied by the wisest teachers past and present.

Starting thus he naturally makes some advancement. I was

deeply impressed with the provision made by the city of Berlin

for the professional study of its teachers. This was a city

school museum. It was established in 1876, with an annual

appropriation of 4,000 marks. It now contains a pedagogical

library of over 6,000 volumes, and a collection of several hun-

dred specimens of apparatus to be used in teaching ; and both

of these departments are constantly increasing. Connected

with it is a hall for teachers' meetings, etc. It is under the

charge of an accomplished teacher of the city, and is open to

all teachers, without cost, twice a week. I spent one afternoon

there ; and the number of solid works on the science of educa-

tion that were taken out was proof of the value of the institution.

Ten or fifteen years ago, that wise educator, our friend Dr.

Philbrick, said in a meeting of the Boston masters :
" We have

done some excellent work, and as a city enjoy a good educa-

tional reputation ; but then we have made only a single contri-

bution towards educational progress, and that is the idea of a

separate desk for each pupil. This is not a reputation that we
can afford to feel very proud of. The next thing to which we
should devote ourselves is a study of the history and science of

education. Our lack here is our weakness."

Our lack here is our weakness still. We, as. a nation, have

made great progress in this respect within the last twenty

years ; but we are still far from appreciating the importance of

a knowledge of the history, science and methods of teaching.

Perhaps no men or women have better talent for teaching than

our own ; but talent alone is not sufficient to make the best
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teachers. All men are still wiser than any man. Empirical

methods generally fall short of the best types. Human life is

too short to be spent in rediscovering laws and methods.

Human souls are too precious to be unnecessarily marred by

the unskilful treatment of the unscientific. If, then, we would

become leaders in educational progress, — nay, if we would

take our places by the side of the best, — our hope lies in a

profounder study of educational science.

Boston, Jan. 27, 1886.
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GRADUATED TABLES—First Semes.

The folloAving Table shows the suras appropriated by the several cities

and towns in the State, for the education of each child between five and

fifteen years of age. The income of the surplus revenue and of other funds

held in a similar way, when appropriated to schools, is added to the sum
raised by taxes ; and these sums constitute the amount reckoned as appro-

priations. The income of such school funds as were given and are held on

the express condition that their income shall be appi'opriated to schools, is

not included. Such an appropriation to their income, being necessary to

retaining the funds, is no evidence of the liberality of those holding the

trust. But if a town appropriates the income of any fund to its public

schools, which may be so appropriated or not, at the option of the voters,

or when the town has a legal right to use such income in defraying its

ordinary expenses, then such an appropriation is as really a contribution

to common schools as an equal sum raised by taxes. On this account the

surplus revenue, and sometimes other funds, are to be distinguished from

local school funds as generally held. The income of the one may be ap-

propriated to schools, or not, at the pleasure of the town ; the income of the

other tnust be appropriated to schools by the condition of the donation,

Funds of the latter kind are usually donations made to furnish means of

education in addition to those provided by a reasonable taxation. Com-
mittees are expected, in their annnal returns, to make this distinction in

relation to school funds.

Voluntary contributions are not included in the amount which is divided

in order to ascertain the sum appropriated to each child. In many towns

such contributions, however liberal, are not permanent, and cannot be

relied upon as a stated provision. They are often raised and applied to

favor particular schools, or classes of scholars, and not to benefit equally

all that attend the public schools. Besides, the value of board and fuel

gratuitously furnished is determined by the mere estimate of individ-

uals, and is therefore uncertain ; while the amount raised by taxes, being

in money, has a fixed and definite value, and is a matter of record. Still the

contributions voluntarily made are exhibited in a separate column of the

Table, as necessary to a complete statement of the provision made by the

towns for the education of their children.

The Table exhibits the rank of each city or town in the State, in respect

to its liberality in the appropriation of money to its schools, as compared

with other cities and towns for the year 1884-85, also its rank in a similar

scale for 1883-84. It presents the sum appropriated to each child between

five and fifteen.
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GRADUATED TABLES — First Series.

SJioioing the Comparative Amount of Money, inclvding Voluntary

Contributions^ appropriated by the different Coxmties in the State,

for the Education of each Child between the Ages of 5 and 15 Years

in the County.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

The next Table exhibits tlie appropriation of the cities and towns, as

compared with their respective valuation in 1884.

The first column shows the rank of the cities and towns in a similar

Table for 1883-84, according to their valuation in 1884.

The second column indicates, in numerical order, the precedence of the

cities and towns in respect to the liberality of their appropriations for

1884-85, according to their valuation in 1884.

The third consists of the names of the cities and towns, as numerically

arranged.

The fourth shows the percentage of taxable property appropriated to the

support of the public schools. The result is equivalent in value to mills

and hundredths of mills. The decimals are carried to three figures, in order

to indicate more perfectly the distinction between the different towns. The
first figure (mills) expresses the principal value, and is seijarated from the

last two figures by a dash.

The appropriations for schools are not given in the following Table, as

they may be found by referring to the previous Tables ; also in the Abstract

of School Returns, commencing on page ii. These appropriations include

the sum raised by taxes, the income of the surplus revenue, and of such

other funds as the towns may appropriate at their option, either to support

common schools, or to pay ordinary municipal expenses. The income of

other local funds, and the voluntary contributions, are not included in the

estimate. The appropriations are reckoned the same as in the first series of

Tables, and for the same reasons.

The amount of taxable property, in each city and town, according to the

last State valuation, is also omitted, as it is already given in the foregoing

Abstract of School Returns.

If the rank assigned to towns in the next Tables is compared with the

rank of the same town in the former series, it will be seen that they hold,

in many instances, a very different place in the scale.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Seeies.

[for the state.]

A Graduated Table in wliicli all the Towns in the State are numerically

arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable Property ap-

propriated to the Support of Public Schools for the Tear 1884-85.
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238
127
161
151
173
157
231
241
175
263
146
185
169
179
156
233
153
190
128
187

236
177
215
198
229
188
137
245
181

164
107

227
136

206
196

155
183
170
176

200
216
159
193
223
213
201
162
220
194
214

167
168
169
170

171

172
173
174
175
176

177

178
179
180

181

182
183

184
185
186
187

188
189
190

191

192

193
194
195

196
197

198
199

200
201
202
203
204
205
206
207
208
209
210
211
212
213
214
215
216

TOWNS.

Wales, .

Warren,
South Scituate

Conway,
Lynn, .

Methuen,
Wilmington,
Littleton,

Acton, .

Rockport,
Salisbury,

Ashburnham,
Bane, .

HoUiston,
Scituate,

Hopkinton,
Hampden,
Somerville,
Webster,
Woi'cester,

Rochester,
Brimfleld,

Maiden,
N.Marlboro',
Athol, .

Hanson,
Easthampton
Wilbraham,
Lexington,
Southborough,
Ware, .

Leominster,
Chesterfield,

Fhillipston,

Framingham,
Medford,
Northboro',
Chelmsford,
Ipswich,
Uxbridge,
Royalston,
W.Bridgew'r
Fitchburg,
Newton,
W. Springfi'd

Hanover,
Westport,
Cambridge,
Gt. Barringt'n
Leverett,

3 S I S =

O O O •^ OJ
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.003-42

3-42
3-41

3-40
3-40
3-40
3-39
3-88
3-37
3-37
3-37
3-35
3-35
3-35
3-35
3-34
3-33
3-33
3-33
3-83
3-32
3-30
3-30
3-30
8-28
8-28
8-27
8-27
3-25
3-25
3-25
3-24
8-23
3-21
3-20
3-20
3-20
3-19
3-19
3-19
8-18
3-18
3-17
3-16
3-16
3-15
8-15
8-14
3-14
3-14
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m Cm

S3
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122
258
261
242
278
308
265
221
266
270
143
285
307
282
132
265
284
210
333
301
281
277
264
269
283
280
291
288
286
287
297
260
294
289
303
279
298
272
150
296
302

2B
^ a
>>.2

CO 03

in

267
268
269
270
271
272
273
274
275
276
277
278
279
280
281
282
283
284
285
286
287
288
289
290
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301
302
303
304
305
306
307

TOWNS.

Washington,
Dracut, .

Everett,

.

Lawrence,
Lunenburg,
Richmond,
Seekonk,
Tolland,
Easton, .

Freetown,
Rutland,
Carver, .

Marshfield,

Agawam,
Walpole,
Andover,
Revere, .

Montgomery,
Hatfield,

Mt. Wash'ton
Dartmouth,
Dunstable,
New Bedford
Harvard,
Tewksbury,
Burlington,
Watertown,
Hadley,

.

Middleton,
Yarmouth,
Weston,
Wellesley,
Bedford,
So. Abington
Sharon, .

Lancaster,
Berlin, .

Newbury,
Boxborough,
EdgartowD,
Belmont,

i^iS'o 1
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GRADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

[COUKTY TABLES.]

In which all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Percentage of their Taxable

Property ap)propriated for the Support of Public Schools for the

year 18S4-85.

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.

a<<-.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.

a °

"a

1

4
3

2
6

6
7

8
12
13
11

10

25
17

14
19

15
9

20
32
31
22
23
33
26
28
24

CO 03

^> TOWNS. « S. CO
2*5*2

Q^ 03 -^J O C3 d

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

lo-

ll

12

13

14
15

16

17

18
19

20
21

22
23
24

25
26
27

MAELBOROUGH,

Natick, .

Stoneham,
Wakefield,
Ashby, .

Woburn,
Arlington,
Hudson,
No. Reading,
Waltham,
VVayland,
Concord,
Ayer, .

Winchester,
Tyngsborough,
Townsend,
Westford,
Melrose,
Reading,
Wilmington,
Littleton,

Acton, .

Holliston,

Hopkinton,
Somerville,
Maiden,.
Lexington,

^.005-47

4-73
4-58
4-57
4-24
4-23
4-11
4-03
4-01
4-01
3-96
3-81
3-64
3-62
3-57
3-50
3-50
3-47
3-42
3-39
3-38
3-37
3-35
3-34
3-33
3-30
3-25

.So .So

4>

§IS

TOWNS.

27
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.
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GEADUATED TABLES— Second Series.

Shoioing the Arrangement of Comities according to their Approprior

tions, including Voluntary Contributions.

If the counties are numerically arranged, according to the percentage of

their valuations appropriated for public schools, voluntary contributions of

board and fuel being added to the sum raised by tax and to the income

of the surplus revenue and other funds, as severally given in the previous

table, the order of precedence vpill be as follows :
—

00 V '

2 to c
» .2

En

>> J.° 5 •

la > ao
CO e)

^^

-Ji ti "S5 °
22 as c

COUNTIES.

Percentage of Valu-
ation appropriated

to Public Schools

—

equivalent to mills

and hundredths of

mills.

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

10

9

11

12

13

5

U

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

Barnstable,

Franklin,

Berkshire,

Worcester,

Hampshire,

Middlesex,

Plymouth,

Hampden,

Essex, .

Norfolk,

Bristol,

.

Suffolk,

Nantucket,

Dukes, .

$.003-78

3-74

3-58

3-42

3-33

3-22

3-21

3-07

3-05

2-91

2-89

2-04

1-81

1-80

State, $.002-71
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GRADUATED TABLES— Third Series.

The following table exhibits the ratio of the average attendance for the

year in each town to the whole number of children between 5 and 15,

according to the returns.

The ratio is expressed in decimals, continued to four figures, the first two

of which are separated from the last two by a point, as only the two former

are essential to denote the real per cent. Yet the ratios of many towns are

so nearly equal, or the difference is so small a fraction, that tiae first two

decimals with the appropriate mathematical sign appended, indicate no

distinction. The continuation of the decimals, therefore, is simply to indi-

cate a priority in cases where, without such continuation, the ratios would

appear to be precisely similar.

In several cases the ratio of attendance exhibited in the Table is over 100

per cent. These results, supposing the registers to have been properly kept

and the returns correctly made, are to be thus explained : The average

attendance upon all Public Schools being compared with the whole number

of children in the town between 5 and 15, the result may be over 100 per

cent., because the attendance of children under 5 and over 15 may more

than compensate for the absence of children between those ages. The rank

of the towns standing highest in the following Table is in accordance with

the returns. As the returns are often incorrect, the rank may be too high

in some cases.
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GRADUATED TABLES— Third Series.

[fob the state.]

In whicJi all the Towns in the State are numerically arranged accord-

ing to the Average Attendance of the Children upon the Public

Schools for the year 1884-83.
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GEADUATED TABLES — Third Series.

[county tables.]

In which all the Towns in the respective Counties in the State are

numerically arranged according to the Aterage Attendance of their

Children upon the Public Schools for the year 1884-85.

[For an explanation of the principles on wbich the Tables are constructed, see ante, p. cxxiii.]

BARNSTABLE COUNTY.
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BRISTOL COUNTY.
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FRANKLIN COUNTY.
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MIDDLESEX COUNTY.
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NORFOLK COUNTY— Concluded.
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WORCESTER COUNTY— Concluded.
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Table in which all the Counties are numerically arranged^ according

to the Average Attendance of their Children upon the Public

Schools for the year 1884-85.

CO
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PAGB
Abstract of school returns for 1884-85 (see returns of school committees).

Academies and private schools, returns of, Ixxvii

Agents, reference of board to, 11

Report of secretary on, 136

Monthly reports, abstracts of, . 137

Alcohol, general topics upon, 81

American Asylum for Deaf-Mutes, at Hartford, 54

Statistics for, 62

Apparatus for teaching 169, 196

School fund, portion that can be spent for, Ixxvii

Appendixes

:

A. Report of George A. Walton, agent, 161

B. Report of Geoi'ge H. Martin, agent, 183

C. Report of John T. Prince, agent, 193

D. Report of Charles M. Carter, agent, . . 209

E. School supervision, by A. P. Marble, 223

F. Free text-books and supplies, by William Connell, .... 241

G. German schools, by Larkin Dunton, 261

Appropriation per child by cities and towns, Ixxxi

Arithmetic in course of studies, by E. H. Davis, 97-102

Attendance upon school, secretary upon 69, 75

Agents' reference to, 164, 169, 183

Evening schools, attendance at, Ixxviii

Rank of towns in State in, cxxiv

Barnstable County, schools of, 183

Beneficiaries of special institutions, statistics of, 61

Blind, deaf-mutes and, institutions for, 54

Perkins Institution for, report of, 62

Board of Education, members of, for 1886, 5

Financial statement of, 152

Report of, annual, for 1885, 9

Secretary of the board, report of, 49

Bridgewater Normal School, report of visitors to, 19

Advanced class, increase in numbers, 21

Principal, twenty-fifth anniversary of, 19

Science study, facilities for, 20

Statistics of, 20

Buildings, agents' reference to, 163, 167, 183, 194

Carter, Charles M , agent, report of, 209

Course in industrial drawing, 214

Charitable institutions, reference of board to, . . 13

Circular of inquiry addressed to towns, 243

Replies to, , 244-258

Laws concerning free text-books, . . . . . . . . . 241

System of operating recent law, 252-258
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PAGE

Civil government in high schools, 132

Clarke Institution, at Northampton, 54

Free tuition for deaf-mutes, ' 56

Statistics for 1885, 61

Corporal punishment, secretary's report on, 82

Connell, William, free text-books, report on , 241

Course of studies, secretary upon 96

Elementary schools, plan for, 96

High schools, plan for, 109

Davis, E. H., course of studies by, 96

Distribution of work in course, 96

Observation lessons, 103

Reading, methods in, . 104

Vocabulary for first half-year, 105

Spelling, methods in, 108

Writing, plans for teaching, . . . : 103

Secretary's report, 150

Deaf-mutes, institutions for, 54

American Asylum, at Hartford, 54

Clarke Institution, at Northampton, . 54

Horace Mann School, at Boston, 60

Defacing schoolhouses, penalty for, 86

Disturbing schools, penalty for, 86

Drawing, industrial, methods of teaching 210

Plan for teaching, 214

Dukes County schools, report on, 183

Dunton, Larkin, German schools, teaching in, . . 261

Elementary schools, plan of instruction for, 96

Employment of children, secretary's report, 71

English in high schools 133

Evening schools, abstract of returns of, Ixxviii

Examination of schools, standards and tests, 188

Expulsion of children, secretary's report, 84

Framingham Normal School, report of visitors to, 24

Practice school, importance of, 27

Statistics of, 24

Free text-book law (see secretary's report), . . . . . . . . 77

Reference to, by agent, 202

Special report on, by William Connell 241

Greek, Latin and, in high schools, 123

Hill, Frank A., coarse of studies by, 109

High schools, course of studies for, 109

Aims of, 116

Distribution of studies, 118-122

English language and literature in, 133

Government, civil, place in 132

History in 125

Latin and Greek in, 123

Length of course in, Ill

Mathematics in 127

Number of, in State, Ixxv
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PAGE
High Schools— Continued.

Optional studies in, 112

Science studies in, 129

Statistics of, in abstract of returns, Ixxv

Studies, number of, Ill

Secretary's report on, 150

History in high schools, 125

Industrial drawing, methods and plan, 210-214

Institutions, abstract of returns of, Ixxix

Special report of secretary upon, 53

Horace Mann School for deaf-mutes, 60

New building for, 60

Statistics of, 62

Institutes^ teachers', report of secretary upon, 146

Kindergarten, relation to primary school 88

Perkins Institution 'for Blind, at, 63

Lancaster, industrial school at Ixxix

Latin and Greek in high schools 123

Local funds applied to schools, Ixxvii

Marble, Albert P., on school supervision, 225

Martin, George H., agent, report of, 183

Attendance upon school, 184

Interference with schools, local, 184

Primary work, defects in, 185

Teachers, preparation of, 186

Standards and tests, absence of, 188

Supervision, necessity for, absolute, 189

Mathematics in high schools, 127

Membership and attendance (see returns of school committees).

Monson, State Primary School at Ixxiv

Moral education, secretary's report, . 148

Nautical school, reference of board to, 13

Normal Art School, 42

Graduating exercises of, 43

Statistics of, ,
42

Normal schools, report of board upon 9

Admission to, requisites for, 145

Graduates of, teaching in State, Ixxv

Graduation, requisites for, 145

Report of secretary upon, 143

Reports of visitors to

:

Bridgewater 19

Framingham, 24

Normal Art, 42

Salem, 29

Westfield, . . . 33
,

Worcester 37

Statistics of, 142

Observation lessons in primary schools, 103
.

Over-pressure in schools, 202

Perkins Institution and Massachusetts School for the Blind, 62

Financial status of, 64

Kindergarten methods in 65

Statistics of, 64
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PAGE
Persons between 5 and 15 years of age (see returns of school committees).

Physiology and hygiene, instruction in, 81

Primary schools, worli in, 185

Improvement in, by superintendents, 176

Prince, John T., agent, report of, 193

Apparatus for teaching, 196

Buildings, condition of, 194

Ventilation of, 195

Over-pressure in schools, 202

Free text-books, operation of la^y, 202

Superintendents, duties of, 201

Teaching and teachers 198

Private schools, academies and, Ixxvii

Public schools, number of, in State (see returns of school committees).

Reading, course for teachers, 136

Elementary instruction in, 104, 172

Reformatory institutions, Ixxix
Registers, greater accuracy required, 85

Reports of agents of the board :

of Charles M. Carter, 209

of John T. Prince 193

of George H. Martin, 183

of George A. Walton, 161

Report of Board of Education, 9

Charitable institutions, 13

Nautical school, 13

Normal schools, 9

State agents, 11

Report of secretary of board (see secretary), 49

Reports of visitors of normal schools, 19

Returns of school committees, abstract of, for 1884-85; i-cxxxiv

Amount raised by taxes for schools, Ixxvi

Analysis of returns by secretaiy 51

Counties and towns, alphabetically arranged to show ii-lxvi

First

:

(a.) population of towns
;

(b.) valuation of towns
;

(c.) public

schools, number of; (d.) persons between 5 and 15 years of age;

(e.) persons between 8 and 14 years of age ; (f.) membership and
attendance in schools

; (g.) different teachers required, number of;

(h.) recapitulation by counties, . . . . . . . Ixxiv

Second

:

I (a.) different teachers employed, number of; (b.) normal graduates

employed, number of; (c.) wages of teachers, average per month

;

(d.) months schools have kept; (e.) high schools, statistics of;

(f.) recapitulation by counties, Ixxv

Third

:

(a.) amount raised by taxes
; (b.) supervision by school committees,

expense of; (c.) supervision by superintendents
; (d ) reports and

stationery, expense of; (e.) schoolhouses, building, altering and
repairs of; (f.) taxes, total amount of, and voluntary contributions;

(g.) recapitulation by counties, . Ixxvi

Fourth

:

(a.) local funds, appropriated for schools
; (b.) academies and

private schools; (c.) school fund, town's share of; (d.) apparatus,

portion of fund that may be used for
;
(e.) recapitulation by counties, Ixxvii
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PAGE

Returns of school committees — Continued.

Evening schools, number, attendance and expense of, . . . . Ixxviii

Institutions, reformatory, at Lancaster, Monson, Westborough, . . Ixxix

Graduated tables, first series :

Appropriation by cities and towns of State, per child, . . Ixxxi

by counties, per child, xciv, xcv

by cities and towns of counties, per child, . . xcvi-cxl

Graduated tables, second series :

Towns, rank of, in State, by per cent, of appropriation, . . cix

rank of, in county, by per cent, of appropriation, . . cxv

Graduated tables, third series :

Attendance, town's rank in State, cxxiv

in county, exxviii

county's rank in State, . . . . . . cxxxiv

Salem Normal School, report of visitors to, 29

Statistics of, 30

School age, no limit to, 67

School buildings, condition of, 167, 194

Expense of construction and repairs, Ixxvi

School committees, returns of, for 1884-85, i-cxxxiv

Agents' reference to, 166, 173, 186

School fund, statement of, 67

Town's share of, • . Ixxvii

Schools, sufficient number defined, 68

Length of time kept, Ixxv

Number of, in State, Ixxiv

Science studies in high schools, 129

Secretary of board, report of, 46

Accuracy of returns, 53

Agents of board, 138

Analysis of returns, 51

Attendance upon schools, 69, 75

Corporal punishment, 82

Course of studies for public schools, 96

Defacing schoolhouses, penalty for, 86

Disturbance of schools, penalty foi", 86

Employment of children, 71

Expulsion of children, 84

Institutions, special, reports of, 53

Kindei'garten, relation to primary schools 88

Methods of teaching 80

Moral education, . 148

Normal schools, 142

Physiology and hygiene, 81

Reading for teachers, course of, 136

Registers, accuracy required, . 85

School age, no limit to, 67

School fund, income of, 67

Schools, number of, 68

Studies, laws concerning, 76

Superintendents, training for, 145

Summary of statistics for 1884-85, 49

Teachers, election of, 74

Authority of, . . 75, 76

Teachers' institutes, report on, 146

Text-books and supplies 77
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Secretary of board, report of— Continued.

Truant children, 72

Truant ofHcers, ' 74

Spelling, methods in 108

Studies, laws concerning, 76

Course of, for elementary schools, 96

for high schools, 109

Distribution of, in high schools, ........ 118-120

Number of, for high schools, . Ill

Optional, for high schools, 112

Reference ofagent to, 171

Superintendents, for small towns, 86

Agents' reference to 175, 189, 201

Training for, 145, 178

Supervisionof schools, by A. P. Marble, 225

Cost of, for the State, Ixxvi

Taxes, amount raised for schools, Ixxvi

Teachers' institutes, report of secretary on, 146

Financial statement of, 155

Lecturers in 147

List of, with attendance, 146

Subjects taught, 146

Teachers, selection of, 74

Agents' reference to, ........ 165, 170, 186, 198

Authority of, 75, 76

Course of reading for, 136

Teachers, untrained and inexperienced, 170, 186, 198

Number teaching in State, Ixxv

Normal graduates, number employed, Ixxv

Teaching, reference to, in secretary's report, 80

Industrial drawing, method in, 210

Reference to, by agents, 172, 198

Towns, population and valuation of (see returns of school committees).

Rank of, in State, by appropriation, cxi

Truant children, provisions for, 72, 164

Truant officers, duties of, 74

Truant schools, reference of agent to, 164

Ventilation of schoolhouses, 195

Wages of teachers, average by towns . • . Ixxv

by counties, Ixxv

Walton, George A., agent, report of, 161

Educational progress 162

Hindrances to progress, 167

Superintendents needed, 175

"Westfield Normal School, report of visitors to, 33

Graduates, work of, 34

Statistics of, 35

Worcester Normal School, report of visitors to, 37

Children, special study of, 38

Statistics of, .39
Words to be taught in first half-year, 105

Writing, plans for teaching, 103










